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Foreword

by Cris Monnastre

I met David Griffin for the first time Mothers' Day weekend, 1992, in a Studio City, California, "nouvelle cuisine" café for breakfast. The synchronicity of that holiday made it a table for three and not just two, since Erich Neumann's The Great Mother, the beloved Isis, was in our midst from the first moment of our contact. When I walked into the empty neon lit dining room (hardly the ambiance of a British Museum reading room where Magicians long before us made such similar historical encounters) my first reaction was disappointment. There sat this man looking pitifully alone among a tangled architecture of twisted wire tables and chairs, tall but thin in stature, a military haircut and the most hollow, vacant yet absorbing eyes that held the look of a zealot! My immediate resolve was to make this as painlessly brief a meeting as possible! Little did I know in those first seconds that those eyes were truly and undeniably capable of staring into and surviving the fires of the gods while not going blind, the eyes of magical genius and such enormous raw talent that only a holy fanaticism indeed could contain such sacred and hungry wantonness for the wildest, most unexplored and deepest of mysteries.

He had written to me through a colleague: a post card from Cairo, Egypt, with a Beverly Hills, California, mailing address. The card was referred to me since I lived in Southern California. I sent him a pathetically hasty reply on a piece of yellow pad paper written in pencil. Since my introduction to the fifth edition of The Golden Dawn by Israel Regardie had been published in 1986. I was used to receiving
Golden Dawn Initiatory rituals. At random, David selected the High Regardie's ritual wine cup and Enochian chess set which were just a invoking the energies of Daath that was, despite the hubris of such an endeavor, stunning in conception and execution. Having worked with patience by Chic Cicero in Columbus, Georgia. And so, in remembering our magical relationship (The Woman and the Serpent of Revelation) which presaged the theme of Priestess (Moon) and the Devil (Capricorn) cards from the deck (the magicians interested in Initiation and training with me as I had been initiated Regardie’s grave nearby and on the way I returned home to gather few of the items of his magical paraphernalia he had given to me as a gift several years before. At the grave, David improvised a ritual invoking the energies of Daath that was, despite the hubris of such an endeavor, stunning in conception and execution. Having worked with the likes of a magical titan as Israel Regardie, very, very little impressed me at that phase of my magical career, but there on that sun-dried grave lawn, I knew I had another true Zanoni in my presence with his makeshift turban of white silk embroidered with the Queen scale colors of the Tree of Life and a talisman he had made of rose leaves and 24 carat gold while a lone hawk blessed the beginning of our conjoint adventure by diving through an aquamarine sky overhead.

The rose leaves and gold talisman of that day’s meeting were the foretelling piece which typographically announced his future exhaustive and elegant research into the Inner or Second Order work of the R.R. et A.C., the magical curriculum which immediately follows the Golden Dawn or Outer Order elemental Initiations. March 25, 1997, is the 15th anniversary of my resurrecting classical Golden Dawn Initiatory work in the United States through founding a Temple in Los Angeles, California, under Regardie’s close direction. Additionally, June 26, 1997, was also the fifteenth anniversary of my receiving the Adeptus Minor (5=6) Grade from Israel Regardie in a Vault built with sainted patience by Chic Cicero in Columbus, Georgia. And so, in remembering these anniversary milestones in my personal magical career, it is an honor to be asked to introduce this important work, The Ritual Magic Manual: A Complete Course in Practical Magic, which explores all facets of the R.R. et A.C. as not as yet fully accomplished heretofore. Having trained many magicians through the Outer Order process, I have repeatedly observed that many of them perceive attainment of the 5=6 Grade of Adeptus Minor as a conclusion in itself, resting on dubious laurels of success and not remembering the exhortation in the sacred Obligation of the 5=6 Grade Ritual (Yesod) where the Chief Adept states, "...I also undertake to work unassisted at the subjects prescribed for study in the various practical grades from Zelator Adeptus Minor to Adept Adeptus Minor, on pain of being degraded to that of Lord of the Paths of the Portal only." The hoped-for experience of growing into Tiphareth by advancing into 5=6 is attaining to the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel. But although Regardie states in The Tree Of Life how individual and unpredictable such attainment may be, it is often a growing and developmental process rather than an isolated event (infrequently occurring during the 5=6 Initiation itself) for which this book can provide the first guide of its kind. Every Initiate who walks out of a Vault of the Adepts for the first time should be handed a copy of this book as a powerful prompt and practical, magical roadmap, a true grimoire to keep working toward that supreme experience of the Holy Guardian Angel which Regardie further states in The Tree of Life as "...the supreme object of all magical ritual... in other words, the communion with the Higher Self. It brings with it new powers, new extensions of consciousness, and a new vision of life."

The "Introduction" is an important and salient overview which assists the advanced as well as beginning Magician. It should not be overlooked in addressing the more complex material further on in the text. The author addresses and reminds us of the often neglected concept of "vibration" (so succinctly elucidated in the occult classic, The Kybalion, by Three Initiates). It additionally emphasizes the important consideration of psychotherapy as conjoint with magical practice (which is an idea Regardie espoused until his death). Common sense and "how to" reminders of not accidentally "de-charging" magical weapons, a discussion of the significant differences between channeling, guided fantasy, and Skrying in the Spirit Vision all help to remind the student to be wary of carelessness and self-delusion. The author also examines the important point of selecting the sidereal as opposed to tropical system for astrological mapping and includes elementary Qabalistic information and correspondences. Of particular and important academic note is that the author has addressed the "...numerous corruptions and misconceptions..." of the various names in the frequently flawed extant published hierarchies and has corrected them. He also provides a believable argument for a rethinking and augmenting of former guidelines to Enochian pronunciation.
The opening chapter on Basic Rituals is what adds to the “user friendliness” of this practical manual, for it affords the beginner (and reminds the experienced practitioner) of the necessary tools to begin building (or continue reinforcing) in the Sphere of Sensation (Aura) those symbols which produce gradual and imperceptible but undeniable and absolutely necessary change for legitimate and not just nominal, magical adeptship. This is change which impacts the student not only psychologically and emotionally but also physiologically where brain chemistry, hormonal activity, and central nervous system function all become more finely attuned and harmonious in their interrelation.

One of the most frequently overlooked issues in magical training is that lovely and poetic phrase in the oath of the Adepts Minor Grade that states, “I further promise and swear that with the Divine Permission I will, from this day forward, apply myself to the Great Work — which is, to purify and exalt my Spiritual Nature so that with the Divine Aid I may at length attain to be more than human...” This means exactly and literally what it says! An Adept’s body in terms of physiology, chemistry, structure, and function is not the same as the average man, or what Regardie referred to as “homo normalis.” By attending (Tarot Trump #1 — The Magician) to “symbol, ceremonial, and sacrament...”, the anabolic and catabolic activities of the body in their processes actually do (literally) purify and consecrate the Temple of the physical body to prepare it for contact with what Paul Foster Case refers to in The True And Invisible Rosicrucian Order as “Contact with this True Rosicrucian Order, which is impossible without the necessary physical changes.” So cast a scant eye on the Grade titles many so-called Adepts publicly (and tastelessly!) place behind their names as they are usually only nominal! Additionally, keep in mind that “purification and consecration” is also a psychological process which will expel the dross of the personality which can also result in the eruption of any variety of personal unconscious material (the academic and historic term is “complex”) which is well illustrated in the symbolic diagram in the Golden Dawn system as “The Garden of Eden After the Fall.” And finally, every single time any ritual is performed after the Fall.” And finally, every single time any ritual is performed for considerable time, always opening and closing with a LBRP. Unless the practitioner works with the Middle Pillar technique could not stress enough the importance of attending particularly to the relaxation and deep breathing processes in preparation for it. He ascribed to Wilhelm Reich’s theory of body character armor which in part is caused by chronic tension and unconscious muscle rigidity, thus preventing the full flow of the Universal Energy. For safety, the student should work with only white light as a visualization aid in its performance for considerable time, always opening and closing with a LBRP. Unless the practitioner works with the Middle Pillar technique daily and patiently, the rest of magical “work” is only personal the- ter, so much occult and narcissistic claptrap and frankly a pure and unutterable, total waste of time! Knowing all the names of the Qabalistic Angels on the head of any variety of Magical pin will only develop one into absolutely nothing more than that kind of insufferable anal retentive bore who abounds in all occult circles and unfortunately can only rhapsodize on meaningless minutiae. There is no other way like a kind of daily magical “brushing of teeth” which one should be as devoted to as that same daily hygienic practice! In my experience, I have observed that daily work with the LBRP does not gain momentum until after about 90 days of faithful practice, particularly for beginners. Additionally, experienced practitioners frequently abandon this simple protective and deeply symbolic technique as elementary and unnecessary and experience the attendant, unsettling fallout of depression, oversensitivity to others’ emotional atmospheres (particularly overall negativity and generalized depression or anxiety), odd experiences, or just plain “bad luck” in their day to day personal lives. Keep in mind that the LBRP is not only for protection of the Sphere of Sensation, but also assuredly sensitizes the physic centers of perception and attracts any variety of energy/thought forms on the Inner Planes for which the would-be Magician needs discernment, a healthy and fortified ego not easily given to inflation by the archetypes, and downright common sense with some modicum of balance and groundedness!

The Middle Pillar technique is what Regardie had frequently called the “sine qua non” of Magic, an absolute and nonnegotiable necessity for Magical success. The Middle Pillar not only enhances relaxation and produces a generalized sense of balance and well being, but also slowly but assuredly builds into the Sphere of Sensation those vital (and “real”) “spiritual organs” which makes communication with the inner planes and reception of the Universal Energy (Prana, Orgone, LVX) possible and appreciable. A well done Middle Pillar should take approximately 30 minutes to perform (if not longer), and Regardie could not stress enough the importance of attending particularly to the relaxation and deep breathing processes in preparation for it. He ascribed to Wilhelm Reich’s theory of body character armor which in part is caused by chronic tension and unconscious muscle rigidity, thus preventing the full flow of the Universal Energy. For safety, the student should work with only white light as a visualization aid in its performance for considerable time, always opening and closing with a LBRP. Unless the practitioner works with the Middle Pillar technique daily and patiently, the rest of magical “work” is only personal the- ter, so much occult and narcissistic claptrap and frankly a pure and unutterable, total waste of time! Knowing all the names of the Qabalistic Angels on the head of any variety of Magical pin will only develop one into absolutely nothing more than that kind of insufferable anal retentive bore who abounds in all occult circles and unfortunately can only rhapsodize on meaningless minutiae. There is no other way
toward the heights than through discipline and a willingness to actually change the body, mind, and psyche into the most fit of vehicles for this stunning and Great Work. There are no shortcuts, there is no drug, there is no positive and glamorized parental transference which will do more than eventually turn into a pillar of salt like Lot’s wife! Regardie’s only criticisms of my personal magical process (and biting criticisms they were) were when I was lax in the regular and disciplined performance of the Middle Pillar. The student is further referred to Regardie’s The One Year Manual. Anyone who can go through a year of these exercises and come out still standing will be way ahead of the magical game and deserve my personal congratulations for a job exceedingly well done in taking self in hand and to task! Of particular importance is the jewel of the chapter entitled “Unity, All is God.” Its humble and even homespun writing style shows the purest distillation of Regardie’s thinking in his later years. All of the philosophical fundamentals of Magic are in this chapter. There is nothing else! Everything else is only ornament. This simple chapter alone deserves rereading time and time again at different stages in one’s magical career.

The bulk of David Griffin’s book presents rituals for Elemental, Planetary, Zodiacal, Sephirotic, and Talismanic Magic. These are written in a cogent style with clear instructions and numerous accompanying diagrams. The manual format allows great ease for the practitioner to immediately work with the ritual of his/her choice without having to look up appropriate names and symbolic designations in complicated lists of correspondences. No other book so clearly combines complicated lists of correspondences. No other book so clearly combines Planetary, Zodiacal, Sephirotic, and Talismanic Magic. These are written in a cogent style with clear instructions and numerous accompanying diagrams. The manual format allows great ease for the practitioner to immediately work with the ritual of his/her choice without having to look up appropriate names and symbolic designations in complicated lists of correspondences. No other book so clearly combines the flashing colors with the assumption of god forms. Additionally, there is a unique unifying of Enochian, Planetary, and Zodiacal material while interpreting, explaining, and integrating “The Book of the Concourse of Forces.”

Chapter seven addresses demonic evocation, a controversial topic all too frequently sensationalized or treated ignorantly. The author’s concise and careful comments include all the appropriate psychological and technical cautions while adding that dimension of demonic evocation as interpreted through the lens of modern psychology. This writer and Regardie had countless discussions regarding the role psychotherapy and psychological theory (of varying modalities) played in Magic. In Regardie’s Middle Pillar, in 1938, he wrote, “These ideas are mentioned not because a systematic union of Magic and Psychology will be here presented, but in the hope that this effort will spur some psychologist acquainted with magical and mystical techniques to attempt such a task. Whoever does succeed in welding the two indissolubly together, to him mankind will ever be grateful.” Regardie was indeed a prophet of his day, for nearly 60 years later, any variety of schools of psychological thought, particularly Jung’s Analytical psychology, have not been afraid to attempt swimming in the unknown and deep waters of the meaning of the unconscious. The author’s elucidation of demonic evocation as bridged with psychological theory is courageous and decidedly daring but not foolhardy. And many a consulting room around the world steeped in the quagmire of fossilized thinking and terribly bereft of specific and effective technique would do well to at least consider how magical techniques such as these could enhance the patient’s experience of life and integration of personality. However, the risk of identification with the archetypes of the unconscious always portends strong, uncontrolled possibilities of ego inflation, and enormous inner and outer destruction, so all caution and care is a necessary ingredient for even the most ambitious explorers of interiority! Far too little serious academic work has been done in these remote and primitive areas of understanding the psyche, and the field is wide open for study like the truly seductive and immeasurable inner space it actually is. But let the Magician beware lest untrained enthusiasm and unskilled illusions of invincibility maximize its dangers.

This writer would suggest leaving this portion of study strictly alone for many years until balance, individual fulfillment, overall health, and stability manifest in the outer life to reflect the same within. Even then, the Magician needs two strong companion guides along this narrow road: a mature and experienced psychotherapist or analyst with some respect and open mindedness for the Magical Arts as well as a seasoned Magician whose own life exemplifies sanity, compassion, and clarity of thought. Regarding this topic, I am reminded of a journal entry dated August 4, 1983. It was the evening before Regardie and I were to leave for Figi, New Zealand, and Australia. We had talked well into the night specifically picking apart a study of pathology as related to Jungian analysis and how the complexes compared with the medieval forms of entities used in evocation. Regardie commented, “Now there is a correspondence between the two, and few people there are that can figure that one out! Can’t get beyond their prejudices and fears of what’s in the slime and the mud of the human psyche! But don’t identify with the complexes! It’s your death! Instead, relate to them.” In this chapter, the author is one of those few who could “figure that one out”!
David Griffin has achieved a masterpiece in this practical compendium of the Magician's Art, with its strong links to sound psychological thinking. Its usable format and tireless devotion to painstaking and accurate research and detail set it apart as an occult classic that many will refer to in the future as a beacon of clear-sightedness in an otherwise very murky field. The reader has only to open its pages to quickly wander through its garden of glittering delights and tempting promises. Here are the joys, surprises, and true adventures of infinite worlds beyond our own sensate bounded existence. Feast on its visions and beware of and take seriously its demons, for they are your own. As Magic has taken me to heaven and to hell, it has never disappointed me in bringing a life lived for vision and endless, enthralling wonder!

Cris Monnastre
Vernal Equinox
Los Angeles, 1997

Introduction

"I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last. Blessed are they that do his commandments. That shall be their authority to the tree of life, and they should go by the gates into the city" (Revelation 22:13, 14).

How to Use this Book

This book comprises a complete course in Ritual Magic, as relevant to the beginner as it is to the accomplished Magician. The Novice as well as the Adept will herein find everything that he or she needs to practice Magic immediately as well as to improve and expand his or her magical training.

The present book makes the techniques of Ritual Magic more accessible to the general public than ever before. More than a theoretical work on Magic, this is a hands-on manual for Magical practice. The Rituals in this book integrate and present many disparate and highly interesting aspects of Ceremonial Magic, such as the correct use of Flashing Colors, Geometrical Figures, and the Assumption of God Forms.

The student should begin with this introduction then read the introduction to each new chapter or section as he or she comes across it. The introductions frequently contain information necessary for the successful performance of the Rituals in each subsequent chapter or section.

Before performing any Rituals, the student should thoroughly familiarize him or herself with the Pronunciation Symbols given at the beginning of Chapter One. These symbols appear in pronunciation guidelines throughout the book and provide the student with precise pronunciation information.

The student should then learn the Rites and Rituals and perform
them in the order in which they appear. This is important for several reasons. First, the Rituals in the book appear so that the independent student will experience the Energies of the Magical Forces in the same order that they manifest during Initiation into the Rosicrucian Magical Tradition. Furthermore, the Rituals in the main body of the book frequently refer to Basic Rituals found in Chapter One. In other words, success in later Rituals depends on skills learned in earlier chapters.

**Vibration and the Nature of Ceremonial Magic**

Numerous Spiritual Traditions around the world have stressed the importance of repetition, frequency, and vibration in Spiritual Discipline. Eastern Mystics have long understood the power of sound. One of the most important aspects of all meditative techniques is the proper use of special sounds or Mantras, repeated over and over by the meditating Mystic. Science as well has demonstrated that from a certain point of view everything may be considered as vibrating waves.

Ceremonial Magic combines various distinct kinds of vibration. The Magician includes the vibration of physical movement through tracing geometrical figures, symbols, or sigils in the air. Simultaneously, he or she intones certain names of God, Archangels, or Angels, including thereby the vibration of sound. At the same time, the Magician visualizes the traced figure, symbol, or sigil in his or her mind’s eye, thus including mental imagery. Furthermore, he or she visualizes these images in particular colors, including the vibration of color as well. Finally, the special juxtaposition of Flashing (directly complementary) Colors create an even more potent vibration. This simultaneous combination of numerous types of vibration in a single act has an enormous creative power, especially on the Inner Planes.

**Magic and Psychotherapy**

Israel Regardie believed that every Magician should undergo psychotherapy simultaneously with Initiation. For the student working outside of an Initiatic Order, psychotherapy is highly recommendable for a variety of reasons. Any Spiritual Discipline, practiced with enough discipline and persistence, will eventually bring forth powerful unconscious contents into consciousness. In the case of Ceremonial Magic, there exists a particular danger of ego inflation or in some cases even megalomania. Furthermore, whereas the solitary practitioner of Ceremonial Magic may potentially accomplish the magical aspect of Initiation independently, the psychological aspect is virtually impossible to complete alone.¹

**Journal Keeping**

Every serious student of Magic should begin to keep a journal on a daily basis. Record any Magical Work, dreams, and visions, as well as the mundane events of everyday life. Entries involving Magical Work should describe any Rituals performed, the Zodiaca² location of the Sun and Moon, as well as a brief description of any feelings, intuitions, and observations during and following the Ritual. There are many important aspects about ourselves and our magical progress discernible only in retrospect and numerous fundamental insights to gain during the process of reflection itself. If a Magician keeps a detailed journal, he or she eventually begins to discover subtle patterns of relationships underlying apparently random events of daily life.

**Magical Implements**

Every serious student and practitioner of Magic will eventually wish to craft and consecrate his or her own Magical Implements and craft the finest ones that he or she can. There is no need to describe the crafting and consecration of the Magical Implements of the Golden Dawn and the Rosicrucian Magical Tradition as there are already good books on the subject in print.³

The instructions given in the texts of the Rituals in the present book always mention the appropriate Magical Implements to make instructions clearer for advanced Magicians and Rosicrucian Adepts. Nonetheless, with the exception of Demonic Evocation, each Ritual in this book may be performed with nothing more than the Magician’s forefinger, a few items found in any kitchen cupboard, and the Enochian Tablets included in this book.

Each Invocation Ritual contains a synopsis that refers to altar cloths and candles in corresponding colors, scents, and so forth. These items help to create an environment that facilitates the attainment of an altered state of consciousness in the Magician in harmony with the Ritual. Despite their usefulness, however, such environmental props should not be considered as essential to the success of a Ritual.

Most Adepts and experienced Magicians are well aware of the

² See "Astrology and the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac" later in this introduction for more information.
beauty and power added to Rituals by creating a suitable environment as well as by using well constructed and properly consecrated Magical Implements. Nonetheless, there is absolutely nothing that can replace the actual performance of Ceremonial Magic. A disciplined student who faithfully performs the Rituals every day armed with nothing more than an index finger will eventually make more magical progress than a highly skilled craftsman with the finest Implements who is lacking in discipline for daily Ritual Work.

For those students who have already crafted and consecrated Magical Implements, the texts of the Rituals appear in such a fashion as to prevent their accidental desecration. The consecration of any Magical Implement or Talisman involves its charging with Energy through Ritual Invocation. To avoid accidentally discharging this Force, protect the object by wrapping it in silk or linen of the appropriate color when not in use. Never allow anyone other than the Magician who charged them to handle these objects, and always put them away before banishing, since Banishing Rituals serve to send away Forces attracted by them.

For the aforementioned reasons, the texts of the Rituals in this book include reference to two separate Banishing Daggers; one Planetary and one Elemental. The experienced Magician will have wondered with which Magical Force to consecrate the Banishing Dagger and how to avoid banishing its Charge. The best answer is to consecrate and use separate Elemental and Planetary Banishing Daggers. Consecrate the Elemental Banishing Dagger using Hexagrams with the Force of Gevurah, and use it to banish Pentagrams. Consecrate the Planetary Banishing Dagger using Pentagrams with the Force of Elemental Spirit, and use it to banish Hexagrams. The beginning student may safely ignore this discussion, and banish either with an unconsecrated Dagger, or simply use his or her index finger.

Channeling, Guided Fantasy, and Skrying in the Spirit Vision

Skrying in the Spirit Vision is not the same thing as channeling, guided fantasy, guided meditation, nor even Pathworking as popularly understood. Unfortunately, there are numerous books of dubious quality currently in print that attempt to establish Pathworking or Enochian Orthodoxies, prescribing what one should see or experience. Such practices are of questionable spiritual value, except in stimulating the imaginative faculties, and are not Skrying in the Spirit Vision.

Skrying in the Spirit Vision has several distinguishing features despite certain commonalities with other forms of visionary experience. First, unlike channeling or spontaneous imagery, specific Forces are ceremonially invoked prior to skrying. Furthermore, the Enochian Tablets provide detailed maps of the Inner Planes. Unlike channeling or spontaneous imagery, the Magician skyes to the particular Plane of specifically invoked Forces. Finally, the Magician tests each aspect of the visions. It is, after all, for good reason that the Astral Plane is called the realm of illusion as bookshelves filled with channeled material all too readily attest.

After invoking the Force of the desired Plane through Ritual Invocation, the Magician awakens his or her imaginative and visionary faculties by briefly addressing each of the five senses before the mind’s eye. Such guided fantasy may be as simple as imagining oneself lying on a beach (or in any other landscape), hearing the sound of the waves, feeling the warmth of the sun, seeing the palm trees, and smelling the scent of food being prepared nearby making one’s mouth water. Most Pathworking books unfortunately never progress beyond this phase.

Immediately following the awakening of the imaginative faculties, Skrying in the Spirit Vision frequently makes use of symbolical devices like specially colored, truncated pyramids. Such devices serve as symbolical gateways before the mind’s eye as a means of spiritually entering into the Plane of the invoked Force. For most of the Rituals contained in this present volume, the Seals located at the top of each Enochian Tablet will serve this purpose quite satisfactorily.

Having invoked the Force through Ritual, awakened the imaginative faculties, and symbolically entered the Plane of the Force, a spontaneous vision then unfolds before the Spirit Vision of the Magician. This phase of spontaneity is of enormous spiritual value and the essence of Skrying. With practice, a skilled Skryer develops the ability to suspend the rational faculties, immersing him-or herself completely in an unfolding inner drama and landscape yet skillfully testing every aspect of the apparition.

Once the vision ends, the student should immediately record the experience. Using paint, colored markers, pens, or pencils the Magician should endeavor to briefly sketch or paint important imagery. In preparing such sketches, ignore artistic quality and focus on objectifying and recording any encountered symbols or imagery. Follow this by writing a detailed account of the experience before concluding the Ritual...
ual and banishing. Describe the surroundings, details of landscapes, and so forth, as well as any information gathered about the nature of the Plane or its inhabitants. Attempt to describe how this Plane operates in the physical world, including any plants, animals, minerals, and so forth, which might correspond to the nature of the Plane. Israel Regardie published several written Skrying records of early Rosicrucian Adepts. Although this material should not be consulted as a guide to what one "should" experience while Skrying, it is nonetheless useful as an example of how to keep good records. 6

The Magician should later attempt to interpret and analyze the imagery and events of the vision. Since the language of the unconscious and of the Inner Planes tends toward that of exaggeration and inflation, the student should attempt to separate the wheat from the chaff. Take nothing at face value lest one fall into ego-inflation and folly. Carefully analyze the symbols of the vision as though they were metaphors of a poem rather than literal like a work of prose. The Magician should not permit anyone other than him or herself to interpret this material, however, as this inevitably brings extraneous and irrelevant material into the interpretation.

Testing Visions While Skrying

The following rules for testing the veracity of visions derive from R. R. and A. C. Flying Rolls XI and XXV. 7

1. Any entities encountered while skrying should immediately be tested as to their true natures.
   a. If the vision is that of an Elemental or Subelemental Plane, test any entities by giving the Grade Sign or Signs that correspond with the Plane in question. 8
   b. In all cases, the Magician may use the Neophyte (that is, the Sign of the Enterer and the Sign of Silence) and the LVX Signs. The LVX Signs serve as a particularly good, all purpose test. They will usually dispel any illusion. An entity who can return these Signs is usually trustworthy.
   c. As a further test, Divine or Angelic Names which correspond to the particular Plane of the vision should be vibrated. The texts of all Invocation Rituals in the present book give these Names.

2. The following Hebrew Letters which correspond to the seven Traditional Planets will have the following effects when traced during a vision:
   - Saturn (Tauv). Trace a Tauv to banish interruptions by intrusive memories.
   - Jupiter (Kaph). Trace a Kaph to banish intrusive fantasies about the future.
   - Mars (Peh). Trace a Peh to deal with aggressive entities. If one is being challenged in an aggressive fashion in a vision, tracing a Peh should calm things down.
   - Sun (Resh). Trace a Resh to overcome ego inflation. When the information one is receiving in a vision seems exaggerated or inflated, tracing a Resh will help to ground the information and balance the interaction.
   - Venus (Daleth). Trace a Daleth to banish the intrusion of erotic fantasies as well as interference arising from one's emotions.
   - Mercury (Beth). Trace a Beth to test the truth of statements made by an entity, to banish deceitfulness, and to eliminate any intrusive thoughts that may interrupt the vision.
   - Moon (Gimel). Trace a Gimel to refocus a vision.

3. Ordinarily, whenever a vision is interrupted the Skryer should trace the appropriate letter to banish the interruption, then trace a Gimel to refocus the vision before proceeding.

Astrology and the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac

Before the performance of any Ritual of Astrological (that is, Planetary or Zodiacal) Magic, an Astrological Chart should ideally be cast for the time and the place of the Working. Fortunately for those Magicians with access to a computer, it has become much faster and easier in recent years to cast precise Astrological Charts. A wide array of excellent astrological software now enables Magicians to perform tasks with the click of a mouse that once required hours of painstaking calculations to complete. 9

Most interpretive astrologers employ the Tropical Zodiac for Chart calculations and interpretations. The Tropical Zodiac places the beginning, or cusp, of the Zodiacal Sign Aries at the position where the Ecliptic (the path followed by the Sun viewed from the Earth's perspective) intersects the Equator at the time of the Vernal Equinox. This location shifts very slightly from year to year relevant to the fixed stars, however. Due to this phenomenon, known as the Precession of the...
Equinoxes, the Tropical Zodiac no longer corresponds to the stellar constellations from which the Zodiacal Signs derive their names.

In Astrological Magic, the Magician works with the Energies of the Planets and of the Stars as they physically exist. When casting Charts for Magical Operations, therefore, the R. R. et A. C. has traditionally employed a Sidereal rather than a Tropical Zodiac. In the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac, the Signs correspond closely to the stellar constellations from which they derive their names. The Signs and constellations realign by placing the beginning, or cusp, of the Zodiacal Sign Leo at the location of the fixed star Regulus.

A great deal of Sidereal Astrology research during the last hundred years, however, strongly suggests that the most historically correct Zodiac (that is, the one most closely corresponding to the system once used in ancient Mesopotamia) is the Fagan-Bradley Sidereal Zodiac, which places the fixed star Regulus not on the cusp, but at five degrees, six seconds Leo. Although the latter appears to be more historically accurate, Rosicrucian Magic integrated significant material into the System based on Regulus' location on the cusp of Leo (for example, the Tree of Life in a Solid Sphere and the attribution of the Tarot to the heavens). It is therefore advisable to employ the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac when casting Charts for Rituals of Astrological Magic. Those Magicians wishing to use the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac should first cast Charts using the Fagan-Bradley Zodiac, then subtract five degrees and six seconds from Fagan-Bradley positions.

**Magic and the Tree of Life**

This book uses the following glyphs throughout to symbolize the Elements, the seven Traditional Planets, and the twelve Signs of the Zodiac.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glyph</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Glyph</th>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Glyph</th>
<th>Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>△</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>™</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>♈</td>
<td>Aries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▽</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>ℓ</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>△</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>♊</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▽</td>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>☺</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>☌</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>☺</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>☍</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>☺</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>☎</td>
<td>Libra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>☺</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>☎</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>☺</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>☎</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>☺</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>☎</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>☺</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>☎</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>Spirit</td>
<td>☺</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>☎</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Magical Forces attributed to the Sephiroth and to the Paths on the Qabalistic Tree of Life comprise the heart of the Rosicrucian System of Ceremonial Magic. These Forces are Sephirothic, Elemental, and Astrological in nature. The Sepher Yetzirah, an important Hebrew mystical text, attributes the Elemental, Planetary, and Zodiacal Forces to the letters of the Hebrew alphabet and to the Tree of Life according to a different arrangement than does the Western Esoteric Tradition. Nonetheless, the Tree of Life represents a view of the universe combining Greek Neoplatonic thought, Hebrew mysticism, Astrology, Alchemy, and astronomical observations from ancient Sumeria and Babylon.

The notion of the Elements derives from the Neoplatonists. The Sumerians and Babylonians observed the seven Traditional Planets as luminaries wandering through the starry heavens against the backdrop of the constellations attributed to the Signs of the Zodiac. Thus ascending the Tree of Life is analogous to reaching out from the Earth through the Planets to the Stars.

---

In examining the Tree of Life, we see Malkuth, the lowest of the Sephiroth, divided into four sections denoting the Elements. Indeed Malkuth corresponds to the realm of the Elements, which is the realm of physical reality. In Rosicrucian Magic, each of the Elements corresponds to the angles of a Pentagram as follows.

Rather than the usual Elemental Glyphs, the Glyphs for the Kerubic (or Fixed) Zodiacal Signs represent the Elements when traced inside Pentagrams traced in Ceremonial Magic. These Signs correspond to the four Kerubs seen in the vision of the Prophet Ezekial. Leo corresponds to the lion and to the Element of Fire, Scorpio to the eagle and to the Element of Water, Aquarius corresponds to the man and to the Element of Air, and Taurus to the ox and the Element of Earth. Further, Rosicrucian Elemental Magic uses the Glyph of the eagle instead of the regular Glyph for Scorpio. This is because two images are traditionally associated with Scorpio; the serpent and the eagle. Whereas the former, according to tradition, represents the evil and destructive energies of Scorpio, the latter represents the sublimated and positive energies thereof.

The attribution of the Elements to the angles of the Pentagram depicts Spirit above, presiding over the remaining Elements, which correspond to the remaining angles in the same fashion in which they appear in the various quadrants of the Enochian Elemental Tablets. These quadrants of the Enochian Elemental Tablets embody the Energies of the Sub Elements. For example, on the Enochian Fire Tablet the quadrants represent the Sub Elements; Fire of Fire, Water of Fire, Air of Fire, and Earth of Fire. The Sub Element, Spirit of Fire, is represented by the white colored lines in the center of the Tablet. This distribution is depicted in simplified fashion in the following diagram, which is useful in understanding the arrangement of the Sub Elements on each of the Enochian Elemental Tablets.\[13]

Examining the Tree of Life illustration again, we notice six Sephiroth above Malkuth that together form the shape of a Hexagram. Tradition considers Daath at the uppermost angle of this Hexagram as a "Non-Sephirah" (indicated with a dotted line in the Tree of Life diagram). In Rosicrucian Magic, the seven Traditional Planets correspond with the angles and the center of a Hexagram as follows, in the same pattern as they appear on the Sephiroth and on the Tree of Life. Saturn, although formally attributed to the Sephirah of Binah, within this framework nonetheless occupies the position of Daath.

Thus it becomes clear that the attributions of the Elements and Planets to the angles of the Pentagram and the Hexagram are far from random. All the Invoking and Banishing Rituals in this book illustrate the correct use of Pentagrams and Hexagrams in each instance. Nonetheless, an understanding of the attributions of their angles shall assist the student to comprehend the structure underlying the Rituals.

Two additional rules will further assist in this regard. When working with Elemental Forces, invoke by tracing the Pentagram toward the angle attributed to the Element in question, and banish away from the same angle. When working with Planetary Forces, begin to trace the Hexagram from the angle attributed to the Planet in question followed by a second Triangle traced from the angle directly opposite the first one. Always trace Hexagrams for Invocation in a clockwise direction and counter clockwise to banish.

One of the seven Traditional Planets rules each Zodiacal Sign. Additionally, each Sign has an Elemental Reference known as its Elemen-
tal Triplicity. Invoke and banish Zodiacal Forces, therefore, using either Hexagrams or Pentagrams according either to the Planetary Rulership or the Elemental Triplicity of the Sign.12

Finally, looking at the Tree of Life illustration yet again, we notice three additional Sephiroth above the six that form a Hexagram. These are known as known as the Supernal Sephiroth, unto which correspond the Wheel of the Zodiac and the three Alchemical Forces of Salt, Sulfur, and Mercury. Invoke and banish Sephirothic Forces with Hexagrams like Planetary Forces, beginning from the angle of the Planet associated with each Sephirah. Invoke and banish the Supernal Sephiroth, i.e., Kether, Chokmah, and Binah, from the uppermost, Saturn angle of the Hexagram. Invoke and banish Malkuth from the lowermost, Lunar angle.

Color Scales and Flashing Colors
Rosicrucian Magic traditionally employs four Color Scales that correspond to the four Qabalistic Worlds, the Suits of the Tarot, the Elements, and the letters of the name Jhvh as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Scale</th>
<th>Qabalistic World</th>
<th>Tarot Suit</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Letter of Jhvh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King's Scale</td>
<td>Aziluth</td>
<td>Wands</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen's Scale</td>
<td>Briah</td>
<td>Cups</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Scale</td>
<td>Yetzirah</td>
<td>Swords</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princess Scale</td>
<td>Assiah</td>
<td>Pentacles</td>
<td>Earth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The colors attributed to the Elemental, Planetary, Zodiacal, and Sephirothic Forces represented on the Tree of Life and used in Ceremonial Magic combine the first two scales of color.14 The colors of the Paths on the Tree and the corresponding Forces are in the masculine, active, or King’s Scale, since the Paths represent Energy in motion between the Sephiroth. The colors of the Sephiroth and the corresponding Forces are in the feminine, passive, or Queen’s Scale, since the Sephiroth represent contained Energy at rest.

Rosicrucian Magic makes special use of complementary colors. Such colors, like red and green, cause an optical impression that appears to flash when placed together in juxtaposition. Such “Flashing Colors” have great power to attract the corresponding Magical Forces. The

12 The introduction to the chapter six, “Zodiacal Magic,” discusses this in greater detail.
13 For more information regarding the Color Scales, see Regardie, The Golden Dawn, pp. 95-99.
14 This is shown in the Minuscul Mundum diagram, ibid., opposite p. 119.

Rituals, Talismans, and Enochian Tablets in this book all make extensive use the power of Flashing Colors.

Scholarly Considerations
Since Israel Regardie first published the Golden Dawn material in 1937, an unfortunate tendency has developed in books on Ceremonial Magic to uncritically rely on the Hierarchies of Divine Names, Archangels, Angels, Intelligences, Spirits, and Demons as published by Regardie. New research conducted in preparing this book has located pre-Golden Dawn sources for nearly each of these Hierarchies. In the process, numerous corruptions and misconceptions published by Regardie have been either corrected or eliminated. Documentation provided in footnotes, introductions, and appendices shall hopefully encourage additional research in this arena.15

The most reliable Names within the Hebrew Hierarchies in this book are those which include Hebrew vowel pointation. In such instances, pre-Golden Dawn sources were located in either Biblical or Rabbinical literature that included vowel pointation. The inclusion of pointation in these Names wherever they appear in the present book provides the scholar of Magic with information at a glance regarding the degree of reliability of Names from Hebrew Hierarchies. Furthermore, a native-speaking Professor of Hebrew collaborated in correcting all Hebrew pronunciation guidelines given throughout this book.

Another unfortunate and prevalent tendency in the Western Esoteric Community has been the unreflective and dogmatic application of rules set forth by S. L. MacGregor Mathers and W. Wynn Wescott concerning Enochian pronunciation. These rules can at times be quite useful phonetically, especially with names drawn from Enochian Tablets that otherwise would be impossible to pronounce. However, when rigidly applied to the Enochian Calls, these rules result in endless strings of extraneous syllables that destroy the intent and beauty of the Angelical language. For example, one recent book on the Golden Dawn transliterated the word “Ozongon” from an Enochian Call as “Oh-zoad-oh-noo-goh-noo.”

In recognition of this problem, all Enochian Calls, Names, and so forth, in the present work have been retransliterated from original Enochian manuscripts. The methodology of this new transliteration includes pronunciation information given by John Dee in the manuscripts

15 In this book, footnotes documenting earlier sources are given only for the first instance where a Name from each Hierarchy appears in the text.
themseves in addition to the Mathers-Wescott rules. Appendix I, "The Enochian Calls" analyzes this problem in depth and explains the complete methodology used in the new transliteration.

The Vault of the Adepti

The Vault of the Adepti is a highly charged magical chamber used for Ritual by the R. R. et A. C. (the Rosicrucian Order beyond the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn). Its symbolism is that of the burial place of Christian Rosenkreutz (Frater C. R. C.), the founder of the Rosicrucian Order.

Most of the Rituals in this book may be adapted for use inside a Vault of the Adepti. Under these unusual circumstances, however, certain traditional rules of the Order must be observed. According to tradition, an Adept should never banish, reverse circumambulate, nor to use any form of Enochian Magic inside a Vault. Therefore the Adept should carefully modify any Ritual to omit all banishing, reverse circumambulation, Enochian Calls, and names of Enochian Entities when working inside a Vault of the Adepti. This need not concern the average Magician, since only Rosicrucian Adepts have access to such a Vault. Such Adepts, however, considering their years of training, should find it easy to adapt the Rituals of this book for use inside a Vault.

CHAPTER ONE

Basic Rituals

"And there appeared a great wonder in heaven: a woman clad with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars; and she being with child, cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered" (Revelation 12:1-2).

Pronunciation Symbols

The student should thoroughly familiarize him or herself with the pronunciation symbols given below. Although the symbols are unique to this book, they appear in pronunciation guidelines in every Ritual and provide the student with more precise pronunciation information than has ever been available before in a book on Ceremonial Magic. The average student should require no more than ten or fifteen minutes to become familiar with these unique symbols. Due to the frequent use in Magic of foreign, Enochian, and unfamiliar words, the pronunciation guidelines given in the text of the Rituals are quite helpful when performing them.

In a few instances where sounds have no exact English equivalents, examples are given from other languages. For English speakers unable to pronounce these sounds correctly, their closest English equivalents should be employed until the pronunciation of the correct sounds are learned.
Vowels

Symbol  Pronounce as in

å  bother, cot, and father (as pronounced by most Americans)
à  day, fade, date
é  bed, bet, peck
è  need, bleed, meet
ê  hit, rid, tip
ë  kite, flight, buy
ô  bone, thrown, know
ú  up, enough, tough
ë  rule, fool, youth
âù  how, loud, out
öë  boy, coin, destroy

Shortened Vowels

In Hebrew, there exist certain half-vowels that are shortened versions of usual Hebrew vowel sounds. These Hebrew half-vowels are indicated in transliterations in this book underlined as follows, and should be vibrated only briefly. Although the distinction between regular and shortened vowels is nearly never used in contemporary, spoken Hebrew, it is nonetheless interesting in Magic due to the extended fashion in which Names are vibrated. When vibrating Names containing shortened Hebrew vowels (underlined in the pronunciation guidelines), vibrate these vowel sounds only half the length of time as other vowels, like half-notes in music.

Symbol  As in
---  ---
-å  always  Hateph Patah
-à  aver  Hateph Seghol
-ô  aver  Hateph Qamets
-ú  the afraid  Schewa

Consonants easily elongated

Elongating the vibration of consonants makes Enochian pronunciation more vibrant and sonorous.

Symbol  As in
---  ---
j  edge, join, judge
l  left, lawn, pool
m  maybe, martyr
n  never, no, night
r 1  rush, rapid, red
th  this, that, with
v  very, vivid, vague
z  zoo, gany, raise

Consonants not easily elongated

Symbol  Pronounce as in
---  ---
\d  do, decay, did
\f  for, fight, fifty
\g  give, go, big
\h  hat, happy, help
\h  (silent, with exhalation)
k  kin, cook, clever
\k  (Scottish) loch, (German) Buch (k or h may be used for those unable to make this sound)
p  pepper, pot, pick
s  save, less, sorrow
sh  share, ship, shore
t  tin, time, totem
w  wish, wonder, worry
wh  when, where, why
y  yes, yard, yellow

---
1 The Hebrew pronunciation of "r" is as in French "rue" or "riche."
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Grade Signs

Signs of the Neophyte Grade

The Signs of the Neophyte Grade are the Sign of the Enterer and the Sign of Silence. Use the Sign of the Enterer, also known as the Sign of Horus or the Attacking Sign, primarily to project Magical Energy. Use it in the charging of Pentagrams and Hexagrams in Ceremonial Magic and to charge Talismans in Practical Magic.

To perform the sign of the Enterer, stand with your feet parallel about shoulders width apart. Visualize a star shining just above your head about the size of a baseball. Inhale silently, and visualize a shaft of white Light coming down through your body from the star above you to a second star beneath your feet. As you inhale, draw down the light and raise your elbows upward and outward, parallel with your shoulders. Hold your hands flat beside your neck, palms downward, fingers extended, pointing forwards. Suddenly and forcefully, step forward with your left foot, thrust your hands directly forward, and lower your head between your arms, eyes forward. As you do so, exhale silently, visualize the Light rising back up through your body, and project it out through your fingertips.

Basic Rituals

Use the Sign of Silence, also known as the Protecting Sign or the Sign of Harparcrates, for protection against any attack or to stop or seal the motion of Magical Energy. When projected with the Sign of the Enterer, Magical Current tends to rebound upon the Operator through a reflux wave. The Sign of Silence prevents this rebounding of Energy on the Inner Planes. Use the Sign of Silence, therefore, following the Sign of the Enterer to confine a Force during the Consecration of Talismans in Practical Magic. Use it likewise after the tracing of Banishing Pentagrams or Hexagrams in Ceremonial Magic. Do not use it following the Sign of the Enterer during Ceremonial Invocation, since it is desirable for invoked Forces to flood back through the Invoking Pentagrams or Hexagrams, riding the reflux wave into the Magic Circle.

To perform the Sign of Silence, make a fist with your left hand and extend your left forefinger. Bring your left hand up to your mouth and touch the center of your lips with your left forefinger. When performed following in the Sign of the Enterer, bring your left foot back parallel with your shoulders and, in all cases, stamp once forcefully with your left foot. Visualize simultaneously that a watery vapor encircles and encloses you.
Sign of the Zelator Grade
Raise your right hand upward in front of you to an angle of forty-five degrees with your fingers extended and palm flat.

Sign of the Philosophus Grade
Raise your arms with your elbows outward. With your thumbs and fore-fingers, palms outward, make a triangle over your fore-head with the apex pointing upward.

Sign of the Theoricus Grade
Stand with your feet about a shoulders' width apart. Raise both your arms upward bending your elbows backward with your hands flat and palms upward, as if supporting two columns of great weight.

Sign of the Practicus Grade
Raise your arms until your elbows are level with your shoulders. With your thumbs and fore-fingers, palms inward, make a triangle over your chest with the apex pointing downward.

Signs of the Portal Grade
The Signs of the Portal Grade are the Signs of the Rending and the Closing of the Veil. These Signs may be used to leave and enter a Magic Circle, when necessary, during the course of an Invocation. Never leave a Circle under any circumstances, however, during the Evocation of an Averse Force until everything has been properly banished and the
Ritual ended. To perform the Sign of the Rending of the Veil, bring your hands upward, clasped together close to your chest as if in the act of prayer, and thrust them forward. Separate your hands, palms outward, as though opening a curtain, then step forward with the left foot through the veil.

To perform the Sign of the Closing of the Veil, extend your arms out to the side in the form of a cross, palms forward. Bring your hands together, as though closing a curtain, then step backward with the left foot away from the veil, and let your hands fall to your sides.

**Signs of the Adeptus Minor Grade**

The Signs of the Adeptus Minor Grade are also known as the LVX Signs. These are the Signs of Isis, Apophis, and Osiris. Use the LVX Signs in the Analysis of the Key Word and in Ceremonial Magic, following all Invoking Hexagrams and Invoking Spirit Pentagrams. To perform the LVX Signs correctly, always begin by standing in the position of the Sign of Osiris Slain. Next perform, in sequence, the Sign of the Mourning of Isis, the Sign of Apophis and Typhon, the Sign of Osiris Slain, and the Sign of Osiris Risen.

Very interesting effects may be achieved by performing the LVX signs as a sort of moving meditation coordinating movement, breathing, and visualization. Visualize drawing the Light down through your body from above as you inhale and back up as you exhale. Pause and inhale during the initial Sign of Osiris Slain. Pause and exhale during the "L" Sign. Inhale again during the "V" Sign. Exhale during the "X" Sign. Inhale during the Sign of Osiris Slain, and exhale during the Sign of Osiris Risen.

To perform the "L" Sign, also known as the Sign of the Mourning of Isis, place your right foot facing forward and your left foot a slightly more than a shoulders' width apart at a right angle, facing left. Raise your right hand straight upward, toward the ceiling, palm facing left. Extend your left arm horizontally toward your left, palm downward, thus forming an "L" with your arms. Turn your head left, rest your chin on your left shoulder, and look along your arm toward your fingertips.

To perform the "V" Sign, or the Sign of Apophis and Typhon, look upward and reach upward with both arms in the form of a "V."

---

2 See chapter seven, "Demonic Evocation," for more information.
The Signs of Osiris are two, the Sign of Osiris Slain and the Sign of Osiris Risen. To perform the Sign of Osiris Slain, look up and extend your arms out to the side in the form of a cross, palms forward.

1. Stand West of the Altar facing East. Imagine yourself expanding, getting larger and larger. Visualize yourself standing with the Earth beneath your feet (about the size of a soccer ball). Imagine yourself continuing to grow and expand, until you are so large that entire galaxies spin around you. Visualize a ball of brilliant white Light, burning like a star, directly above your head. Raise either your Elemental or Planetary Banishing Dagger in your right hand above your head, pointing straight up, and pierce the star with the Dagger. Visualize a shaft of white Light rising vertically from the star above your head to infinity. Vibrate 

2. Lower the Dagger to the groin area, with the tip still pointing straight up (Israel Regardie taught that one should never point a Magical Dagger downward toward the Earth). Vibrate 

3. Touch your right shoulder with the point of the Dagger (you should feel the sharp tip), and vibrate 

To perform the Sign of Osiris Risen, bow your head and cross your arms, right over left, over your chest.

Rite of the Qabalistic Cross

1. Stand West of the Altar facing East. Imagine yourself expanding, getting larger and larger. Visualize yourself standing with the Earth beneath your feet (about the size of a soccer ball). Imagine yourself continuing to grow and expand, until you are so large that entire galaxies spin around you. Visualize a ball of brilliant white Light, burning like a star, directly above your head. Raise either your Elemental or Planetary Banishing Dagger in your right hand above your head, pointing straight up, and pierce the star with the Dagger. Visualize a shaft of white Light rising vertically from the star above your head to infinity. Vibrate 

2. Lower the Dagger to the groin area, with the tip still pointing straight up (Israel Regardie taught that one should never point a Magical Dagger downward toward the Earth). Vibrate 

3. Touch your right shoulder with the point of the Dagger (you should feel the sharp tip), and vibrate 


Visualize another star shining where the Dagger is touching your shoulder, and a shaft of white Light, extending horizontally to your right, and on to infinity.

4. Touch your left shoulder with the point of the Dagger, and vibrate "ב-ג-ד-ל-א" [b-g-d-l-a]. Visualize another star, at the place where the Dagger is touching your shoulder, and a shaft of Light extending horizontally to your left, to infinity.

5. Bring the Dagger, pointing upward, to your heart. Move it in a circular counter-clockwise motion (toward the left, from the top downwards, then up to the right), several times, as you vibrate "ל-כ-ל-מ" [l-c-l-m].

6. Clasp your hands together over the center of your chest. Interlace your fingers, and hold the Dagger between your knuckles, pointing upward (The interlaced fingers symbolize the ten Sephiroth). Extend your elbows horizontally, along the plane of the horizontal shaft of Light, extending from the stars at your shoulders. Visualize yourself, standing at the center of a blazing Cross of white Light, which extends to the ends of the Universe, as you vibrate "נ-מ" [n-m].

**Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**

1. Look around and assure yourself that the Charged Force of any Consecrated Magical Implements will not be accidentally banished.

2. Stand West of the Altar facing East, holding your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Begin with the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Go to the East of the Altar (The Magician should always move in a clockwise fashion around the Circle). Trace a light blue (tinged with golden white, like the flame of a gas stove) Banishing Earth Pentagram while vibrating "י-ד-ה-ו-ו-ה" [y-d-h-v-h-h]. Project blue Light through its center using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

4. Pierce the center of the Pentagram with the Dagger. Trace a line of white Light as you move to the South (to the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be).

5. Trace a blue Banishing Earth Pentagram while vibrating "י-ד-ה-ז" [y-d-h-ze]. Project blue Light through its center using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

6. Pierce the center of the Pentagram with the Dagger. Trace a line of white Light as you move to the West (to the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be).


8. Pierce the center of the Pentagram with the Dagger. Trace a line of white Light as you move to the North (to the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be).


---

3 Note that י-ז is consistently spelled throughout this book as י-ז with a point within the final י. In all other instances, the inclusion of Hebrew vowel pointation facilitates correct pronunciation and indicates a high reliability level of spellings of Angelical Hierarchies. In this case, it serves merely to distinguish the first from the second י. This distinction is important due to the numerous attributions of the individual letters of the name י-ז.

4 "Agla" is notariqon (an abbreviation) for "Atah Gibor le-Olam Adonai" which means "You are mighty forever, oh Lord."
10. Pierce the center of the Pentagram with the Dagger. Trace a line of white Light as you move back to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

11. Go to the West. Stand West of the Altar facing East. Give the Sign of Osiris Slain (with your arms outstretched horizontally to your sides, Dagger pointing upward in your right hand). Say forcefully, vibrating as indicated: "Before me " הָיְמִיתָנ (re-fā-ēl) behind me הָיְמִיתָנ (gāv-re-ēl), to my right " הָיְמִיתָנ (mē-kā-ēl), and to my left " הָיְמִיתָנ (u-ē-ēl), about me flame the Pentagrams (touch the Dagger to your forehead), and in the column shines the Six Rayed Star."

12. Repeat the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

**Ritual of the Middle Pillar**

1. If you have not previously done so, perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram and the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.³

2. Lie down or sit comfortably with your spine erect. Find a comfortable position.

3. Begin a rhythm of slow, deep breathing. Fill your lungs completely each time that you inhale. As you exhale, gently empty your lungs as completely as possible (without applying Force). Begin to relax consecutive parts of your body with each exhalation. Begin with your feet, and allow the relaxation to spread slowly upward each time that you exhale until your entire body is relaxed.

4. Continue to breathe deeply, slowly, and rhythmically during the entire Ritual.

5. Visualize a star shining just above your head, about the size of a baseball. It has a corona of Light around it (like that around a candle in a dark room).

6. Inhale, completely filling your lungs, and continue to visualize the star above your head. As you exhale, watch the star growing in brilliance while you vibrate "יִהְיָה [ē-hē-yē]. Repeat this process nine more times.

7. Relax for a few minutes and feel the Energy pulsing in your body.

8. Visualize a shaft of white Light coming down through your head from the star above you to your throat.

9. Inhale, completely filling your lungs, and visualize a second star in the center of your throat. As you exhale, the star brightens while you vibrate "יִהְיָה הָאָדָם [yōd-hē-vāv-hē ġ-lō-hēm]. Repeat this process nine more times.

10. Relax and feel the Energy pulsing in your body.

11. Visualize a shaft of Light coming down through your chest from the star in your throat to the area around your heart and solar plexus.

12. Inhale, completely filling your lungs, and visualize a third star at your heart and solar plexus area. The star brightens as you exhale while vibrating "יִהְיָה הָאָדָם" [yōd-hē-vāv-hē ġ-lō-hā vē-dā-ā]. Repeat this process nine more times.

13. Relax for a few minutes, and scan your body, noticing any changes, and feel the pulsation of the Energy.

14. Visualize a shaft of Light coming down from your chest to your pelvic area.

15. Inhale, completely filling your lungs, and visualize a fourth star around your genitals. The star brightens as you exhale while vibrating "יִהְיָה הָאָדָם [shā-dē āl kā]. Repeat this process nine more times.

16. Relax for a few minutes and feel your body.

17. Visualize a shaft of Light coming down from your pelvis to a point beneath your feet.

18. Inhale, completely filling your lungs, and visualize a fifth star beneath your feet. The star brightens as you exhale while vibrating "יִהְיָה הָאָדָם" [ā-dō-nē ġ-hā-ā-tēs]. Repeat this process nine more times.

19. Scan your body once again, noticing whatever is happening there, and feel the pulsation of the Energy.

20. Focus your attention on the star above your head. As you exhale, bring a ball of Light down your left side to the star beneath your feet. Inhale, and bring it back up your right side to the star above your head, forming thereby a Circle of brilliant Light. Repeat this
process nine more times.

21. Focus your attention on the star above your head. Exhale, and bring a ball of Light down the front of your body to the star beneath your feet. Inhale, and bring it back up the rear of your body to the star above your head, forming thereby a Circle of brilliant Light. Repeat this process nine more times.

22. Relax for a few moments and feel yourself inside a sphere of white Light, which envelops your entire Aura, or "Sphere of Sensation."

23. Focus your attention on the star beneath your feet. Inhale and bring a brilliant shaft of Light through your body and up your spine to the star above your head. While exhaling, visualize a fireworks-like explosion of Light that rains gently down upon you and is collected into the star beneath your feet. Repeat this process nine more times.

24. Scan your body once again, noticing whatever is happening there, and feel the pulsation of the Energy for as long as you wish.

25. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

**Analysis of the Key Word**

**Introduction**

This Rite centers around the letters INRI ("IN"), which tradition says were written upon the cross of Jesus Christ as an abbreviation for Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews. There are, however, numerous other levels of occult meaning regarding these four letters in the Rosicrucian Magical Tradition. One of these is a Hermetic secret alluded to by the Latin phrase "Igne Natura Renovatur Integra" which means "By fire, nature is perfectly renewed." These four letters additionally adorn the rays of the angles of the Rose Cross Lamen worn by Adepts of the Ordo Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis.

A deeper interpretation lies occulted behind the attributions of the Hebrew letters and the Magical Forces to the Paths on the Qabalistic Tree of Life. The Path attributed to the Hebrew letter א is attributed to the Zodiacal Sign Virgo as well, that of ד to Scorpio, and פ to the Sun. There exist further magical associations between the Sign Virgo with the Egyptian Goddess Isis, Scorpio with Apophis, and the Sun with Osiris. When the first letter is taken from the Names of each of these Gods, the name "IAO" [ʟ́_=á]= is formed. Additionally due to the Signs associated with Isis, Apophis, and Osiris, they form the letters "LVX" [luks].

Thus within the letters INRI lie concealed the letters IAO and LVX, which may also be found upon the rays of the angles of the Rose Cross Lamen. The name IAO was considered by the Gnostics to be the Supreme Name of God. Its letters further allude to Salt, Sulfur, and Mercury in Alchemy and to an even more recondite secret symbolized by the relationship between Isis, Apophis, and Osiris.

**Rite**

1. Stand West of the Altar facing East. Make a fist with your right hand, and strike the center of your chest with it. This gesture proclaims symbolically that power is about to be drawn into your Sphere of Sensation.

2. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.²

3. Proclaim loudly, the letters: "INRI"

4. With your Planetary or Elemental Banishing Dagger, trace large golden white (the color of a candle flame) Hebrew letters before you (over the Altar from right to left). As you trace, vibrate "יוד-נהון-ראש-יוד" [yód-nun-rēsh-yōd].

5. Clasp your hands together over the center of your chest. Interlace your fingers and, if using a Dagger, hold it between your knuckles pointing upward. Extend your elbows horizontally.


7. Give the Sign of Osiris Slain.


² This step may be omitted when performing the Analysis of the Key Word immediately following the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
19. Perform either the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram (when being used in conjunction with that Ritual), or finish with the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

**Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram**

1. Look around and assure yourself that the Charged Force of any Consecrated Magical Implements will not be accidentally banished.
2. Stand West of the Altar facing East. Perform the "Analysis of the Key Word."
3. Go to the East of the Altar. Trace a golden white (the color of a candle flame) Saturn Banishing Hexagram (Eastern form) with your Planetary Banishing Dagger while vibrating "KIN\[S-rS-re-t\]. Project white Light through it using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

4. Pierce the center of the Hexagram with the Dagger. Trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
5. Trace a golden white Saturn Banishing Hexagram (Southern form) with your Dagger while vibrating "HIN\[S-rS-re-t\]. Project white Light through it using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

6. Pierce the center of the Hexagram with the Dagger. Trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
7. Trace a golden white Saturn Banishing Hexagram (Western form) with your Dagger while vibrating "HIN\[S-rS-re-t\]. Project white Light through it using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

8. Pierce the center of the Hexagram with the Dagger. Trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
9. Trace a golden white Saturn Banishing Hexagram (Northern form) with your Dagger while vibrating "HIN\[S-rS-re-t\]. Project white Light through it using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

10. Pierce the center of the Hexagram with the Dagger. Trace a line of white Light as you move back to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where
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you began).
11. Go to the West of the Altar facing East.
12. Repeat the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Rose Cross Ritual

Introduction
The Rose Cross Ritual has a rather different effect than the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. It is known primarily for its calming, soothing, and protective qualities. Furthermore, it has been claimed by Regardie and other authorities that this Ritual does not light up the Inner Planes. Certainly, this is the case in the form which this Ritual embodies below, as it separates the different forms of vibration (that is, sound, movement, and mental imagery). Therefore, do not visualize anything while tracing the figures or projecting through them during this Ritual. Furthermore, do not vibrate Names simultaneously with movements or the tracing of lineal figures. Instead, separate each event.

This Ritual stands in a certain fashion, therefore, in a class all of its own. The stage directions, although of necessity somewhat complex, are nonetheless clear. Except where otherwise specifically directed by Ritual instructions, you should always move clockwise around the Temple (as in circumambulation).

Ritual
1. Stand West of the Altar facing East.
2. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross (Optional).
3. Light a stick or cone of incense. Go to the Southeast corner of the room. Do not visualize anything while tracing the figures or projecting through them during this Ritual. With the incense, trace a large cross and circle (as shown below) Give the Sign of the Enterer, and project through the center of the figure. Vibrate "י"ו"ש" [yê-hé-shû-â], then give the Sign of Silence.
4. From the center of the figure, trace a line with the incense as you move to the Southwest corner (to the point where the center of the next figure will be).
5. Trace another Rose Cross. Give the Sign of the Enterer, projecting through the center of the figure. Vibrate "י"ו"ש" [yê-hé-shû-â], then give the Sign of Silence.
6. From the center of the figure, trace a line as you move to the Northwest corner.
7. Trace another Rose Cross. Give the Sign of the Enterer, projecting through the center of the figure. Vibrate "י"ו"ש" [yê-hé-shû-â], then give the Sign of Silence.
8. From the center of the figure, trace a line as you move to the Northeast corner.
9. Trace another Rose Cross. Give the Sign of the Enterer, projecting through the center of the figure. Vibrate "י"ו"ש" [yê-hé-shû-â], then give the Sign of Silence.
10. From the center of the figure, trace a line as you move back to the Southeast corner. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first figure (i.e., where you began).
11. Turn, and holding the incense over your head walk diagonally to the center of the room (toward the Northwest corner).
12. Pause, then trace a Rose Cross above your head. Give the Sign of the Enterer, projecting through the center of the figure. Vibrate "י"ו"ש" [yê-hé-shû-â], then give the Sign of Silence.
13. Continuing to hold the incense over your head walk diagonally to the Northwest corner. Bring the incense down to the center of the previously traced figure.
14. Turn, and walk diagonally once again to the center of the room (toward the Southeast corner). This time, however, hold the
incense pointed downwards, toward the floor.

15. Pause and then trace a Rose Cross toward the floor. Give the Sign of the Enterer, projecting through the center of the figure. Vibrate "יהוה שלושך" [yē-hē-shu-ā], then give the Sign of Silence.

16. Pierce the center of the figure. Continue to trace a line as you walk diagonally back to the Southeast corner. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the previously traced figure.

17. From the center of this figure, trace a line as you move to the Southwest corner. Reconnect the line with the center of the figure there.

18. Turn, hold the incense over your head, and walk diagonally to the center of the room (toward the Northeast corner).

19. Pause in the center of the room and connect with the center of the figure above your head.

20. Continuing to hold the incense over your head walk diagonally to the Northeast corner. Bring the incense down to the center of the figure there.

21. Turn, and once again walk diagonally to the center of the room (toward the Southwest corner). This time hold the incense pointed downwards, toward the floor again.

22. Pause in the center of the room, and connect with the figure on the floor there.

23. Continuing to hold the incense pointed downwards walk diagonally back to the Southwest corner. Bring the incense up to the center of the figure there.

24. Pierce the center of the figure, and trace a line as you move to the Northeast corner.

25. With the incense, pierce the center of the figure there, and continue the line as you move to the Northeast corner.

26. Pierce the center of the figure there and continue the line as you move to the Southeast again. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the figure there.

27. Trace a new (but much larger) Rose Cross over the first figure you traced in the Southeast corner. Give the Sign of the Enterer, projecting through the center of the figure. Vibrate "יהוה שלושך" [yē-hē-shu-ā yē-ho-vā-shā], then give the Sign of Silence.

28. Return to the center of the room. Stand West of the Altar facing East. Close your eyes, and notice the network of the six Rose Crosses and the lines between them surrounding you.

29. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word, but do not end the Rite with the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram or the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

30. Clasp your hands over your chest and proclaim once again: "Virgo, Isis, mighty Mother, Scorpio, Apophis, destroyer, Sol, Osiris, slain and risen."


32. Aspire to the Light. Proclaim: "Let the Divine Light descend," and draw the Light down over your head to your feet.

Assumption and Divestment of God Forms

Introduction

The Assumption of God Forms is an extremely potent adjunct to Invocation. By assuming the Form of a corresponding God or Divine Image, the Magician links personal consciousness with an aspect of his or her Higher Self (Divine Genius) harmonious with the nature of the invoked Forces. The invocation is thereby transformed. The summons no longer arises merely from the personal will and Ego of the magician. Instead, the God Form irresistibly compels the Forces to manifest with the power of a Divine Mandate.

The timely divestment of all God Forms assumed during a Ritual is as important as is the proper banishing of the invoked Forces. Maintaining a sound and healthy Ego is as essential to a magician as is the ability to exalt one's consciousness. If all assumed God Forms are not properly divested prior to banishing, there is a serious risk of psychological inflation or even of megalomania developing over time.

Assumption of God Forms

1. Study carefully a picture or drawing of the God. Notice all details of appearance, clothing, and so forth. Familiarize yourself with the attributions of the God. Take note of the color, as well as the Flasing (complementary) Color which corresponds to the Force to be invoked. These colors are given in the text of the Rituals.

2. Close your eyes. In your mind's eye, build up the image of the God in front of you. It should be colossal and towering in stature. Clothe the God Form in the color appropriate to the Force you are invoking highlighted with the flashing (complementary) color. Build up all the details of the God's appearance.
3. Give the Sign of the Enterer and, taking one step forward, enter the God Form.

4. Assume the God Form completely. Vibrate the Name of the God several times while you visualize the God Form enveloping your Sphere of Sensation (Aura). Identify yourself with the God. Take your time. Merge with the God, uniting your consciousness with the consciousness of the Divinity. As completely as possible, imagine yourself becoming the God.

Divestment of God Forms

1. Close your eyes. In your mind’s eye, reconnect for a few moments with the God Form which you have previously assumed. Build up the Image of the Divinity again completely enveloping your Sphere of Sensation (Aura). Notice all of the details, colors, and so forth, of the God Form.

2. Take one step backwards stepping out of the Image. As you do so, disidentify yourself from the God Form, separating yourself from the Image completely.

3. Give the Sign of Silence, and remain thus while you disperse the Image. In your mind’s eye, see the God once again towering before you. Take your time, and visualize the Image slowly disintegrating and disappearing until it is completely gone.

An Invocation of the Highest Divine Force

Introduction

No major Ritual Work should be undertaken without first performing an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. Regardie taught that this preliminary Invocation is the single most important factor in the success or failure of any Magical Operation. In such an Invocation, the Magician summons and embodies the Highest Divine Force, also known as the Presence of God, the Higher Self, the Holy Guardian Angel, the Divine Genius, or the Daemon.

Such an Invocation serves numerous functions. First of all, it exalts the consciousness of the Magician. It provides a clear transition from the mundane state of daily consciousness to the exalted state of mind required in all serious Ceremonial Work. Secondly, it brings the entire Operation under the Guidance, Direction, and Protection of the Higher Forces. Finally, it serves as a reminder of the underlying purpose of all Theurgy. All Magical activity, indeed any activity in the life of a Magician, no matter how mundane, should be undertaken in cognizance of that ultimate goal, which is the completion of the Great Work.

The Great Work, or the Opus Magnum, is as individual and personal as one’s mundane career. However, underlying these differences there is a common goal that has variously been called the Beatific Vision of God, contact with the Higher Self, and Knowledge and Conversation with the Holy Guardian Angel. Such an Invocation is of necessity extremely personal. The Rite which follows, although it has been used with great success by the author, should not be slavishly performed. It is given only as a provisional formula, stripped of all poetic elements and symbolism which reflect the personal aspiration and psychic predisposition of the author.

Of all the Rites and Ritual formulas in this book, this one must absolutely be personalized. It should come to intimately reflect the psychic predisposition of the individual Magician incorporating the symbolism which best represents the Highest Divine Force for that person. The Image of God held by a Hindu is radically different than that of a Christian or than the experience of the Higher Self of an Atheist. Yet each psyche responds to its own symbols.

The following Rite of Invocation of the Highest Divine Force is adapted from The Middle Pillar Ritual combined with the Assumption of God Forms. Since it allows room for individual imagery as well as for the addition of personal symbolism, it be may used by Magicians on a provisional basis. It should be supplemented as quickly as possible with poetry or prayer selected by the each student as best representing their own individual aspiration. The student versed in Magical technology would be well advised to work this Rite only for a short time, before replacing it with one entirely of their own creation.

Rite

1. Unless you have done so already, perform The Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, and the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

2. Proclaim: “I invoke the Presence of God (Divinity or The Highest Divine Force).”

3. Visualize above your head the Highest Possible Image of God that you can envision. Let the symbolism reflect your personal conception of God as completely as possible. Take your time, and allow yourself to see and experience everything in detail.

4. Visualize a star shining just above your head (your Kether center or Crown Chakra) about the size of a baseball. It has a corona of
Light around it (like that around a candle in a dark room).

6. Inhale, completely filling your lungs, and continue to visualize the star above your head. As you exhale, watch the star growing in brilliance while you vibrate "אֲנָהָ לָהָ יָה" [א-ה-י]. Repeat this process nine more times.

7. Visualize a shaft of white Light coming down through your head from the star above you to your heart and solar plexus area. As you do so, draw down the Image of God and assume the God Form. Allow yourself to become the Image. Build it up in your entire Sphere of Sensation. In your mind’s eye, assume all of its attributions and details. Take your time, and allow yourself to completely embody God (Divinity or Divine Force). Identify yourself with the Image. Become God, Divinity, or Divine Force.

8. Proclaim: “I invoke my Divine Genius (Higher Self, Holy Guardian Angel, or Daemon).”

9. Visualize the God Form which you have Assumed beginning to transform into the Image of your own Divine Genius. Note that, depending on religious predisposition, there may not be any distinction. For some people God and their own Higher Self are one and the same. Many other people, however, have two distinctly different Images; one of God and one of their Higher Self. If for you there is no distinction, continue to embody the God Form previously assumed, and go on with the Rite. Otherwise build up the Image of your Divine Genius in your entire Sphere of Sensation. Assume in your mind’s eye all of its attributions and details. Take your time, and allow yourself to completely embody your Divine Genius. Completely identify yourself with the Image. Become your Divine Genius.

10. Inhale, completely filling your lungs, and visualize a second star igniting at your heart and solar plexus area (your Tiphareth center or Heart Chakra). The star brightens as you exhale while vibrating "יָהַ הֵוְבַעַד אַיִן" [י-ה-ו-ב-א-ד א-י]. Continue to embody the God Form of your Divine Genius while you repeat this process nine more times.

11. Finish the Rite with the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, unless the Rite is being used in Preparation for further Invocation or Evocation.

---

**Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire**

1. Stand West of the Altar facing East. Pick up the a Cup of Water from the Altar.

2. Go to the East of the Altar facing outward. Trace an equal-armed Cross with the Cup toward the Quarter, then sprinkle Water three times; first left, then right, then downward to the apex thus forming a triangle.

3. Go to the South. Trace another equal-armed Cross, then sprinkle Water three times again toward the Quarter.

4. Go to the West. Trace another equal-armed Cross and sprinkle Water three times again.

5. Go to the North. Trace another equal-armed Cross and sprinkle Water three times.

6. Go to the East to complete the circle, trace another equal-armed Cross, sprinkle Water three times toward the Quarter, and say: “I purify with Water,” then go to the West of the Altar facing East. Put down the Cup of Water, and pick up the Censer of Incense.

2. Go to the East of the Altar facing outward. Trace an equal-armed Cross with the Censer toward the Quarter, and wave the Incense three times; first left, then right, then upward to the apex thus forming a triangle.

3. Go to the South. Trace another equal-armed Cross and wave the Censer three times again toward the Quarter.

4. Go to the West. Trace another equal-armed Cross and wave the Censer three times again.

5. Go to the North. Trace another equal-armed Cross and wave the Censer three times.
6. Go to the East to complete the circle, once again trace another equal-armed Cross, wave the Censer three times toward the Quarter, and say: "I consecrate with Fire," then go to the West of the Altar facing East.

Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe

1. Stand West of the Altar facing East.
2. Give the Sign of the Enterer (toward the East), and, as you do so, proclaim: "Holy art Thou, Lord of the Universe."
4. Give the Sign of the Enterer once again, and proclaim: "Holy art Thou, the vast and the mighty One."
5. Proclaim: "Lord of the Light and of the Darkness." While saying the final word, "Darkness," give the Sign of Silence, and remain in silence for a few moments.

Rite of the Magical Eucharist

Introduction

This Rite should always be used prior to the Banishing of any Elemental Invocation. The form given here is that which should be used for the Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram. It may easily be adjusted slightly for other Invocations according to the nature of the invoked Forces. For example, in the Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram for the Element of Air, one would have only the Enochian Air Tablet and the Tablet of Union in the Temple and invite only the Elemental Hierarchy of Air in each of the four Quarters to partake of the Eucharist. The invitation should always be extended, nonetheless, to partake of each of the four Elements.

The Eucharist is the aspect of the Ritual which is most enjoyable for the Forces themselves. The Elemental (that is, Salamanders, Sylphs, Undines, and Gnomes) particularly enjoy partaking of and communing with the other Elements. It is recommendable to include this Rite following the invocation of Planetary, Zodiacal, or Sephirothic Forces as well. This is due to the fact that the invisible beings which reside in these lofty realms do not have immediate access to the Elements, as do we who live on Earth (the realm of Assiah, Malkuth, and of the Elements). These invisible entities take particular delight, therefore, in partaking of the Elements through this Rite.

Synopsis

Altar: Rose (East), red candle (South), cup of red wine (West), bread and salt (North).

Rite

1. Stand West of the Altar facing East.
2. Assume the God Form of Osiris dressed in white with yellow, blue, black, and red trim while vibrating "Osiris" [o-sér].
3. Declare: "For Osiris On-Nophris, who is found perfect before the Gods hath said (point to the Altar): These are the Elements of my body, perfected through suffering, glorified through trial. For the scent of the dying rose is as the repressed sigh of my suffering and the flame red Fire as the Energy of my undaunted will. The cup of wine is as the pouring out of the blood of my heart sacrificed unto regeneration, unto newer life, and the bread and salt are as the foundations of my body which I destroy in order that it may be renewed. For I am Osiris triumphant, even Osiris On-Nophris, the justified. I am he who is clothed in a body of flesh, yet in whom is the Spirit of the great Gods. I am the Lord of life, triumphant over death. He who partaketh with me shall arise with me. I am the manifester in matter of those whose abode is in the invisible. I am purified. I stand upon the Universe. I am its reconciler with the
eternal Gods, and without me the Universe is not.

4. Go to the Air Tablet in the East. Extend your arms in the form of a cross in the Sign of Osiris Slain. Proclaim: "Blessed art Thou, Lord of the Universe, for thy Glory flows out to the ends of the Universe rejoicing."

5. Drop your arms to your sides, then extend them outward and upward toward the Quarter. Declare: "I invite you, all you beings of the great Eastern Quadrangle; Archangels, Angels, Kings, Rulers, and Elementals now assembled in this Temple to partake with me, Priest, of the Eucharist of the four Elements."

6. Go to the Fire Tablet in the South. Give the Sign of Osiris Slain, and proclaim: "Blessed art Thou, Lord of the Universe, for thy Glory flows out to the ends of the Universe rejoicing."

7. Drop your arms to your sides, then extend them outward and upward toward the Quarter. Declare: "I invite you, all you beings of the great Eastern Quadrangle; Archangels, Angels, Kings, Rulers, and Elementals now assembled in this Temple to partake with me, Priest, of the Eucharist of the four Elements."

8. Go to the Water Tablet in the West. Give the Sign of Osiris Slain, and proclaim: "Blessed art Thou, Lord of the Universe, for thy Glory flows out to the ends of the Universe rejoicing."

9. Drop your arms to your sides, then extend them outward and upward toward the Quarter. Declare: "I invite you, all you beings of the great Eastern Quadrangle; Archangels, Angels, Kings, Rulers, and Elementals now assembled in this Temple to partake with me, Priest, of the Eucharist of the four Elements."

10. Go to the Earth Tablet. Give the Sign of Osiris Slain, and proclaim: "Blessed art Thou, Lord of the Universe, for thy Glory flows out to the ends of the Universe rejoicing."

11. Drop your arms to your sides, then extend them outward and upward toward the Quarter. Declare: "I invite you, all you beings of the great Eastern Quadrangle; Archangels, Angels, Kings, Rulers, and Elementals now assembled in this Temple to partake with me, Priest, of the Eucharist of the four Elements."

12. Go to the West of the Altar facing East. Visualize all of the invisible entities present, and offer each elemental symbol to them as you raise each element in turn toward the East. Proclaim: (raising the candle toward the East) "I invite you to feel with me the warmth of this sacred lamp as a symbol of elemental Fire, (raising the chalice toward the East) to drink with me this sacramental wine, a consecrated symbol of elemental Water, (raising the rose toward the East) to partake with me of the scent of this rose as a symbol of elemental Air, and lastly (raising the paten or plate toward the East) to eat with me of this bread and salt as types of Earth.

13. Give the Sign of the Enterer, then circumambulate to the East of the Altar facing West. Give the Sign of Silence. Partake of each of the Elemental symbols in the order given above. When finished, drink the last drops of wine from of the cup, invert it, and place it upon the center of the Altar. Proclaim: "Tetelestai! It is accomplished!"

14. Declare: "Unto Thee, sole wise, sole mighty, and sole eternal One, be the praise and the glory forever, who has permitted me who standeth humbly before Thee to penetrate thus far into the sanctuary of thy mysteries. Not unto me, but unto thy Name be the glory. Let the influence of thy Divine Ones descend upon my head and teach me the value of self-sacrifice, so that I shrink not in the hour of trial, but that thus my Name may be written on high and my Genius stand in the presence of the Holy Ones; in that hour when the Son of Man is invoked before the Lord of Spirits and his Name before the Ancient of Days."

15. Divest yourself of the God Form of Osiris dressed in white with yellow, blue, black, and red trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [ö-së-r].

---

Note that the order of the Elements in this version of the Magical Eucharist differs from that employed in the Neophyte Ritual of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. The order given here is according to the correspondence of the Elements with the letters of the Divine Name.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>don</th>
<th>pa</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>dan</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>aa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>olo</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Geo</td>
<td>oob</td>
<td>ba</td>
<td>aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>atm</td>
<td>Am</td>
<td>lox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>ede</td>
<td>ca</td>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>cmi</td>
<td>oon</td>
<td>oon</td>
<td>Am</td>
<td>lox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vars</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Lbriap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oit</td>
<td>Pte</td>
<td>aap</td>
<td>Doce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ps</td>
<td>uac</td>
<td>nr</td>
<td>Zir</td>
<td>Za</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siod</td>
<td>ao</td>
<td>inr</td>
<td>rzf</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daltT</td>
<td>Tdn</td>
<td>adi</td>
<td>dire</td>
<td>re</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dixo</td>
<td>mom</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>siosp</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ood</td>
<td>Pzi</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Panli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orgoan</td>
<td>nn</td>
<td>Ap</td>
<td>Crar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fire Tablet
| Ta | O | A | d | v | p | t | D | n | i | m |
|----|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| a | a | b | c | o | o | r | o | m | e | b | b |
| T | o | g | c | o | n | x | m | a | l | G | m |
| T | o | n | h | o | d | D | i | a | l | e | a |
| P | a | t | A | x | i | o | V | S | P | S | N |
| S | a | a | A | i | x | a | a | a | r | V | r |
| i | m | p | h | a | r | s | l | g | a | i | o |
| M | a | m | g | l | o | i | n | L | i | r | x |
| o | l | a | a | D | n | g | a | T | a | P | a |
| p | a | l | c | o | i | d | x | P | a | c | n |
| n | d | a | z | N | z | i | V | a | a | s | a |
| i | i | d | P | o | n | s | d | A | s | P | i |
| i | x | r | i | n | h | t | a | r | n | d | i |

Water Tablet
Earth Tablet
Saturn Tablet
Sun Tablet
Tiphareth

Netsach

Hod
Sigillum Dei Aemeth
Planetary Tablet of Union
Introduction

Ritual Timing

The ideal time to begin any Elemental Working is during an Elemental Tide corresponding to the Element of the Ritual. Except in Workings intended to be used for Practical Magic, however, the importance of performing the Rituals outweighs all other considerations.

The Elemental Tides entered the Western Esoteric Tradition through the influence of Theosophy, which called them the "Tattwa Tides." The first cycle of Elemental Tides begins with Sunrise, and a fresh cycle begins every two hours. Within each one hundred twenty minute cycle, the Tide of each Element lasts for twenty-four minutes alternating in the following order: Spirit, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth.

Facing the Quarter of the Element

There are two different allocations of the Elements to the four cardinal directions. The first allocation follows the "nature of the winds" which blow from these directions, and should be used for all Elemental

---

1 See chapter six, "Practical and Talismanic Magic," for more information.
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Invocation. Invoke Air in the East, for "the easterly wind is of the nature of Air." Invoke Fire in the South, for "the South wind brings the nature of Fire into action." Invoke Water in the West, for "the West winds bring rain and moisture." Invoke Earth in the North, "because the North wind is cold and dry like Earth." The second allocation of the Elements to the four cardinal directions is according to the "natural position of the Elements in the Zodiac." The Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac begins with the Sign Leo. Below we see such an Astrological Chart oriented so that the cusp of Leo is on the Ascendant in the East and the Midheaven is in the South. The Kerubic Zodiacal Signs (that is, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius, and Taurus) align along the angles of the Chart in such a fashion that a Fire Sign is in the East, an Earth Sign in the South, an Air Sign in the West, and a Water Sign is in the North. The Magician should face the Quarter of the Element according to this allocation when Skrying in the Spirit Vision to any Elemental Plane.

The descriptions of the qualities of these winds derive directly from Claudius Ptolomy, [AD 100-178], of the qualities. See The Lotophagae (1940). Sec 1, p. 63. The attribution of the Elements to the Quarters according to the nature of the winds derives from Eliphas Levi (Abbe Louis Constant), The magical Ritual of the sanctum Regnum, trans. and ed W. Wynn Wescott and Joseph de Boule, (Edmonds: Holmes, 1992), p. 14.

Enochian Elemental Tablets

The Synopsis preceding each Ritual in this chapter describes the Enochian Tablet or Tablets that should be used in each instance. The Enochian Tablets of Fire, Water, Air, and Earth are included as colored illustrations in this book. The Enochian Elemental Tablet of Union is illustrated below. Each Student should craft a Tablet of union for his or her use. The letters EXARP should be colored yellow, HCOMA should be colored blue, NANTA should be colored black, and BITOM should be colored red.

![Enochian Tablets](image)

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Earth

**Synopsis**

**Altar:** Black Altar Cloth, Elemental Banishing Dagger, rose (East), candle (South), water and cup of red wine (West), Earth Pentacle (Wrapped), bread, and salt (North).

**Enochian Tablets:** Union (On the Altar), Earth (North).

**Enochian Calls:** Fifth.

**Tarot Reference:** The Suit of Pentacles.

**Colors:** Black flashing with complementary white (Earth), and white flashing with complementary black (Spirit).

**Ideal Time:** During an Elemental Tide of Earth.

**Scents:** Storax.

**Ritual Precis**

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration.
with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Earth Pentacle.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Spirit and Earth in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams, Names, and Grade Signs). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Elemental Hierarchy of Earth.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (Optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Elemental Plane (Optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.
14. Wrap the Earth Pentacle.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Element of Earth, by banishing Spirit and Earth in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hê-kâs hê-kâs ês-te bê-bê-lôê].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Earth Pentacle.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Earth Pentacle. Assume the God Form of Nepthys, dressed in black with white trim, while vibrating "Nepthys" [né-bêt-kêt].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "wê-sâ" [â-gê-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Trace a black Invoking Earth Pentagram directly over the previous

4 The pronunciations of the names of Egyptian Gods used by the Golden Dawn have traditionally relied on relatively late Coptic pronunciations. Throughout the present work, a different approach has been employed. The pronunciations herein given have been derived directly from earlier hieroglyphic texts, and comprise the best estimation of contemporary Egyptology in regard to the original pronunciation in early Dynasties. The greatest obstacle facing Egyptology in this regard, however, is the lack of vowels in hieroglyphics. The hieroglyphic spellings of these names appear in E. A. Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians [1904] (New York: Dover, 1969).
5 The name Nanta is derived from the line attributed to Earth of the Enochian Elemental Tablet of Union. The names employed in tracing Spirit Pentagrams throughout this chapter are of similar derivation.
one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [mör dé-āl hēc-tē-gā]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "合理的 [à-dō-ni]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

13. Give the Sign of the Zelator Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
16. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nān-tā]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "合理的 [à-gē-lā]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

17. Give the LVX Signs.
18. Trace a black Invoking Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [mör dé-āl hēc-tē-gā]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "合理的 [à-dō-ni]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the Sign of the Zelator Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
21. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
22. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nān-tā]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "合理的 [à-gē-lā]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Trace a black Invoking Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [mör dé-āl hēc-tē-gā]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "合理的 [à-dō-ni]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

25. Give the Sign of the Zelator Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
"In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of Earth.”

27. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

28. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יָנָה" [יָנָה]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Trace a black Invoking Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [môr de-âl héc-té-gâ]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יָנָה" [יָנָה]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

31. Give the Sign of the Zelator Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


33. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).

34. Go to the South of the Altar, facing North.

35. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Nepthys which you continue to assume, dressed in black, with white trim, while vibrating "Nepthys" [nê-bêt-kêt].

36. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements) over the Altar, while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יָנָה" [יָנָה]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

37. Give the LVX Signs.

38. Trace a black Invoking Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [môr de-âl héc-té-gâ]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יָנָה" [יָנָה]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

39. Give the Sign of the Zelator Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


41. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagrams, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יָנָה יָנָה [יָנָה] hä-ā-

---

*Note that vowel pointation is included with Hebrew words as a guide to reliable pronunciation. When Hebrew letters are traced in the air during Ritual, all vowel pointation should be omitted.

*Note that when tracing Sigils, do not trace either the circle or the perpendicular line at the beginning or the end of the Sigil. Trace from the circle, finishing at the perpendicular line. When tracing Sigils for Names with more than one word, the sequence of the Sigils proceeds from right to left as do the words of the Name in Hebrew. Except for Kameothic (Planetary) Intelligences and Spirits, all of the Sigils in this book derive from the Rose on the Rose Cross Lamen. For information how to derive these sigils, see Regardie, Golden Dawn, pp. 482-485.
42. Raise your arms, reaching outward and upward. Proclaim (and vibrate where indicated): "In the Name of the Elemental Order of..." 

51. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.
52. Carefully wrap and put away your Consecrated Earth Pentacle, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.
53. Go to the Southeast corner.
54. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
55. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
56. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Nepthys, dressed in black with white trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Nepthys, while vibrating "Nephtys" [nê-b̪êt-kê]. Likewise divest yourself of as well as any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
57. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Element of Earth.
58. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
59. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
60. Knock five times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of [yê-hê-shû-A yê-hô-vá-shâ]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Earth**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
4. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "[h-g̱-ḻ-ḻ]". Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Trace a black Banishing Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [môr dê-êl héctê-gâ]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "[h-g̱-n]" [â-dô-nil]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
6. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
7. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "[h-g̱-ḻ-ḻ]". Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
8. Trace a black Banishing Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [môr dê-êl héctê-gâ]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "[h-g̱-n]" [â-dô-nil]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.


11. Trace a black Banishing Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [môr de-âl hêc-tê-gâ]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "']. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

12. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

13. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "نسخ" [â-gê-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the

14. Trace a black Banishing Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [môr de-âl hêc-tê-gâ]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).

16. Go to the South of the Altar, facing North.

17. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "نسخ" [â-gê-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

18. Trace a black Banishing Earth Pentagram directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [môr de-âl hêc-tê-gâ]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
19. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

**Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Air**

**Synopsis**

**Altar:** Yellow Altar Cloth, Elemental Banishing Dagger, candle (South), water, cup of red wine (West), bread, salt (North), Air Dagger (wrapped) and rose (East).

**Enochian Tablets:** Union (on the Altar), Air (East).

**Enochian Calls:** Third.

**Tarot Reference:** The Suit of Swords.

**Colors:** Yellow flashing with complementary violet (Air), and white flashing with complementary black (Spirit).

**Ideal Time:** During an Elemental Tide of Air.

**Scents:** Galbanum.

**Ritual Precis**

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.
4. Wrap the Air Dagger.
5. Reverse circumambulate three times.
6. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
7. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Element of Air, by banishing Spirit and Air in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
8. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
10. Declare the Temple duly closed.

**Ritual**

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hé-kās hé-kās ēs-tē bé-bē-lō]...
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Air Dagger.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Air Dagger. Assume the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [dʒ̥e-hu-ti].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Exarp" [éks-ár-pé]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "7'7N" [ē-hé-yé]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.

12. Trace a yellow Invoking Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ō-ro ē-bāh ā-ōz-pé]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "7'7N" [ē-hé-yé]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

13. Give the Sign of the Theoricus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

16. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Exarp" [éks-ár-pé]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "7'7N" [ē-hé-yé]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

17. Give the LVX Signs.

18. Trace a yellow Invoking Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ō-ro ē-bāh ā-ōz-pé]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "7'7N" [ē-hé-vā-vā-hē]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the Sign of the Theoricus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of Air."

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

22. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Ele-
ments), while vibrating "Exarp" [ëks-år-pé]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יוד-הא" [yôd-heā-yē]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Trace a yellow Invoking Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ô-rô è-bâh á-ôz-pê]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-הא" [yôd-heā-vâv-hē]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

25. Give the Sign of the Theoricus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
27. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
28. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Exarp" [ëks-år-pé]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יוד-הא" [yôd-heā-yē]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Trace a yellow Invoking Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ô-rô è-bâh á-ôz-pê]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-הא" [yôd-heā-vâv-hē]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

31. Give the Sign of the Theoricus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
32. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of Air."
33. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).
34. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East.
35. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Djehuti which you continue to assume, dressed in yellow, with violet trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [je-hû-tê].
36. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements) over the Altar, while vibrating "Exarp" [ëks-år-pé]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יוד-הא" [yôd-heā-yē]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

37. Give the LVX Signs.
38. Trace a yellow Invoking Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ô-rô è-bâh á-ôz-pê]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-הא" [yôd-heā-vâv-hē]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
39. Give the Sign of the Theoricus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

40. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of the Invisible." You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of even the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of the Light Divine."

41. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagrams, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord [shâ-di él kî], of the Archangel [rê-fâ-êl], of the Angel [kâ-sân], and of the Ruler [rû-âk], I invoke you, you Forces of [ê-rê-êl], [ê-nî-nî]."

42. Raise your arms, reaching outward and upward. Proclaim (and vibrate where indicated): "In the Name of the Elemental Order of the 'Sylphs' [silfs], and of their King 'Paralda' [pâ-râl-dâ], I invoke you, you Powers of Air."

43. Vibrate the third Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

44. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of the Light Divine."

45. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

46. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

47. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

48. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Element of Air shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

49. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

50. Facing the West (the natural position of Air in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

51. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.

52. Carefully wrap and put away your Consecrated Air Dagger, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.
53. Go to the Southeast corner.
54. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
55. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
56. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Djehuti, while vibrating "Djehuti" [djeh-huto]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
57. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Element of Air.
58. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
59. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
60. Knock five times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of Djehuti. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

---

**Elemental Magic**

5. Trace a yellow Banishing Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [or-o e-bah ah-oz-pee]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "yod-he-vaw-he" [yod-he-vaw-he]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

6. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

7. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Exarp" [eks-ar-p]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "he-yeh" [he-hye]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

8. Trace a yellow Banishing Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [or-o e-bah ah-oz-pee]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "yod-he-vaw-he" [yod-he-vaw-he]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

10. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Exarp" [ēks-ār-pē]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יִהְיָה" [yā-hē-yē]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Trace a yellow Banishing Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ō-ro ē-bāh ā-ōz-pē]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יִהְיָה" [yā-hē-yē]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

12. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

13. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Exarp" [ēks-ār-pē]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יִהְיָה" [yā-hē-yē]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Trace a yellow Banishing Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ō-ro ē-bāh ā-ōz-pē]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יִהְיָה" [yā-hē-yē]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).

16. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East.

17. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Exarp" [ēks-ār-pē]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יִהְיָה" [yā-hē-yē]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

18. Trace a yellow Banishing Air Pentagram directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ō-ro ē-bāh ā-ōz-pē]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יִהְיָה" [yā-hē-yē]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
19. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

**Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Water**

**Synopsis**

Altar: Blue Altar Cloth, Elemental Banishing Dagger, rose (East), candle (South), Water Cup (wrapped), cup of red wine (West), bread and salt (North).

Enochian Tablets: Union (on the Altar), Water (West).

Enochian Calls: Fourth.

Tarot Reference: The Suit of Cups.

Colors: Blue flashing with complementary orange (Water), and white flashing with complementary black (Spirit).

Ideal Time: During an Elemental Tide of Water.

Scents: Myrrh, onycha.

**Ritual Precis**

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Water Cup.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Spirit and Water in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams, Names, and Grade Signs). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Elemental Hierarchy of Water.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Elemental Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.
14. Wrap the Water Cup.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Element of Water, by banishing Spirit and Water in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

**Ritual**

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hē-kās hē-kās ēs-tē bè-bē-lē-o].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Water Cup.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Water Cup. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ē-sēt].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Hcoma" [hê-kô-mâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "גֶּל" [a-gê-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.

12. Trace a blue Invoking Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pê-hê ār-sâl gâ-e-ôl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "א" [â]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

13. Give the Sign of the Practicus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

16. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Hcoma" [hê-kô-mâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "גֶּל" [a-gê-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

17. Give the LVX Signs.

18. Trace a blue Invoking Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pê-hê ār-sâl gâ-e-ôl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "א" [â]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the Sign of the Practicus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


21. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

22. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Hcoma" [hê-kô-mâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "גֶּל" [a-gê-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Trace a blue Invoking Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pê-hê ār-sâl gâ-e-ôl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "א" [â]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
25. Give the Sign of the Practicus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
27. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
28. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Hcoma" [hē-kō-mā]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "Knā" [ā-gē-lā]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Trace a blue Invoking Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pē-hē ār-sāl gā-e-öl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "Knā" [ā]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
31. Give the Sign of the Practicus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
32. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of Water."
33. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).
34. Go to the East of the Altar, facing West.
35. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God

Form of Isis which you continue to assume, dressed in blue, with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ē-set].
36. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements) over the Altar, while vibrating "Hcoma" [hē-kō-mā]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "Knā" [ā-gē-lā]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

37. Give the LVX Signs.
38. Trace a blue Invoking Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pē-hē ār-sāl gā-e-öl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "Knā" [ā]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
39. Give the Sign of the Practicus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
40. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of Water."
41. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagrams, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יִהְוָא יָהּ [yā-hā Śālo], of the Archangel גְּבָרְו [gāv-re-āl], of the Angel שְׁלֹה [šē-lō-hēl], and of the Ruler שֵׁאֵת [šē-ā], I invoke you, you Forces of שְׁפַע [šāf]."
42. Raise your arms, reaching outward and upward. Proclaim (and vibrate where indicated): "In the Name of the Elemental Order of the 'Undines' [tûn-dens], and of their Queen 'Nichsa' [ni-k-så], I invoke you, you Powers of Water."

43. Vibrate the fourth Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

44. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

45. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

46. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

47. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

48. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Element of Water shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

49. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

50. Facing the North (the natural position of Water in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

51. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.

52. Carefully wrap and put away your Consecrated Water Cup, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

53. Go to the Southeast corner.

54. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

55. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

56. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, while vibrating "Isis" [ë-sët]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

57. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the El-
element of Water.

58. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
59. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
60. Knock five times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of יי"הו-ך ה[{ם}וי] [yé-hé-shú-ä yé-hô-vá-shâ]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Water

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

5. Trace a blue Banishing Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pé-hé ār-sâl gâ-ê-ôl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "ס[מ] ח" [sô-hâ]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

6. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

8. Trace a blue Banishing Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pé-hé ār-sâl gâ-ê-ôl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "ס[מ] ח" [sô-hâ]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
11. Trace a blue Banishing Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pē-hē ār-sāl gā-ē-ōl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "58" [ēl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enteerer. Give the Sign of Silence.

12. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.


14. Trace a blue Banishing Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pē-hē ār-sāl gā-ē-ōl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "58" [ēl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enteerer. Give the Sign of Silence.

15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).

16. Go to the South of the Altar, facing North.

17. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Hcoma" [hē-kō-mā]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "58" [ēl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enteerer. Give the Sign of Silence.

18. Trace a blue Banishing Water Pentagram directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pē-hē ār-sāl gā-ē-ōl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "58" [ēl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enteerer. Give the Sign of Silence.

19. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Fire

Synopsis

Altar: Red Altar Cloth, Elemental Banishing Dagger, Fire Wand (wrapped), candle (South), water, cup of red wine (West), bread, salt (North), Rose (East).

Enochian Tablets: Union (on the Altar), Fire (South).

Enochian Calls: Sixth.

Tarot Reference: The Suit of Wands.

Colors: Red flashing with complementary green (Fire), and
The Ritual Magic Manual

Ideal Time: During an Elemental Tide of Fire.
Scents: Olibanum.

Ritual Precis
1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Fire Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Spirit and Fire in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams, Names, and Grade Signs). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Elemental Hierarchy of Fire.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Elemental Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.
14. Wrap the Fire Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Element of Fire, by banishing Spirit and Fire in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Fire Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Fire Wand. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [kru].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "Bê'tôm" [bê-hé-yé]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Trace a red Invoking Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Tòa Pdooce" [ô-ép tê-à-à pé-dô-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "Lô-hé-m" [ê-lô-hé-m]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
13. Give the Sign of the Philosophus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

16. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "i-he-yê". Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

17. Give the LVX Signs.

18. Trace a red Invoking Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdooce" [ö-ép té-á-á pé-dô-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "C-lô-hêm" [ê-lô-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the Sign of the Philosophus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


21. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

22. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "i-he-yê". Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Trace a red Invoking Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdooce" [ö-ép té-á-á pé-dô-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "C-lô-hêm" [ê-lô-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

25. Give the Sign of the Philosophus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


27. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

28. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "i-he-yê". Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Trace a red Invoking Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdoce" [o-ep tä-ä pe-ðo-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "כֶּלֶה" [ê-lo-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

31. Give the Sign of the Philosophus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
32. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of Fire."

33. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).
34. Go to the North of the Altar, facing South.
35. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Horus which you continue to assume, dressed in red, with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [krû].
36. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements) over the Altar, while vibrating "Bitom" [be-to-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "נַחֲלָה" [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

37. Give the LVX Signs.
38. Trace a red Invoking Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdoce" [o-ep tä-ä pe-ðo-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "כֶּלֶה" [ê-lo-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

39. Give the Sign of the Philosophus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
40. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָה יַעֲבֹר [yôd-hê-vâv-hê tsêv-â-ôt], of the Archangel מֵאָּאֶל [mê-kâ-âl], of the Angel מָאָּאֶל [mê-kâ-âl], and of the Ruler מָאָּאֶל [sâr-âl], I invoke you, you Forces of אֱשֶׁר [êsh]."
42. Raise your arms, reaching outward and upward. Proclaim (and vibrate where indicated): “In the Name of the Elemental Order of the ‘Salamanders’ [sà-là-màn-dèrs], and of their King ‘Djin’ [jën], I invoke you, you Powers of Fire.”

43. Vibrate the sixth Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, “Enochian Calls” (optional).

44. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: “I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine.”

45. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: “The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above.”

46. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

47. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

48. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: “It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Element of Fire shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation (‘Aura’), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius (‘Holy Guardian Angel’).”

49. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

50. Facing the East (the natural position of Fire in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

51. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.

52. Carefully wrap and put away your Consecrated Fire Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

53. Go to the Southeast corner.

54. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

55. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

56. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Horus, while vibrating “Horus” [kru]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

57. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Element of Fire.

58. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

59. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.

60. Knock five times upon the Altar and proclaim: “I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of ‘7rillir’ 7iril7” [yè-hè-shù-à yè-hò-và-shà]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed.”

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Fire

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "ئ،ئئ،ئئ" [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Trace a red Banishing Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdoce" [ô-êp té-á-á pé-dô-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "ئ،ئئ،ئئ" [ê-hê-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

6. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

7. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "ئ،ئئ،ئئ" [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

8. Trace a red Banishing Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdoce" [ô-êp té-á-á pé-dô-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "ئ،ئئ،ئئ" [ê-hê-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

10. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "ئ،ئئ،ئئ" [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Trace a red Banishing Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdoce" [ô-êp té-á-á pé-dô-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "ئ،ئئ،ئئ" [ê-hê-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

12. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Pentagrams will be.

13. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יניע" [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Trace a red Banishing Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdoce" [ô-êp tê-â-â pé-do-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "ןנ" [ô-lo-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).

16. Go to the North of the Altar, facing South.

17. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יניע" [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

18. Trace a red Banishing Fire Pentagram directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdoce" [ô-êp tê-â-â pé-do-kê]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "ןנ" [ô-lo-hêm]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

19. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram

Introduction

The Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram invokes the Forces of the Tablet of Union and has two different forms. The distinction arises due to the various functions of the Tablet of Union, which rules the specific Element of Spirit (Akasha), yet generally rules all of the Elements, in unity, as well. These two different functions of this Tablet result in two distinct forms of this Ritual, according to its intended focus.

When this Ritual is being employed to generally invoke all of the Elements together, it unites their Forces in balanced disposition. In this case, only the First Enochian Call should be used, and the Names and Sigils of each of the Elemental Hierarchies should be vibrated and traced in their respective Quarters. These Names and Sigils are given in the text of the Ritual.

When this Ritual is being employed to invoke the specific Element of Spirit (Akasha), then the Second Enochian Call must additionally be employed. This is because the Second Enochian Call rules the specific Element of Spirit. Furthermore, the Names and Sigils of the Elemental Hierarchies should, in this case, not be vibrated and traced in their respective Quarters. This would merely create a confusion of Energies, by accentuating the individual nature of each Element. The Names and Sigils of the Elemental Hierarchies should therefore, in this case, be omitted.

To avoid confusion, it should be noted that the pentagrams, the
symbols in their centers, and the names vibrated while tracing them, are to be employed in all forms of this Ritual. Only the use of the Enochian Calls and of the Sigils of the Elemental Hierarchies (with their attendant Names) vary according to the focus of the Ritual.

Synopsis

Altar: White Altar Cloth, Elemental Banishing Dagger, Air Dagger (wrapped), rose (East), Fire Wand (wrapped), candle (South), Water Cup (wrapped), cup of red wine (West), Earth Pentacle (wrapped), bread, salt (North).

Enochian Tablets: Union (on the Altar), Air (East), Fire (South), Water (West), Earth (North).

Enochian Calls: First (Rules the Tablet of Union as a whole). First and Second (Together rule the Element of Spirit, and the Subelement, Spirit of Spirit).

Colors: Yellow flashing with complementary violet (Air), red flashing with complementary green (Fire), blue flashing with complementary orange (Water), black flashing with complementary white (Earth), white flashing with complementary black (Spirit).

Ideal Time: During an Elemental Tide of Spirit.

Scents: Olibanum, myrrh, galbanum, and storax.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap each of the Elemental Weapons.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Spirit, and the appropriate Element, in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Forms, using the appropriate Pentagrams, Names, and Grade Signs). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names in each of the Quarters, while vibrating the Names from the Elemental Hierarchies.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.

11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Elemental or Subelemental Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, by banishing Spirit and the appropriate Element in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" ([hê-kâs hê-kâs ês-ê té bé-bê-loêe]).
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Magical Weapons.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Air Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
9. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize the God Form of
Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim. Assume the God Form of Djehuti, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jê-hû-te].

10. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Exarp" [éks-år-pê]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "יִדָּא" [yî-dâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.

12. Trace a yellow Invoking Air Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oro Ibah Aozpi" [ô-ro ê-bâh å-ëz-pê]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יְדָּה" [yî-dâ]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

13. Give the Sign of the Theoricus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


15. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagrams, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יִדָּא [yî-dâ], of the Archangel רָאֵל [ré-é-l], of the Angel כָּן [kâ-san], and of the Ruler רוּף [ru-âk], I invoke you, you Forces of רָאֵל [ré-é-l]."

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and upward. Proclaim (and vibrate where indicated): "In the Name of the Elemental Order of the 'Sylphs' [silfs], and of their King 'Paralda' [pâ-râl-dâ], I invoke you, you Powers of Air."

17. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Djehuti, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jê-hû-te].

18. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
19. Pick up your Fire Wand. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [krû].

20. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "חָסֶף" [ș-hê-ṣe-f]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

21. Give the LVX Signs.

22. Trace a red Invoking Fire Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Oip Teaa Pdoce" [ò-ép te-à-à pê-dò-ke]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "חָסֶף" [ș-hê-ṣe-f]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the Sign of the Philosophus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.


25. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagrams, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יְהוָה יִשְׂרָאֵל יָהּ [yôd-hê-vâv-hê tsêv-â-ô], of the Archangel מִךְֶּקֶר [mê-kâ-ê], of the Angel מִקְצָר [sâr-âf], and of the Ruler אֵש [âsh], I invoke you, you Forces of אֵש [âsh]" (optional, see Ritual Introduction).

26. Raise your arms, reaching outward and upward. Proclaim (and vibrate where indicated): "In the Name of the Elemental Order of the 'Salamanders' [sâ-lâ-mân-dârs], and of their King דִּין [dîn], I invoke you, you Powers of Fire."

27. Divest yourself of the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [krû].

28. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
29. Pick up your Water Cup. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [e-sët].

30. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Hcoma" [hë-kô-mâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "আর্ব" [ā-gâ-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

31. Give the LVX Signs.

32. Trace a blue Invoking Water Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-pë-he ar-sâl gâ-e-ôl]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "א" [â]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

33. Give the Sign of the Practicus Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of Water."

35. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagrams, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord הָלֹהְם תְּשֵׁבָּאָט [hâ-lô-hem tsêv-â-ôt], of the Archangel מַרְאֶל [mâ-yêm], of the Angel רָסֶס [tâ-lî-â-hâd], and of the Ruler מַרְאֶל [mâ-yêm], I invoke you, you Forces of מַרְאֶל [mâ-yêm]" (optional, see Ritual Introduction).

36. Raise your arms, reaching outward and upward. Proclaim (and vibrate where indicated): "In the Name of the Elemental Order of the 'Undines' [u-n-dëns], and of their Queen 'Nichsa' [nîk sâl], I invoke you, you Powers of Water."

37. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [e-sët].

38. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.
39. Pick up your Earth Pentacle. Assume the God Form of Nepthys, dressed in black with white trim, while vibrating "Nepthys" [nê-bêt-kêt].

40. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "กาล" [â-gâ-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

41. Give the LVX Signs.

42. Trace a black Invoking Earth Pentagram directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hetga" [môr dé-âl héc-tê-gâ]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "กาล" [â-dô-nî]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

43. Give the Sign of the Zelator Grade, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

44. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Three Holy Secret Names of God, I invoke you, you Angels of the Tablet of Earth."

45. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagrams, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord ﻹـ ٰإٰلـش [â-dô-nî hâ-â-rêts], of the Archangel ﻹـ ٰإٰلـش [u-rê-êl], of the Angel ﻹـ ٰإٰلـش [pôr-lâk], and of the Ruler ﻹـ ٰإٰلـش [kê-rûv], I invoke you, you Forces of ﻹـ ٰإٰلـش [ê-rêts]" (optional, see Ritual Introduction).

46. Raise your arms, reaching outward and upward. Proclaim (and vibrate where indicated): "In the Name of the Elemental Order of the 'Gnomes' [nômz], and of their King 'Gob' [gôb], I invoke you, you Powers of Earth."

47. Divest yourself of the God Form of Nepthys, dressed in black with white trim, while vibrating "Nepthys" [nê-bêt-kêt].

48. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).
49. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Assume the God Form of Osiris, dressed in white with black trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [ö-sér].

50. Pick up your Air Dagger. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Exarp" [ëks-år-pê]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "7'7's" [ë-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

51. Give the LVX Signs.

52. Pick up your Water Cup. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Hcoma" [hê-kô-mâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "~53~" [â-gê-lâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

53. Give the LVX Signs.

54. Pick up your Earth Pentacle. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements), while vibrating "Nanta" [nân-tâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "~32~" [b-ge-1]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

55. Give the LVX Signs.

56. Pick up your Fire Wand. Trace a white Invoking Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements), while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "~'~" [ë-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

57. Give the LVX Signs.

58. Vibrate the first Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

59. Vibrate the second Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional, see Ritual Introduction).

60. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

61. Give the Sign of the Rending of the Veil (of the Portal Grade), and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

62. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

63. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

64. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
65. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Elements of Fire, Water, Spirit, Air, and Earth shall be awakened and equilibrated in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

66. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

67. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

68. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word.

69. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist.

70. Give the Sign of the Closing of the Veil (of the Portal Grade).

71. Go to the Southeast corner.

72. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

73. Divest yourself of the God Form of Osiris, dressed in white with black trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [o-sèr], as well as any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

74. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

75. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

76. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.

77. Knock five times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of רפואת חיים [r-fo-áh h-á-mi] [yè-hè-hé-yè-hè-vá-šhá]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

---

### Elemental Magic

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements) directly over the first one, while vibrating "Exarp" [éks-ár-pé]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "כ" [kô]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Trace a yellow Banishing Air Pentagram directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Oro Íbah Aozpi" [ò-ró è-báh a-òz-pé]. Trace a violet Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "ג" [gô]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

6. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

7. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Bitom" [bè-tò-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "ג" [gô]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
8. Trace a red Banishing Fire Pentagram directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Oip Teaa P'doce" [o-ip te-a-p'do-ke]. Trace a green Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "$\pi\gamma\nu\pi$" [e-lo-hem]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

10. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Hcoma" [he-kom-a]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "$\pi\nu\nu\nu$" [a-ga-la]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Trace a blue Banishing Water Pentagram directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Mph Arsl Gaiol" [m-phe-ar-sal gai-ol]. Trace an orange Eagle symbol in its center, while vibrating "$\pi\nu" [el]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

12. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagrams will be.

13. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Nanta" [nan-ta]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "$\pi\nu\nu\nu$" [a-ga-la]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Trace a black Banishing Earth Pentagram directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Mor Dial Hctga" [mor de-al hec-ta-ga]. Trace a white Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "$\pi\nu\nu\nu$" [a-do-nil]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

15. Pierce the center of the Pentagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagrams (i.e., where you began).

16. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East.

17. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements) over the Altar, while vibrating "Exarp" [eks-ar-pe]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "$\pi\nu\nu\nu$" [e-ha-
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18. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Passive Elements) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Hcoma" [hê-kô-mâ]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "Nantâ" [nân-tâ]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

21. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

20. Trace a white Banishing Spirit Pentagram (for the Active Elements) directly over the previous ones, while vibrating "Bitom" [bê-tô-m]. Trace a black Spirit Wheel in its center, while vibrating "Hê-ye" [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
CHAPTER THREE

Planetary Magic

"And I saw in the right hand of him that sat on the throne a book written within
and on the backside, sealed with seven seals. And I saw a strong angel proclam-
ing with a loud voice, Who is worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals
thereof? And I beheld, and, lo, in the midst of the throne and of the four beasts,
and in the midst of the elders, stood a Lamb as it had been slain, having seven
horns and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God sent forth into all the
earth" (Revelation 5:1, 2, 6).

Introduction

Ritual Timing

Whenever possible, cast a Sidereal Astrological Chart for the time
and place of the Ritual. It is advisable to employ the Rosicrucian
Sidereal Zodiac when casting Charts for Rituals of Astrological
Magic. In Workings intended for Practical Magic, preferably choose a
time for the Ritual when the Planet of the Working is strong in the As-
trological Chart. This is particularly important when consecrating a
Talisman, since the Chart of the Working additionally serves a birth
chart for the Talisman.

The ideal time to begin any Planetary Working is during the day
and the hour corresponding to the Planet in question. Except in Work-
ings intended for Practical Magic, however, the importance of perform-
ing the Rituals outweighs all other considerations. One might, for ex-
ample, merely choose the day attributed to the Planet as the best

---

1 See "Astrology and the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac" in the introduction of this book for more
information.
2 See chapter six, "Practical and Talismanic Magic," for more information on Talismans and on
Planetary Dignity.
available time. The correspondences between the days of the week and the seven traditional Planets are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☀️  Sunday</td>
<td>☀️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉️  Monday</td>
<td>☉️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉️  Tuesday</td>
<td>☉️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉️  Wednesday</td>
<td>☉️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉️  Thursday</td>
<td>☉️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉️  Friday</td>
<td>☉️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉️  Saturday</td>
<td>☉️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Determine the Planetary Hours as follows. One Traditional Planet corresponds to each of the twelve hours of the day, beginning at sunrise with the Planet that rules the day. The Planets then cycle downward according to the order that they correspond to the Sephiroth on the Tree of Life (that is, in their order of their relative motion when viewed from the Earth) as follows: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon. The next hour begins with Saturn again, and the cycles repeat until Sunrise the following day. The Planetary Hours are usually not sixty minutes long like normal hours are, however. To determine the duration of Planetary Hours on a given day, divide the number of minutes between Sunrise and Sunset into twelve equal parts. Each resultant is the duration of one Planetary Hour during daylight hours. Likewise divide the hours between Sunset and Sunrise into twelve equal parts. Each of these parts is the duration of one nocturnal Planetary Hour. The following table resumes the Planets that rule each Planetary Hour.

### Facing the Planet

At a certain point in Planetary Invocation Rituals, the Magician should face the location of the Planet to perform additional Invocations. When avoidable, the Magician may simply face East to perform this aspect of the Ritual. Magicians having cast a Sidereal Astrological Chart for the time and place of the Working have better options, however, due to information revealing the actual spatial location of the Planet.

Traditionally, the correct method to “face the Planet” during a Ritual has remained a symbolical one, by orienting the Astrological Chart upon the Altar so that the Ascendant faces East, and that the Midheaven faces South. The Magician then faces away from the Altar in the direction indicated by the location of the Planet in the Chart.
An additional excellent alternative exists during the hours when the Planet is above the horizon. Vertically orient the Chart, so that the Ascendant faces East and the Midheaven faces straight up above the Altar, to determine the location of the Planet in the sky. For even greater precision, make a further adjustment slightly North or South of this position according to the present Declination of the Planet. This information is readily available in any astrological ephemeris or in Charts cast with a computer using good astrological software.

Magical Implements

Remember that performing the Rituals on a regular basis outweighs all other considerations. Those Magicians not in possession of consecrated Magical Implements should simply use their hands or index fingers, together with Enochian Tablets from this book, and a few items from the kitchen.

Rosicrucian Adepts have traditionally employed the Lotus Wand as the Magical Implement of choice for Planetary, Sephirothic, and Zodiacal Invocation. The Lotus Wand therefore appears in the text of the Planetary Rituals. The Phoenix Wand, however, is actually more suitable to Planetary Invocation, since its seven colored sections correspond to the seven Ancient Planets. To use the Phoenix Wand in Planetary Magic, hold it by the colored band attributed to the Planet of the Working.

The twelve colored bands that divide the Lotus Wand correspond to the twelve Signs of the Zodiac. There are several means of correctly employing the Lotus Wand in Planetary and Sephirothic Invocation. The Magician may hold the Lotus Wand by the white section for general Invocation, for sephirothic influences, and for matters of a divine or spiritual nature. The student may also hold the Lotus Wand by the colored band attributed to the Sidereal Sign where the Planet of the Working is currently located. Finally, he or she may hold the Lotus Wand by the band of one of the Zodiacal Signs ruled by the Planet, according to a traditional system of Diurnal and Nocturnal Signs.

Day and Night Houses of the Planets

Israel Regardie published the correspondences of the seven Traditional Planets ruling the Diurnal and the Nocturnal Zodiacal Signs in 1937 with several significant errors. The frequent republishing of Regardie’s errors by subsequent authors has resulted in decades of incorrect magical practice. The rulership of the Signs by the seven traditional Planets as well as their Diurnal or Nocturnal nature was apparently first published by Claudius Ptolemy in Tetrabiblos, an important text in the history of Astrology. A careful examination of the following illustration will clarify the origin of these attributions.

The Moon and the Sun, which rule over Cancer and Leo, the first and the warmest Signs of Summer, sit at the top of the Zodiacal Wheel. Planetary Rulership of the remaining Signs then descends the Wheel symmetrically according to the relative motion of the Planets viewed from the Earth, and beginning with Mercury at the top and ending with Saturn at the bottom. The Signs on the left side of the wheel, with Leo and the Sun, are the Diurnal Signs or "Day Houses of the Planets." The Signs on the right side of the chart, with Cancer and the Moon, are the Nocturnal Signs or "Night Houses." Leo serves as both Day and Night House of the Sun, and Cancer serves the same for the Moon since these two luminaries rule only one Sign each.

The following table resumes these ideas and lists the Signs of the Detriment, Exaltation, and Depression of the Planets. This is a corrected version of a chart incorrectly published by Regardie and others.3

---

3 Claudius Ptolemaeus [100-178 AD], Tetrabiblos, The Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1940), Sec. L 17, pp. 79-83. The author thanks William Heidrick for pointing out this source.

4 See "Dignity of the Planets and the Signs" in chapter six, "Practical and Talismanic Magic," for a discussion of Rulership, Detriment, Exaltation, and Depression.
Contrary to the misunderstanding of some historians, Rosicrucian Magic remains a living, growing, evolving synthesis of previously existing systems, and not merely an object of historical curiosity. The legitimate criteria to evaluate growth and further development in the R. R. et A. C. system are: whether said developments are logically consistent, whether they follow similar lines of synthesis as those used during the nineteenth century, and whether or not they are magically effective.

The Rituals in this chapter integrate Enochian material into Planetary Magic along the same lines that Elemental Magic integrated similar material in the last century. The Enochian Planetary Tablets, their attributions, and the Enochian Calls complete this integration. For a detailed analysis of the attributions of the Names and Squares of the Enochian Planetary Tablets, as well as the Planetary attribution of the Enochian Calls, see Appendix II: The Book of the Concourse of Planetary and Zodiacal Forces. A thorough study of this material shall prove of great value to the Magician.

Regarding the Planetary Hierarchy of Divine and Angelical Names, new research has revealed the traditional distinction between Sephirothic and Planetary Hierarchies to be false. The correct distinction lies rather between Sephirothic and Kameothic Hierarchies. In the “Planetary” Hierarchy, the Divine Names are those of the Sephirothic Hierarchy, whereas the names of the Planetary Intelligences and Spirits derive from a system of Magic Squares called the Kameoth.

All that remains of the “Planetary” Hierarchy are the so-called Archangels of the Planets, spelled in most modern sources as: Cassiel, Sachiel, Zamael, Michael, Anael, Raphael, and Gabriel. Interestingly, of all the Hierarchies, these “Archangels” are the only entities whose Names Regardie does not give in Hebrew. Furthermore, the Hebrew spellings given by Aleister Crowley for these Names in 7776 are completely inaccurate, likely representing a retransliteration into Hebrew of the English transliteration given by Regardie.

Various versions of Sepher Raziel, an important Jewish magical text, clearly demonstrate the origin of the these Names in the Sephirothic Hierarchy. Interestingly, the names of the Archangels Michael and Raphael are not always transposed in the various versions of the Sepher Raziel manuscripts as they are in the “Planetary” Hierarchy. Furthermore, earlier manuscripts indicate that the notion itself of a “Planetary” Hierarchy likely originates as a Qabalistic adaptation of an earlier system of Planetary Magic, apparently Chaldean in origin.

Once restored to correct Hebrew spellings, it becomes clear that the names of this Hierarchy are indeed not “Archangelic” in nature at all. For example, when correctly spelled in Hebrew, the name of the “Archangel” of Mars is in reality the arch-demon Samael(םג). With one notable exception, most of the other names of this Hierarchy are virtually identical with the Archangels of the Sephirothic Hierarchy. Interestingly, the name “Sachiel” given by Regardie as the “Archangel of Jupiter” comprises but a corrupt transliteration of the Name of the Sephirothic Archangel of Chessed, “Tzadqiel” (ץדש). It seems likely that the Planetary Hierarchy originated when early Qabalists wished to adapt a yet earlier system of Planetary Magic for Qabalistic use. In the earlier system, the entities are of a nature similar to the characteristics attributed to the Planets in traditional Astrology. The creators of the Qabalistic Hierarchy apparently replaced the names from the earlier magical system with the names of Archangels drawn from the corresponding Sephiroth on the Tree of Life.

The Malefic Planets, Mars and Saturn, presented a unique problem, however, since Sephirothic Archangels could not adequately represent their destructive energies. The Qabalists therefore attributed the Demi Samael to Mars. For Saturn, they found a classical Qabalistic so-

---

New Developments in Planetary Magic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Day House</th>
<th>Night House</th>
<th>Detriment</th>
<th>Exaltation</th>
<th>Depression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>☉</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5 Included as color illustrations in this book.
They permuted the Name of the Archangel of Binah, Tzaphquiel (7 Myst ES), by exchanging its first and third letters, Tzaddi (ז) and Qoph (גו). The resultant permutation, Qaphziel (7 Myst 93), adequately represented the malefic energies of Saturn. Apparently, ignorant scribes later corrupted Qaphziel through transliteration into "Cassiel," the form in which Regardie published this name and authors have copied and republished it ever since.

In conclusion, the Planetary Hierarchy previously employed by the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn should no longer be used. Instead, Rosicrucian Magic must henceforth distinguish between Sephirothic and Kameothic, rather than Sephirothic and Planetary Hierarchies. Therefore, when performing Planetary Invocation, Magicians should first invoke the Divine Name, Archangel, and Angel from the Sephirothic Hierarchy, followed by the Kameothic Planetary Intelligence. In Magical Evocation, the Magician would follow this with an Evocation of the Kameothic Planetary Spirit. Never invoke the Kameothic Spirits, however, since their nature is clearly demonic. The Planetary Rituals in this chapter integrate the results of this new research.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Luna

Synopsis

Altar: Blue Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magicoal Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Sigillum Dei Aemeth (on the Altar), Luna (East).

Enochian Calls: Seventh.

Tarot Trump: The High Priestess.

Colors: Blue with complementary orange.

Day House: Cancer (yellow-orange).

Night House: Cancer (yellow-orange).

Ideal Time: Monday, during a Planetary Hour of Luna.

Scents: Jasmine, camphor, menstrual blood.

Ritual Precis:

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.

3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.

4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.

5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


7. Invoke Luna in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Yesod and the Kameothic Hierarchy of Luna.

8. Circumambulate nine times.

9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

10. State all Magical Intentions.

11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).

12. Skry to the corresponding Planetary Plane (optional).

13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.

15. Reverse circumambulate nine times.

16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.

17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Moon, by banishing Luna in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).

18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual


2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.

5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.

6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in
blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ē-sēt].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the correct, colored band, trace a blue Invoking Lunar Hexagram (Eastern form) and an orange W in its center, while vibrating "KR'l KR'lW" [b-rb-rb-tb]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "'130' [shā-dī ēl ķi]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "n 5% [shā-dī ēl ķi], of King 'Blumaza' [blū-mā-zA], and of Prince 'Bralges' [brāl-gēs], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Luna."

13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace a blue Invoking Lunar Hexagram (Southern form) and an orange W in its center, while vibrating "KR'l KR'lW" [b-rb-rb-tb]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "'130' [shā-dī ēl ķi]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "n 5% [shā-dī ēl ķi], of King 'Blumaza' [blū-mā-zA], and of Prince 'Bralges' [brāl-gēs], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Luna."
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
18. Trace a blue Invoking Lunar Hexagram (Western form) and an orange W in its center, while vibrating "KR'l KR'lW" [b-rb-rb-tb]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "'130' [shā-dī ēl ķi]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

12 i.e., yellow-orange (Cancer) by day and by night, or by the band corresponding to the Sidereal Zodiacal Sign where the Moon is presently located.
13 According to David Godwin, in Godwin's Cabalistic Encyclopedia (St. Paul: Llewellyn, 1994), p. 27, "KR'l KR'lW" [ē-rā-rē-tā] is notarikon (an abbreviation) for "Achad Rosh Achdotho Rosh Ichudo Temurahzo Achad," which means "one is his beginning, one is his individuality, his permutation is one."
14 Note that the correct form of this glyph changes with the phases of the moon. Employ ● when the Moon is waxing, Employ ○ for the waning Moon, ● at the time of the full Moon, and ○ at the time of the new Moon. Use these alternating forms whenever possible. As a last resort, use ● as a default form, although this is technically incorrect and should be avoided.
19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ,'# 73 '13 '12 [shâ-di êl ki], of King 'Blumaza' [blu-mâ-zâ], and of Prince 'Brâlges' [brâl-gês], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Luna."

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a blue Invoking Lunar Hexagram (Northern form) and an orange glyph in its center, while vibrating "Kl?'lK" [b-rd-re-tâ]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "'Q 58 '14" [shâ-di êl ki]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ,'# 73 '13 '12 [shâ-di êl ki], of King 'Blumaza' [blu-mâ-zâ], and of Prince 'Brâlges' [brâl-gês], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Luna."

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of the Moon.15
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Isis which you continue to assume, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ê-sês].

28. Facing the Moon, trace a blue Invoking Lunar Hexagram (Supreme form) and an orange 8 in its center, while vibrating "Kl?'lK" [b-rd-re-tâ]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "'Q 58 '14" [shâ-di êl ki]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ,'# 73 '13 '12 [shâ-di êl ki], of King 'Blumaza' [blu-mâ-zâ], and of Prince 'Brâlges' [brâl-gês], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Luna."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil,16 as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord ,'# 73 '13 '12 [shâ-di êl ki],17 of the Archangel '567 '13 [gâv-rê-êl], of the Choir of Angels '567 '13 [kê-rûv-em], and of the Planetary Intelligence of the Intelligences '567 '13 of the Chapter, the Planetary Tablet of Luna."

---

15 See the chapter introduction for more information and other options.
16 Note that when tracing Sigils, do not trace either the circle or the perpendicular line at the beginning or the end. Trace from the circle, finishing at the perpendicular line. When tracing Sigils for Names with more than one word, the sequence of the Sigils proceeds from right to left as do the words of the Name in Hebrew. Note further that when tracing Hebrew names in the air, all vowel punctuation should be omitted.
17 The names of the Sephiroth, the Palaces of Assiah, as well as the corresponding names of God, Archangels, and Angels derive from Agrippa, Three Books of Occult Philosophy, pp. 288-289 and pp. 468-469.
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1. I invoke you, Forces of [lę-vä-nä].

2. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

3. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

4. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

5. Circumambulate nine times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

6. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

7. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Moon shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

8. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

9. Facing the location of the Moon, skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

10. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

11. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any acci-
43. Go to the Southeast corner.
44. Reverse circumambulate nine times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
45. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
46. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, while vibrating "Isis" [é-sèt]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
47. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Luna.
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
50. Knock nine times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of "Sh-dj el ki" [shá-di él ki]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Luna**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
4. Trace a blue Banishing Lunar Hexagram (Eastern form) and an orange K in its center, while vibrating "KI'lKlK" [á-rá-ré-tá]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "m P Tl" [shá-di él ki]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
6. Trace a blue Banishing Lunar Hexagram (Southern form) and an orange K in its center, while vibrating "KI'lKlK" [á-rá-ré-tá]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "m P Tl" [shá-di él ki]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
8. Trace a blue Banishing Lunar Hexagram (Western form) and an orange K in its center, while vibrating "KI'lKlK" [á-rá-ré-tá]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "m P Tl" [shá-di él ki]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace a blue Banishing Lunar Hexagram (Northern form) and an orange $\mathcal{R}$ in its center, while vibrating "$\text{שדיה אדâm שדיה אדâm}" [šā-di ʾēl kâ]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "$\text{נננננננננננננננננננננננננn} [šā-di ʾēl kâ]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of the Moon.

13. Facing the Moon, trace a blue Banishing Lunar Hexagram (Supreme form) and an orange $\mathcal{R}$ in its center, while vibrating "$\text{ננננננננננננננn} [šā-di ʾēl kâ]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "$\text{ננn} [šā-di ʾēl kâ]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Mercury

Synopsis

Altar: Yellow Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Sigillum Dei Aemeth (on the Altar), Mercury (East).

Enochian Calls: Fifth.

Tarot Trump: The Magician.

Colors: Yellow flashing with complementary violet.

Day House: Virgo (yellow-green).

Night House: Gemini (orange).

Ideal Time: Wednesday, during a Planetary Hour of Mercury.

Scents: Mastic, white sandalwood, mace, storax.

Ritual Precis:

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Mercury in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Hod and the Kameothic Hierarchy of Mercury.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Planetary Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the
Planet Mercury, by banishing Mercury in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).

18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jê-hû-tê].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the correct, colored band, trace a yellow Invoking Mercury Hexagram (Eastern form) and a violet ð in its center, while vibrating "нологиан течет" [n-o-log-i-an tê-chet]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "КНЯЗЬ ЧОРОСТИЕ" [k-nân-yâs çör-o-sti-te]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord аллюхун течет [al-‰-hxun tê-chet], of King Бнапол [bân-apol], and of Prince Бліден [bles-dôn], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Mercury."
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace a yellow Invoking Mercury Hexagram (Southern form) and a violet ð in its center, while vibrating "нологиан течет" [n-o-log-i-an tê-chet]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "КНЯЗЬ ЧОРОСТИЕ" [k-nân-yâs çör-o-sti-te]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim

---

19 I.e., yellow-green (Virgo) by day, orange (Gemini) by night, or by the band corresponding to the Sidereal Zodiacal Sign where Mercury is presently located.
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17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Trace a yellow Invoking Mercury Hexagram (Western form) and a violet ♂ in its center, while vibrating "אַרְאֵי אוּדַּן" [a-ra-re-tañ]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "רָקֵּנָה נַכַּלֶּשׁ" [g-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה עָבָדַי [g-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt], of King 'Bnaspol' [bē-nās-pōl], and of Prince 'Blisdon' [bēl-sōn], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Mercury."

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a yellow Invoking Mercury Hexagram (Northern form) and a violet ♂ in its center, while vibrating "אַרְאֵי אוּדַּן" [a-ra-re-tañ]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "רָקֵּנָה נַכַּלֶּשׁ" [g-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה עָבָדַי [g-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt], of King 'Bnaspol' [bē-nās-pōl], and of Prince 'Blisdon' [bēl-sōn], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Mercury."

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Mercury.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Djehuti which you continue to assume, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jē-hū-tē].

28. Facing Mercury, trace a yellow Invoking Mercury Hexagram (Supreme form) and a violet ♂ in its center, while vibrating "אַרְאֵי אוּדַּן" [a-ra-re-tañ]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "רָקֵּנָה נַכַּלֶּשׁ" [g-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה עָבָדַי [g-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt], of King 'Bnaspol' [bē-nās-pōl], and of Prince 'Blisdon' [bēl-sōn], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Mercury."
31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'Elohehem Tsag-vahot, of the Archangel Me-kahel, of the Choir of Angels Benah Elohehem, and of the Planetary Intelligence Tere-El, I invoke you, you Forces of Kav." 

32. Vibrate the fifth Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

35. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

36. Circumambulate eight times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

37. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

38. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Planet Mercury shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation (Aura), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius (Holy Guardian Angel)."

39. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

40. Facing the location of Mercury, skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

41. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

42. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

43. Go to the Southeast corner.

44. Reverse circumambulate eight times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

45. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

46. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God
Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Djehuti, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jë-hû-të]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

47. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Mercury.
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
50. Knock eight times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of 'Eik) t'; KS [ä-lo-hem tsêv-â-ôt]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Mercury

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
4. Trace a yellow Banishing Mercury Hexagram (Eastern form) and a violet ▲ in its center, while vibrating "në-rë-rë-të" [ä-râ-rë-të]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "ë-rë-rë-të" [ë-lo-hem tsêv-â-ôt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
6. Trace a yellow Banishing Mercury Hexagram (Southern form) and a violet ▲ in its center, while vibrating "ë-rë-rë-të" [ë-râ-rë-të]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "ë-rë-rë-të" [ë-lo-hem tsêv-â-ôt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
8. Trace a yellow Banishing Mercury Hexagram (Western form) and a violet ▲ in its center, while vibrating "ë-rë-rë-të" [ë-râ-rë-të]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "ë-rë-rë-të" [ë-lo-hem tsêv-â-ôt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
10. Trace a yellow Banishing Mercury Hexagram (Northern form) and a violet ▲ in its center, while vibrating "ë-rë-rë-të" [ë-râ-rë-të]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "ë-rë-rë-të" [ë-lo-hem tsêv-â-ôt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).
12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of Mercury.
13. Facing Mercury, trace a yellow Banishing Mercury Hexagram (Supreme form) and a violet  in its center, while vibrating "KE'YKYN" [kà-rà-ré-tà]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "KHE KEM HEM" [kè-lò-hem tṣé-v-á-òt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Venus

Synopsis

Altar: Green Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
Enochian Tablets: Sigillum Dei Aemeth (on the Altar), Venus (East).

Planetary Magic

Enochian Calls: First.
Tarot Trump: The Empress.
Colors: Green flashing with complementary red.
Day House: Libra (green).
Night House: Taurus (red-orange).
Ideal Time: Friday, during a Planetary Hour of Venus.
Scents: Sandalwood, myrtle, rose.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Venus in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Netsach and the Kameothic Hierarchy of Venus.
8. Circumambulate seven times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Planetary Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate seven times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Venus, by banishing Venus in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.
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Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [kēt krū].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the correct, colored band, trace a green Invoking Venus Hexagram (Eastern form) and a red ' in its center, while vibrating "Nîn rîsîk" [â-râ-rē-tâ]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "Nîn rîsîk" [yō-d-hē-vāv-hē tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ĭîîêîî [yō-d-hē-vāv-hē tsēv-ā-ōt], of King 'Baligon' [bā-lē-gōn], and of Prince 'Bagon' [bā-gōn], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Venus."
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace a green Invoking Venus Hexagram (Southern form) and a red ' in its center, while vibrating "Nîn rîsîk" [â-râ-rē-tâ]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "Nîn rîsîk" [yō-d-hē-vāv-hē tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ĭîîêîî [yō-d-hē-vāv-hē tsēv-ā-ōt], of King 'Baligon' [bā-lē-gōn], and of Prince 'Bagon' [bā-gōn], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Venus."
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
18. Trace a green Invoking Venus Hexagram (Western form) and a red ' in its center, while vibrating "Nîn rîsîk" [â-râ-rē-tâ]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "Nîn rîsîk" [yō-d-hē-
19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'n;Kay 717 (yod-hé-vav-vé-tsév-á-ót), of King 'Baligon' [bá-lé-gon], and of Prince 'Bagenol' [bá-gé-nol], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Venus."

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a green Invoking Venus Hexagram (Northern form) and a red ' in its center, while vibrating "KE'lKlK" (ké-rb-re-ta). Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "CK?~ 717" (yod-hé-vav-vé-tsév-á-ót). Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'n;Kay 717 (yod-hé-vav-vé-tsév-á-ót), of King 'Baligon' [bá-lé-gon], and of Prince 'Bagenol' [bá-gé-nol], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Venus."

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Venus.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Hathor which you continue to assume, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" (két krú).

28. Facing Venus, trace a green Invoking Venus Hexagram (Supreme form) and a red ' in its center, while vibrating "KTI'lKlK" (b-rb-re-ta). Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "E;h'q~ 717" (yod-hé-vav-vé-tsév-á-ót). Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'n;Kay 717 (yod-hé-vav-vé-tsév-á-ót), of King 'Baligon' [bá-lé-gon], and of Prince 'Bagenol' [bá-gé-nol], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Venus."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'n;Kay 717 (yod-hé-vav-vé-tsév-á-ót), of the Archangel 'n;Kay [há-né-él], of the Choir of Angels 'n;Kay [é-lo-hém], and of the Planetary Intelligence 'n;Kay [hág-é-él], I invoke you, you Forces of 'n;Kay [hó-gáh]."
32. Vibrate the first Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

35. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: 'The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above.'

36. Circumambulate seven times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

37. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

38. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Planet Venus shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

39. Perform the Rite of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

40. Facing the location of Venus, skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

41. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

42. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

43. Go to the Southeast corner.

44. Reverse circumambulate seven times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

45. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

46. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Hathor, while vibrating "Hathor" [kêt krû]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

47. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Venus.
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
50. Knock seven times upon the Altar and proclaim: “I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of [ט’d-hו-v’hא tגv-א-ו]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed.”

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Venus
1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
4. Trace a green Banishing Venus Hexagram (Eastern form) and a red ‘ in its center, while vibrating [ט’d-רא-v’hא hא-ו-טא]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating [ט’d-hו-v’hא tגv-א-ו]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
6. Trace a green Banishing Venus Hexagram (Southern form) and a red ‘ in its center, while vibrating [ט’d-רא-v’hא hא-ו-טא]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating [ט’d-hו-v’hא tגv-א-ו]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
8. Trace a green Banishing Venus Hexagram (Western form) and a red ‘ in its center, while vibrating [ט’d-רא-v’hא hא-ו-טא]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating [ט’d-hו-v’hא tגv-א-ו]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
10. Trace a green Banishing Venus Hexagram (Northern form) and a red ‘ in its center, while vibrating [ט’d-רא-v’hא hא-ו-טא]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating [ט’d-hו-v’hא tגv-א-ו]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).
12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of Venus.
13. Facing Venus, trace a green Banishing Venus Hexagram (Supreme form) and a red ' in its center, while vibrating \[ \text{"[h-\text{re}-\text{la}].} \] Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating \[ \text{"[y-d-h-\text{e}-v-v-h-t-s-g-\text{a}-b].} \] Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

**Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Sol**

**Synopsis**

**Altar:** Orange Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

**Enochian Tablets:** Sigillum Dei Aemeth (on the Altar), Solar (East).

**Enochian Calls:** Second.

**Tarot Trump:** The Sun.

**Colors:** Orange with complementary blue.

**Day House:** Leo (yellow).

**Night House:** Leo (yellow).

**Ideal Time:** Sunday, during a Planetary Hour of the Sun.

**Scents:** Olibanum, cinnamon.

**Ritual Precis**

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Sol in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Tiphareth and the Kameothic Hierarchy of the Sun.
8. Circumambulate six times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Planetary Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate six times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Sun, by banishing Sol in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

**Ritual**

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" \[ \text{[h-\text{k-a-s \text{e}-\text{b}-\text{e}-\text{b}-\text{e}-\text{l-o}].} \] Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Ra, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Ra" \[ r\text{a}. \]
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the correct, colored band, trace an orange Invoking Solar Hexagram (Eastern form) and a blue in its center, while vibrating "קמ" (kam). Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "םל" (sor). Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'כית' (kam), of King 'Bogel' [bo-bo-gel], and of Prince 'Bogo' [bor-no-go], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of the Sun."

13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

14. Trace an orange Invoking Solar Hexagram (Southern form) and a blue in its center, while vibrating "קמ" (kam). Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "םל" (sor). Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'כית' (kam), of King 'Bogel' [bo-bo-gel], and of Prince 'Bogo' [bor-no-go], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of the Sun."

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Trace an orange Invoking Solar Hexagram (Western form) and a blue in its center, while vibrating "קמ" (kam). Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "םל" (sor). Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.

21 I.e., green (Libra) by day as well as by night, or by the band corresponding to the Sidereal Zodiacal Sign where the Sun is presently located.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָֽה [yəd-hə-vāv-hē ɛ-lō-hā vē-dā-āt], of King 'Bobogel' [bō-bō-gēl], and of Prince 'Bornogo' [bōr-nō-gō], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of the Sun."

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace an orange Invoking Solar Hexagram (Northern form) and a blue ꝋ in its center, while vibrating יְהֹוָֽה [yəd-hə-vāv-hē ɛ-lō-hā vē-dā-āt]. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating יְהֹוָֽה יְהוָֽה [yəd-hə-vāv-hē ɛ-lō-hā vē-dā-āt]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָֽה [yəd-hə-vāv-hē ɛ-lō-hā vē-dā-āt], of King 'Bobogel' [bō-bō-gēl], and of Prince 'Bornogo' [bōr-nō-gō], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of the Sun."

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of the Sun.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Ra which you continue to assume, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Ra" [rā].

28. Facing the Sun, trace an orange Invoking Solar Hexagram (Supreme form) and a blue ꝋ in its center, while vibrating יְהֹוָֽה [yəd-hə-vāv-hē ɛ-lō-hā vē-dā-āt]. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating יְהֹוָֽה יְהוָֽה [yəd-hə-vāv-hē ɛ-lō-hā vē-dā-āt]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָֽה יְהוָֽה [yəd-hə-vāv-hē ɛ-lō-hā vē-dā-āt], of King 'Bobogel' [bō-bō-gēl], and of Prince 'Bornogo' [bōr-nō-gō], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of the Sun."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָֽה יְהוָֽה יְהוָֽה [yəd-hə-vāv-hē ɛ-lō-hā vē-dā-āt], of the Archangel רָפָּא [ré-fā-ēl], of the Choir of Angels רָפָּא לֹא [ré-fā-lō-a], and of the Planetary Intelligence לֹא קֶּמֶש [lō-kē-mēš], I invoke you, you Forces of קֶּמֶש [kē-mēsh]."
32. Vibrate the second Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).
33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."
34. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
35. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."
36. Circumambulate six times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.
37. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
38. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sun shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."
39. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).
40. Facing the location of the Sun, skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.
41. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
42. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.
43. Go to the Southeast corner.
44. Reverse circumambulate six times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
45. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
46. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Ra, dressed in orange with blue trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Ra, while vibrating "Ra" [rā]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
47. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Sun.
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
50. Knock six times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of יוד-הו-ו-הו-ו-הו [yod-hé-váv-hé-á-hé vá-dá-á-á]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Sol**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

4. Trace an orange Banishing Solar Hexagram (Eastern form) and a blue $\gamma$ in its center, while vibrating "ארורא" [$\texttt{a-r-r-e-t}$. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ארורא" [$\texttt{a-r-r-e-t}$]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace an orange Banishing Solar Hexagram (Southern form) and a blue $\gamma$ in its center, while vibrating "ארורא" [$\texttt{a-r-r-e-t}$. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ארורא" [$\texttt{a-r-r-e-t}$]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace an orange Banishing Solar Hexagram (Western form) and a blue $\gamma$ in its center, while vibrating "ארורא" [$\texttt{a-r-r-e-t}$. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ארורא" [$\texttt{a-r-r-e-t}$]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace an orange Banishing Solar Hexagram (Northern form) and a blue $\gamma$ in its center, while vibrating "ארורא" [$\texttt{a-r-r-e-t}$. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ארורא" [$\texttt{a-r-r-e-t}$]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of the Sun.

13. Facing the Sun, trace an orange Banishing Solar Hexagram (Supreme form) and a blue $\gamma$ in its center, while vibrating

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Mars

Synopsis

Altar: Red Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Sigillum Dei Aemeth (on the Altar), Mars (East).

Enochian Calls: Third.

Tarot Trump: The Tower.

Colors: Red flashing with complementary green.

Day House: Scorpio (blue-green).

Night House: Aries (red).

Ideal Time: Tuesday, during a Planetary Hour of Mars.

Scents: Pepper, dragon's blood, tobacco.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Mars in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Gevurah and the Kameothic Hierarchy of Mars.
8. Circumambulate five times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Planetary Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate five times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Mars, by banishing Mars in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [kru].
14. Trace a red Invoking Mars Hexagram (Southern form) and a green \( \mathbf{\Phi} \) in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)] [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord \( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)], of King \( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)], and of Prince \( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Mars."

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Trace a red Invoking Mars Hexagram (Western form) and a green \( \mathbf{\Phi} \) in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord \( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)], of King \( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)], and of Prince \( \text{N绸N绸} \) [\( \text{N绸N绸} \)], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Mars."

---

22. I.e., blue-green (Scorpio) by day, red (Aries) by night, or by the band corresponding to the Sidereal Zodiacaal Sign where Mars is presently located.
21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a red Invoking Mars Hexagram (Northern form) and a green ✡ in its center, while vibrating "הינדסח י"[ז-ר-נ-נ]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "הינדסח י"[ז-ר-נ-נ]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): 'In the Name of the Lord 'ש"ד[ז-ר-נ-נ], of King 'Babalel' [ב-ב-ל], and of Prince 'Be-fafes' [ב-פ-ף], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Mars.'

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Mars.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Horus which you continue to assume, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [רו].

28. Facing Mars, trace a red Invoking Mars Hexagram (Supreme form) and a green ✡ in its center, while vibrating "הינדסח י"[ז-ר-נ-נ]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "הינדסח י"[ז-ר-נ-נ]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): 'In the Name of the Lord 'ש"ד[ז-ר-נ-נ], of King 'Babalel' [ב-ב-ל], and of Prince 'Be-fafes' [ב-פ-ף], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Mars.'

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: 'In the Name of the Lord 'ש"ד[ז-ר-נ-נ], of the Archangel 'ש"ד[ז-ר-נ-נ], of the Choir of Angels 'ש"ד[ז-ר-נ-נ], and of the Planetary Intelligence 'ש"ד[ז-ר-נ-נ], I invoke you, you Forces of 'ש"ד[ז-ר-נ-נ].'
32. Vibrate the third Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

35. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

36. Circumambulate five times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

37. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

38. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Planet Mars shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

39. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

40. Facing the location of Mars, skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

41. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

42. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

43. Go to the Southeast corner.

44. Reverse circumambulate five times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

45. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

46. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Horus, while vibrating "Horus" [krt]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

47. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Mars.

48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

49. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.

50. Knock five times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of [krt] [krt]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Mars

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


4. Trace a red Banishing Mars Hexagram (Eastern form) and a green [krt] in its center, while vibrating "[krt] [krt]." Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "[krt] [krt]." Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a red Banishing Mars Hexagram (Southern form) and a green N in its center, while vibrating "אלא סומן" [א-راحة-טָע]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "אלאם גֶּהָר" [א-ולה-ה therein]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a red Banishing Mars Hexagram (Western form) and a green N in its center, while vibrating "אלא סומן" [א-راحة-טָע]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "אלאם גֶּהָר" [א-ולה-ה therein]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace a red Banishing Mars Hexagram (Northern form) and a green N in its center, while vibrating "אלא סומן" [א-راحة-טָע]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "אלאם גֶּהָר" [א-ולה-ה therein]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of Mars.

13. Facing Mars, trace a red Banishing Mars Hexagram (Supreme form) and a green N in its center, while vibrating "אלא סומן" [א-راحة-טָע]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "אלאם גֶּהָר" [א-ולה-ה therein]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.
Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Jupiter

Synopsis

Altar: Violet Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Sigillum Dei Aemeth (on the Altar), Jupiter (East).

Enochian Calls: Fourth.

Tarot Trump: The Wheel of Fortune.

Colors: Violet flashing with complementary yellow.

Day House: Sagittarius (blue).

Night House: Pisces (red-violet).

Ideal Time: Thursday, during a Planetary Hour of Jupiter.

Scents: Saffron, cedar.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Jupiter in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Chesed and the Kameothic Hierarchy of Jupiter.
8. Circumambulate four times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Planetary Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate four times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Jupiter, by banishing Jupiter in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hi.-k2s hP-k2s 6s-tP bP-b6-loe].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Amen-Ra, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Amen-Ra" [i-nún rā].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the correct, colored band\(^{23}\) trace a violet Invoking Jupiter Hexagram (Eastern form) and a yellow \(\text{II} \) in its center, while vibrating "\(\text{III}_1\)INN" [a-rá-re-tá]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "\(\text{vIII}_2\)" [él]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "\(\text{vIII}_2\)" [él], of King 'Bynepor' [bi-né-pör], and of Prince 'Butmono' [but-mó-nô], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Jupiter."

13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace a violet Invoking Jupiter Hexagram (Southern form) and a yellow \(\text{II} \) in its center, while vibrating "\(\text{III}_1\)INN" [a-rá-re-tá]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "\(\text{vIII}_2\)" [él]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "\(\text{vIII}_2\)" [él], of King 'Bynepor' [bi-né-pör], and of Prince 'Butmono' [but-mó-nô], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Jupiter."

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
18. Trace a violet Invoking Jupiter Hexagram (Western form) and a yellow \(\text{II} \) in its center, while vibrating "\(\text{III}_1\)INN" [a-rá-re-tá]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "\(\text{vIII}_2\)" [él]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "\(\text{vIII}_2\)" [él], of King 'Bynepor' [bi-né-pör], and of Prince 'Butmono' [but-mó-nô], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Jupiter."

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
22. Trace a violet Invoking Jupiter Hexagram (Northern form) and a yellow \(\text{II} \) in its center, while vibrating "\(\text{III}_1\)INN" [a-rá-re-tá]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "\(\text{vIII}_2\)" [él]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

\(^{23}\) I.e., blue (Sagittarius) by day, red-violet (Pisces) by night, or by the band corresponding to the Sidereal Zodiacal Sign where Jupiter is presently located.
23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): 'In the Name of the Lord [él], of King 'Bynepor' [bi-nè-pò], and of Prince 'Butmono' [bùt-mò-nò], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Jupiter.'

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Jupiter.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Amen-Ra which you continue to assume, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Amen-Ra" [i-mùn rà].

28. Facing Jupiter, trace a violet Invoking Jupiter Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow 7 in its center, while vibrating "אָרְאֵל" [À-rà-rè-tà]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "אָרְאֵל" [él]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

32. Vibrate the fourth Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

35. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

36. Circumambulate four times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a
clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

37. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

38. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Planet Jupiter shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

39. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

40. Facing the location of Jupiter, skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

41. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

42. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

43. Go to the Southeast corner.

44. Reverse circumambulate four times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

45. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

46. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Amen-Ra, dressed in violet with yellow trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Amen-Ra, while vibrating "Amen-Ra" [I-mun râ]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

47. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Jupiter.

48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

49. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.

50. Knock four times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of [el]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Jupiter**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


4. Trace a violet Banishing Jupiter Hexagram (Eastern form) and a yellow in its center, while vibrating "k membrane" [a-râ-re-tâ]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "k" [el]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a violet Banishing Jupiter Hexagram (Southern form) and a yellow in its center, while vibrating "k membrane" [a-râ-re-tâ]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "k" [el]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a violet Banishing Jupiter Hexagram (Western form) and a yellow 7 in its center, while vibrating "מְרֵא שֶׁרֶפֶת" [ā-rā-re-tā]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "יי" [ēl]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace a violet Banishing Jupiter Hexagram (Northern form) and a yellow 7 in its center, while vibrating "מְרֵא שֶׁרֶפֶת" [ā-rā-re-tā]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "יי" [ēl]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of Jupiter.

13. Facing Jupiter, trace a violet Banishing Jupiter Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow 7 in its center, while vibrating "מְרֵא שֶׁרֶפֶת" [ā-rā-re-tā]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "יי" [ēl]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Saturn

Synopsis

Altar: Blue-violet Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Sigillum Dei Aemeth (on the Altar), Saturn (East).

Enochian Calls: Sixth.

Tarot Trump: The Universe.

Colors: Blue-violet flashing with complementary yellow-orange.

Day House: Capricorn (blue-violet).

Night House: Aquarius (violet).

Ideal Time: Saturday, during a Planetary Hour of Saturn.

Scents: Assafoetida (Ferula), scammony (Scammonia), indigo (Indicium), sulfur, cypress.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Saturn in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Binah and the Kameothic Hierarchy of Saturn.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Planetary Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Saturn, by banishing Saturn in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Sebek, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim, while vibrating "Sebek" [sē-bēk].

Planetary Magic
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the correct, colored band,24 trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Eastern form) and a yellow-orange 8 in its center, while vibrating "אָבָרָרָי" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "זָהַכָּל הַזָּהַכָּל" [yōd-hē-vā́v-hē ē-lō-hēm]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord הַזָּהַכָּל הַזָּהַכָּל" [yōd-hē-vā́v-hē ē-lō-hēm], of King 'Bnapsen' [bē-nāp-sēn], and of Prince 'Brorges' [brôr-jēs], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels,

24 I.e., blue-violet (Capricorn) by day, violet (Aquarius) by night, or by the band corresponding to the Sidereal Zodiacal Sign where Saturn is presently located.
and Ministers of the Tablet of Saturn."

13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

14. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Southern form) and a yellow-orange \( \mathbb{S} \) in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{ס"}\) [\( \text{מ"} \). Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{ס"}\) [\( \text{מ"} \). Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord \( \text{יוד-ח"אを作ותי} \) [\( \text{יוד-ח"אを作ותי} \), of King 'Bnapsen' [\( \text{ב-<'8נש} \), and of Prince 'Brorges' [\( \text{ב-<'8נש} \), I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Saturn."

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Western form) and a yellow-orange \( \mathbb{S} \) in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{ס"}\) [\( \text{מ"} \). Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{ס"}\) [\( \text{מ"} \). Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord \( \text{יוד-ח"אを作ותי} \) [\( \text{יוד-ח"אを作ותי} \), of King 'Bnapsen' [\( \text{ב-<'8נש} \), and of Prince 'Brorges' [\( \text{ב-<'8נש} \), I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Saturn."

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Northern form) and a yellow-orange \( \mathbb{S} \) in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{ס"}\) [\( \text{מ"} \). Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{ס"}\) [\( \text{מ"} \). Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord \( \text{יוד-ח"אを作ותי} \) [\( \text{יוד-ח"אを作ותי} \), of King 'Bnapsen' [\( \text{ב-<'8נש} \), and of Prince 'Brorges' [\( \text{ב-<'8נש} \), I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Saturn."

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Saturn.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Sebek which you continue to assume, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim, while vibrating "Sebek" [\( \text{ס"} \).
29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יודהו הלאה [yod-hé-váv-hé ġ-ló-hém], of King 'Bnapsen' [bé-náp-sén], and of Prince 'Brorges' [brór-jés], I invoke you, you Archangels, Angels, and Ministers of the Tablet of Saturn."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יודהו הלאה [yod-hé-váv-hé ġ-ló-hém], of the Archangel ינקטפ [tsáf-ké-él], of the Choir of Angels יזראק [ár-él-em], and of the Planetary Intelligence ינאי [shá-bé-tí]. I invoke you, you Forces of ינקטפ [shá-bé-tí]."

32. Vibrate the sixth Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

35. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

36. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

37. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

38. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Planet Saturn shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

39. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi-
librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

40. Facing the location of Saturn, skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

41. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

42. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

43. Go to the Southeast corner.

44. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

45. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

46. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Sebek, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Sebek, while vibrating "Sebek" [sê-bêk]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

47. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Saturn.

48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

49. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.

50. Knock three times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of "yod-hè-vâv-hè g-lò-hèm". May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Saturn

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


4. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Eastern form) and a yellow-orange 8 in its center, while vibrating "yod-hè-vâv-hè g-lò-hèm" [yod-hè-vâv-hè g-lò-hèm]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Southern form) and a yellow-orange 8 in its center, while vibrating "yod-hè-vâv-hè g-lò-hèm" [yod-hè-vâv-hè g-lò-hèm]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Western form) and a yellow-orange 8 in its center, while vibrating "yod-hè-vâv-hè g-lò-hèm" [yod-hè-vâv-hè g-lò-hèm]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Northern form) and a yellow-orange \( \text{K} \) in its center, while vibrating \( "\text{K} \text{K} \text{K}" \) [a-rá-re-tá]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating \( "\text{K} \text{K} \text{K} \text{K} \text{K}" \) [yód-hé-váv-hé ĝ-ló-hém]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current physical location of Saturn.

13. Facing Saturn, trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow-orange \( \text{K} \) in its center, while vibrating \( "\text{K} \text{K} \text{K} \text{K} \text{K}" \) [a-rá-re-tá]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating \( "\text{K} \text{K} \text{K} \text{K} \text{K} \text{K}" \) [yód-hé-váv-hé ĝ-ló-hém]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram

Introduction

The Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram invokes the combined Forces of the Planets in balanced disposition. The following version of this Ritual invokes the Forces of the Planets in the descending order of their relative motions when viewed from the Earth. This is identical with the order they appear on the Tree of Life, and they correspond to the letters of the seven-lettered name Araritha (\( \text{K} \text{M} \text{Z} \text{W} \text{L} \text{K} \text{K} \)). The following version of this Ritual is primarily for use inside the Vault of the Adepti, and its form derives from the disposition of the Planets in the Vault, as illustrated below. When the Ritual is being performed inside the Vault, all Banishing, reverse Circumambulation, and the Enochian Call should be omitted. It is traditional to never banish anything nor to use Enochiana inside the Vault.

A good alternative version would be to invoke the Planets according to increasing vibratory frequency of the colors which correspond to them in the King's Scale (that is, in the order of the walls of the Vault). The Magician should eventually experiment with both versions.

---

Note that the orientations given within the text of this Ritual are not always precise, due to the difficulty of dividing a Heptagram and a Triangle into the directions usually associated with a compass. The Magician should therefore make frequent reference to this illustration when performing this Ritual.
Synopsis

Altar: White Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Colors: Blue-violet, violet, red, orange, green, yellow, and blue (each flashing with its complementary color).

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke each of the Planets according to their disposition in the Vault of the Adepti (assuming the appropriate God Forms, using the appropriate Hexagrams, Names, and Sigils).
8. Circumambulate seven times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate seven times.

16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, by banishing each Planet according to its disposition in the Vault of the Adepti (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hê-kâs hê-kâs ĕs-të bê-bê-lôë].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Go to the Southern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
9. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize the God Form of Sebek, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim. Assume the God Form of Sebek, while vibrating "Sebek" [sê-bêk].
10. Facing the Saturn wall, trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow-orange  in its center, while vibrating "<characters>" [ar-ra-re-ta]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "characters" [yod-he-vav-he elo-hem]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוד ה바ש [yod-he-vav-he elo-hem], and in the mystic, seven-lettered Name ידה [yod-he], I invoke you, you Forces of Saturn."

13. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יוד ה바ש [yod-he-vav-he elo-hem], of the Archangel יבש [tsaf-ke-el], of the Choir of Angels יבש [ar-el-em], and of the Planetary Intelligence יבש [ag-eh], I invoke you, you Forces of [sha-be-ti]."

14. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Sebek, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Sebek, while vibrating "Sebek" [se Bek].

15. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move clockwise to the East-southeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

16. Assume the God Form of Amen-Ra, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Amen-Ra" [imun ra].

17. Facing the Jupiter wall, trace a violet Invoking Jupiter Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow  in its center, while vibrating "characters" [ar-ra-re-ta]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center.
while vibrating "ז" [él]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

18. Give the LVX Signs.
19. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'ז" [él], and in the mystic, seven-lettered Name א"מ [א-ר-ר-ר-ד], I invoke you, you Forces of Jupiter."

20. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'ז" [él], of the Archangel צ"ב [צ"ב, of the Choir of Angels כ"מ [כ"מ], and of the Planetary Intelligence 'ג"ו [ג"ו, I invoke you, you Forces of צ"ב [צ"ב]."

21. Divest yourself of the God Form of Amen-Ra, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Amen-Ra" [א-מ-ר-ד].
22. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East-northeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
23. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [קֵרֵו].

24. Facing the Mars wall, trace a red Invoking Mars Hexagram (Supreme form) and a green א in its center, while vibrating "א"מ [א-ר-ר-ד]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "א"מ [א-ר-ר-ד] [ג"ו-ה-ב]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

25. Give the LVX Signs.
26. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'ז" [él], and in the mystic, seven-lettered Name ג"ו [ג"ו, and in the mystic, seven-lettered Name ג"ו [ג"ו.]"
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27. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "יוד הוהי", of the Archangel "קזא" [מ-ה-ו-ל], of the Choir of Angels "סראף" [ס-ר-ף-מ], and of the Planetary Intelligence "ד" [גרף-ה-ל], I invoke you, you Forces of "ד" [מ-ה-ד-מ]."

28. Divest yourself of the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [ח-ר-ס].

29. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

30. Assume the God Form of Ra, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Ra" [ר-ה].

31. Facing the Solar wall, trace an orange Invoking Solar Hexagram (Supreme form) and a blue "ד" in its center, while vibrating "ד" [ד-ר-ט]. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ד-ד-ד-ד-ד-ד" [יוד-הוהי-הוהי-הוהי-הוהי-כד]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

32. Give the LVX Signs.

33. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "יוד הוהי", and in the mystic, seven-lettered Name "ד" [ד-ר-ט], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sun."

34. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He-
35. Divest yourself of the God Form of Ra, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Ra" [רָא].

36. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

37. Assume the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [חֵדֶּר כְּרֻ].

38. Facing the Venus wall, trace a green Invoking Venus Hexagram (Supreme form) and a red " in its center, while vibrating "קָנַבָּה" [קָנַבָּה] [רָא-רָא-רָא]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "קָנַבָּה הָאָרֶם" [קָנַבָּה הָאָרֶם] [רָא-רָא-רָא]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

39. Give the LVX Signs.

40. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord קָנַבָּה הָאָרֶם" [קָנַבָּה הָאָרֶם] [רָא-רָא-רָא], and in the mystic, seven-lettered Name קָנַבָּה הָאָרֶם [רָא-רָא-רָא], I invoke you, you Forces of Venus.

41. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below.

Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord קָנַבָּה הָאָרֶם" [קָנַבָּה הָאָרֶם] [רָא-רָא-רָא], of the Archangel קָנַבָּה הָאָרֶם [רָא-רָא-רָא], of the Choir of...
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Angels [eló-hem], and of the Planetary Intelligence [hág-é-él], I invoke you, you Forces of [nògáh]."

42. Divest yourself of the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [kêt krû].

43. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Northwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

44. Assume the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [je-hû-tê].

45. Facing the Mercury wall, trace a yellow Invoking Mercury Hexagram (Supreme form) and a violet in its center, while vibrating "authenticated" [ã-râ-râ-tâ]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "authenticated" [ã-râ-râ-tâ]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

46. Give the LVX Signs.

47. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord [eló-hem tség-â-ôt], and in the mystic, seven-lettered Name [bê-na eló-hem], I invoke you, you Forces of Mercury."

48. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord [eló-hem tség-â-ôt], of the Archangel [mê-ká-él], of the Choir of Angels [bê-na eló-hem], and of the Planetary Intelligence [tê-rê-él], I invoke you, you Forces of [kò-kâv]."
49. Divest yourself of the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jê-hû-tê].

50. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Southwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

51. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [e-silt].

52. Facing the Lunar wall, trace a blue Invoking Lunar Hexagram (Supreme form) and an orange $8$ in its center, while vibrating "אזויזס" [â-râ-re-tâ]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph\(^{27}\) in its center, while vibrating "ז" [shâ-di êl ki]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

---

\(^{27}\) Note that the correct form of this glyph changes with the phases of the moon. $\odot$ should be employed when the Moon is waxing, $\odot$ should be employed for the waning Moon. $\odot$ at the time of the full Moon, and $\odot$ at the time of the new Moon. These alternating forms should be used whenever possible. As a last resort, $\odot$ may be used as a default form, although this is technically incorrect and should be avoided.

53. Give the LVX Signs.

54. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord מ" [shâ-di êl ki], and in the mystic, seven-lettered Name ש" [â-râ-re-tâ], I invoke you, you Forces of the Moon."

55. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord מ" [shâ-di êl ki], of the Archangel מ" [gâv-re-êl], of the Choir of Angels מ" [kê-rûv-em], and of the Planetary Intelligence of the Intelligences מ" [mâl-kâ bê-târ-shê-êm âd bê-râ-ak shê-kâ-kêm], I invoke you, you Forces of מ" [lê-va-nâ]."
56. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ē-sēt].

57. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

58. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.

59. Vibrate the first Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

60. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

61. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

62. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

63. Circumambulate seven times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

64. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

65. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Planets shall be awakened and equilibrated in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

66. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

67. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

68. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

69. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.
70. Go to the Southeast corner.
71. Reverse circumambulate seven times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
72. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
73. Divest yourself of any God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
74. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
75. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
76. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
77. Knock seven times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of ‘KTi'lK1K' [S-rS-re-th]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
4. Facing the spatial location of the Saturn wall, trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "KTi'lK1K" [á-rá-re-tá]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "yod-hé-vav-hé g-ló-hém". Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move clockwise to the East-southeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
6. Facing the spatial location of the Jupiter wall, trace a violet Banishing Jupiter Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "KTi'lK1K" [á-rá-re-tá]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "yod-hé-vav-hé g-ló-hém" [S-rS-re-th]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East-northeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
8. Facing the spatial location of the Mars wall, trace a red Banishing Mars Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "KTi'lK1K" [á-rá-re-tá]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "yod-hé-vav-hé g-ló-hém" [S-rS-re-th]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
10. Facing the spatial location of the Solar wall, trace an orange Banishing Solar Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "KTi'lK1K" [á-rá-re-tá]. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "yod-hé-vav-hé g-ló-hém" [S-rS-re-th]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

12. Facing the spatial location of the Venus wall, trace a green Banishing Venus Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "HININ" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "yōd-hē-vāv-hē tseq-ā-ōt]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Northwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

14. Facing the spatial location of the Mercury wall, trace a yellow Banishing Mercury Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "KīMīN" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "ṭīnțī ḥīn" [ṭīnṭī hēṁ tseq-ā-ōt]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

15. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Southwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

16. Facing the spatial location of the Lunar wall, trace a blue Banishing Lunar Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "KīMīN" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "nūn Ṣīmū" [shā-di ēl ki]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

18. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth

Introduction

The Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth invokes the combined Forces of the Planets as related to the Sigillum Dei Aemeth. Its form is derived from the disposition of the Planets on the Sigillum, which correspond to their disposition in the Vault of the Adepti with the Sigillum is oriented toward the West (as illustrated below).28 Tradition dictates, however, that this Ritual should never be per-

28 See appendix II for more information on this correspondence.
formed inside the Vault, however, due to its Enochian nature.

Synopsis

Altar: White Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Sigillum Dei Aemeth (on the Altar, with the top toward the West), Venus (West), Moon (Southwest), Saturn (South), Jupiter (East-south-east), Mars (East-northeast), Sun (North), Mercury (Northwest).

Colors: Green, blue, blue-violet, violet, red, orange, and yellow (each flashing with its complementary color).

Ritual Precis
1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke each of the Planets according to their disposition in the Vault of the Adepti and on the Sigillum Dei Aemeth (assuming the appropriate God Forms, using the appropriate Hexagrams, Names, and Sigils).
8. Circumambulate seven times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate seven times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth, by banishing each Planet according to its disposition in the Vault of the Adepti, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names (As always, when this or any other Ritual is performed inside the Vault of the Adepti all Banishing should be omitted).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Go to the Western end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
9. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim. Assume the God Form of Hathor while vibrating "Hathor" [kēt kru].
10. Facing the Venus Tablet, trace a green Invoking Venus Hexagram (Supreme form) and a red ' in its center, while vibrating "אֲרָאָרֵא" [a-ra-ra-ta]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "חֵיָּה וַיָּה" [yod-he-vav-he tshev-a-ot]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.

12. Trace a green Invoking Venus Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "זֶל" [el]. Trace a red Galas glyph in its center, while vibrating "גָּלַס" [gala-las]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

13. Give the LVX Signs.

14. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יד-ה-ו [yod-he-vav-he tshev-a-ot], of the great Angel 'El' [el], and of the overseeing Angel 'Galas' [gala-las], I invoke you, you Angels of the angle of Venus."

15. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יד-ה-ו [yod-he-vav-he tshev-a-ot], of the Archangel הָאִנָאָג [ha-e-ne-EL], of the Choir of Angels הָאִנָאָג [ha-e-ne-EL], of the Planetary Intelligence הָאִנָאָג [ha-e-ne-EL], I invoke you, you Forces of הָאִנָאָג [ha-e-ne-EL]."

16. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim. Divest yourself of
the God Form of Hathor, while vibrating "Hathor" [kêt krû].

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move clockwise to the Southwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ê-sêt].

19. Facing the Lunar Tablet, trace a blue Invoking Lunar Hexagram (Supreme form) and an orange 8 in its center, while vibrating "81778170" [à-râ-re-tā]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "81708170" [shâ-di él ki]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

20. Give the LVX Signs.

21. Trace a blue Invoking Lunar Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Ilemese" [ê-lê-mê-sê]. Trace an orange Gethog glyph in its center, while vibrating "Gethog" [gêthôg]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

22. Give the LVX Signs.

23. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "81708170" [shâ-di él ki], of the great Angel 'Ilemese' [ê-lê-mê-sê], and of the overseeing Angel 'Gethog' [gêthôg], I invoke you, you Angels of the angle of the Moon."

24. Give the LVX Signs.

25. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "81708170" [shâ-di él ki], of the Archangel 'Gav-re-El' [gâv-re-êl], of the Choir of Angels 'Kâru-em' [kê-rûv-em], and of the Planetary Intelligence of the Intelligences "kâ-shâr-sî kâ-ta kêm", I invoke you, you Forces of 'Lûâh' [ê-vâ-nâ]."
26. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [e-sêt].
27. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
28. Assume the God Form of Sebek, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim, while vibrating "Sebek" [sê-bêk].

29. Facing the Saturn Tablet, trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow-orange 8 in its center, while vibrating "םורא" [a-râ-re-â]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "דבב ה' ה'" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê ê-lô-hêm]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

30. Give the LVX Signs.
31. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Hagonel" [hâ-gô-nêl]. Trace a yellow-orange Thaoth glyph in its center, while vibrating "Thaoth" [tê-hâ-o-têh]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
32. Give the LVX Signs.
33. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוהה [yod-he-vav-hé él-lo-hém], of the great Angel ’Hagonel’ [há-gô-nél], and of the overseeing Angel 'Thaoth’ [tê-hâ-ô-téh], I invoke you, you Angels of the angle of Saturn.”
34. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יוהה [yod-he-vav-hé él-lo-hém], of the Archangel כוכבים [tsaf-ké-él], of the Choir of Angels כוכבי lesen [ăr-él-êm], and of the Planetary Intelligence כוכבי lesen [ag-é-él], I invoke you, you Forces of נאבת [shâ-bâ-ši]."

35. Divest yourself of the God Form of Sebek, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim, while vibrating "Sebek" [sè-bèk].
36. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East-southeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
37. Assume the God Form of Amen-Ra, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Amen-Ra” [i-mún rá].

38. Facing the Jupiter Tablet, trace a violet Invoking Jupiter Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow 7 in its center, while vibrating "_tores" [ár-râ-re-tâ]. Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "Iél" [él]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

39. Give the LVX Signs.
40. Trace a violet Invoking Jupiter Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Roel” [ró-klè]. Trace a yellow Horlon glyph in its center, while vibrating "Horlon” [hör-lôn]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
41. Give the LVX Signs.

42. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ה' [el] of the great Angel 'Rocle' [rő-khėl], and of the overseeing Angel 'Hor-lon' [hör-lôn], I invoke you, you Angels of the angle of Jupiter."

43. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord ה' [el], of the Archangel תַּגִּש מַלְּוֹן [tsād-kē-ēl], of the Choir of Angels קָשָׁ חָמֵל [kāsh-māl-ēm], and of the Planetary Intelligence לֵא פָטּוּר [yō-fē-ēl], I invoke you, you Forces of 'tsē-dēk'."

44. Divest yourself of the God Form of Amen-Ra, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Amen-Ra" [i-mūn rā].

45. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East-northeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

46. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in red, with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [kū].

47. Facing the Mars Tablet, trace a red Invoking Mars Hexagram (Supreme form) and a green π in its center, while vibrating "☩אراسאא" [ā-rā-re-ē]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "אוֹלֶבִּית" [olē-bē-hēt ge-bōr]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

48. Give the LVX Signs.

49. Trace a red Invoking Mars Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Liba" [le-bā]. Trace a green In-
non glyph in its center, while vibrating "Innon" [en-nön]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

50. Give the LVX Signs.
51. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord אֲלֹהֵי-גָוָר [é-lo-hém ge-bôr], of the great Angel 'Liba' [lé-bâ], and of the overseeing Angel 'Innon' [en-nön], I invoke you, you Angels of the angle of Jupiter."

52. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord אֲלֹהֵי-גָוָר [é-lo-hém ge-bôr], of the Archangel כָּמָא [kâ-mâ-él], of the Choir of Angels שְׁשֹּׁרָא [she-shô-râ-â], and of the Planetary Intelligence מָדֵן [md-â-đêm], I invoke you, you Forces of כָּמָא [kâ-mâ-él]."

53. Divest yourself of the God Form of Horus, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Horus" [krû].
54. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
55. Assume the God Form of Ra, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Ra" [râ].

56. Facing the Solar Tablet, trace an orange Invoking Solar Hexagram (Supreme form) and a blue glyph in its center, while vibrating "אֲנָרָא קָמָא" [ä-râ-ré-â]. Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center,
while vibrating “יַבָּד הָאֵל” [yod-hé-váv-hé ġ-ló-há vê-dá-ất]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

57. Give the LVX Signs.
58. Trace an orange Invoking Solar Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating “Ave” [ā-vē]. Trace a blue Aaoth glyph in its center, while vibrating “Aaoth” [ā-ā-ō-tē]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

59. Give the LVX Signs.
60. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord יִדְּה הָאֵל הָאָלֶה יָדוֹ [yod-hé-váv-hé ġ-lo-há vê-dá-ất], of the great Angel ‘Ave’ [ā-vē], and of the overseeing Angel ‘Aaoth’ [ā-ā-ō-tē]. I invoke you, you Angels of the angle of the Sun.”
61. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: “In the Name of the Lord יִדְּה הָאֵל הָאָלֶה יָדוֹ [yod-hé-váv-hé ġ-lo-há vê-dá-ất], of the Archangel מֵלִקְר [mē-lā-kēm], of the Choir of Angels מֵלִקְר [mē-lā-kēm], and of the Planetary Intelligences מֵלִקְר [mē-lā-kēm], I invoke you, you Forces of שֵּׁם [shē-mēš].”

62. Divest yourself of the God Form of Ra, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating “Ra” [râ].
63. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Northwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
64. Assume the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating “Djehuti” [jē-hū-tē].
65. Facing the Mercury Tablet, trace a yellow Invoking Mercury Hexagram (Supreme form) and a violet  in its center, while vibrating "". Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "Galethog" [gå-lēt-hōg]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

66. Give the LVX Signs.

67. Trace a yellow Invoking Mercury Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "An" [ān]. Trace a violet Galethog glyph in its center, while vibrating "Galethog" [gå-lēt-hōg]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

68. Give the LVX Signs.

69. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord Ḥāḏšā' [ā-rā-re-tā], of the great Angel 'An' [ān], and of the overseeing Angel 'Galethog' [gå-lēt-hōg]. I invoke you, you Angels of the angle of Mercury."

70. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord Ḥāḏšā' [ā-rā-re-tä], of the Archangel 'Ǎḇeḇḏ [mē-kā-ēl], of the Choir of Angels 'Āḇeḇḏ [bē-nā ġ-lō-hēm], and of the Planetary Intelligence 'Ǎḇeḇḏ [tē-rē-ēl], I invoke you, you Forces of 'Ǎḇeḇḏ [kō-ḵāv]."

71. Divest yourself of the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jē-hū-tē].

72. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Complete the Circle by finishing the line...
in the center of the first Hexagrams (i.e., where you began).
73. Go to the East of the Altar, and face West.
74. Vibrate the first Enochian Call as listed in appendix I, "Enochian Calls" (optional).
75. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."
76. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
77. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."
78. Circumambulate seven times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.
79. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
80. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth shall be awakened and equilibrated in my Sphere of Sensation (Aura), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."
81. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).
82. Sky to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.
83. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

84. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.
85. Go to the Southeast corner.
86. Reverse circumambulate seven times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
87. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
88. Divest yourself of any God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
89. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth.
90. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
91. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
92. Knock seven times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of 'NTI M[N][B-R-RE-TB]'. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Planetary Banishing Dagger. Go to the Western end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
4. Facing the Venus Tablet, trace a green Banishing Venus Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating 'NTI M[N][B-R-RE-TB}'. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating 'YD-HV VAV-HV [YD-HV VAV-HV]'. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Trace a green Banishing Venus Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "El" [ēl]. Trace a red Galas glyph in its center, while vibrating "Galas" [gā-lās]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

6. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move clockwise to the Southwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

7. Facing the Lunar Tablet, trace a blue Banishing Lunar Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "Kē-ña-nē" [kā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace an orange Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "nē nē nē" [šā-dī ēl ēl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

8. Give the LVX Signs.

9. Trace a blue Banishing Lunar Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Ilemese" [ē-lē-mē-sē]. Trace an orange Gethog glyph in its center, while vibrating "Gethog" [gēt-hōg]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

10. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.


12. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "Hagonel" [hā-gō-nē]. Trace a yellow-orange Thaoth glyph in its center, while vibrating "Thaoth" [tē-hā-o-tēh]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East-southeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

14. Facing the Jupiter Tablet, trace a violet Banishing Jupiter Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "ז" (zayin). Trace a yellow Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "ינון" (en-non). Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

15. Trace a violet Banishing Jupiter Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "ז" (zayin). Trace a yellow Horlon glyph in its center, while vibrating "ירלון" (ir-lon). Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

16. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East-northeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

17. Facing the Mars Tablet, trace a red Banishing Mars Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "ס" (zayin). Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "ל" (lamed). Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

18. Trace a red Banishing Mars Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "ל" (lamed). Trace a green Innon glyph in its center, while vibrating "ירלון" (ir-lon). Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

19. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

20. Facing the Solar Tablet, trace an orange Banishing Solar Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "ג" (gimel). Trace a blue Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ז" (zayin). Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

21. Trace an orange Banishing Solar Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "ג" (gimel). Trace a blue Aaoth glyph in its center, while vibrating "ז" (zayin). Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
22. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Northwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

23. Facing the Mercury Tablet, trace a yellow Banishing Mercury Hexagram (Supreme form), while vibrating "An" [ān]. Trace a violet Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "Galethog" [gā-lē-tō-hôg]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

24. Trace a yellow Banishing Mercury Hexagram (Supreme form) directly over the previous one, while vibrating "An" [ān]. Trace a violet Galethog glyph in its center, while vibrating "Galethog" [gā-lē-tō-hôg]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagrams, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagrams (i.e., where you began).

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

CHAPTER FOUR

Zodiacal Magic

"And there came unto me one of the seven angels...saying, Come hither, I will shew thee the bride, the Lamb's wife. And he carried me away in the spirit to a high mountain, and showed me that great city, the holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from God, having the glory of God: and her light was like unto a stone most precious, even like a jasper stone, clear as crystal, and had a wall great and high, and had twelve gates, and at the twelve gates twelve angels, and names written thereon, which are the names of the twelve tribes of the children of Israel: on the east three gates, on the north three gates, on the south three gates, and on the west three gates" (Revelation 21:9-13).

Introduction

Pentagrams vs. Hexagrams

The Zodiacal Rituals in this chapter employ Greater Invoking and Banishing Rituals of the Pentagram. Under most circumstances, this is a satisfactory method of Invocation, since each Sign of the Zodiac has an affinity with the Elements known in Astrology as Elemental Triplicity. Each Zodiacal Sign has an additional affinity, however, with one of the seven Traditional Planets according to the Planetary Rulership of each Sign.¹

To emphasize the Planetary, rather than the Elemental, nature of the Sign, the Magician may therefore alternatively invoke Zodiacal Forces by employing Greater Invoking and Banishing Rituals of the Hexagram for the Planet ruling the Sign. The Invocation of Zodiacal Forces inside the Vault of the Adepts is one example where Hexagrams would be more appropriate. Hexagrams are preferable in the Vault due

to its Planetary nature, since the Forces in this highly charged magical chamber reflect through its seven Planetary walls.

Trace the Hexagrams in the King's Scale color attributed to the Zodiacal Sign, with the Sign's glyph traced in its center in the Flashing Color. The colors used in the Pentagram Rituals in this chapter are correct. Employ the Names and Sigils from the Zodiacal Hierarchy in the same fashion as included in the Pentagram Rituals in this chapter. The correspondences between the Signs of the Zodiac, their Planetary Rulers, and the Elemental Triplicities are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Planetary Ruler</th>
<th>Elemental Triplicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♄</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>♍</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢</td>
<td>♎</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☣</td>
<td>♏</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☤</td>
<td>♐</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☥</td>
<td>♑</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☣</td>
<td>♒</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☦</td>
<td>♓</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☩</td>
<td>♔</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☪</td>
<td>♕</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☫</td>
<td>♖</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☬</td>
<td>♗</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☭</td>
<td>♘</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☮</td>
<td>♙</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☯</td>
<td>♚</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☰</td>
<td>♛</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ritual Timing

Whenever possible, cast a Sidereal Astrological Chart for the time and place of the Ritual. It is advisable to use the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac when casting Charts for Rituals of Astrological Magic. In Workings intended to be used for Practical Magic, preferably choose a time for the Ritual when the Planet of the Working is strong in the Astrological Chart. This is particularly important when consecrating a Talisman, since the Chart of the Working serves as a birth chart for the Talisman.3

---

3 See 'Astrology and the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac' in the introduction of this book for more information.

### Facing the Sign

At a certain point in Zodiacal Invocation Rituals, the Magician should face the location of the Sign to perform additional Invocations. When unavoidable, the Magician may simply face the Quarter of the Element to perform this aspect of the Ritual, according to the natural position of the Elements in the Zodiac: Fire in the East, Earth in the South, Air in the West, and Water in the North (When using the Rite of the Magical Eucharist in Rituals of Zodiacal Invocation, likewise orient and arrange the Elements upon the Altar). Magicians having cast a Sidereal Astrological Chart for the time and place of the Working have better options, however, due to information revealing the spatial location of the Sign.

Traditionally, the correct method to "face the Sign" during a Ritual has remained a symbolical one, by orienting the Astrological Chart upon the Altar so that the Ascendant faces East and that the Midheaven faces South. The Magician then faces away from the Altar in the direction indicated by the location of the Sign in the Chart.

An additional excellent alternative exists during the hours when the Sign is above the horizon. Vertically orient the Chart so that the

---

4 See the introduction to chapter three, 'Planetary Rituals,' regarding the correspondences between the Planets and the days of the week, as well as regarding the method of calculating Planetary Hours.


6 See the introduction to chapter two, 'Elemental Rituals,' regarding the method of calculating the Elemental Tides.

Ascendant faces East and the Midheaven faces straight up above the Altar to determine the location of the Constellation in the sky. For even greater precision, make a further adjustment slightly North or South of this position according to the present Declination of the Sun. This final adjustment is necessary since the Zodiacal Constellations lie along the Ecliptic, the path apparently followed by the Sun when viewed from the Earth. The Ecliptic begins due East only at time of the Equinoxes, when it intersects with the Equator. The Declination of the Sun shows the current degree of variance between the Ecliptic and the Equator. This information is available in any astrological ephemeris or in Charts cast with a computer using good astrological software.

Spirit Pentagrams
When using Pentagrams for Zodiacal Invocation, some Magicians have traditionally preferred to precede each Zodiacal Invoking Pentagram with a Spirit Invoking Pentagram as is done in Elemental Invocation. Magicians who prefer this practice may add this step to the Rituals in this Chapter. It should first be considered, however, that the Signs of the Zodiac belong to an entirely different and more exalted Plane than do the Elements. While the Elements come under the presidency of Spirit, the Signs of the Zodiac come rather under the presidency of the Supernal Sephiroth and correspond with the Sephirah of Chokmah.

New Developments in Zodiacal Magic
The Rituals in this chapter integrate Enochian material into Zodiacal Magic along the same lines that Elemental Magic incorporated similar material in the last century. The Enochian Zodiacal Tablet, its attributions, and the Enochian Calls complete this integration. For a detailed analysis of the attributions of the Names and Squares of the Enochian Zodiacal Tablet, as well as the Zodiacal attribution of the Enochian Calls, see appendix II, "The Book of the Concourse of Planetary and Zodiacal Forces." Although unnecessary to perform the Rituals in this chapter, a thorough study of this appendix shall prove of great value to the Magician.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Pisces

Synopsis

Altar: Red-violet Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
Enochian Tablets: Zodiacal (North).
Enochian Calls: Twelfth.
Tarot Trump: The Moon.
Colors: Red-violet flashing with complementary yellow-green.
Ideal Time: When Pisces is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Water.

Ritual Precis
1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Pisces in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Pisces.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Facing North, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.

* See the chapter introduction for more information and other options.
*10 Since circumambulating twelve times would be unduly cumbersome, the Zodiacal Rituals indicate three times. This symbolizes the three Quadratures of the Zodiacal Signs (Cardinal, Mutable, and Fixed), as well as the Supernal Sephiroth, under whose presidency the Zodiacal Signs come.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Pisces, by banishing Pisces in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the red-violet band. Assume the God Form of Anubis, dressed in red-violet with yellow-green trim, while vibrating "Anubis" [ān-pū].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

Zodiacal Magic
10. Trace a red-violet Invoking Pisces Pentagram, while vibrating "Arfaolg" [ār-fā-ol-g]. Trace a yellow-green Pisces symbol in its center, while vibrating "ḥē-hē-vā-v-yōd". Project red-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "ḥē-hē-vā-v-yōd", in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mph' [m-pē-hē], and of King 'Arfaolg' [ār-fā-ol-g], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Pisces.
13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
14. Trace a red-violet Invoking Pisces Pentagram, while vibrating "Arfaolg" [ār-fā-ol-g]. Trace a yellow-green Pisces symbol in its center, while vibrating "ḥē-hē-vā-v-yōd". Project red-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "ḥē-hē-

---

11 The permutations of the name "ḥē-hē" derives from the Sepher Yetzirah, and may be found in Aryeh Kaplan, Sepher Yetzirah, The Book of Creation, in Theory and Practice, 1st paper ed. (York Beach: Weiser, 1990), sec. 5-3, p. 209. Kaplan notes that permutations for the Signs Virgo and Pisces have been transposed by more recent Qabalists. The version given in Regardie, The Golden Dawn, p. 86 includes this error. For a complete analysis of the correct permutations, see appendix III, by William Hedrick.
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17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a red-violet Invoking Pisces Pentagram, while vibrating "Arfaolg" [ăr-fă-öl-j]. Trace a yellow-green Pisces symbol in its center, while vibrating "וֹשֵׁה" [hê-hê-vâv-yôd]. Project red-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "וֹשֵׁה" [hê-hê-vâv-yôd], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mph' [m-pê-hê], and of King 'Arfaolg' [ăr-fă-öl-j], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Pisces.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a red-violet Invoking Pisces Pentagram, while vibrating "Arfaolg" [ăr-fă-öl-j]. Trace a yellow-green Pisces symbol in its center, while vibrating "וֹשֵׁה" [hê-hê-vâv-yôd]. Project red-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "וֹשֵׁה" [hê-hê-vâv-yôd], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mph' [m-pê-hê], and of King 'Arfaolg' [ăr-fă-öl-j], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Pisces.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Pisces.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Anubis which you continue to assume, dressed in red-violet, with yellow-green trim, while vibrating "Anubis" [in-pû].

28. Trace a red-violet Invoking Pisces Pentagram, while vibrating "Arfaolg" [ăr-fă-öl-j]. Trace a yellow-green Pisces symbol in its center, while vibrating "וֹשֵׁה" [hê-hê-vâv-yôd]. Project red-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "וֹשֵׁה" [hê-hê-vâv-yôd], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mph' [m-pê-hê], and of King 'Arfaolg' [ăr-fă-öl-j], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Pisces.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil,12 as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "וֹשֵׁה" [hê-hê-vâv-yôd], of the Archangel "םְנִעְרָא" [âm-neits-e-êl],13 of the Angel "םָנָאָב" [vê-

12 Note that when tracing Sigils, do not trace either the circle or the perpendicular line at the beginning or the end. Trace from the circle, finishing at the perpendicular line. When tracing Sigils for Names with more than one word, the sequence of the Sigils proceeds from right to left, as do the words of the Name in Hebrew. Note further that when tracing Hebrew names in the air, all vowel pointation should be omitted.

kâv-ê-êl,\textsuperscript{14} and of the Angel of the corresponding twelfth House okable [pâ-se-êl].\textsuperscript{15} I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of 锱生 [dâg-êm].\textsuperscript{16}

32. Vibrate the twelfth Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed from Aquarius, and Adnâchiel for Sagittarius."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Pisces shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the North\textsuperscript{17} (the natural position of the Signs of the Water Triposity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the


\textsuperscript{15} The "Angels of the Houses," listed in Aleister Crowley, 777 and Other Qabalistic Writings, ed. Israel Regardie (York Beach: Weiser, 1973), p. 26, col. CXLI, are derived from 'The Pauline Art,' a chapter which is included in several manuscript versions of the Lemegeton (also known as The Lesser Key of Solomon).

\textsuperscript{16} The Hebrew names for the Zodiacal Signs may be found in the Sepher Yetzirah. See Kaplan, Sefer Yetzirah, sec. 54, p. 239.

\textsuperscript{17} See the chapter introduction for more information and other options.
Southeast.
44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Anubis, dressed in red-violet with yellow-green trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Anubis, while vibrating "Anubis" [ān-pū]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Pisces.
47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of [hē-hē-vāv-yōd]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Pisces
1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light...
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Pisces.18


14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

**Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Aquarius**

**Synopsis**

**Altar:** Violet Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

**Enochian Tablets:** Zodiacal (West).

**Enochian Calls:** Eleventh.

**Tarot Trump:** The Star.

**Colors:** Violet flashing with complementary yellow.

**Ideal Time:** When Aquarius is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Air.

**Scents:** Galbanum.

**Ritual Precis**

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.

5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Aquarius in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Aquarius.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Facing West, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Aquarius, by banishing Aquarius in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

**Ritual**

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the violet band. Assume the God Form of Hapi, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Hapi" [hâ-pê].

---

18 See the chapter introduction for more information and other options.
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Trace a violet Invoking Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zinggen" [זֶן-גֶּן]. Trace a yellow Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יהוה" [יְהֹוָה]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה [יְהֹוָה], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oro' [ל-רו], and of King 'Zinggen' [זֶן-גֶּן], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aquarius.

13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

14. Trace a violet Invoking Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zinggen" [זֶן-גֶּן]. Trace a yellow Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יהוה" [יְהֹוָה]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה [יְהֹוָה], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oro' [ל-רו], and of King 'Zinggen' [זֶן-גֶּן], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aquarius.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a violet Invoking Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zinggen" [זֶן-גֶּן]. Trace a yellow Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "יהוה" [יְהֹוָה]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה [יְהֹוָה], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oro' [ל-רו], and of King 'Zinggen' [זֶן-גֶּן], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aquarius.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a violet Invoking Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating
"Zinggen" [Zen-ge-jen]. Trace a yellow Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "היוות" [He-yod-vav-he]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord היעות [He-yod-vav-he], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oro' [O-ro], and of King 'Zinggen' [Zen-ge-jen], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aquarius.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Aquarius.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Hapi which you continue to assume, dressed in violet, with yellow trim, while vibrating "Hapi" [Ha-pe].

28. Trace a violet Invoking Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zinggen" [Zen-ge-jen]. Trace a yellow Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "היוות" [He-yod-vav-he]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord היעות [He-yod-vav-he], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oro' [O-ro], and of King 'Zinggen' [Zen-ge-jen], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aquarius.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord היעות [He-yod-vav-he], of the Archangel ראבליא [Kam-bre-el], of the Angel לבריא [Tsak-mak-ee-el], and of the Angel of the corresponding eleventh House [u-su-ee]." I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of "דד" [De-de]."

32. Vibrate the eleventh Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the In-
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visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine.”

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: “The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above.”

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: “It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Aquarius shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation (’Aura’), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius (’Holy Guardian Angel’).”

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the West (the natural position of the Signs of the Air Triplicity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Hapi, dressed in violet with yellow trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Hapi, while vibrating “Hapi” [hâ-pê]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Aquarius.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: “I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of ‘71’7’ [he-yod-vâv-hê]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed.”

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Aquarius

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Pentagram will be.


7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Trace a violet Banishing Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating “Zinggen” [zen-gē-jēn]. Trace a yellow Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating “ḥê-yōd-vāv-hê”. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.


11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Aquarius.


14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Capricorn

Synopsis

- **Altar:** Blue-violet Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
- **Enochian Tablets:** Zodiacal (South).
- **Enochian Calls:** Tenth.
- **Tarot Trump:** The Devil.
- **Colors:** Blue-violet flashing with complementary yellow-orange.
- **Ideal Time:** When Capricorn is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Earth.
- **Scents:** Musk, civet.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
6. Invoke Capricorn in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Capricorn.
7. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
10. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
11. State all Magical Intentions.
12. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
13. Facing South, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
14. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
15. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
16. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Capricorn, by banishing Capricorn in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
17. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
18. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the blue-violet band. Assume the God Form of Ba-Neb-Djedu, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim, while vibrating "Ba-Neb-Djedu" [bâ-nêb-jê-du].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [lâ-vâ-vôth]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating "hê-yôd-hê-vâv" [hê-yôd-hê-vâv]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "hê-yôd-hê-vâv", in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mor' [môr], and of King 'Lavavoth' [lâ-vâ-vôth], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Capricorn.
13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
14. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [lâ-vâ-vôth]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating "hê-yôd-hê-vâv" [hê-yôd-hê-vâv]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

The final "th" should be pronounced as it is in English instead of lettered separately in this instance. The combined phonetic value is indicated since the names of all the other Enochian Zodiacal Kings each consist of seven letters.
15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוהי [יהוה], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mor' [מֹר], and of King 'Lavavoth' [לָאוָוות], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Capricorn.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [לָאוָוות]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating יוהי [יהוה]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוהי [יהוה], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mor' [מֹר], and of King 'Lavavoth' [לָאוָוות], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Capricorn.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [לָאוָוות]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating יוהי [יהוה]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוהי [יהוה], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mor' [מֹר], and of King 'Lavavoth' [לָאוָוות], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Capricorn.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Capricorn.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Ba-Neb-Djedu which you continue to assume, dressed in blue-violet, with yellow-orange trim, while vibrating "Ba-Neb-Djedu" [בָּנֶב-דַּיְדַוּ].

28. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [לָאוָוות]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating יוהי [יהוה]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוהי [יהוה], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Mor' [מֹר], and of King 'Lavavoth' [לָאוָוות], I invoke you, you Archangels and
Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Capricorn.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord [hē-yōd-hē-vāv], of the Archangel [hā-nā-èl], of the Angel [sē-mà-kê-èl], and of the Angel of the corresponding tenth House [kā-sū-yō-yā], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of [gē-dē]."

32. Vibrate the tenth Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Capricorn shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the South (the natural position of the Signs of the Earth Triplicity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Ba-Neb-Djedu, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Ba-Neb-Djedu, while vibrating "Ba-Neb-Djedu" [bā-nēb-jē-dū]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Capricorn.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of '17'7' [hê-yōd-hē-vāv]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Capricorn**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [lā-vā-voth]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating "17'7' [hê-yōd-hē-vāv]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

6. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [lā-vā-voth]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating "17'7' [hê-yōd-hē-vāv]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [lā-vā-voth]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating "17'7' [hê-yōd-hē-vāv]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

10. Trace a blue-violet Banishing Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavavoth" [lā-vā-voth]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating "17'7' [hê-yōd-hē-vāv]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Capricorn.


14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

**Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Sagittarius**

**Synopsis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Altar:</th>
<th>Blue Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enochian Tablets:</td>
<td>Zodiacal (East).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enochian Calls:</td>
<td>Ninth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarot Trump:</td>
<td>Temperance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors:</td>
<td>Blue flashing with complementary orange.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal Time:</td>
<td>When Sagittarius is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scents:</td>
<td>Lign-aloes (Aquilarrea Agallocha, Aloe, Furcraea).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ritual Precis**

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Sagittarius in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Sagittarius.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Facing East, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Sagittarius, by banishing Sagittarius in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

**Ritual**

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the blue band. Assume the God Form of Nepthys, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Nepthys" [nē-bēt-kēt].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Trace a blue Invoking Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" [zär-zél-]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "זוד" [vāv-yōd-hē-hē]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord הוהי [vāv-yōd-hē-hē], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oip' [ō-ēp], and of King 'Zarzilg' [zär-zél-], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Sagittarius.

13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

14. Trace a blue Invoking Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" [zär-zél-]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "זוד" [vāv-yōd-hē-hē]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord הוהי [vāv-yōd-hē-hē], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oip' [ō-ēp], and of King 'Zarzilg' [zär-zél-], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Sagittarius.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a blue Invoking Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" [zär-zél-]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "זוד" [vāv-yōd-hē-hē]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord הוהי [vāv-yōd-hē-hē], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oip' [ō-ēp], and of King 'Zarzilg' [zär-zél-], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Sagittarius.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a blue Invoking Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" [zär-zél-]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "זוד" [vāv-yōd-hē-hē]. Project blue Light
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord וָֽיֹֽד-הֶהֶה [vav-yod-he-he], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oip' [o-ep], and of King 'Zarzilg' [zdr-zel-j], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Sagittarius.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Sagittarius.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Nepthys which you continue to assume, dressed in blue, with orange trim, while vibrating "Nepthys" [nê-bêt-kêt].

28. Trace a blue Invoking Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" [zdr-zel-j]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating וֶל-יָד [vav-yod-he-he]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord וָֽיֹֽדוֹד-הֶהֶה [vav-yod-he-he], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oip' [o-ep], and of King 'Zarzilg' [zdr-zel-j], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Sagittarius.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord וָֽיֹֽדוֹד-הֶהֶה [vav-yod-hê-hê], of the Archangel וָֽיֹֽד-הֶהֶה [vav-yod-he-he], of the Angel וָֽיֹֽד-הֶהֶה [vav-yod-he-he], and of the Angel of the corresponding ninth House וָֽיֹֽד-הֶהֶה [vav-yod-he-he], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of וָֽיֹֽד-הֶהֶה [vav-yod-he-he]."

32. Vibrate the ninth Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I"

31 Note that modern Hebrew renders Sagittarius as כֶּשֶׁת [kê-shêt], but the Sepher Yetzirah lists כֶּשֶׁת [kê-shêt]. Since the images of both the bow and the rainbow are crucial to the symbolism of the path of כֶּשֶׁת (Samekh) in the Golden Dawn (attributed to Sagittarius, as well as Temperance in the Tarot) כֶּשֶׁת [kê-shêt] is preferable.
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Sagittarius shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ("Aura"), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ("Holy Guardian Angel")."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the East (the natural position of the Signs of the Fire Triplicity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Nepthys, dressed in blue with orange trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Nepthys, while vibrating "Nepthys" [nē-bē-kēt]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Sagittarius.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of "77'1" [vāv-yōd-hē-hē]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Sagittarius

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a blue Banishing Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" [zār-zēl-g]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "77'1" [vāv-yōd-hē-hē]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

6. Trace a blue Banishing Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating
"Zarzilg" [zär-zél-ı]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "הָנָּר" [vav-yod-hê-hê]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Trace a blue Banishing Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" [zär-zél-ı]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "הָנָּר" [vav-yod-hê-hê]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.


11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Sagittarius.


14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Scorpio

Synopsis

Altar: Blue-green Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Zodiacal (North).

Enochian Calls: Eighth.

Tarot Trump: Death.

Colors: Blue-green flashing with complementary red-orange.

Ideal Time: When Scorpio is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Water.

Scents: Siamese benzoin, opoponax.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Scorpio in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Scorpio.

8. Circumambulate three times.

9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

10. State all Magical Intentions.

11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).

12. Facing North, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).

13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.

15. Reverse circumambulate three times.

16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.

17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Scorpio, by banishing Scorpio in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).

18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual


2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.

5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.

6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the blue-green band. Assume the God Form of Serquet, dressed in blue-green with red-orange trim, while vibrating "Serquet" [sēr-kēt].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Trace a blue-green Invoking Scorpio Pentagram, while vibrating "Cadaämp" [kā-dā-ämp]. Trace a red-orange Scorpio symbol in its center, while vibrating "vāv-hē-hē-yōd" [vāv-hē-hē-yōd]. Project blue-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "nējū" [vāv-hē-hē-yōd], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Gaiol' [gā-e-ōl], and of King 'Cadaämp' [kā-dā-ämp], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Scorpio.

13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

14. Trace a blue-green Invoking Scorpio Pentagram, while vibrating "Cadaämp" [kā-dā-ämp]. Trace a red-orange Scorpio symbol in its
center, while vibrating "יוד" [vav-heh-yod]. Project blue-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord ייוד [vav-heh-yod], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Gaiol' [gâ-ê-ôl], and of King 'Cadaämp' [kâ-dâ-ämp], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Scorpio.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a blue-green Invoking Scorpio Pentagram, while vibrating "Cadaampil" [kâ-dâ-ämp]. Trace a red-orange Scorpio symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד" [vav-heh-yod]. Project blue-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ייוד [vav-heh-yod], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Gaiol' [gâ-ê-ôl], and of King 'Cadaampil' [kâ-dâ-ämp], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Scorpio.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a blue-green Invoking Scorpio Pentagram, while vibrating "Cadaampil" [kâ-dâ-ämp]. Trace a red-orange Scorpio symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד" [vav-heh-yod]. Project blue-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ייוד [vav-heh-yod], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Gaiol' [gâ-ê-ôl], and of King 'Cadaampil' [kâ-dâ-ämp], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Scorpio.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Scorpio.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Serquet which you continue to assume, dressed in blue-green, with red-orange trim, while vibrating "Serquet" [sâr-kât].

28. Trace a blue-green Invoking Scorpio Pentagram, while vibrating "Cadaampil" [kâ-dâ-ämp]. Trace a red-orange Scorpio symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד" [vav-heh-yod]. Project blue-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ייוד [vav-heh-yod], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Gaiol' [gâ-ê-ôl], and of King 'Cadaampil' [kâ-dâ-ämp], I invoke you, you Archangels and
Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Scorpio.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord [vav-hé-hé-yod], of the Archangel [bár-ké-él]22 of the Angel [sá-ets-é-él], and of the Angel of the corresponding eighth House [sô-sôl]. I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of [ak-rav]."

32. Vibrate the eighth Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Scorpio shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the North (the natural position of the Signs of the Water Triptych in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

22 The pronunciation of this name has been corrected to conform with the rules of Hebrew grammar, and therefore diverges slightly from the pronunciation traditionally employed by the Golden Dawn.
44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Serquet, dressed in blue-green with red-orange trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Serquet, while vibrating "Serquet" [sér-két]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Scorpio.
47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of "771'[vgv-h&h6-yod]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Scorpio**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line
12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Scorpio.
13. Trace a blue-green Banishing Scorpio Pentagram, while vibrating "Cadaämp" [kā-dā-ämp]. Trace a red-orange Scorpio symbol in its center, while vibrating " endif 
Project blue-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Libra

Synopsis

Altar: Green Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Zodiacal (West).

Enochian Calls: Seventh.

Tarot Trump: Justice.

Colors: Green flashing with complementary red.

Ideal Time: When Libra is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Air.

Scents: Galbanum.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Libra in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Libra.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Facing West, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Libra, by banishing Libra in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the green band. Assume the God Form of Maat, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Maat" [mā-āt].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Trace a green Invoking Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpúdus" [āl-pū-dūs]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vibrating "וֹדֵה" [vāv-hē-yōd-hē]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָ֥ה [yāh-hē-yōd-hē], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Aozpi' [ā-ôz-pē], and of King 'Alpúdus' [āl-pū-dūs], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Libra.

13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

14. Trace a green Invoking Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpúdus" [āl-pū-dūs]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vibrating "וֹדֵה" [vāv-hē-yōd-hē]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָ֥ה [yāh-hē-yōd-hē], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Aozpi' [ā-ôz-pē], and of King 'Alpúdus' [āl-pū-dūs], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Libra.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a green Invoking Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpúdus" [āl-pū-dūs]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vibrating "וֹדֵה" [vāv-hē-yōd-hē]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
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31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord הוהי [vav-he-yod-he], of the Archangel יראא [zur-er-ell] of the Angel קדוש [kada-ke-el], and of the Angel of the corresponding seventh House יאכז [ya-ell], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of מגנוס [moz-ni-em]."

32. Vibrate the seventh Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal

---

dus" [al-pu-dus]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vibrate "יוד-ה" [vav-he-yod-he]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord הוהי [vav-he-yod-he], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Aozpi' [aoz-pe], and of King 'Alpūdus' [al-pu-dus]. I invoke you, you Archangels and

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Libra.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Maat which you continue to assume, dressed in green, with red trim, while vibrating "Maat" [ma-at].

28. Trace a green Invoking Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpūdus" [al-pu-dus]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vibrate "יוד-ה" [vav-he-yod-he]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord הוהי [vav-he-yod-he], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Aozpi' [aoz-pe], and of King 'Alpūdus' [al-pu-dus], I invoke you, you Archangels and

---

Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Libra.
Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Libra shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation (‘Aura’), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius (‘Holy Guardian Angel’)."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the West (the natural position of the Signs of the Air Triplicity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Maat, dressed in green with red trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Maat, while vibrating "Maat" [má-át]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Libra.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: 'I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of [vâv-hé-yôd-hé]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed.'

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Libra**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.


5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

6. Trace a green Banishing Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpûdûs" [á-lpû-dûs]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vi-
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57. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Trace a green Banishing Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpu-
dus" [āl-pū-dus]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vi-
brating "ןב" [vav-hē-yōd-hē]. Project green Light through it, us-
ing the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

10. Trace a green Banishing Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpu-
dus" [āl-pū-dus]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vi-
brating "ןב" [vav-hē-yōd-hē]. Project green Light through it, us-
ing the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

Zodiacal Magic

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Libra.

13. Trace a green Banishing Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpu-
dus" [āl-pū-dus]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vi-
brating "ןב" [vav-hē-yōd-hē]. Project green Light through it, us-
ing the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Virgo

Synopsis

Altar:
Yellow-green Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets:
Zodiacal (South).

Enochian Calls:
Sixth.

Tarot Trump:
The Hermit.

Colors:
Yellow-green flashing with complementary red-violet.

Ideal Time:
When Virgo is rising in the East, or during an Element Tide of Earth.

Scents:
Narcissus.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Virgo in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar.
(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Virgo.

8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Facing South, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Virgo, by banishing Virgo in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the yellow-green band. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in yellow-green with red-violet trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ê-sêt].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Trace a yellow-green Invoking Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [zûr-kôl]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "hê-hê-yôd-vâv". Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord hê-hê-yôd-vâv", in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Hctga' [hêc-tê-gâ], and of King 'Zurchol' [zûr-kôl]. I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Virgo.
13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
14. Trace a yellow-green Invoking Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [zûr-kôl]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "hê-hê-yôd-vâv". Project yellow-green
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord א"ת א (ה-ה-יוד-וָֽי), in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Hctga' [ח-כ-ט-גא], and of King 'Zurchol' [זור-וקל], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Virgo.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a yellow-green Invoking Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [זור-וקל]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-וָֽי" [ה-ה-יוד-וָֽי]. Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord א"ת א (ה-ה-יוד-וָֽי), in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Hctga' [ח-כ-ט-גא], and of King 'Zurchol' [זור-וקל], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Virgo.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a yellow-green Invoking Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [זור-וקל]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-וָֽי" [ה-ה-יוד-וָֽי]. Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord א"ת א (ה-ה-יוד-וָֽי), in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Hctga' [ח-כ-ט-גא], and of King 'Zurchol' [זור-וקל], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Virgo.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Virgo.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Isis which you continue to assume, dressed in yellow-green, with red-violet trim, while vibrating "יסיס" [יסד].

28. Trace a yellow-green Invoking Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [זור-וקל]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-וָֽי" [ה-ה-יוד-וָֽי]. Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord א"ת א (ה-ה-יוד-וָֽי), in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Hctga' [ח-כ-ט-גא], and of King 'Zurchol' [זור-וקל], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Virgo.
31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord י"ו"צ [hê-hê-yôd-vâv], of the Archangel ה"ו"ל [hâ-mâ-lê-êl] of the Angel ס"לט [shâl-tê-êl], and of the Angel of the corresponding sixth House י"ו"צ [vô-yêl], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of י"ו"צ [bê-tû-lâ]."

32. Vibrate the sixth Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Virgo shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the South (the natural position of the Signs of the Earth Triplicity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Isis, dressed in yellow-green with red-violet trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, while vibrating "Isis" [ē-sēt]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Virgo.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of "Zurchol" [zūr-kōl]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Virgo

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a yellow-green Banishing Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [zūr-kōl]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "hē-hē-yōd-vāv". Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

6. Trace a yellow-green Banishing Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [zūr-kōl]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "hē-hē-yōd-vāv". Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Trace a yellow-green Banishing Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [zūr-kōl]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "hē-hē-yōd-vāv". Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

10. Trace a yellow-green Banishing Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [zūr-kōl]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "hē-hē-yōd-vāv". Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).
12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Virgo.
13. Trace a yellow-green Banishing Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [zûr-kôl]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "זִנְני" [zîn-nî]. Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Leo

Synopsis

Altar: Yellow Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
Enochian Tablets: Zodiacal (East).
Enochian Calls: Fifth.
Tarot Trump: Strength.
Colors: Yellow flashing with complementary violet.
Ideal Time: When Leo is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Fire.
Scents: Olibanum.

Ritual Precis
1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Leo in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Leo.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Facing East, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Leo, by banishing Leo in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kâs he-kâs es-tê be-be-loi].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the yellow band. Assume the God Form of Sekhmet, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Sekhmet" [sêk-mêt].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Trace a yellow Invoking Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebabal" [גֶּבַּבַּל]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "יָהוּד" [יָהוּד-יוֹד-הָּ]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יָהוּד [יָהוּד-יוֹד-הָּ], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Pdoce' [פּדּוֹכֶה], and of King 'Gebabal' [גֶּבַּבַּל], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Leo.
13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
14. Trace a yellow Invoking Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebabal" [גֶּבַּבַּל]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "יָהוּד" [יָהוּד-יוֹד-הָּ]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יָהוּד [יָהוּד-יוֹד-הָּ], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Pdoce' [פּדּוֹכֶה], and of King 'Gebabal' [גֶּבַּבַּל], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Leo.
17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
18. Trace a yellow Invoking Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebabal" [גֶּבַּבַּל]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "יָהוּד" [יָהוּד-יוֹד-הָּ]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יָהוּד [יָהוּד-יוֹד-הָּ], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Pdoce' [פּדּוֹכֶה], and of King 'Gebabal' [גֶּבַּבַּל], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Leo.
21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
22. Trace a yellow Invoking Leo Pentagram, while vibrating
"Gebabal" [gē-bā-bāl]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "ḥē-vāv-yōd-hē". Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ḫē-vāv-yōd-hē, in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Pdoce' [pē-do-kē], and of King 'Gebabal' [gē-bā-bāl], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Leo.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Leo.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Sekhmet which you continue to assume, dressed in yellow, with violet trim, while vibrating "Sekhmet" [sēk-mēḥt].

28. Trace a yellow Invoking Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebabal" [gē-bā-bāl]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "ḥē-vāv-yōd-hē". Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ḫē-vāv-yōd-hē, in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Pdoce' [pē-do-kē], and of King 'Gebabal' [gē-bā-bāl], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Leo.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord ḫē-vāv-yōd-hē, of the Archangel ḥē-vāv-yōd-hē [vē-rē-kē-l],24 of the Angel ṣē-rā-tē-ēl [sē-rā-tē-ēl], and of the Angel of the corresponding fifth House ṣē-rā-tē-ēl [sē-rā-tē-ēl],25 I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of ṣē-rā-tē-ēl [sē-rā-tē-ēl]."

32. Vibrate the fifth Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May

---

24 The pronunciation of this name has been corrected to conform with the rules of Hebrew grammar, and therefore diverges slightly from the pronunciation traditionally employed by the Golden Dawn.

25 Waite, Ceremonial Magic, p. 70 indicates that this name should be pronounced "Ol."


34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Leo shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the East (the natural position of the Signs of the Fire Triplicity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Sekhmet, dressed in yellow with violet trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Sekhmet, while vibrating "Sekhmet" [sêk-mêt]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Leo.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of '7'17' [hê-vâv-yôd-hê]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Leo**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a yellow Banishing Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebabal" [gê-bâ-bâl]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "7'17' [hê-vâv-yôd-hê]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the
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The center of the next Pentagram will be.

6. Trace a yellow Banishing Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebábal" [גֶּבַּבְאל]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "חָנַן" [ח-נ-ן]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Trace a yellow Banishing Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebábal" [גֶּבַּבְאל]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "חָנַן" [ח-נ-ן]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

10. Trace a yellow Banishing Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebábal" [גֶּבַּבְאל]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "חָנַן" [ח-נ-ן]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Leo.

13. Trace a yellow Banishing Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebábal" [גֶּבַּבְאל]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "חָנַן" [ח-נ-ן]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Cancer

Synopsis

Altar:
Yellow-orange Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets:
Zodiacal (North).

Enochian Calls:
Fourth.

Tarot Trump:
The Chariot.

Colors:
Yellow-orange flashing with complementary blue-violet.

Ideal Time:
When Cancer is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Water.

Scents:
Myrrh, onycha.

Ritual Precis
1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Cancer in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Cancer.

8. Circumambulate three times.

9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

10. State all Magical Intentions.

11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).

12. Facing North, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).

13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.

15. Reverse circumambulate three times.

16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.

17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Cancer, by banishing Cancer in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).

18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

**Ritual**


2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.

5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.

6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the yellow-orange band. Assume the God Form of Khepra, dressed in yellow-orange with blue-violet trim, while vibrating “Khepra” [kēp-rā].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Trace a yellow-orange Invoking Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating “Zarnaah” [zār-nā-āh]. Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating “ḥē-vāv-ḥē-yōd”. Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): In the Name of the Lord  "ḥē-vāv-ḥē-yōd", in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Arsł' [ār-sāl], and of King 'Zarnaah' [zār-nā-āh], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Cancer.

13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

14. Trace a yellow-orange Invoking Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnaah" [zār-nā-āh]. Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating “ḥē-vāv-ḥē-yōd”. Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ʿArsl [ה-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Arsl' [ארסא], and of King 'Zarnaah' [זרנאא], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Cancer.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a yellow-orange Invoking Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnaah" [זרנאא]. Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "777" [ה-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו]. Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ʿArsl [ה-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Arsl' [ארסא], and of King 'Zarnaah' [זרנאא], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Cancer.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a yellow-orange Invoking Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnaah" [זרנאא]. Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "777" [ה-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו]. Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ʿArsl [ה-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Arsl' [ארסא], and of King 'Zarnaah' [זרנאא], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Cancer.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Cancer.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Khepra which you continue to assume, dressed in yellow-orange, with blue-violet trim, while vibrating "Khepra" [קֶפֶרָא].

28. Trace a yellow-orange Invoking Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnaah" [זרנאא]. Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "777" [ה-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו]. Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ʿArsl [ה-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו-ו], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Arsl' [ארסא], and
of King 'Zarnāh' [zâr-nâ-āh], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Cancer.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: 'In the Name of the Lord 'yah [hê-vâv-hê-yôd], of the Archangel 'êfîr [mû-rê-êl] of the Angel 'ôwâd [pâ-kê-êl],26 and of the Angel of the corresponding fourth House 'ôsôf [kâ-êl], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of 'êsôf [sâr-tân].'

32. Vibrate the fourth Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: 'I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine.'

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: 'The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above.'

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: 'It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Cancer shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation (Aura), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius (Holy Guardian Angel).'

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the North (the natural position of the Signs of the Water Triplicity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the

---

26 The pronunciation of this name has been corrected to conform with the rules of Hebrew grammar, and therefore diverges slightly from the pronunciation traditionally employed by the Golden Dawn.
Southeast.
44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Khepra, dressed in yellow-orange with blue-violet trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Khepra, while vibrating "Khepra" \( \text{k\-p-r\-\text{r\-\text{a}}} \). Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Cancer.
47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of \( \text{h\-v\-v\-h\-y\-d\-\text{d}} \). May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Cancer**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
4. Trace a yellow-orange Banishing Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnáah" \( \text{z\-r-n\-\text{a\-\text{h}}} \). Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{h\-v\-v\-h\-y\-d\-\text{d}} \). Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
6. Trace a yellow-orange Banishing Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnáah" \( \text{z\-r-n\-\text{a\-\text{h}}} \). Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{h\-v\-v\-h\-y\-d\-\text{d}} \). Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
8. Trace a yellow-orange Banishing Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnáah" \( \text{z\-r-n\-\text{a\-\text{h}}} \). Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{h\-v\-v\-h\-y\-d\-\text{d}} \). Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
10. Trace a yellow-orange Banishing Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnáah" \( \text{z\-r-n\-\text{a\-\text{h}}} \). Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{h\-v\-v\-h\-y\-d\-\text{d}} \). Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Cancer.

13. Trace a yellow-orange Banishing Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnaah" [zər-nə-ə]. Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "'217" [h@-vbv-hC-yod]. Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

### Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Gemini

**Synopsis**

- **Altar:** Orange Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
- **Enochian Tablets:** Zodiacal (West).
- **Enochian Calls:** Third.
- **Tarot Trump:** The Lovers.
- **Colors:** Orange flashing with complementary blue.
- **Ideal Time:** When Gemini is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Air.
- **Scents:** Wormwood (Artemisia Absinthium).

**Ritual Precis**

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Gemini in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate twin God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Gemini.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Facing West, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Gemini, by banishing Gemini in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

**Ritual**

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Air and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the orange band. Assume the twin God Form of Shu and Tefnut, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Shu" [shū] and "Tefnut" [téf-nút].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Trace an orange Invoking Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Honónoł" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-באה" [yōd-ḇāḥ]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה [yōd-ḇāḥ], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Ibah' [eḇāḥ], and of King 'Honónoł' [hō-nō-nōl], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Gemini.

13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

14. Trace an orange Invoking Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Honónoł" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-באה" [yōd-ḇāḥ]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה [yōd-ḇāḥ], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Ibah' [eḇāḥ], and of King 'Honónoł' [hō-nō-nōl], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Gemini.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace an orange Invoking Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Honónoł" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-באה" [yōd-ḇāḥ]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה [yōd-ḇāḥ], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Ibah' [eḇāḥ], and of King 'Honónoł' [hō-nō-nōl], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Gemini.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace an orange Invoking Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Hononol" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "Hōnōnol" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "Yōd" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Ībah' [e-bāh], and of King 'Honōnol' [hō-nō-nōl], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Gemini.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Gemini.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the twin God Form of Shu and Tefnut which you continue to assume, dressed in orange, with blue trim, while vibrating "Shu" [shū] and "Tefnut" [tē-nēt].

28. Trace an orange Invoking Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Hononol" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "Hōnōnol" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "Yōd" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Ībah' [e-bāh], and of King 'Honōnol' [hō-nō-nōl], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Gemini.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "Yōd" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē], of the Archangel "Mem" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē] of the Angel "Sār" [sār-i-ēl], and of the Angel of the corresponding third House "Iēm" [gē-ēl], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of "Shem" [tē-ōm-ēm]."
visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Gemini shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ("Aura"), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ("Holy Guardian Angel")."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the West (the natural position of the Signs of the Air Triplcity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in

the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the twin God Form of Shu and Tefnut, dressed in orange with blue trim. Divest yourself of the twin God Form of Shu and Tefnut, while vibrating "Shu" [ʃu] and "Tefnut" [tɛf-nɛt]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Gemini.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of ilmington" [yəd-vəv-hɛ-hɛ]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Gemini

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.


5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the
6. Trace an orange Banishing Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Hononol" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוחננ" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Trace an orange Banishing Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Hononol" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוחננ" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

10. Trace an orange Banishing Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Hononol" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוחננ" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Gemini.

13. Trace an orange Banishing Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Hononol" [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוחננ" [yōd-vāv-hē-hē]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Taurus

Synopsis

Altar: Red-orange Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Zodiacal (South).

Enochian Calls: Second.

Tarot Trump: The Hierophant.

Colors: Red-orange flashing with complementary blue-green.

Ideal Time: When Taurus is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Earth.

Scents: Storax.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Taurus in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Taurus.

8. Circumambulate three times.

9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

10. State all Magical Intentions.

11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).

12. Facing South, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).

13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.

15. Reverse circumambulate three times.

16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.

17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Taurus, by banishing Taurus in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).

18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual


2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.

5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.

6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the red-orange band. Assume the God Form of Apis, dressed in red-orange with blue-green trim, while vibrating "Apis" [kēp].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Trace a red-orange Invoking Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Zīrācaḥ" [zē-rā-cāḥ]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "yōd-hē-hē-vāv". Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'yōd-hē-hē-vāv', in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Dīl' [dē-āl], and of King 'Zīrācaḥ' [zē-rā-cāḥ], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Taurus.

13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

14. Trace a red-orange Invoking Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating
"Ziracah" [ze-rä-cäh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-בה-Bahv" [yod-keh-heh-bahv]. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוד-בה-Bahv" [yod-keh-heh-bahv], in the Secret Holy Name of God דאל [de-ääl], and of King Ziracah [ze-rä-cäh], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Taurus.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Trace a red-orange Invoking Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Ziracah" [ze-rä-cäh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-בה-Bahv" [yod-keh-heh-bahv]. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוד-בה-Bahv" [yod-keh-heh-bahv], in the Secret Holy Name of God דאל [de-ääl], and of King Ziracah [ze-rä-cäh], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Taurus.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a red-orange Invoking Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Ziracah" [ze-rä-cäh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-בה-Bahv" [yod-keh-heh-bahv]. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוד-בה-Bahv" [yod-keh-heh-bahv], in the Secret Holy Name of God דאל [de-ääl], and of King Ziracah [ze-rä-cäh], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Taurus.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Taurus.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Apis which you continue to assume, dressed in red-orange, with blue-green trim, while vibrating "Apis" [kép].

28. Trace a red-orange Invoking Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Ziracah" [ze-rä-cäh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד-בה-Bahv" [yod-keh-heh-bahv]. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim
(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוד-הה-ה-בב [yod-he-he-vav], in the Secret Holy Name of God דאיל [dai-ayl], and of King זיראת [ze-ra-ayt], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Taurus.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יוד-הה-ה-בב [yod-he-he-vav], of the Archangel אַגְּרִיאַה [a-gr-ee-ah] of the Angel אַדִּירָאַה [a-dir-ee-ah], and of the Angel of the corresponding second House תַּעְרִי [tay-re], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of והש [shor]."

32. Vibrate the second Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Taurus shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the South (the natural position of the Signs of the Earth Triplicity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Aphis, dressed in red-orange with blue-green trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Aphis, while vibrating "Aphis" [kép]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Taurus.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of 'יוד הוה הוה [yód-hé-hé-váv]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Taurus

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a red-orange Banishing Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Ziracah" [zé-rá-cåh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד הוה הוה [yód-hé-hé-váv]. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

6. Trace a red-orange Banishing Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Ziracah" [zé-rá-cåh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד הוה הוה [yód-hé-hé-váv]. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Trace a red-orange Banishing Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Ziracah" [zé-rá-cåh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד הוה הוה [yód-hé-hé-váv. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

10. Trace a red-orange Banishing Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Ziracah" [zé-rá-cåh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "יוד הוה הוה [yód-hé-hé-váv. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Taurus.


14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram, Aries

Synopsis

Altar: Red Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Enochian Tablets: Zodiacal (East).

Enochian Calls: First.

Tarot Trump: The Emperor.

Colors: Red flashing with complementary green.

Ideal Time: When Aries is rising in the East, or during an Elemental Tide of Fire.

Scents: Dragon’s blood (Daemonorops).

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Aries in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Zodiacal Hierarchy of Aries.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Facing East, skry to the corresponding Zodiacal Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Sign of Aries, by banishing Aries in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Pentagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up the Lotus Wand, and hold it by the red band. Assume the God Form of Khnoum, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating “Khnoum” [knûm].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Trace a red Invoking Aries Pentagram, while vibrating “Olpged” [oīl-pâ-gêd]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating “yod-he-vâ-vâ-hê”. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord “yod-he-vâ-vê-hê”, in the Secret Holy Name of God ‘Teaa’ [tê-ä-å], and of King ‘Olpged’ [oīl-pâ-gêd], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aries.
13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

14. Trace a red Invoking Aries Pentagram, while vibrating “Olpged” [oīl-pâ-gêd]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating “yod-he-vâ-vâ-hê”. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord “yod-he-vâ-vê-hê”, in the Secret Holy Name of God ‘Teaa’ [tê-ä-å], and of King ‘Olpged’ [oīl-pâ-gêd], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aries.
17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
18. Trace a red Invoking Aries Pentagram, while vibrating “Olpged” [oīl-pâ-gêd]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating “yod-he-vâ-vê-hê”. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord “yod-he-vâ-vê-hê”, in the Secret Holy Name of God ‘Teaa’ [tê-ä-å], and of King ‘Olpged’ [oīl-pâ-gêd], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aries.
21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Trace a red Invoking Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "0lpaged" [ol-pâ-géd]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "yôdh-hê-vâv-hê" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'yôdh-hê-vâv-hê', in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Teaa' [tê-á-á], and of King '0lpaged' [ol-pâ-géd], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aries.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Aries.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Khnourn which you continue to assume, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Khnoum" [knûm].

28. Trace a red Invoking Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "0lpaged" [ol-pâ-géd]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "yôdh-hê-vâv-hê" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'yôdh-hê-vâv-hê', in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Teaa' [tê-á-á], and of King '0lpaged' [ol-pâ-géd], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aries.

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'yôdh-hê-vâv-hê', of the Archangel 'mâl-kê-dâ-êl' [mâl-kê-dâ-êl], of the Angel 'sâ-râ-hê-êl' [sâ-râ-hê-êl], and of the Angel of the corresponding first House 'tâ-lê' [tâ-lê], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of 'yôdh-hê-vâv-hê' [yôd-hê-vâv-hê]."

32. Vibrate the first Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, "Enochian Calls" (optional).

---

27 The pronunciation of this name has been corrected to conform with the rules of Hebrew grammar, and therefore diverges slightly from the pronunciation traditionally employed by the Golden Dawn.
33. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sign of Aries shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Facing the East (the natural position of the Signs of the Fire Triplcity in the Zodiac), skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Khnoum, dressed in red with green trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Khnoum, while vibrating "Khnoum" [knūm]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram for the Zodiacal Sign of Aries.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of 'יוד-הב-ח' [yōd-he-vāv-hé]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, Aries

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a red Banishing Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "Oil-paged" [ol-pā-gēd]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "יווד-הב-ח" [yōd-he-vāv-hé]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
6. Trace a red Banishing Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "Ol-paged" [øl-på-gød]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "yod-he-vav-he" [yod-he-vav-he]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
8. Trace a red Banishing Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "Ol-paged" [øl-på-gød]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "yod-he-vav-he" [yod-he-vav-he]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
10. Trace a red Banishing Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "Ol-paged" [øl-på-gød]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "yod-he-vav-he" [yod-he-vav-he]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).
12. Go and face, across the Altar, the current location of Aries.
13. Trace a red Banishing Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "Ol-paged" [øl-på-gød]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "yod-he-vav-he" [yod-he-vav-he]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

**Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Zodiac**

**Introduction**

The Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Zodiac invokes the combined Forces of the Zodiac in balanced disposition, in this case according to the "natural position of the Elements in the Zodiac." The Zodiacal Signs are arranged in the four Quarters according to their Elemental Triplicities: the Fire Signs in the East, the Earth Signs in the South, the Air Signs in the West, and the Water Signs in the North. The form of this Ritual is derived from a diagram from John Dee entitled Ordo}

---

28 Another way to perform the Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Zodiac is according to the correspondence of the Zodiacal Signs with the 12 single letters of the Hebrew alphabet. In such a variation, invoke the Zodiacal signs around the Circle, according to disposition of the corresponding Hebrew letters around outer ring of letters on the Rose Cross. An Adept should have no trouble in working this out for him or herself, and would be well advised to experiment with both variants.

Isaiais Dispersi, hac estate 1595. A variation of this diagram is illustrated below which includes the correct correspondences of the Zodiacal Signs, the Zodiacal Kings, and the Secret Holy Names of God drawn from the Enochian Elemental Tablets.

![Diagram of Zodiacal Signs and Correspondences]

**Synopsis**

**Altar:**
- White Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Elemental Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
- Enochian Tablets: Zodiacal (on the Altar).
- Enochian Calls: First.
- Colors: Red, red-orange, orange, yellow-orange, yellow, yellow-green, green, blue-green, blue, blue-violet, violet, and red-violet (each flashing with its complementary color).

**Ritual Precis**

---


31 For a thorough analysis of these correspondences and their derivation, see "The Book of the Concourse of Planetary and Zodiacal Forces" in appendix II.
Stand facing outward.

9. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize the God Form of Khnoum, dressed in red with green trim. Assume the God Form of Khnoum, while vibrating "Khnoum" [knûm].

10. Holding your Lotus Wand by the red band, trace a red Invoking Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "Olpaged" [ōl-pâ-gêd]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "vâv-hê" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord vâv-hê" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Teaa' [tê-â-â], and of King 'Olpaged' [ōl-pâ-gêd], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aries.

13. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord vâv-hê" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê], of the Archangel 'Michael' [mâl-ke-da-âl] of the Angel 'Sara' [sâ-ra-hê-êl] and of the Angel of the corresponding first House 'Tan' [tâ-lê], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of 'Aries' [a-yêl]."

14. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Khnoum, dressed in red with green trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Khnoum, while vibrating "Khnoum" [knûm].

15. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.
16. Assume the God Form of Apis, dressed in red-orange with blue-green trim, while vibrating "Apis" [kēp].

17. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Apis which you continue to assume, dressed in red-orange, with blue-green trim, while vibrating "Apis" [kēp].

18. Holding your Lotus Wand by the red-orange band, trace a red-orange Invoking Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating "Ziracah" [zē-rā-cāh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating "דד-ה" [yod-hē-hē-va'v]. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יוהי [yod-hē-hē-va'v], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Dial' [dē-āl], and of King 'Ziracah' [zē-rā-cāh], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Taurus.

21. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יוהי [yod-hē-hē-va'v], of the Archangel אבשלום [äs-mōd-ēl] of the Angel זיראך [ā-rā-zē-ēl], and of the Angel of the corresponding second House שעורים [tū-āl], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of שור [shōr]."

22. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Apis, dressed in red-orange with blue-green trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Apis, while vibrating "Apis" [kēp].

23. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

24. Assume the twin God Form of Shu and Tefnut, dressed in orange
with blue trim, while vibrating "Shu" [shù] and "Tefnut" [tēf-nēt].

25. Holding your Lotus Wand by the orange band, trace an orange Invoking Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating "Honônol" [hô-nô-nôl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating "hôhôhô" [yôd-vâv-hê-hê]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

26. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

27. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'hôhôhô' [yôd-vâv-hê-hê], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Ibah' [ê-bâh], and of King 'Honônol' [hô-nô-nôl], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Gemini.

28. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'hôhôhô' [yôd-vâv-hê-hê], of the Archangel 'ám-brê-é'l of the Angel 'ám-brê-é'l of the Angel 'ám-brê-é'l, and of the Angel of the corresponding third House 'gê-él', I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of 'tô-ôm-ôm' [tē-ōm-ēm]."

29. Divest yourself of the twin God Form of Shu and Tefnut, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Shu" [shù] and "Tefnut" [tēf-nēt].

30. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

31. Assume the God Form of Khepra, dressed in yellow-orange with blue-violet trim, while vibrating "Khepra" [kēp-rā].
32. Holding your Lotus Wand by the yellow-orange band, trace a yellow-orange Invoking Cancer Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarnāh" [zār-nā-āh]. Trace a blue-violet Cancer symbol in its center, while vibrating "Hīdū" [hī-vāv-hē-yōd]. Project yellow-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "Hīdū" [hī-vāv-hē-yōd], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Arsī' [ār-sāl], and of King 'Zarnāh' [zār-nā-āh], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Cancer.

35. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "Hīdū" [hī-vāv-hē-yōd], of the Archangel ḫĪNĀʾIṢ [mū-re-ēl] of the Angel ḫĪNĀʾIṢ [pā-ke-ēl], and of the Angel of the corresponding fourth House "BAṬL" [kā-ēl], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of "SIM" [sār-tān]."

36. Divest yourself of the God Form of Khepra, dressed in yellow-orange with blue-violet trim, while vibrating "Khepra" [kēp-rā].

37. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

38. Assume the God Form of Sekhmet, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Sekhmet" [sēk-mēt].

---

32 Refer to the introductory diagram for this and all subsequent exact positions.
39. Holding your Lotus Wand by the yellow band, trace a yellow Invoking Leo Pentagram, while vibrating "Gebabal" [גֶּבָּבָל]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating "יְהֹוָה" [יְה-וָ-וֹד-הֶה]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

40. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

41. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָה [יְה-וָ-וֹד-הֶה], in the Secret Holy Name of God פָדוֹא [פָּדֹ-קֵא], and of King Gebabal [גֶּבָּבָל], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of יַעֲוֶץ [י-אל]."

42. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָה [יְה-וָ-וֹד-הֶה], of the Archangel וֶרֶקֶל [וֶרֶקֶל], of the Angel וֶרֶקֶל [וֶרֶקֶל], and of the Angel of the corresponding fifth House יַעֲוֶץ [י-אל], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of יַעֲוֶץ [י-אל]."

43. Divest yourself of the God Form of Sekhmet, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Sekhmet" [סֵקְמֶט].

44. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

45. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in yellow-green with red-violet trim, while vibrating "Isis" [י-סֵט].
46. Holding your Lotus Wand by the yellow-green band, trace a yellow-green Invoking Virgo Pentagram, while vibrating "Zurchol" [zur-kol]. Trace a red-violet Virgo symbol in its center, while vibrating "hP-h@-ybd-vlv". Project yellow-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

47. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

48. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'hâ-hâ-yâd-vâv', in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Hctga' [hâc-tê-gâ], and of King 'Zurchol' [zur-kol], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Virgo.

49. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'hâ-hâ-yâd-vâv', of the Archangel 'hâ-mâ-lê-êl' [hâ-mâ-lê-êl] of the Angel 'shâl-tê-êl' [shâl-tê-êl], and of the Angel of the corresponding sixth House 'vô-yêl' [vô-yêl], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of 'bâ-tû-lâ' [bâ-tû-lâ]."

50. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, dressed in yellow-green with red-violet trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ê-sPt].

51. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

52. Assume the God Form of Maat, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Maat" [mâ-ât].
53. Holding your Lotus Wand by the green band, trace a green Invoking Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpudus" [āl-pū-dūs]. Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vibrating "orses" [vāv-hē-yōd-hē]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

54. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

55. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord הוהי [vāv-hē-yōd-hē], in the Secret Holy Name of God ‘Aozpi’ [ā-ōz-pē], and of King ‘Alpudus’ [āl-pū-dūs], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Libra. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: “In the Name of the Lord הוהי [vāv-hē-yōd-hē], of the Archangel מראד [zu-rē-ēl] of the Angel כלקח [kā-dā-kē-ēl], and of the Angel of the corresponding seventh House יאל [yā-ēl], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of תור [mōz-ni-em].”

57. Divest yourself of the God Form of Maat, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating “Maat” [mā-āt].

58. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

59. Assume the God Form of Serquet, dressed in blue-green with red-orange trim, while vibrating “Serquet” [sēr-kēt].
60. Holding your Lotus Wand by the blue-green band, trace a blue-green Invoking Scorpio Pentagram, while vibrating "Cadaâmp" [kâ-dâ-âmp]. Trace a red-orange Scorpio symbol in its center, while vibrating "vâv-hê-hê-yêd" [vâv-hê-hê-yêd]. Project blue-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

61. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

62. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): 'In the Name of the Lord 'vâv-hê-hê-yêd', in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Gaiol' [gâ-ê-oî], and of King 'Cadaâmp' [kâ-dâ-âmp], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Scorpio.

63. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'vâv-hê-hê-yêd', of the Archangel 'bê-rê-kê-êl' of the Angel 'sa-et-s-e-êl', and of the Angel of the corresponding eighth House 'sô-sôl', I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of 'âk-râv'."

64. Divest yourself of the God Form of Serquet, dressed in blue-green with red-orange trim, while vibrating "Serquet" [sêr-kêt].

65. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

66. Assume the God Form of Nepthys, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Nepthys" [nê-bêl-kêl].
67. Holding your Lotus Wand by the blue band, trace a blue Invoking Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" [זָרָזָל-ג]. Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "וֹדֶה" [וֹדֶה]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

68. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

69. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'וֹדֶה' [וֹדֶה], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'וֹדֶה' [וֹדֶה], and of King 'וֹדֶה' [וֹדֶה], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Sagittarius.

70. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'וֹדֶה' [וֹדֶה], of the Archangel 'הָיוֹדֶה' [וֹדֶה] of the Angel 'וֹדֶה' [וֹדֶה], and of the Angel of the corresponding ninth House 'וֹדֶה' [וֹדֶה], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of 'וֹדֶה'."

71. Divest yourself of the God Form of Nepthys, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Nepthys" [נֵפְתִית].

72. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

73. Assume the God Form of Ba-Neb-Djedu, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim, while vibrating "Ba-Neb-Djedu" [בָּנֶבָּב-דַּגֶּדֶו].
74. Holding your Lotus Wand by the blue-violet band, trace a blue-violet Invoking Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavávoth" [lā-vā-vōth]. Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating "hod" [hē-yōd-hē-vāv]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

75. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

76. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'hod' [hē-yōd-hē-vāv], in the Secret Holy Name of God 'mor' [mōr], and of King 'Lavávoth' [lā-vā-vōth], I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Capricorn.

77. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'hod' [hē-yōd-hē-vāv], of the Archangel 'nā'el' [hā-nā-ēl], of the Angel 'sāmākēl', and of the Angel of the corresponding tenth House [kā-sū-yō-yā], I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of "hod" [gē-dē]."

78. Divest yourself of the God Form of Ba-Neb-Djedu, dressed in blue-violet with yellow-orange trim, while vibrating "Ba-Neb-Djedu" [bā-nēb-jē-dū].

79. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

80. Assume the God Form of Hapi, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Hapi" [hā-pē].
81. Holding your Lotus Wand by the violet band, trace a violet Invoking Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zinggen" [zên-gê-jên]. Trace a yellow Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "71'7" [hê-yôd-vav-hê]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

82. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

83. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "hê-yôd-vav-hê", in the Secret Holy Name of God 'Oro' [ô-rô], and of King 'Zinggen' [zên-gê-jên]. I invoke you, you Archangels and Angels of the Sign, Decans, and Quinants of Aquarius.

84. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Pentagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "hê-yôd-vav-hê", of the Archangel 'Câmrâ' [kâm-brê-êl], of the Angel 'Tsâq-máâ-êl', and of the Angel of the corresponding eleventh House 'û-sû-êl', I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of "71'7" [dê-êl]."

85. Divest yourself of the God Form of Hapi, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Hapi" [hâ-pê].

86. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

87. Assume the God Form of Anubis, dressed in red-violet with yellow-green trim, while vibrating "Anubis" [in-pû].
88. Holding your Lotus Wand by the red-violet band, trace a red-violet Invoking Pisces Pentagram, while vibrating "Arfaolg" [ər-fə-əl]. Trace a yellow-green Pisces symbol in its center, while vibrating “‘177” [hC-h@-vdv-yod]. Project red-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

89. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

90. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord “‘177” [hē-hē-vāv-yōd], of the Archangel "‘1;1?" [m-nēts-e-ēl], of the Angel "‘1;1?" [vē-kāv-e-ēl], and of the Angel of the corresponding twelfth House “‘1;1?" [pā-sē-ēl]. I invoke you, you Forces of the Sign of ‘f‘l?’ [dd-g-em].”

92. Divest yourself of the God Form of Anubis, dressed in red-violet with yellow-green trim, while vibrating “Anubis” [in-pū].

93. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).

94. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.

95. Vibrate the first Enochian Call as listed in appendix 1, “Enochian Calls” (optional).

96. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: “I invoke you,
you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

97. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
98. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."
99. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.
100. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
101. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Zodiac shall be awakened and equilibrated in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."
102. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).
103. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.
104. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
105. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.
106. Go to the Southeast corner.
107. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
108. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
109. Divest yourself of any God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
110. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Zodiac.
111. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
112. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
113. Knock twelve times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of ♀♂♀♂ [yod-he-vav-he]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Zodiac

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Elemental Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
4. Holding your Lotus Wand by the red band, trace a red Banishing Aries Pentagram, while vibrating "Olqaged" [ol-pa-ged]. Trace a green Aries symbol in its center, while vibrating "Vav-Hah [yod-he-vav-he]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

6. Holding your Lotus Wand by the red-orange band, trace a red-orange Banishing Taurus Pentagram, while vibrating “Ziracah” [zē-rā-cāh]. Trace a blue-green Taurus symbol in its center, while vibrating “yōd-hē-hē-vāv]. Project red-orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

8. Holding your Lotus Wand by the orange band, trace an orange Banishing Gemini Pentagram, while vibrating “Honōnol” [hō-nō-nōl]. Trace a blue Gemini symbol in its center, while vibrating “yōd-vāv-hē-hē”. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.


11. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

12. Holding your Lotus Wand by the yellow band, trace a yellow Banishing Leo Pentagram, while vibrating “Gebābal” [gē-bā-bāl]. Trace a violet Leo symbol in its center, while vibrating “yod-vāv-yōd-hē”. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

13. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.


15. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

16. Holding your Lotus Wand by the green band, trace a green Banish-
ing Libra Pentagram, while vibrating "Alpūdus" \( \text{[á-l-pú-duš]} \). Trace a red Libra symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{våv-hé-yōd-hē} \)". Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

17. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

18. Holding your Lotus Wand by the blue-green band, trace a blue-green Banishing Scorpio Pentagram, while vibrating "Cadaämp" \( \text{[ká-dá-åm-p]} \). Trace a red-orange Scorpio symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{våv-hé-yōd-hē} \)". Project blue-green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

19. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

20. Holding your Lotus Wand by the blue band, trace a blue Banishing Sagittarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zarzilg" \( \text{[zár-zēl-j]} \). Trace an orange Sagittarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{våv-yōd-hē-hē} \)". Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

21. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

22. Holding your Lotus Wand by the blue-violet band, trace a blue-violet Banishing Capricorn Pentagram, while vibrating "Lavāvoth" \( \text{[lå-vā-vōt-h]} \). Trace a yellow-orange Capricorn symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{hē-yōd-hē-vāv} \)". Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

23. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

24. Holding your Lotus Wand by the violet band, trace a violet Banishing Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zinggen" \( \text{[zîn-gê-jēn]} \). Trace a yellow Aquarius symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{hē-yōd-vāv-hē} \)". Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

25. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Pentagram will be.

26. Holding your Lotus Wand by the red-violet band, trace a red-violet Banishing Pisces Pentagram, while vibrating "Arfaolg" \( \text{[á-r-fä-ål-j]} \). Trace a yellow-green Pisces symbol in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{hē-hē-vāv-yōd} \)". Project red-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
27. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began).
28. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

CHAPTER FIVE

Sephirothic Magic

"And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud, and a rainbow was upon his head, and his face was as it were the sun, and his feet pillars of fire, and he had in his hand a little book open. And he set his right foot upon the sea, and his left foot upon the earth, and cried with a loud voice as when a lion roareth" (Revelation 10:1-3).

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Malkuth

Synopsis

Altar: Black Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
Tarot Reference: The Knaves or Princesses and the tens.
Colors: Black flashing with complementary white.
Scents: Dittany of Crete (Origanum Dictamnus).

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

1 Although subsequent texts of Sephirothic Rituals mention only the Lotus Wand, the Phoenix Wand is suitable as well. When employing the Phoenix Wand in Sephirothic Magic, hold it by the white band. When employing the Lotus Wand, hold it by the white band as well.
7. Invoke Malkuth in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Malkuth.
8. Circumambulate ten times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate ten times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Malkuth, by banishing Malkuth in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Geb, dressed in black, olive, citrine, and russet with white trim, while vibrating "Geb" [gēb].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "יְהִיָּה הָגִּיד" [yē-hī-ya hā-gīd]. Trace a white Malkuth symbol in its center, while vibrating "יְהִיָּה הָגִּיד" [yē-hī-ya hā-gīd]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהִיָּה הָגִּיד" [yē-hī-ya hā-gīd], I invoke you, you Forces of Malkuth [māl-kūt].
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

2 According to David Godwin, in Godwin's Qabalistic Encyclopedia (St. Paul: Llewellyn, 1994), p. 27, "אַחֲד יִשְׂרָאֵל" (aḥad yisra'el) is not an abbreviation for "Achad Rosh Achotho Rosh Ichudo Temuratho Achad," which means "one is his beginning, one is his individuality, his permutation is one."
14. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "K'N'I\'N\'R\'N\'" [a-r-r-r-e-ta]. Trace a white Malkuth symbol in its center, while vibrating "Y\'I\'F\'!\'" [a-d-o-ni ha-a-rets]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord Y\'I\'N\'I\'N\' [a-d-o-ni ha-a-rets], I invoke you, you Forces of Geb [ma\-l-kut].
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
18. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "K\'N\'I\'N\'I\'N\' [a-r-r-e-ta]. Trace a white Malkuth symbol in its center, while vibrating "Y\'I\'F\'!\'" [a-d-o-ni ha-a-rets]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord Y\'I\'N\'I\'N\' [a-d-o-ni ha-a-rets], I invoke you, you Forces of Geb [ma\-l-kut].
21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "K\'N\'I\'N\'I\'N\' [a-r-r-r-e-ta]. Trace a white Malkuth symbol in its center, while vibrating "Y\'I\'F\'!\'" [a-d-o-ni ha-a-rets]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord Y\'I\'N\'I\'N\' [a-d-o-ni ha-a-rets], I invoke you, you Forces of Geb [ma\-l-kut].
25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).
26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Geb which you continue to assume, dressed in black, olive, citrine, and russet with white trim, while vibrating "Geb" [ggb].
28. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "K\'N\'I\'N\'I\'N\' [a-r-r-r-e-ta]. Trace a white Malkuth symbol in its center, while vibrating "Y\'I\'F\'!\'" [a-d-o-ni ha-a-rets]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord Y\'I\'N\'I\'N\' [a-d-o-ni ha-a-rets]..."
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[â-dó-nî há-á-rêts], I invoke you, you Forces of [mâl-kût].

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord [â-dó-nî há-á-rêts], of the Archangel [sân-dâl-fôn], and of the Choir of Angels [esh-êm], I invoke you, you Forces of [mâl-kût]."

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate ten times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephiroth of Malkuth shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate ten times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer
each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the
direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God
Form of Geb, dressed in black, olive, citrine, and russet with white
trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Geb, while vibrating
"Geb" [ggb]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms
which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations
(e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the
Sephirah of Malkuth.
47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Knock ten times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any
Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now,
with the Blessings of 'Y?? 'j?$ [&-db-ni hd-d-rcts]. May there
always be peace between us, and may you always come when you
are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Malkuth

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qa-
balistic Cross.
3. Pick up your Planetary Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end
of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
4. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Eastern form) while
vibrating "Wn'lKlR" [h-rd-re-tB]. Trace a white Malkuth glyph in
its center, while vibrating "Yl?;! ;i~" [a-do-ni hh-2-rcts]. Project
black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign
of Silence.
5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Hexagram will be.
6. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Southern form)
while vibrating "m?m?" [a-rá-ré-tá]. Trace a white Malkuth glyph
in its center, while vibrating "m?m? m?m?" [á-dó-ni há-á-
réts]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Hexagram will be.
8. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Western form) while
vibrating "m?m?m?" [a-rá-ré-tá]. Trace a white Malkuth glyph in
its center, while vibrating "m?m? m?m?" [á-dó-ni há-á-
réts]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign
of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Hexagram will be.
10. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Northern form)
while vibrating "m?m?m?" [a-rá-ré-tá]. Trace a white Malkuth glyph in
its center, while vibrating "m?m? m?m?" [á-dó-ni há-á-
réts]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "šem במ" [s-h-m-m]. Trace a white Malkuth glyph in its center, while vibrating "תורמ" [t-o-r-m] [t-o-r-m]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.
Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Shu, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Shu" [ʃu].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "ח-ל-מ-ל" [ḥ-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ש-ל-מ-ל" [šh-di 6l kī]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "ו" [shā-dī ēl kī]. I invoke you, you Forces of "ש" [yē-sōd].
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "ח-ל-מ-ל" [ḥ-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ש-ל-מ-ל" [šh-di 6l kī]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "ו" [shā-dī ēl kī]. I invoke you, you Forces of "ש" [yē-sōd].
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
18. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "ח-ל-מ-ל" [ḥ-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ש-ל-מ-ל" [šh-di 6l kī]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
19. Give the LVX Signs.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen], I invoke you, you Forces of "י-_JOIN":[yeh-sordan].

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen], I invoke you, you Forces of "י-JOIN":[yeh-sordan].

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Shu which you continue to assume, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Shu" [shu].

28. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen], I invoke you, you Forces of "י-JOIN":[yeh-sordan].

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen], of the Archangel "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen], of the Choir of Angels "ז"כ ר"ש [שד sollen], I invoke you, you Forces of "י-JOIN":[yeh-sordan]."
32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate nine times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephiroth of Yesod shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate nine times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Shu, dressed in violet with yellow trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Shu, while vibrating "Shu" [shu]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).


47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock nine times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of [shai el kii]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Yesod

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

4. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "힘أسم" [a-rā-re-tā]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "הolarity תש" [shā-di ēl kī]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "힘أسم" [a-rā-re-tā]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "הolarity תש" [shā-di ēl kī]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "힘أسم" [a-rā-re-tā]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "הolarity תש" [shā-di ēl kī]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "힘أسم" [a-rā-re-tā]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "הolarity תש" [shā-di ēl kī]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "힘أسم" [a-rā-re-tā]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "הolarity תש" [shā-di ēl kī]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Hod

Synopsis

Altar: Orange Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Tarot Reference: The eights.

Colors: Orange flashing with complementary blue.

Scents: Storax.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Hod in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Hod.
8. Circumambulate eight times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate eight times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Hod, by banishing Hod in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Anubis, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating “Anubis” [ā-nū-pū].

Sephirothic Magic

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating “Arârâ-tâ” [ā-rā-rā-tā]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating “Aleph Bet” [ā-lē-phē bēt]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת] [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת], I invoke you, you Forces of [םְדַע] [דה].
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת" [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת" [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת] [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת], I invoke you, you Forces of [םְדַע] [דה].
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
18. Trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת" [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת" [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת] [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת], I invoke you, you Forces of [םְדַע] [דה].
21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
22. Trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת" [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת" [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת] [כֹּל-יהוָה תִּשְׁבֵּאת], I invoke you, you Forces of [םְדַע] [דה].
25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).
26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Anubis which you continue to assume, dressed in orange
28. Trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "Anubis" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "Hod Koph" [ē-lō-hēm tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'n';i?i' [Pē-nā ḡ-lō-hēm], I invoke you, you Forces of 'Hod'."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'Hod Koph' [ē-lō-hēm tsēv-ā-ōt], of the Archangel 'Mēḵā-ēl', and of the Choir of Angels 'Mēḵā-ēl' [bē-nā ḡ-lō-hēm], I invoke you, you Forces of 'Hod'."

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate eight times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephiroth of Hod shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).
39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate eight times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Anubis, dressed in orange with blue trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Anubis, while vibrating "Anubis" [a-ra-re-ta]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Sephirah of Hod.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock eight times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of "řh-šg-ot" [ē-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Hod

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


4. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "ńř-tśg-ńśa" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "ńś-g śg-ńśa" [ē-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "ńś-tśg-ńśa" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "ńś-g śg-ńśa" [ē-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "ńś-tśg-ńśa" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "ńś-g śg-ńśa" [ē-lo-hem tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "קנ"כמ" [k-n-k'-l]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "קנ"כמ" [k-n-k'-l]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "קנ"כמ" [k-n-k'-l]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "קנ"כמ" [k-n-k'-l]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Netsach

Synopsis

Altar: Green Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Tarot Reference: The sevens.

Colors: Green flashing with complementary red.

Scents: Benzoin, rose, red sandalwood.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Netsach in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Netsach.
8. Circumambulate seven times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate seven times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Net-
sach, by banishing Netsach in each of the four Quarters, as well as
over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hê-kás hê-kás ēs-
tê bé-bê-lôê].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban-
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration
with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Hathor, dressed
in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [kêt krû].

Sephirothic Magic
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a green Invoking
Netsach Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "חָסָנָה" [ח-
רָאָרֹה]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating
"וְﬠֹלָה הֹלַה" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê tsêv-ôt]. Project green Light
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim
(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord חָסָנָה הֹלַה" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê tsêv-ôt], I invoke you, you Forces of חָסָנָה
[êt-sâk].
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Southern form) while
vibrating "חָסָנָה" [ח-רָאָרֹה]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its
center, while vibrating "וְﬠֹלָה הֹלַה" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê tsêv-ôt].
Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim
(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord חָסָנָה הֹלַה" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê tsêv-ôt], I invoke you, you Forces of חָסָנָה
[êt-sâk].
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the
18. Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "א-ר-ר-ט-א" [a-r-a-r-e-t-a]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "קקקק קק" [yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-á-ót]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord דא-ט-ך-ך דא-ט-ך [yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-á-ót], I invoke you, you Forces of דא-ט [nét-sák]."

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "א-ר-ר-ט-א" [a-r-a-r-e-t-a]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "קקקק קק" [yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-á-ót]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord דא-ט-ך-ך דא-ט-ך [yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-á-ót], I invoke you, you Forces of דא-ט [nét-sák]."

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Hathor which you continue to assume, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [két krû].

28. Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "א-ר-ר-ט-א" [a-r-a-r-e-t-a]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "קקקק קק" [yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-á-ót]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord דא-ט-ך-ך דא-ט-ך [yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-á-ót], I invoke you, you Forces of דא-ט [nét-sák]."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord דא-ט-ך-ך דא-ט-ך [yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-á-ót], of the Archangel מַקְאָשָׁא [ma-ka-sha], of the Choir of Angels מַלְאָכָם [mela-kham], I invoke you, you Forces of דא-ט [nét-sák]."
32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate seven times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephirah of Netsach shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate seven times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Hathor, while vibrating "Hathor" [kst krü]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).


47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

49. Knock seven times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of [yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-ā-ōt]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Netsach

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


4. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "K'ti'NlK" [a-ré-ta]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "RiK??[yod-h6-vav-h@ tsev-2-ot]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "Kn17K7K" [a-ré-ta]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "Tii~;$[yod-h6-vav-h@ tsev-2-bt]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "K'ti'NlK" [a-ré-ta]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "RiK??[yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-ā-ōt]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "K'ti'NlK" [a-ré-ta]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "RiK??[yod-hé-vav-hé tsév-ā-ōt]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "Kì'7t41N" [ā-rā-re-tā]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "Ti;K;X 717'" [yōd-hē-vāv-hē tsēv-ā-ôt]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Tiphareth

Synopsis
Altar: Yellow Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Tarot Reference: The Knights or Princes and the sixes.
Colors: Yellow flashing with complementary violet.
Scents: Olibanum.

Ritual Precis
1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Tiphareth in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagram and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Tiphareth.
8. Circumambulate six times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate six times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Tiphareth, by banishing Tiphareth in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hē-kās hē-kās ēs-te bē-bē-lōe].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Osiris, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [ō-sēr].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "אדרת" [א-ר-ר-ד-ד-ד]. Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "לע" [ל-ע-ל-ע-ל-ע]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "אדרת" [א-ר-ר-ד-ד-ד], I invoke you, you Forces of "אדון" [אדון].
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "אדרת" [א-ר-ר-ד-ד-ד]. Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "לע" [ל-ע-ל-ע-ל-ע]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "אדרת" [א-ר-ר-ד-ד-ד], I invoke you, you Forces of "אדון" [אדון].
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
18. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "אדרת" [א-ר-ר-ד-ד-ד]. Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "לע" [ל-ע-ל-ע-ל-ע]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "אדרת" [א-ר-ר-ד-ד-ד], I invoke you, you Forces of "אדון" [אדון].
21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
22. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Northern form)
while vibrating "אַ-רָּ-רֶ-תָּ[וֹ]". Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "יָ-דְ-הֵ-י-וֹ-בּ-בַּ-בּ [וֹ]" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê g-lô-hâ vê-dâ-ât]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord [יְדַ-יִּ-שָּ-ר] [וֹ] [יָ-דְ-הֵ-י-וֹ-בּ-בַּ-בּ [וֹ]" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê g-lô-hâ vê-dâ-ât], I invoke you, you Forces of [טִ-פָּ-ר-ט] [têf-ê-rêt].
25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).
26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Osiris which you continue to assume, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "אִ-סִּ-רִ-יָּ[וֹ]" [ô-sîrî].
28. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "אֶ-רֶּ-רֶּ-תָּ[וֹ]" [â-râ-rê-tâ]. Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "יָ-דַּ-יִּ-שָּ-ר [וֹ]" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê g-lô-hâ vê-dâ-ât]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord [יְדַ-יִּ-שָּ-ר] [וֹ] [יָ-דְ-הֵ-י-וֹ-בּ-בַּ-בּ [וֹ]" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê g-lô-hâ vê-dâ-ât], I invoke you, you Forces of [טִ-פָּ-ר-ט] [têf-ê-rêt].
31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord [יְדַ-יִּ-שָּ-ר] [וֹ] [יָ-דְ-הֵ-י-וֹ-בּ-בַּ-בּ [וֹ]" [yôd-hê-vâv-hê g-lô-hâ vê-dâ-ât], of the Archangel [רֶ-גָּ-ף] [rê-gâ-fîl], and of the Choir of Angels [מֶ-לְּ-כָּ-הּ] [mê-lâ-kêm], I invoke you, you Forces of [טִ-פָּ-ר-ט] [têf-ê-rêt].
32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."
35. Circumambulate six times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.
36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephirah of Tiphareth shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."
38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).
39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.
40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.
42. Go to the Southeast corner.
43. Reverse circumambulate six times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.
44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Osiris, dressed in yellow with violet trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Osiris, while vibrating "Osiris" [o-ser]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).
46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Sephirah of Tiphareth.
47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Knock six times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of יְהֹוָה יְהֹוָה יְהֹוָה [yod-he-vav-he-ko-lo-ha ve-daa-at]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Tiphareth

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
4. Trace a yellow Banishing Tiphareth Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "טַוְיָרָאתא" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "טַוְיָרָאתא טַוְיָרָאתא" [yod-he-vav-he-ko-lo-ha ve-daa-at]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.


7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.


9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.


11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace a yellow Banishing Tiphareth Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "יוד-ה-װאװ-װי [yod-he-vav-vav]. Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "יוד-ה-װאװ-װי [yod-he-vav-vav]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.
Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Gevurah

Synopsis
Altar: Red Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Tarot Reference: The fives.
Colors: Red flashing with complementary green.
Scents: Tobacco.

Ritual Precis
1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Gevurah in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Gevurah.
8. Circumambulate five times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate five times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Gevurah, by banishing Gevurah in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kás he-kás ést-e bê-bê-loê].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [krû].
9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating " asn'7K7K " [a-râ-rê-tâ]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating " Ti33 ~';iL/k$ " [e-lo-hem ge-bor]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord Ālāḥim Nāhāv [gē-lō-hēm gē-bōr], I invoke you, you Forces of gē-bōr [gē-vū-rā].
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
14. Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "kā-nānā nānān" [kā-nānā nānān]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "kā-nānā wēdān" [gē-lo-hēm gē-bōr]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord Ālāḥim Nāhāv [gē-lō-hēm gē-bōr], I invoke you, you Forces of gē-bōr [gē-vū-rā].
21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
22. Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "kā-nānā nānān" [kā-nānā nānān]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "kā-nānā wēdān" [gē-lo-hēm gē-bōr]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord Ālāḥim Nāhāv [gē-lō-hēm gē-bōr], I invoke you, you Forces of gē-bōr [gē-vū-rā].
25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).
26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Horus which you continue to assume, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [kūrû].
28. Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "kā-nānā nānān" [kā-nānā nānān]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "kā-nānā wēdān" [gē-lo-hēm gē-bōr]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord [כְּלוֹ-הֶם גֶּבֹּר [כְּלֹ-הַמ גֶּב-וֹר], I invoke you, you Forces of Gevurah [גֶּב-וֹר]."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord [כְּלוֹ-הַמ גֶּב-וֹר], of the Archangel [כְּלֹ-הַמ גֶּב-וֹר], and of the Choir of Angels [כְּלֹ-הַמ גֶּב-וֹר], I invoke you, you Forces of Gevurah [גֶּב-וֹר]."

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the Invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate five times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephiroth of Gevurah shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate five times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God...
Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Horus, while vibrating "Horus" [kru]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
49. Knock five times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of 'El-hem ge-bør]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Gevurah

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
4. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "KTh'lKTI" [S-rS-re-tti]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "1j32 f;I'/n" [e-lo-hem ge-bør]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
6. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "AKPoARa" [â-râ-re-tä]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "1j32 f;I'/n" [e-lo-hem ge-bør]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
8. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "PAwRA" [â-râ-re-tä]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "1j32 f;I'/n" [e-lo-hem ge-bør]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
10. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "PAwRA" [â-râ-re-tä]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "1j32 f;I'/n" [e-lo-hem ge-bør]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "RCKIK" [S-r-d-re-ti]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "7i22 ~'35~" [g-lb-hem ge-bor]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

13. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Chesed

Synopsis

Altar: Blue Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Tarot Reference: The fours.

Colors: Blue flashing with complementary orange.

Scents: Cedar.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Chesed in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Chesed.
8. Circumambulate four times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate four times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Chesed, by banishing Chesed in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating “Isis” [e-sêt].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating “א-רָ-רָ-רָ-רָ-רָ-ד” [a-râ-rê-tâ]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating “ך” [ê]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord כנ” [êl], I invoke you, you Forces of כנ [kê-sêd].

13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

14. Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating “ן-ן-ן-ן-ן-ן” [a-râ-rê-tâ]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating “ך” [êl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.

16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord כנ” [êl], I invoke you, you Forces of כנ [kê-sêd].

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating “ן-ן-ן-ן-ן-ן” [a-râ-rê-tâ]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating “ך” [êl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord כנ” [êl], I invoke you, you Forces of כנ [kê-sêd].

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating “ן-ן-ן-ן-ן-ן” [a-râ-rê-tâ]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating “ך” [êl]. Project blue Light through it,
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23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord ḫēl, I invoke you, you Forces of ḥēsād [ḥē-ṣād].”
25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).
26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Isis which you continue to assume, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating “Isis” [ē-sēt].
28. Trace a blue invoking Chessed Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating ṣād u-ṣād [ṣā-dā-tā]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating ḫēl [ēl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

![Hexagram](image)

29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Name of the Lord ḫēl, I invoke you, you Forces of ḥēsād [ḥē-ṣād].”
31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim:

“In the Name of the Lord ḫēl, of the Archangel ḥēsādāh [ḥē-ṣā-dēl], of the Choir of Angels ḥēsādāh [ḥāsh-ḥāl-ēm], I invoke you, you Forces of ḥēsād [ḥē-ṣād].”

![Names](image)

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: “I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine.”
33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.
34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: “The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above.”
35. Circumambulate four times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.
36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example:
"It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephi-rah of Chesed shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi-librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate four times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, while vibrating "Isis" [e-sét]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Sephirah of Chesed.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock four times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of "H" [ēl]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Chesed

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "H'lK'lK'n" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "H" [ēl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "H'lK'lK'n" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "H" [ēl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.


11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "Kn?KlN" [k-râ-rê-tâ]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "8" [êl]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

**Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Binah**

**Synopsis**

**Altar:** Black Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

**Tarot Reference:** The Queens and the threes.

**Colors:** Black flashing with complementary white.

**Scents:** Myrrh.

**Ritual Precis**

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Binah in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Binah.
8. Circumambulate three times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate three times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Binah, by banishing Binah in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hē-kās hē-kās ēstē bē-bē-liōē].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Nut, dressed in black with white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nūt].
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "א-רא-ר-תא" [ā-rā-re-tā]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "ז" [yōd-he-vav-he 𡨀-lo-hēm]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.

20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָה יִהוּד [yōd-he-vav-he 𡨀-lo-hēm], I invoke you, you Forces of נְבֵית [bēnā]."

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "א-רא-ר-תא" [ā-rā-re-tā]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "ז" [yōd-he-vav-he 𡨀-lo-hēm]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָה יִהוּד [yōd-he-vav-he 𡨀-lo-hēm], I invoke you, you Forces of נְבֵית [bēnā]."

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Nut which you continue to assume, dressed in black with white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nūt].

28. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "א-רא-ר-תא" [ā-rā-re-tā]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "ז" [yōd-he-vav-he 𡨀-lo-hēm]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָה יִהוּד [yōd-he-vav-he 𡨀-lo-hēm], I invoke you, you Forces of נְבֵית [bēnā]."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יְהֹוָה יִהוּד [yōd-he-vav-he 𡨀-lo-hēm], of the Archangel יָשָׁר [yāshār], and of the Choir of Angels יָשָׁר [yāshār], I invoke you, you Forces of נְבֵית [bēnā]."
32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: “I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine.”

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: “The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above.”

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: “It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephirah of Binah shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation (‘Aura’), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius (‘Holy Guardian Angel’).”

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Nut, dressed in black with white trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Nut, while vibrating “Nut” [nut]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Sephirah of Binah.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock three times upon the Altar and proclaim: “I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now,
with the Blessings of 'יוד-היו-ווח-היו [yod-hé-váv-hé š-lò-hêm]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Binah

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.
2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
6. Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "Nli'lKlK" [b-r2-re-tk]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "~'75~ 717'" [yod-hé-váv-hé š-lò-hêm]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
8. Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "Nli'lKlK" [b-r2-re-tk]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "~'75~ 717'" [yod-hé-váv-hé š-lò-hêm]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
10. Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "Nli'lKlK" [b-r2-re-tk]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "~'75~ 717'" [yod-hé-váv-hé š-lò-hêm]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.
11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "חֶקֶשׁ חָכָם" [hā-kāš hā-kām]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "יְהוּדָה יְלֹהֵם" [Yod-hā-vāv-hā-Ī-lō-hēm]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Chokmah

Synopsis

Altar:
Grey Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Tarot Reference:
The Kings and the deuces.

Colors:
Grey flashing with complementary white.

Scents:
Musk.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Chokmah in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Chokmah.
8. Circumambulate two times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate two times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Chokmah, by banishing Chokmah in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [hē-kās hē-kās ē-stē bē-bē-loi].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in grey with white trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jé-hú-té].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "Kaθiθiθ" [a-ră-re-tă]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol (twelve spoked zodiacal wheel) in its center, while vibrating "THY" [yəh]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'Yah', I invoke you, you Forces of 'Kokmâ'."
13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

14. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "Kaθiθiθ" [a-ră-re-tă]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "THY" [yəh]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'Yah', I invoke you, you Forces of 'Kokmâ'."
17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "Kaθiθiθ" [a-ră-re-tă]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "THY" [yəh]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'Yah', I invoke you, you Forces of 'Kokmâ'."
21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "K'n'lK'lK'lK'lK" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "7:7" [yāh]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.

24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "7:7" [yāh], I invoke you, you Forces of "7pr;' [kok-mā]."

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.

27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Djehuti which you continue to assume, dressed in grey with white trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jē-hū-tē].

28. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "K'n'lR'n'lR'n'lR[n" [ā-rā-re-tā]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "7:7" [yāh]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

29. Give the LVX Signs.

30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "7:7" [yāh], I invoke you, you Forces of "7pr;' [kok-mā]."

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "7:7" [yāh], of the Archangel "7r'n't" [rā-zē-ēl], and of the Choir of Angels "7n'7n'N" [ō-fā-nēm], I invoke you, you Forces of "7pr;' [kok-mā]."
the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephirah of Chokmah shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate two times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in grey with white trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Djehuti, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jë-hû-tè]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Sephirah of Chokmah.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock two times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of 'י' [yâh]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

### Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Chokmah

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

3. Pick up your Planetar Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.

4. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "חֹכֶם" [k-h-e-k-m]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol (twelve spoked zodiacal wheel) in its center, while vibrating "י'" [yâh]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "חֹכֶם" [k-h-e-k-m]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "י'" [yâh]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "יִרְאָא רֶה[" [á-ra-re-tá]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "י" [yah]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "יִרְאָא רֶה[" [á-ra-re-tá]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "י" [yah]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "יִרְאָא רֶה[" [á-ra-re-tá]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "י" [yah]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Kether

Synopsis

Altar: White Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Tarot Reference: The aces.

Colors: White flashing with complementary black.

Scents: Ambergris, almond flower.

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke Kether in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Kether.
8. Circumambulate one time.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate one time.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Kether, by banishing Kether in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

1. Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Esto Bebeloi" [hê-kâs hê-kâs ès-tê bê-bê-lôê].
2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Ptah, dressed in white with black trim, while vibrating "Ptah" [ptâ].

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward.
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "י" הנורא" [â-râ-rê-tâ]. Trace a black point (fylfot cross) in its center, while vibrating "י יכ" [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יכ יכ [ê-hê-yê], I invoke you, you Forces of יכ [ê-têr]." Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
13. Trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "י יכ יכ [ê-rê-tê-rê-tâ]. Trace a black point in its center, while vibrating "י יכ [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יכ יכ [ê-hê-yê], I invoke you, you Forces of יכ [ê-têr]." Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
18. Trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "י יכ יכ [ê-rê-tê-rê-tê]. Trace a black point in its center, while vibrating "י יכ [ê-hê-yê]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
19. Give the LVX Signs.
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim
(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord בַּעַל [בַּעַל-
yê], I invoke you, you Forces of "טֶר [טֶר]."
21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the
center of the next Hexagram will be.
22. Trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Northern form) while
vibrating "יהֶד[ה] וּמַג[ש] [יָבָש]." Trace a black point in its center,
while vibrating "יהֶד [יָבָש]." Project white Light through it,
using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Give the LVX Signs.
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim
(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord בַּעַל [בַּעַל-
yê], I invoke you, you Forces of "טֶר [טֶר]."
25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).
26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God
Form of Ptah which you continue to assume, dressed in white with
black trim, while vibrating "Ptah" [p'tā].
28. Trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Supreme form) while
vibrating "יהֶד[ה] וּמַג[ש] [יָבָש]." Trace a black point in its center,
while vibrating "יהֶד [יָבָש]." Project white Light through it,
using the Sign of the Enterer.
29. Give the LVX Signs.
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim
(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord בַּעַל [בַּעַל-
yê], I invoke you, you Forces of "טֶר [טֶר]."
31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He-
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi-
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below.
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord בַּעַל [בַּעַל], of the
Archangel מֶטָר [מֶטָר], and of the Choir of Angels מֶטָר [מֶטָר], I invoke you, you Forces of "טֶר [טֶר]."
32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

33. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

35. Circumambulate one time around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer when you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephirotah of Kether shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation ('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel')."

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

41. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

42. Go to the Southeast corner.

43. Reverse circumambulate one time around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer when you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Ptah, dressed in white with black trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Ptah, while vibrating "Ptah" [ptâ]. Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Sephirah of Kether.

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.


49. Knock one time upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of ☑️. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Kether

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

4. Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "Kn'lKlK" [k-r-r-t]. Trace a black point (fylfot cross) in its center, while vibrating "7'7K" [G-he-y]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Southern form) while vibrating "KT;'lHlK" [d-r-r-t]. Trace a black point in its center, while vibrating "3';iMU [h-y]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Western form) while vibrating "Hn'lKlN" [i-r-r-t]. Trace a black point in its center, while vibrating "t4T;'lNlK" [T-r-t]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

10. Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Northern form) while vibrating "N'v'v'v'v" [a-r-r-t]. Trace a black point in its center, while vibrating "?i';i~[h-y]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East.

13. Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "N'v'v'v'v" [a-r-r-t]. Trace a black point in its center, while vibrating "?i';i~[h-y]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.
Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Sephiroth

Introduction

The Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Sephiroth invokes the combined Forces of the Sephiroth in balanced disposition. Its form is derived from the disposition of the Sephiroth in the Vault of the Adepti, as illustrated below. Whenever this Ritual is performed inside an actual Vault, all Banishing and reverse Circumambulation should, of course, be omitted.

Synopsis

Altar: White Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

Colors: White, grey, black, blue, red, yellow, green, orange, violet, and black (each flashing with its complementary color).

Ritual Precis

1. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
5. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
7. Invoke each of the Sephiroth according to their disposition in the Vault of the Adepti (assuming the appropriate God Forms, using the appropriate Hexagrams, Names, and Sigils).
8. Circumambulate ten times.
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
10. State all Magical Intentions.
11. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional).
12. Skry to the corresponding Plane (optional).
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand.
15. Reverse circumambulate ten times.
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
17. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Sephiroth, by banishing each Sephirah according to its disposition in the Vault of the Adepti (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
18. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
20. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap your Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.

---

* Note that the orientations given within the text of this Ritual are not always precise, due to the difficulty of dividing a heptagram and a triangle into the directions usually associated with a compass. The Magician should therefore frequently refer to this illustration when performing the Ritual and during its Banishing. As always, when this or any other Ritual is performed inside the Vault of the Adepti all Banishing should be omitted (see page 213 for more information).
9. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize the God Form of Ptah, dressed in white with black trim. Assume the God Form of Ptah, while vibrating "Ptah" [ptâ].

10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "קתרה" [kâ-tâ-re-tâ]. Trace a black point in its center, while vibrating "קתרה" [kâ-tâ-re]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.

12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord קתרה [kâ-tâ-re-yê], I invoke you, you Forces of קתר [kê-têr]."

13. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord קתרה [kâ-tâ-re-yê], of the Archangel קתרה [kâ-tâ-re], and of the Choir of Angels קתרה [kâ-tâ-re], I invoke you, you Forces of קתר [kê-têr]."

14. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Ptah, dressed in white with black trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Ptah, while vibrating "Ptah" [ptâ].

15. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Southwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

16. Assume the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in grey with white trim,
while vibrating "Djehuti" [jē-hū-tē].

17. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "AHARON" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol in its center, while vibrating "YH" [yāḥ]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

18. Give the LVX Signs.
19. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ה" [yāḥ], I invoke you, you Forces of טהרא [kōk-mā].

20. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord ה" [yāḥ], of the Archangel רazu-el [rā-zē-ēl], and of the Choir of Angels מפנ " [ō-fā-nem], I invoke you, you Forces of טהרא [kōk-mā]."

21. Divest yourself of the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in grey with white trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [jē-hū-tē].
22. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Northwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.
23. Assume the God Form of Nut, dressed in black with white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nūt].

24. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God Form of Nut which you continue to assume, dressed in black with white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nūt].

25. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "AHARON" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "YH YH YH" [yod-hé-váv-hé ë-lo-hēm]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

26. Give the LVX Signs.
27. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord הוהי [yōd-hé-váv-hé ë-lo-hēm], I invoke you, you Forces of מפנ [bē-nā].

28. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi-
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יִדְהָוָה [yod-hé-vav-heh é-lo-hém], of the Archangel מַקִּס [tsaf-ké-él], and of the Choir of Angels מְלֹאך [ár-él-em]. I invoke you, you Forces of be-ná]."

29. Divest yourself of the God Form of Nut, dressed in black with white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nút].

30. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

31. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [e-sêt].

32. Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "נְוִיָּאָנָךְ" [ná-vi-yá-an-ch]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center while vibrating "א" [ál]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

33. Give the LVX Signs.

34. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord אָל [ál], I invoke you, you Forces of אֲרוֹן [ár-oh-án]."

35. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord אָל [ál], of the Archangel מַקִּס [tsaf-ké-él], of the Choir of Angels מְלֹאך [kásh-mál-em]. I invoke you, you Forces of be-ná]."
36. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" [ë-sëlt].

37. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move clockwise to the Northeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

38. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [kə-tə].

39. Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "חַדָדְרָה" [kā-dā-rē-tā]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "חַדָדְרָה" [kā-dā-rē-em]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

40. Give the LVX Signs.

41. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "זֶבוֹעָר הָאָרֶץ [zē-hō-ør ha-ěr], I invoke you, you Forces of "זֶבוֹעָר הָאָרֶץ [zē-hō-ør ra]."

42. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "זֶבוֹעָר הָאָרֶץ [zē-hō-ør gē-bōr], of the Archangel "זֶבוֹעָר הָאָרֶץ [zē-hō-ør kā-mā-ɛl], and of the Choir of Angels "זֶבוֹעָר הָאָרֶץ [zē-hō-ør sē-rāf-em]. I invoke you, you Forces of "זֶבוֹעָר הָאָרֶץ [zē-hō-ør ra]."
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17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West-southwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

18. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "ןניב לנה" [ר-ר-ר-ר]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "דריה" [ר-ד-ד-ד]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

19. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

20. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "סיוד" [ר-ר-ר-ר]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "ב" [ב]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Southeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

22. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "ב" [ר-ר-ר-ר]. Trace a white Malkuth glyph in its center, while vibrating "נו" [ר-ד-ד-ד]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

23. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

24. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of the Key Word in closing.
Capricorn

Key Concepts: Ambition, "I use."
Related Concepts: Persistence, patience, practicality, integrity, hard work, management, structure, rigidity, materialism, material force, temptation, obsession, fate, destiny.


Sepher Yetzirah: "The Renovating or Renewing Consciousness."

House Corresponding: Tenth House.
Key Concepts: Honor, public life.
Related Concepts: Profession, career, employer, government, other authority figures, reputation, community standing, one parent (usually the Father).

Aquarius

Key Concepts: Imagination, "I know."
Related Concepts: Hope, faith, humanitarianism, unconventionality, ingenuity, revolution, unexpected help, fanaticism, dreaminess, deceived hope.

Tarot Trump: The Star, "Daughter of the Firmament, Dweller between the Waters."

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Natural Consciousness."

House Corresponding: Eleventh House.
Key Concepts: Social consciousness, love received.
Related Concepts: Group relationships, capacity for friendship, friends, money from one's profession, goals, hopes, wishes.

Pisces

Key Concepts: Understanding, "I believe."
Related Concepts: Imagination, voluntary change, dreams, poetry, intuition, sensitivity, compassion, psychic matters, dissatisfaction, escapism, deception, falsity, error, lying.

Tarot Trump: The Moon, "Ruler of Flux and Reflux, Child of the Sons of the Mighty."

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Corporeal or Physical Consciousness."

House Corresponding: Twelfth House.
Key Concepts: The hidden, mental health.
Related Concepts: The Unconscious, secrets, things hidden, secret enemies, unseen dangers, mysticism, dreams, fears, large institutions, corporations, sorrow, suffering, limitations.

Sephiric

Kether

Spiritual Experience: Union with God.
Related Concepts: Absolute unity without division, oneness, all that is, divine white brilliance, the Monad, God the creator, that from which we come and to which we shall return.

Symbols:

Astrological Reference: The starry heavens, the first motion, the first whirlings, the source of all from the infinite unmanifest, the galaxies.

Tarot Reference: The aces. The aces are first in order and appearance and represent the Force of Spirit acting in, and binding together, the four scales of each Element and answering to the dominion of the letters of the name in the Kether of each. They represent the radical or root Force. The aces are said to be placed on the north pole of the universe, wherein they revolve, governing in revolution, and ruling as the connecting link between Yetzirah and the material plane of the universe.

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Mystical, Admirable, or Hidden Consciousness."
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43. Divest yourself of the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [kru].

44. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

45. Assume the God Form of Osiris, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [o-sēr].

46. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "יווד-הוּב-

47. Give the LVX Signs.

48. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord יהוה קדוש, I invoke you, you Forces of ו-following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יהוה קדוש, of the Archangel ו-וּב-

49. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord יהוה קדוש, of the Archangel ו-וּב-

50. Divest yourself of the God Form of Osiris, dressed in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [o-sēr].

51. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West-northwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

52. Assume the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [kēt kru].
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53. Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "נתניאס" [a-rā-re-tā]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "נודו-דב הוהי" [yōd-hē-vāv-hē tsēv-ā-ōt]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

54. Give the LVX Signs.

55. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord בלאב הוהי [yōd-hē-vāv-hē tsēv-ā-ōt], I invoke you, you Forces of נצב [nētsāk]."

56. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord בלאב הוהי [yōd-hē-vāv-hē 

57. Divest yourself of the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [kēt kū].

58. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West-southwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

59. Assume the God Form of Anubis, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Anubis" [in-pū].
60. Trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "ארקמון" [ê-rô-kôm-ôn]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating "גֶרוֹם" [gê-ro-ôm]. Project orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

61. Give the LVX Signs.

62. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord אלהים נבטים [ê-lô-hêm tsêv-â-ôt], I invoke you, you Forces of הוֹד [hôd]."

63. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord אלהים נבטים [ê-lô-hêm tsêv-â-ôt], of the Archangel מֵאָכָל [mê-akâ-ôl], and of the Choir of Angels כִּירָן הַשָּׁלָם [bê-nà ê-lô-hêm], I invoke you, you Forces of הוֹד [hôd]."

64. Divest yourself of the God Form of Anubis, dressed in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Anubis" [in-pû].

65. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

66. Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Shu, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Shu" [šû].
67. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "אָרוֹנָה" [אָרוֹנָה]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its center, while vibrating "שָׁרַי" [שָׁרַי]. Project violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

68. Give the LVX Signs.

69. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "ד" ו"ת" [ד" ו"ת"], I invoke you, you Forces of "יד" [יד]."  

70. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord "ש" ו"ד" [ש" ו"ד"], of the Archangel "ג" [ג"], and of the Choir of Angels "ק" [ק"], I invoke you, you Forces of "י" [י]."

71. Divest yourself of the God Form of Shu, dressed in violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "ש" [ש"].

72. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Southeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

73. Assume the God Form of Geb, dressed in black, olive, citrine, and russet with white trim, while vibrating "ג" [ג"].
74. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "KR'KlN" [á-rá-ré-tä]. Trace a white Malkuth symbol in its center, while vibrating "YlF;! x78" [á-dó-ni há-á-rëts]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

75. Give the LVX Signs.

76. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'Yl$;! ;i8' [á-dó-ni há-á-rëts], I invoke you, you Forces of 'ml-kut'."

77. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vibrate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'j.'l$;! ;3~' [á-dó-ni há-á-rëts], of the Archangel 'ikj?l~' [shn-d2l-fon], and of the Choir of Angels 'C'BK Ti1350 [esh-em], I invoke you, you Forces of 'ml-kut'."

78. Divest yourself of the God Form of Geb, dressed in black, olive, citrine, and russet with white trim, while vibrating "Geb" [gëb].

79. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

80. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East.

81. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the Invisible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and become a partaker of, the Light Divine."

82. Give the LVX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you feel the invoked Energies.

83. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is..."
the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine therein from above."

84. Circumambulate ten times around the perimeter of the Circle. Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Northeast.

85. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

86. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: "It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephiroth shall be awakened and equilibrated in my Sphere of Sensation (\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft'Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and Conversation with, my Divine Genius (\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft'Holy Guardian Angel')."

87. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional).

88. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the Magical Diary.

89. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional).

90. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accidental dissipation of its charged Force.

91. Go to the Southeast corner.

92. Reverse circumambulate ten times around the perimeter of the Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast.

93. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.

94. Divest yourself of any God Forms which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force).

95. Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Sephiroth.

96. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.

97. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram.

98. Knock ten times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, with the Blessings of יוד-הו-ך-ה [yod-he-vav-he]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed."

**Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Sephiroth**

1. Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements.

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.


4. Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating \textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft'Ki7'lt4lKu [k-7-r-7-t-

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Southwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

6. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating \textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft\textquoteleft'Nn'lK?W [n-r-r-t-

7. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the Northwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

8. Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "KTI;T" [a-rá-ré-tá]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "yod-hé-váv-hé g-ló-hém]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began).

10. Trace a blue Banishing Chessed Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "KTI;T" [a-rá-ré-tá]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrating "u3" [é]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move clockwise to the Northeast. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

12. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "KTI;T" [a-rá-ré-tá]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating "yod-hé-váv-hé g-ló-hém]. Project red Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

14. Trace a yellow Banishing Tiphareth Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "KTI;T" [a-rá-ré-tá]. Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center, while vibrating "yod-hé-váv-hé g-ló-hé vég-dá-at]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

15. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light as you move to the West-northwest. Finish the line at the point where the center of the next Hexagram will be.

16. Trace a green Banishing Netzach Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "KTI;T" [a-rá-ré-tá]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating "yod-hé-váv-hé bsév-á-ót]. Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.
CHAPTER SIX

Practical and Talismanic Magic

"I saw seven golden candlesticks; and in the midst of the seven candlesticks one like unto the Son of man, clothed with a garment down to the foot, and girt about the chest with a golden girdle. His head and his hairs were white like wool, as white as snow; and his eyes were as a flame of fire; and his feet like unto fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace; and his voice as the sound of many waters. And he had in his right hand seven stars; and out of his mouth went a sharp two-edged sword; and his countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength" (Revelation 1:12-16).

Introduction

The Function and Aim of Magic

By performing the Rituals in the earlier chapters of this book, the student has learned how to correctly and effectively invoke and banish each of the Elemental, Planetary, Zodiacal, and Sephirothic Magical Forces. Until the present, however, the application of these Forces to Practical Magic has not been discussed. Although each Ritual of the main body of the present work includes a Magical Intention within its structure, these Intentions have so far been limited to the development of the Sphere of Sensation ("Aura" or "Energy Body") of the Magician, together with the stated aspiration to come into ever greater contact with the source of wisdom and guidance frequently referred to as the Divine Genius or Holy Guardian Angel.

The subject of Practical Magic has deliberately been postponed until the later chapters of the present work to counteract prevalent misconceptions about the function and aim of Magic. The primary purpose of Magic in the Rosicrucian Tradition is personal and spiritual development, rather than the mere ability to cause things to happen in the ex-
ternal world. Although the Adept indeed develops formidable skills in this latter arena, such abilities are merely byproducts of Initiation or magical discipline, rather than their primary aim.

Initiation into any genuine Magical Order or Tradition inevitably includes magical as well as psychological aspects. Appendix V, "Israel Regardie, The Golden Dawn, and Psychotherapy" demonstrates that, from a psychological perspective, genuine self initiation is virtually impossible. Nonetheless, under certain circumstances the solitary student can indeed accomplish the magical function of Initiation through discipline and persistence in the practice of Ceremonial Magic. The magical aims of Initiation are the systematic awakening of certain Forces in the Sphere of Sensation ("Aura" or "Energy Body") of the student, and the strengthening thereof.

The Adept over time learns to embody, transmit, and direct ever increasing amounts of Magical Current. There has been a great deal of misunderstanding regarding Magical Current, the Energy known in Rosicrucian Magic as LVX [lux]. More than an intellectual idea, this Energy is as physically real as electricity or fire and can be felt within and flowing through the body. Furthermore, LVX is the Force with which the Magician invests his Magical Weapons and Talismans during their consecration.

Practical Magic

For the purposes of Practical Magic, Elemental Magic serves primarily to create direct effects in external reality. Astrological Magic facilitates personal development. Sephirothic Magic is useful for spiritual development as well as for the attainment of certain mystical states.

The Planets in Astrology traditionally represent particular psychological drives, urges, and motivations. Thus Practical Planetary Magic assists the development and transformation of the personality. The Signs of the Zodiac astrologically represent twelve qualities of being or attitudes toward life. Thus Practical Zodiacal Magic serves to transform the way we interact with the world around us. Finally, the Astrological Houses "bring the chart down to earth, serving as the lens to focus and personalize the planetary blueprint onto the actual landscape of life, and dividing that landscape into twelve categories of experience." The Houses corresponding to the Zodiacal Signs like-

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.

wise bring Zodiacal Magic down to earth, enabling the Magician to create change in external reality in the fields of experience represented by the Houses. In Zodiacal Magic, the Houses exactly correspond to the Zodiacal Signs, as they do in the Natural Zodiac (that is, with the first degree of Aries on the Ascendant, the first degree of Taurus on the cusp of the second house, the first degree of Gemini on the cusp of the third house, and so forth).

The Elements operate in the lowest of the four Qabalistic Worlds (called Assiah) and in the lowest of the ten Sephiroth (Malkuth). Since these are the realms wherein we live in the physical world, the Elemental Forces serve directly to create change in physical reality. The Magician wishing to magically cause effects in the external world will therefore find the Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram the single most important Ritual at his or her disposition. Indeed this Ritual can accomplish such amazing results that numerous aspiring Magicians never progress beyond it, or beyond a variation thereof. Such Magicians, however, are like those misguided alchemists whose exclusive aim is to make gold.

Whether the Magician chooses Elemental, Planetary, Zodiacal, or Sephirothic Forces with which to manifest a particular Magical Intention is largely a question of discrimination. The categories listed at the end of this chapter will be of great assistance in this regard. For example, let us assume that a Magician needs money. The Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram would be a good first choice to manifest anything in the physical environment, since it invokes the combined Forces of the Elements, and since everything on the Earth contains a combination of each of the Elements. After consulting the categories given at the end of this chapter, however, the Magician could quickly ascertain that several additional options exist. An examination of these various possibilities shall serve to illustrate the primary differences between Elemental, Planetary, and Zodiacal Magic.

Upon examining the categories, the Magician first notices that the Element of Earth rules money and material matters. Should the Magician choose to work elementally, the desired result could most effectively be achieved by performing two separate Workings. The Supreme Invoking and Ritual of the Pentagram followed by the Greater Invoking and Ritual of the Pentagram for Earth would be an effective combination. The Magician would notice as well, however, that the Zodiacal Sign of Taurus rules materialism and that the corresponding Second House rules money. Whereas he or she might most readily

4 Ibid., pp. 32, 33.
produce the funds by using Elemental Forces, the student could additionally transform and develop his or her relationship to money and materialism by employing the Forces the Zodiacal Sign of Taurus together with those of the Second House. Furthermore, the Magician could choose to work planetarily, and to transform his or her urge to safety and security with a Saturn Working, or urges as related to money and prosperity through a Jupiter Working.

**Flashing Tablets and Talismans**

Rosicrucian Magic has traditionally used Flashing Tablets or Talismans as focal objects for Planetary, Zodiacal, and Sephirothic Forces, when employing these Energies for Practical Magic. Such a physical link is necessary, since the Planets and the Zodiacal Signs are attributed to Sephiroth and Paths above Malkuth on the Tree of Life, and above Assiah in the four Qabalistic Worlds. Furthermore, the Sephiroth themselves belong to a loftier Spiritual Plane than do the Elements.

A complete set of such Talismans appear as color illustrations in this book. These Talismans bring together various aspects of the R. R. et A. C. System, which include the employment of geometrical figures and colors corresponding to Magical Forces. Each corresponding color appears together with its contrasting or “flashing” color. This flashing effect is conducive to the attraction of the corresponding Magical Force to the Talisman. Polygons and the colors of the Queen’s Scale appear in Talismans for the Forces attributed to the Sephiroth, since they best reflect the passive or receptive nature of the latter. Polygrams and the colors of the King’s Scale appear in Talismans for the Forces attributed to the Paths on the Tree of Life, as these best reflect their active or outflowing nature.

The Talismans in this book further include Names of God, Archangels, Angels, Intelligences, Spirits, Qlippoth, and Spheres, together with Sigils for these Names. The Names of the Qlippoth and other Averse Forces appear on these illustrations only so that they may additionally be used as Lamens for the Magical Evocation. It is best not to include these Names on Talismans.

The student should employ the illustrations as a guide to construct his or her own Talismans for Practical Magic. The crafting of Talismans entails more than mere preparation, being essential to the Ritual, and should be conducted with great solemnity. Take great care in selecting the brightest possible colors, as well as in tracing the Sigils.

**Ceremonial Formula of Magical Consecration**

The Ceremonial Formula for the Consecration of Talismans is used in the Rituals for the Consecration of the Elemental Weapons and Magic Sword published by Israel Regardie. Regardie sometimes used the Middle Pillar Ritual to consecrate Talismans as well, and elsewhere describes an additional means of Consecration according to the Neophyte Formula.

To consecrate a Talisman by the Ceremonial Formula, first invoke the respective Forces, then charge the Talisman with them. Place the Talisman on the Altar at the point of the Ritual following the Magical Intention. Trace and visualize a circle of white Light around it to confine the Force. Repeatedly project Magical Current into it using the Sign of the Enterer immediately followed by the Sign of Silence. The Sign of the Enterer projects the Current, and the Sign of Silence prevents the Force from bouncing back on the Magician. Next perform additional Invocation directly over the Talisman, repeating the appropriate Invoking Pentagram or Hexagram, then retracing the respective Names and Sigils. Project additional Magical Current into the Talisman as before. Finally, purify it with water and consecrate it with fire, then wrap the Talisman in silk or linen of the corresponding color and put it away before banishing.

**Dignity of the Planets and the Signs**

Always determine the Dignity of the Planet or the Sign of the Ritual before consecrating an Astrological Talisman. The Dignity of a Planet is determined by its strength in the Sign where it is located, together with aspects it makes with other Planets at the time of the working. Although of lesser importance, aspects made by the Planet with certain angles of the Astrological Chart are significant as well, particularly with the Ascendant and the Midheaven.

A Planet is strongest in the Signs that it Rules, strong in the Sign of its Exaltation, weak in the Sign of its Depression, and weakest in the

---

5 See chapter seven, “Demonic Evocation,” for more information.


7 Ibid., pp. 384-387, 413-422.

8 The correspondences of the Dignities of the Planets as used by the Golden Dawn derive from Ptolemy, Claudius Ptolomaeus, [100-179 AD], Tetrabiblos, The Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1940).
Signs of its Detriment. Likewise, in simplest terms, a Planet is strongest when it is Conjunct (☉), strong when Trine (△), weak when Square (□), and weakest when in Opposition (☉) with another Planet. Two Planets are Conjunct when they are together in an Astrological Chart, Trine when they are one hundred and twenty degrees apart, Square when they are ninety degrees apart, and in Opposition to one another when they are one hundred and eighty degrees apart. Astrology traditionally allows about five degrees variance in these measurements while still considering the Aspects to be valid.

Likewise Zodiacal Signs are strongest when occupied by Planets that rule them, strong when occupied by Planets in their Exaltation, weak when occupied by Planets in their Detriment, and weakest when occupied by Planets in their Depression. Aspects made by any Planet occupying the Sign, of course, additionally affect its Dignity.

Always cast, therefore, a Sidereal Astrological Chart for the time and place of the Ritual. This is particularly important in works of Talismanic Magic, since the Chart becomes the Birth Chart of the Talisman. It is advisable to employ the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac when casting Charts for Rituals of Astrological Magic.9

### Dignity of the Planets in the Signs of the Zodiac

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Rulership (Strongest)</th>
<th>Exaltation (Strong)</th>
<th>Depression (Weak)</th>
<th>Detriment (Weak)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>☪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>☪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Ω, Ω</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>☪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Ω, Ω</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>☪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Ω, Ω</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>☪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Ω, Ω</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>☪</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

9 See “Astrology and the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac” in the introduction of this book for more information.

### Categories For Practical Magic

#### Elemental

**Fire**

- **Key Concepts:** Force, energy.
- **Related Concepts:** Sperm, strength, vigor, power, dominion, authority, prestige, and magical Will.
- **Tarot Reference:** The Suit of Wands, Judgment, “The Spirit of the Primal Fire.”
- **Sepher Yetzirah:** “The Perpetual or Continuous Consciousness.”

**Water**

- **Key Concepts:** Fertility, emotion.
- **Related Concepts:** Ova, productivity, generation, aesthetic values, interpersonal relationships, intuition, magical aspiration, pleasure, fertility, marriage, happiness.
- **Tarot Reference:** The Suit of Cups, The Hanged Man, “The Spirit of the Mighty Waters.”
- **Sepher Yetzirah:** “The Sustaining or Stable Consciousness.”

**Air**

- **Key Concepts:** Strife, reason.
- **Related Concepts:** Conflict, competition, strength, health, sickness, mental processes, discipline, communication, magical utterance, trouble, disputes.
- **Tarot Reference:** The Suit of Swords, The Fool, “The Spirit of Ether.”
- **Sepher Yetzirah:** “The Glaring Consciousness.”

**Earth**

- **Key Concepts:** Matter, wealth.
- **Related Concepts:** The body, sense perception, money, business, employment, practical and material matters, and magical manifestation.
- **Tarot Reference:** The Suit of Pentacles.
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Spirit
Key Concepts: Gnosis, illumination.
Related Concepts: All matters spiritual, e.g., spiritual guidance of the Elements, Holy Guardian Angel, Higher Self, Divine Genius, as well all Gods, their names, images, and cults.

Planetary
Saturn
Key Concepts: Contraction, the urge for safety and security.
Related Concepts: Structure, form, stability, equilibrium, restriction, boundaries, limitations, obstacles, tests, endurance, time, transformation, sorrow, delays, death.
Tarot Trump: The Universe, "The Great One of the Night of Time."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Administrative or Worshipped Consciousness."

Jupiter
Key Concepts: Expansion, the benevolent and protective urge.
Related Concepts: Wealth, luck, money, generosity, prosperity, good fortune, happiness, intoxication with success, indulgence.
Tarot Trump: The Wheel of Fortune, "The Lord of the Forces of Life."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Desired and Sought Consciousness, or the Consciousness of Conciliation."

Mars
Key Concepts: Energy, action, the aggressive urge.
Related Concepts: Strife, courage, confrontation, combat, victory, competition, ambition, force, power, muscular activity, discipline, animal nature, virility, sexual energies, potency, destruction, fall, ruin.
Tarot Trump: The Tower, "The Lord of the Hosts of the Mighty."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Exciting or Palpable Consciousness."

Sun
Key Concepts: Personality, the power urge.
Related Concepts: Vitality, individuality, ego, health, energy, magical current, personal and spiritual growth, recognition, social status, advancement, honors, success, leadership, authority, vanity, display, arrogance.
Tarot Trump: The Sun, "Lord of the Fire of the World."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Collecting or General Consciousness."

Venus
Key Concepts: Love, the social urge.
Related Concepts: Affection, interpersonal relationships, sensuality (not sex), social activities, the arts, aesthetic values, beauty, luxury, dissipation.
Tarot Trump: The Empress, "Daughter of the Mighty Ones."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Illuminating Consciousness."

Mercury
Key Concepts: Reasoning ability, the intellectual urge, expression.
Related Concepts: Magic, communication, knowledge, education, skill, science, writing, speaking, travel, theft, craft, cunning.
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Glowing or Transparent Consciousness."
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Moon

Key Concepts: Emotions, the domestic, nurturing urge.
Related Concepts: Fluctuation, change, alteration, undifferentiated lust, fertility, instincts, moods, dreams, desires, visions, domestic matters, tides, fluids, menstruation, magnetism, increase and decrease, as well as all related cyclical phenomena.

Tarot Trump: The High Priestess, "The Priestess of the Silver Star."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Unity Directing Consciousness."

Zodiacal

Aries

Key Concepts: Activity, "I am."
Related Concepts: New beginnings, impulses, reason, control, dominion, war, conquest, victory, strife, ambition, spontaneity.

Tarot Trump: The Emperor, "Son of the Morning, Chief among the Mighty."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Constituting or Stabilizing Consciousness."

House Corresponding: First House.
Key Concepts: Identity, "I."
Related Concepts: Personality, natural dispositions, general world outlook, self expression, persona.

Taurus

Key Concepts: Stability, "I have."
Related Concepts: Practicality, reliability, materialism, inspiration, divine wisdom, mercy, beneficence, manifestation, explanation, teaching, occult wisdom.

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Triumphal, Eternal, or Enduring Consciousness."

Tarot Trump: The Hierophant, "Magus of the Eternal Gods."
House Corresponding: Second House.

House Corresponding:
Key Concepts: Values, "mine."
Related Concepts: Money, finance, possessions, investments, values, personal liberty, material debt.

Gemini

Key Concepts: Versatility, "I think."
Related Concepts: Mental inclinations and abilities, communication, speaking, writing, adaptability, changeability, diversity, communication, insight, attraction, love, harmony, inspiration (passive and in some cases mediumistic). Motive, power, and action, arising from inspiration and impulse.

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Disposing Consciousness or Consciousness of the Senses."

House Corresponding: Third House.
Key Concepts: Awareness, "here."
Related Concepts: Local environment (e.g., brothers and sisters), short journeys, means of transportation, communication.

Cancer

Key Concepts: Devotion, "I feel."

Tarot Trump: The Chariot, "Child of the Power of the Waters, Lord of the Triumph of Light."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Consciousness of the House of Influx or Influence."

House Corresponding: Fourth House.
Related Concepts: Home, roots, real estate, property, one parent (usually the Mother), endings.
Leo

Key Concepts: Magnetism, "I will."
Related Concepts: Creativity, leadership, drama, idealism, optimism, generosity, flamboyance, self-expression, strength, courage, fortitude, sometimes obstinacy.
Tarot Trump: Strength. "Daughter of the Flaming Sword, Leader of the Lion."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Consciousness of the Mystery of all Spiritual Activities."
House Corresponding: Fifth House.
Key Concepts: Creativity, love given.
Related Concepts: Children, pleasure, emotional attitudes, vacations, social affairs, love affairs, pregnancy, fine arts, gambling, teachers, publication, politics.

Virgo

Key Concepts: Practicality, "I analyze."
Related Concepts: Analysis, efficiency, discrimination, perfectionism, efficiency, conservatism, neatness, fussiness, prudence, labor, guidance, protection, wisdom sought for and obtained from above.
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Consciousness of Will."
House Corresponding: Sixth House.
Key Concepts: Duty, physical health.
Related Concepts: Health, work, servants, employees, uncles and aunts, small animals.

Libra

Key Concepts: Harmony, "I balance."
Related Concepts: Justice, equilibrium, cooperation, diplomacy, tact, legal matters, court cases, material matters, symmetry, power and force (but arrested, as in the act of judgment or decision).

Tarot Trump: Justice, "Daughter of the Lord of Truth, The Holder of the Balances."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Faithful Consciousness."
House Corresponding: Seventh House.
Key Concepts: Relationships, "you."
Related Concepts: Marriages, partnerships, contracts, lawsuits, and open enemies.

Scorpio

Key Concepts: Intensity, "I desire." 
Related Concepts: Passion, resourcefulness, jealousy, envy, secrecy, manipulation, involuntary change, death, destruction, transformation, regeneration, time.
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Imaginative or Apparitive Consciousness."
House Corresponding: Eighth House.
Key Concepts: Regeneration, "yours."
Related Concepts: Support from others (moral, financial, spiritual, physical), death, wills, inheritances, taxes, surgery, regeneration (spiritual, physical, psychological), Magic, occult matters.

Sagittarius

Key Concepts: Visualization, "I understand."
Related Concepts: Understanding, philosophy, idealism, inspiration, adaptation, directness, independence, freedom, expansion, combining of forces, material action, realization.
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Tentative or Testing Consciousness."
House Corresponding: Ninth House.
Key Concepts: Aspiration, "there."
Related Concepts: Religion, science, philosophy, long journeys, foreign travel, relationships with foreigners, import, and export.
Chokmah

Spiritual Experience: The radiance, the Will, and the vision of the face of God.

Key Concepts: Wisdom.

Related Concepts: Abba, the Supernal Father, the great positive or male Force, the Will to Force, dynamic outpouring Energy; unorganized and uncompensated, the great stimulator, the first positive, the root essence of dynamic Force.

Symbols: The phallus, the lingam, the line, Yod.

Astrological Reference: The Zodiac.

Tarot Reference: The Kings and the deuces. The Kings are figures seated in chariots, and thus borne forward. They generally represent the Yod Forces of the Name in each suit, the radix, the Father, and commencement of material Forces. A Force in which all others are implied and of which they form the development and completion. A Force swift and violent in action, but whose effect soon passes away, and therefore symbolized by a figure on a steed riding swiftly, and clothed in complete armor. Therefore is the knowledge of the Kings so necessary for the commencement of all magical working. The deuces generally represent the powers of the King and the Queen, first uniting and initiating the Force, but before the Prince and Princess are thoroughly brought into action. Therefore do they generally imply the initiation and fecundation of a thing.

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Radiant or Illuminating Consciousness."

Binah

Spiritual Experience: The vision of sorrow, the faith, and the word of God.

Key Concepts: Understanding.

Astrological Reference: The yoni, the triangle, the cup, Heh.

Chesed

Spiritual Experience: The vision of love, the emanation, and the mercy of God.

Key Concepts: Mercy, majesty, greatness.

Related Concepts: The builder of Form, the framework of manifestation, the loving Father who is King, the receptacle of all Fathers, the kindly shepherd. "It fashioneth the images of material things, bestowing peace and mercy."

Symbols: The crook, the pyramid, the square, the orb and equal armed cross, the crook, the scepter.

Astrological Reference: Jupiter.

Chesed

Tarot Reference: The fours. The fours generally represent perfection, realization, completion, the making a matter settled or fixed.

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Receptive or Settled Consciousness."
Gevurah

Spiritual Experience: The vision of power, the strength, severity, terror and purity of God.
Key Concepts: Severity, power, strength, justice, fear.
Related Concepts: The destroyer, the warrior King, the power of judgment, the clarifier, the eliminator of the useless, discipline, purging fire. "A violent rushing Force which bringeth fortitude, and war and strength and slaughter, as it were the flaming sword of an avenging God."
Symbols: The pentagram, the Tudor rose of five petals, the sword, the spear, the scourge.
Astrological Reference: Mars.
Tarot Reference: The fives. The fives generally represent opposition, strife, struggle, war, an obstacle to the thing in hand.
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Rooted or Radical Consciousness."

Tiphareth

Spiritual Experience: The vision of the harmony of things, knowledge of and conversation with the Holy Guardian Angel, the sacrifice of the lower unto the higher, and the mysteries of the crucifixion.
Key Concepts: Beauty, harmony.
Related Concepts: God the Son, the sacrificed Gods, consciousness of the Higher Self and of the greater Masters, the vision of the harmony of things, healing and redemption, the elemental Kings. "It bestoweth life, light and brilliancy in metallic matter, especially rules the mineral world."
Symbols: The Calvary cross, the rose cross, the truncated pyramid, the cube, Vav.

Tarot Reference: The Knights or Princes and the sixes. The Knights or Princes are figures mounted upon steeds. They represent the Vav Forces of the Name, the mighty son of the King and the Queen, who realizes the influence of both scales of Force. A Prince, the son of a King and a Queen, yet a Prince of Princes and a King of Kings. An Emperor whose effect is at once rapid (though not so swift as that of a King) and enduring (though not so steadfast as that of a Queen). Yet is his power illusionary, unless set in motion by his Father and his Mother. The sixes generally represent the definite accomplishment and carrying out of a matter.
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Transcendental Influx or Mediating Consciousness."

Netsach

Spiritual Experience: The vision of beauty triumphant and the inspiration of God.
Key Concepts: Victory, eternity, triumph.
Related Concepts: Love, feelings, instincts, emotions, desires, inspiration, the group mind, the unconscious mind, nature, the arts, solar light. "It produceth zeal love and harmony, ruleth nature and the vegetable world."
Symbols: The girdle, the rose, the lamp.
Astrological Reference: Venus.
Tarot Reference: The sevens. The sevens generally show a possible result which is dependent on the action taken. "A Force transcending the material plane, like unto a crown which is indeed powerful but requireth one who is capable of wearing it."
Sepher Yetzirah: "The Occult or Hidden Consciousness."

Hod

Spiritual Experience: The vision of splendor and the images of God.
Key Concepts: Splendor.
Related Concepts: Reason, the individual mind, the rational (conscious) mind which organizes and categorizes, systems, Magic, science, contact point of the Masters, language and visual images, logic, stellar light. "It bestoweth elegance, swiftness, scientific knowledge, art, constancy of speech."

Symbols: Names and versicles, apron.

Astrological Reference: Mercury.

Tarot Reference: The Eights. The Eights generally show solitary success, i.e., "success in the matter for the time being, but not leading to much result apart from the thing itself."

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Absolute or Perfect Consciousness."

Yesod

Spiritual Experience: The vision of the Astral, the machinery of the universe, and the reflection of God.

Key Concepts: Foundation.

Related Concepts: The astral light, the subtle Energy upon which the physical universe is based, the storehouse of images, the cyclic Energies underlying matter, sexual Energies, lunar light. "It bestoweth change, increase and decrease, upon created things."

Symbols: Perfume, sandals.

Astrological Reference: The Moon.

Tarot Reference: The nines. The nines generally show great fundamental Force. Executive power, because they rest on a firm basis, powerful for good or evil.

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Pure or Clear Consciousness."

Malkuth

Spiritual Experience: The vision of the Holy Guardian Angel, the embodiment of God, and sexual union.

Key Concepts: The Kingdom.

Sepher Yetzirah: The earth on which we walk, the sphere of form and of manifestation, the world of the Elements, Kether below, the completion, the inferior Mother, the bride of the Microprosopus, orgasm, fertility, the sphere of Elements from which all things are formed.

Symbols: The altar of the double cube, the equal armed cross, the mystic circle, the triangle of art, Heh final.

Astrological Reference: The Earth.

Tarot Reference: The Knaves or Princesses and the tens. The Princesses are the Knaves of the tarot pack. The Princesses are figures of amazons standing firmly by themselves, neither riding upon horses, nor seated upon thrones, nor borne on chariots. They represent the forces of Heh final of the name in each suit, completing the influence of the other scales. The mighty and potent daughter of a King and Queen: a Princess powerful and terrible. A Queen of Queens, an Empress, whose effect combines those of the King, Queen, and Prince. At once violent and permanent, she is therefore symbolized by a figure standing firmly by itself, only partially draped and having little armor. Yet her power existeth not save by reason of the others, and then indeed is mighty and terrible materially, and is the throne of the forces of the Spirit. Woe unto whomever shall make war upon her when she is thus established! The tens generally show a fixed, culminated, completed Force, whether for good or evil. The matter thoroughly and definitely determined. Similar in Force to the nines, but ultimating it and carrying it out.

Sepher Yetzirah: "The Scintillating or Resplendent Consciousness."
CHAPTER SEVEN

Demonic Evocation

"And there appeared another wonder in heaven: and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads. And his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and did cast them to the earth. And the dragon stood before the woman who was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born. And she brought forth a man child, who was to shepherd all the nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up unto God and to his throne" (Revelation 12:3-5).

Introduction

Magical Evocation

Magical Evocation of the Averse Forces is the most feared, maligned, and misunderstood aspect of Ceremonial Magic. Interestingly, it is one of the most potentially valuable as well. Many readers will wonder what, if anything, Demonic Evocation has to do with the Golden Dawn or with Rosicrucian Magic. Indeed, many Rosicrucian Adepts have no idea how or where this aspect of Magic fits into the System, even though they have stood upon the Names of the Qlippoth on the floor of the Vault of the Adepts. The knowledge that follows in this chapter was once reserved exclusively for Rosicrucian Adepts who not merely had attained the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel but had risen with Osiris in the Tomb of Frater CRC as well, thus attaining the strength of Gevurah. Indeed, the work of the Sword is the work of the Major Adept, and all others should fear, shun, and avoid it. Let the unprepared turn back in self-righteousness and

1 Herewith is revealed a profound magical secret, although "neither torches nor glasses shall aid those without eyes to see."
Evocation to Visible Appearance is an extremely powerful form of Ritual, designed primarily for working with the Averse Forces in a safe and sane fashion. S. L. MacGregor Mathers spent a great deal of time studying and translating Magical Grimoires including the Greater Key of Solomon, the Lesser Key of Solomon (also known as the Lemegeton), the Grimoire of Armadel, and the Book of the Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin the Mage. Israel Regardie contended that the Magical Grimoires contain the remnants of an ancient form of Psychology, although in a greatly corrupted form. This corruption is likely due to the official condemnation of Magic in all its forms by the Christian Church during the Middle Ages. Thus the repressive paradigm preva-
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pantheons of pre-existing and contemporaneous spiritual traditions. For example, Baal and Astarte, the great God and Goddess of the Caananites, appear diabolized in the infernal Hierarchy of the Goeti-

Demonic Evocation

As the demons Beelzebub and Asteroth. Other Grimoires even include Isis, the sublime Mother Goddess of Egypt, as one of the denizens of Hell.

Fortunately, however, the Hierarchies of Forces attributed to the Qabalistic Tree of Life by the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn provide a perfect vehicle for Magical Evocation. These Hierarchies descend through all four of the Qabalistic Worlds and onward into the Realm of the Averse Forces. Unto Aziluth, the Highest of the four Qabalistic Worlds corresponds a Divine Name attributed unto each Sephirothic, Zodiacal, Planetary, and Elemental Force. Likewise, unto Briah, the next descending World, corresponds the Name of an Archangel, and unto Yetzirah, the name of an Angel or Choir of Angels presiding over each of the Forces. Unto Assiah, the lowest Qabalistic World corresponds a Name for the Sphere of the operation of each Force, and in the Infernal realm beyond Assiah corresponds the Name of an Averse Force. Thus we find in the Tree of Life an excellent model and vehicle for use in Magical Evocation.

Preparation for Evocation

Magical Evocation of the Averse Forces is one of the most perilous tasks an Adept must undertake. Within the initiatic framework of the R. R. et A. C., the Initiate should not undertake work of Evocation until the 6=5 Grade of Adeptus Major. As a Minor Adept, the Magician at length achieves the Knowledge and Conversation with his or her Holy Guardian Angel (also known as Divine Genius) and progressively invokes the Forces of the Tree of Life through the Subgrades. Only then, having grown into the full consciousness of Tiphareth and contact with the Divine and Angelical Forces, is the Adept ready to strive to achieve the strength of Gevurah. The Magical Weapon attributed to Gevurah is the Magic Sword, and the primary magical task of the Adeptus Major is the confrontation with the Averse Forces.

Before advancing to the Compassion and Love of Chesed, the Adept must first fully integrate the Strength of Gevurah by reworking the Forces of the Tree of Life, Sephirah by Sephirah through Gevurah in the 6=5 Subgrades of Adeptus Major. The Major Adept must therewith evoke, constrain, and subdue each of the Averse Forces. In the R. R. et A. C., the initiatic Rites of the Order, a rigid regimen of Magical Invo-

Hierarchies of Demons

An important obstacle to overcome in the practice of Magical Evocation is the difficulty to find a suitable Hierarchy of Averse Forces. The Hierarchies of Demons in most of the Grimoires are hopelessly corrupt, largely due to the practice of young religions to demonize Gods and Angels from the


6 Norman Cohen, Europe's Inner Demons, The Demonization of Christians in Medieval Christendom (Pandemon London, 1975) provides an excellent historical analysis of this phenomenon.
carnation, and significant self-abnegation together prepare the Adept for this perilous undertaking.

Without such formal preparation, the solitary practitioner should by some means or another first have come into the fullness of the Knowledge and Conversation with his or her Holy Guardian Angel. The student should have additionally successfully invoked and banished each of the Divine, Archangelical, and Angelical Forces in the Rituals of this book before setting out to evoke, constrain, and subdue any of the Averse Forces. Should this not be the case, the solitary practitioner should leave Magical Evocation strictly alone. Evocation is not a game to toy with, but a dangerous undertaking even for a Major Adept. The result of ignoring this warning could be spiritual disaster, ruin, obsession, or even psychosis.

Psychology and Evocation

One may best understand the function of Magical Evocation within Rosicrucian Magic from a psychological perspective. Modern psychology offers the Magician important insight into processes known to Theurgists for thousands of years. The notion of the Unconscious, an aspect of the psyche lying beneath the threshold of conscious awareness, provides new insight into the nature of the Entities previously understood as Demons. Israel Regardie suggested that: "The term 'complex' has achieved a fairly wide notoriety during the last quarter century since the circulation of the ideas of Freud and Jung. It means an aggregation or group of ideas in the mind with a strong emotional charge, capable of affecting conscious thought and behavior." Living in the dark realm beyond the light of consciousness, the complexes enjoy a sort of semi-autonomy within the psyche.

Whether the Magical Forces, Angels, and Demons exist objectively or rather merely subjectively within the psyche of the Magician is an epistemological question that goes beyond the scope of the present discussion. For practical purposes, it is quite useful to consider the Forces at times as though they were objective and in other instances to treat them as though they were purely subjective psychic contents of the Magician. This is not dissimilar to the scientific understanding of light. We may best understand certain properties of light by considering it as a wave and others by considering light as a particle.

We may thus gain new insight into the nature of Demons by considering the Averse Forces as subjective Forces within the Psyche of the Magician. These complexes exist beyond the threshold of consciousness, beyond the light of reason so to speak, in the darkness of the psyche. In Qabalistic terms, the four Worlds of Aziluth, Briah, Yetzirah, and Assiah, with their corresponding Gods, Archangels, and Angels are Forces of Light. They exist in the Light of consciousness. The Averse Forces, Qlippoth, Spirits, and Demons are unconscious Forces, which exist in the dark realm beyond our conscious awareness.

Indeed, the Demons are but the "Shadows of the Gods." A lotus flower opens gracefully in the light, but its root grows in the dark slime beneath the water. Each of the Forces attributed the Tree of Life may be likened to a lotus flower. The Divine Names, Archangels, Angels, and Spheres corresponding to each Force are like the petals of the lotus, bathing in the light of consciousness. The corresponding Qlippoth, Spirits, and Demons are the root of the lotus growing in the dark slime. The Gods, Archangels, and Angels are rational or conscious Forces. The Averse Forces comprise the dark, non-rational, frequently repressed, instinctual, and emotive counterparts of the same.

These Dark Forces exert a great power over consciousness. They move us instinctually, emotionally, and frequently completely unobserved and unnoticed. Who has not experienced being "carried away" by a strong emotion, like anger, which colors consciousness temporarily with nearly irresistible power? Who has not said, at one time or another, "I just don't know what came over me?" Indeed, unconscious Forces play a far more active and fundamental role in day-to-day life then we are normally aware. They manifest autonomously, in response to stimuli in the environment, and independently of our will and awareness. It is the task of the Major Adept to grow in awareness of, to make conscious, and to master these Forces.

From this perspective, Magical Evocation bears a certain resemblance to the process of psychotherapy, since it involves the bringing of unconscious contents to light. By evoking the Averse Forces into the Triangle of Art, the Magician brings them into the light of consciousness, virtually comes to see them, and attempts learn about their nature, function, and mode of operation in the process.

Before the Evocation, this had remained completely unconscious or, so to speak, in the darkness. With time, the Adept learns to quickly recognize these Forces whenever they manifest in his or her day-to-day life and to direct their operation to the service of greater psychic unity and harmony. As Israel Regardie put it: "No longer are they [the Demons] independent spirits roaming the astral world, or partial systems roaming the unconscious, disrupting the individual's conscious..."
life. They are brought back once more into the personality where they become useful citizens so to speak, integral parts of the psyche, instead of outlaws and gangsters, grievous and dangerous enemies threatening psychic unity and integrity.8

It is frequently easier to recognize the manifestation of these Forces in retrospect rather than during their manifestation moment-to-moment. These processes are very subtle and extremely easy to overlook. The Magical Diary or Journal is therefore an important tool in becoming conscious of these Forces, as we frequently notice them first during the process of reflection.

Thus we have seen that modern psychology illuminates processes underlying Ceremonial Magic. It would behoove psychologists and psychotherapists as well, however, to pay closer attention to Ceremonial Magic. Through Rituals like Magical Evocation, Ceremonial Magic has a great deal to offer psychology, especially regarding technique and methodology.

Safety in Evocation Rituals

Until this point, every Ritual in the present book has appeared so that the solitary practitioner may easily and readily invoke and banish each Magical Force without the aid of a Magical Order. This chapter includes only one Ritual, however. The solitary practitioner, if he or she has performed each of the preceding Rituals in this book, should have no problem in adapting the following Ritual to work, in turn, with each of the Averse Forces, by employing the Hierarchies given within each of the Invocation Rituals, together with the corresponding Names and Sigils from the Infernal Hierarchies listed in appendix I, "Magical Correspondences." These precautions are necessary to attempt to avoid the catastrophe that would doubtlessly ensue, should the casual reader skip the rest of the work and attempt to begin directly with Magical Evocation.

It remains to clarify how to perform Magical Evocation in safety. The Averse Forces are indeed Unbalanced Forces whose Energy is highly unstable and dangerous. Proper insulation is the most important key to relating to them in a safe fashion. For example, by way of analogy, electricity in itself is neither good nor evil. Although guaranteed to kill you, should you grab a live wire with enough current flowing through it, with proper insulation electricity may nonetheless light up an entire city. Likewise, although they are extremely dangerous, the Magician with proper insulation may safely handle the Averse Forces.

In a Ritual of Magical Evocation, the Magician organizes his or her defenses to provide sufficient insulation for complete safety. The Magician’s first line of defense is the Triangle of Art. This is the space wherein to evoke the Demon to visible appearance and to constrain it during the Ritual. According to Rosicrucian Tradition, another alternative instead of a triangle is to employ polygons whose numbers of angles correspond to the nature of the Force. For example, the Evocation of the Qlippoth of Hod could employ an octagon, that of the Spirit of Jupiter, a square, and so forth. In practice, however, the traditional Triangle of Art, specially prepared for the Ritual, is generally quite sufficient. The Adept may nonetheless wish to experiment with polygons other than a triangle for use as constraint devices, since there exists historical precedent in the Rosicrucian Tradition for this variation.

Place the Triangle of Art in the East of the Temple or in the Direction usually associated with the Force. For example, to evoke the Demon of Air, set up the Triangle of Art in the West, the Quarter toward which the Magician should face to skry to the Plane of Air. One line of Tradition then suggests the use of vast amounts of thick, smoky incense for the Entity to use as a material basis to appear. In recent decades, however, research has suggested that the smoke method is but a blind, or "smoke-screen," for the actual procedure, which is to place a mirror inside the Triangle of Art.8 For the latter method, arrange the Triangle vertically so that the Magician can easily see his or her reflection therein. Although the Adept should experiment with both methods, research reveals the latter to be more effective. There is a distinct advantage to using a mirror in the Triangle instead of smoke, since the Entity appears together with the reflection of the seer, thus facilitating the projection of psychic contents into the Triangle.

Construct the Triangle of Art of plywood, and paint it white. Paint a black triangle outline about two inches inside the edge, and glue a round mirror in the center. Then add the Names and Sigil in crayon or in any other easily removable material before each Ritual. In the following illustration, the Triangle of Art bears the Names and Sigil appropriate for the Evocation of Zazel, the Demonic Spirit of the Planet Saturn, which follows in this chapter. The Divine name, Archangel, Angel, Intelligence, and Sphere appear in Hebrew in the outer triangle. The inner triangle contains the Name and the Sigil of the Demon.

8 Ibid., p. 36.

8 This method was apparently rediscovered by "Poke" Runyon of the Ordo Templi Astarte.
The Names in the outer section constrain the Spirit within the Inner Triangle. For the Spirit to escape, it must first pass by all the Divine and Angelical Forces of Saturn that constrain it.

The Magician’s second line of defense is the Magic Circle. The R. R. et A. C. Magic Circle shown below is suitable to evoke any Averse Force from the Tree of Life. The outer ring contains the Divine Names that correspond to the Signs of the Zodiac in the same arrangement they appear on the Rose Cross Lamen and in the correct colors. The second ring contains the Divine Names attributed to the Planets and to the corresponding Sephiroth in the order of the Vault of the Adepti’s planetary walls. The inner ring contains the Names of the Archangels of the Elements as well as the Divine Names of the Sephiroth that are the root of each Element. Thus the Magic Circle contains all the Divine Names in balanced disposition attributed to the Sephiroth, Zodiac, Planets, and Elements.

The Magic Circle may be on the floor with chalk, if necessary, but it is far more versatile and effective to construct it of round piece of white fabric about seven feet in diameter. The Names corresponding to the Forces should be painted on the fabric in the appropriate colors, as shown in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Red-orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ζ</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Yellow-green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Π</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ρ</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Blue-green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Π</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Blue-violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Π</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Red-violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Π</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Blue-violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Π</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kether</td>
<td>הוהי</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chokmah</td>
<td>נסခך</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binah</td>
<td>דוד אמת</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malkuth</td>
<td>קשת עת</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malkuth</td>
<td>קשת עת</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malkuth</td>
<td>קשת עת</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malkuth</td>
<td>קשת עת</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malkuth</td>
<td>קשת עת</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First the constraints of the Triangle of Art, then the balance and harmony of the Divine and Archangelical Names around the Magic Circle protect the Magician. The Energy of any Unbalanced Force, even if it somehow managed to penetrate these defenses, would become so balanced in the process as to render it completely harmless. The Magician’s third and final line of defense is the Invocation Ritual preceding...
the Evocation summoning the Light Forces of the same category. Thus the Divine, Archangelical, and Angelical Forces that correspond to the Demon protect the Sphere of Sensation of the Magician.

During the Evocation the Magician affects the Averse Force, constrained within the Triangle of Art, through sympathy with the Lamen that he or she wears. This Lamen contains all the relevant colors, geometrical figures, Names, and Sigils of the Entity's Hierarchy of Forces, including the Name and Sigil of the Averse Force itself. A complete set of such Lamens appears among the color illustrations contained in this book, one for each of the Sephirothic, Zodiacal, Planetary, and Elemental Forces.

The Aim of Evocation
The true function of the Magical Evocation of the Averse Forces lies concealed in the Book of the Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin the Mage. The Abra-Melin working consists of a six-month Invocation of the Holy Guardian Angel of the Magician, followed by several days of the Invocation of the Angels, and finally by several days of the Evocation of the Averse Forces. This is a far different system than those outlined in other Grimoires, most of which seek demonic aid for a laundry list of trivial purposes like finding buried treasure. In the Abra-Melin Ritual, the primary aim of Evocation of the Averse Forces is to solicit an oath of obedience from them to the Magician's Holy Guardian Angel.

This is an extremely interesting procedure with far reaching psychological implications. Indeed, this is a magical cure for the malady of which the Eastern Lamas, Yogis, and Mystics accuse us: "That in the West, Consciousness is cut off from its roots." There can be no lotus flower without the root in the dark slime. Our fear and condemnation of the dark and demonic in the West have led to a condition wherein the unconscious, instinctual aspects of the Divine have been diabolized, shunned, and feared. Thus repressed, these Forces take on a twisted sort of autonomy and indeed manifest in a fashion disruptive to consciousness.

Therefore, the Magician extracts an oath of obedience from the Demon as the climax of the Evocation. In Rosicrucian Magic, the Demon does not swear this oath to the Ego of the Magician. Such an oath would be like the demonic pacts described in certain Grimoires and would place the Magician's Ego in great peril, likely leading to inflation, obsession, or to a state of mind once described as demonic possession. Furthermore, unlike the Abra-Melin system, the Demon does not even swear its oath to the Magician's Holy Guardian Angel. In Rosicrucian Magic, the will of the Magician magnified by the power of the Magic Sword obliges the Demon to swear an oath of allegiance and obedience to the Divine Force corresponding to its own nature and to place its entire Energy at the disposition of the corresponding Archangel. For example, in the Ritual that follows, the Magician obliges the Demonic Spirit of the Planet Saturn, Zazel, to swear allegiance and obedience to the Divine Force of Saturn, YHVH Elohim, and to place its Energy at the disposition of the corresponding Archangel, Tzaphquiel.

This magical act unites the conscious and unconscious aspects of Saturn or of that aspect of Psyche corresponding to Saturn. Thus are the Infernal and Averse Forces constrained, contained, and brought into proper relationship with the Divine and Angelical Forces as well as with the consciousness of the Magician. Although the Divine and Angelical Forces remain opposite in nature and irreconcilable with the Infernal and Averse Forces, the Adept nonetheless thereby creates a unified pair of opposites, a dynamic functional polarity of Magical Forces. The Dark Forces are brought into correct relationship with Divine guidance, and Divinity comes to dispose over its dark, chthonic, instinctual power.

The Magician thereby grows in awareness, learning to recognize the operation of these Forces in day-to-day life and to liberate him or herself from their blind Force. At length, the Magician learns to act in coordination with Divine guidance and True Will, consciously directing and administering the Dark Forces like the conductor of a symphony. Thus the Major Adept becomes the conductor of an orchestra of Forces that once conducted him (or her), unseen and unobserved, from the darkness.

Thus we may understand what an R. R. et A. C. paper published by Israel Regardie means when it says: 'Hear thou, then, a mystery of the knowledge of evil. The 5=6 Ritual of the Adeptus Minor saith that 'Evil helpeth forward the Good.' When the Evil Sephiroth are expelled from the Nephesh into the Evil Persona, they are, in a sense, equilibrated therein. The evil persona can be rendered a great and strong, yet trained, animal whereupon the man rideth, and it becometh a strength unto his physical base of action...Now thou shalt come to understand the saying 'He descendeth into Hell,' and to comprehend in part this strength, and thus to understand the necessity of evil in material creation. Wherefore, also, revile not overmuch the evil forces, for they have a place and a duty, and in this consisteth their
right to be. But check their usurpation, and cast them down unto their plane."

A Rite of Magical Confession

Introduction

Many Grimoires include some sort of Magical Confession in the early part of the Rituals. Although many of these confessions appear rather exaggerated to modern eyes, there nonetheless sound psychological sense in including some sort of Magical Confessionas a prelude to Magical Evocation. Even if it serves no other purpose, it liberates the Magician of guilt and fear, real or imagined, prior to the Evocation.

This is important when confronting Averse Forces, since they may attempt to exploit and manipulate the slightest sign of guilt or fear in the Magician. The following Rite of Magical Confession has been used successfully by the author on numerous occasions. It combines the essence of the Grimoire confessions, certain psychological insights, and a Magical Formula for the forgiveness of sins purportedly used by Christ himself, which derives from the Gnostic Gospel, *Pistis Sophia*.¹¹ The solitary practitioner may use this example, create his or her own personal confession, or entirely omit such a Rite as a prelude to Evocation.

Rite

Proclaim: "I confess my sins to God, to my Holy Guardian Angel, and to myself, that I may be free of all guilt, fear, and insecurity. I have at times acted contrary my values. I have even blamed myself for things which were not my doing, nor even my responsibility. I forgive myself for all wrongdoing, real or imaginary. I forgive myself for falling short of my ideals and expectations at times, for acting contrary to my values, and for blaming myself for things beyond my control. As I forgive myself, I ask forgiveness from God and my Holy Guardian Angel as well, that I may perform this Ritual of Magical Evocation at peace with myself and free from all guilt, fear, and insecurity. I Invoke Divine mercy, compassion, and forgiveness in the name of El and of the Sephirah of Chesed.


Magical Evocation Ritual to Visible Appearance, Saturn

Introduction

For Magical Evocation of Averse Astrological Forces, it is particularly important to choose a time for the Ritual when the Planet or Zodiacal Sign of the Working is well dignified in a Rosicrucian Sidereal Chart.¹² Cast, therefore, a suitable chart for the time and place of the Ritual. This chart should be within the Circle with the Magician during the Working. Calculate the Planetary Hours prior to the Ritual, since for Astrological Forces, it is particularly important to begin the Ritual during the Day and the Hour of the Planet or of the Planet ruling the Sign.

Once the Ritual begins, the Magician should not leave the Magic Circle for any reason whatsoever until the Ritual is concluded, and all of the Forces have been banished. Make necessary arrangements ahead of time to be able to perform the Ritual uninterrupted.

Synopsis

Altar: Magic Circle. Inside the Circle: three blue-violet candles, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) Wand (wrapped), Magic Sword (wrapped), Saturn

¹² See "Astrology and the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac" in the introduction of this book for more information on Sidereal Astrology and chapter six, "Practical Magic," for more information on Dignity.
Lamen on a blue-violet ribbon, Planetary Banishing Dagger.

Triangle of Art: East
Enochian Tablets: Sigillum Dei Aemeth (in the Circle), Saturn (in the Circle).
Enochian Calls: Sixth.
Colors: Blue-violet flashing with complementary yellow-orange.
Day House: Capricorn (blue-violet).
Night House: Aquarius (violet).
Ideal Time: Saturday, during a Planetary Hour of Saturn.
Scents: Assafoetida (Perula), scammony (Scammonia), indigo (Indicum), sulfur, cypress.

Ritual Precis
1. Perform a Rite of Magical Confession (optional).
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration with Fire.
5. Unwrap the Lotus Wand.
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross.
8. Invoke Saturn in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar (assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the Sephirothic Hierarchy of Binah and the Kameothic Hierarchy of Saturn.
9. Circumambulate three times.
10. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe.
11. State all Magical Intentions.
12. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual.
13. Facing Saturn, further invoke the Kameothic Intelligence.
14. Unwrap the Magic Sword.
15. Perform a first Conjuration of the Kameothic Spirit.
16. Perform a second and more potent Conjuration of the Kameothic Spirit.
17. Perform the third and most potent Conjuration of the Kameothic Spirit.
18. Converse with and skry to the Plane of the Kameothic Spirit.

20. Give the Kameothic Spirit License to Depart.
22. Banish the Kameothic Spirit.
23. Banish the Kameothic Intelligence.
24. Reverse circumambulate three times.
25. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual.
26. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Saturn, by banishing Saturn in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names).
27. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram.
29. Declare the Temple duly closed.

Ritual
1. Perform a Rite of Magical Confession (optional).
2. Perform the Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet Saturn (without leaving the Magic Circle), including preliminary Banishings, Consecrations, Invocation of the Highest Divine Force, and so forth, through step 37.
3. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual as follows: "It is the Intention of this Ritual to evoke Zazel, the Kameothic Spirit of the Planet Saturn, to Visible Appearance in the Triangle of Art and that the Spirit shall manifest in a pleasant form and shape. It is the further Intention of this Ritual to grow in awareness of the function of the Spirit, Zazel, and to learn to understand and recognize its operation in daily life. Finally, it is the further Intention of this Ritual to obligle Zazel to swear an oath of allegiance and obedience to the Divine Force of Saturn, YHVH Elohim, and to place its entire Force and Energy at the disposition of the Archangel, Tzaphquiel. In return for this Oath, it is the Intention of this Ritual to open a channel for Zazel to receive the Divine guidance and inspiration coming from YHVH Elohim through the Archangel, Tzaphquiel.
4. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equilibrates the invoked Light Forces of Saturn in your Sphere of Sensation.
5. Facing the location of Saturn, further invoke the Kameothic Intelligence. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme
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Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

6. Give the LVX Signs.
8. Trace the Name of the Kameothic Intelligence in Hebrew (over the Hexagram, from right to left), while vibrating “[âg–ê–êl]. Vibrate its Name again, while you trace its Sigil.

9. Show the Saturn Lamen to the Planetary Intelligence once again.
10. Perform the first conjuration of the Spirit Zazel. Unwrap your Magic Sword. Hold your Lotus Wand in your left hand and your Magic Sword in your right hand. Turn and face the Triangle of Art. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow-orange \( \sigma \) in its center, while vibrating “[âg–ê–êl]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating \( \sigma \) [âg–ê–êl]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer.

11. Give the LVX Signs.
12. Hold your Lotus Wand in your left hand by the black section and your Magic Sword in your right hand. Trace the Name of the Kameothic Spirit in Hebrew (before the Triangle of Art, from right to left, using the black end of the Lotus Wand), while vibrating “[zâz–êl]. Vibrate its Name again, while you trace its Sigil before the Triangle of Art.

13. Hold the Lamen toward the Triangle of Art, showing it to the Spirit. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): “In the Mystic Name of Christ, [yê–hê–shû–â], and in the name of the Kameothic Intelligence, [âg–ê–êl], I conjure you into the Triangle of Art, oh [zâz–êl], you Kameothic Spirit of Saturn. Come at once without delay, and manifest in a pleasant form and shape.”
14. Continuing to face the Triangle of Art, perform a second and more potent Conjuration. Continue to hold your Lotus Wand in your left hand by the black section, and your Magic Sword in your right hand. With the black end of the Lotus Wand, trace a circle of

\[ 13 \] Christian Magicians should always use the Name of Christ to command Demons. This may be omitted, if desired, by Magicians of other religious faiths.
blazing, black light around the Triangle of Art to confine the Force.
Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) and
a yellow-orange \( \& \) in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{KTI'lKlK} \) \( \text{[i-ri-re-ti]} \). Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibratin g "\( \text{51~1} \) \( \text{[ziz-el]} \). Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

15. Give the LVX Signs.
16. Hold the point of the Magic Sword on the Sigil of Zazel on the Saturn Lamen, pointed toward the Triangle of Art. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated): "In the Mystic Name of Christ, \( \text{יהוה} \) [yé-hé-shù-á], in the name of the Lord \( \text{יהוה רואים} \) [yód-hé-váv-hé \( \text{לו-הים} \), of the Archangel \( \text{ץרא} \) [tsáf-ké-éél], of the Choir of Angels \( \text{ כיצד רואים} \) [ár-él-ém], and of the Planetary Intelligence \( \text{מו} \) [mú] \( \text{א} \) [záz-éél]. I conjure Thee, oh \( \text{יווח} \) [záz-éél], into the Triangle of Art. Come at once without delay, and manifest in a pleasant form and shape.

17. Perform a third and most potent conjuration. With the black end of the Lotus Wand, trace a circle of blazing, black light around the Triangle of Art. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow-orange \( \& \) in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{KTI'lKlK} \) \( \text{[i-ri-re-ti]} \). Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "\( \text{51~1} \) \( \text{[ziz-el]} \). Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

18. Give the LVX Signs.
19. Hold your Lotus Wand in your left hand by the black section and your Magic Sword in your right hand. Trace the Name of the Kameothic Spirit in Hebrew (before the Triangle of Art, from right to left), while vibrating "\( \text{יווח} \) [záz-éél]. Vibrate its Name again, while you trace its Sigil before the Triangle of Art.

20. Hold the point of the Magic Sword to the Sigil of Zazel on the Saturn Lamen, pointed toward the Triangle of Art. Proclaim: "In the Mystic Name of Christ, \( \text{יהוה} \) [yé-hé-shù-á], in the Mystic, seven-lettered name of God \( \text{יהוה רואים} \) [yód-hé-váv-hé \( \text{לו-הים} \), \( \text{יהוה} \) [yód-hé-váv-hé \( \text{לו-הים} \), of the Archangel \( \text{ץרא} \) [tsáf-ké-éél], of the Choir of Angels \( \text{どのように} \) [yód-hé-váv-hé \( \text{לו-הים} \), of the Planetary Intelligence \( \text{מו} \) [mú] \( \text{א} \) [záz-éél], I conjure thee, oh \( \text{יווח} \) [záz-éél], into the Triangle of Art. Come at once without delay, and manifest in a pleasant form and shape.

21. Take a seat near the East of the Magic Circle, so that you are comfortable and can easily see your reflection in the mirror in the Triangle of Art. Adjust the candles within the Magic Circle so that your face is well illuminated. Breathe deeply, and relax, while you stare into the reflection of your eyes in the mirror. Within a short time, you will begin to notice visual distortions, and your reflection will change. With concentration, you will quickly come to see the Spirit in the mirror.

22. Enter into a dialogue with the Spirit. Spontaneously gather as much information as possible about its function and the way that it manifests in daily life.
23. Close your eyes, and skry to the Plane of the Spirit.
24. Place the Saturn Lamen on the floor in the East of the Magic Circle, with the side facing upward containing the Sigil of Zazel. Stand well back in the Circle, and place the tip of the Magic
Demonic Evocation

25. Proclaim: "In the Mystic Name of Christ יהושע [yə-hé-shū-ā], and in the Name of the Lord יהוה [yəd-hé-vāv-hé ġ-lō-hēm], I command and oblige you to swear allegiance and obedience to the Lord God, as reflected in the Sphere of the Planet Saturn and in the Name יהוה [yəd-hé-vāv-hé ġ-lō-hēm]. By the irresistible Power and Authority of these Mighty Names, I further command and oblige you to place your entire Power, Energy, and Force at the disposition and service of the Archangel Šāf-kē-ēl. (This procedure is nearly always sufficient to obtain the Oath from the Demon. Should the Demon resist and refuse the Oath, however, rebuke its disobedience and command it by all the Holy Names of the three preceding Conjurations, until the Demon submits and obeys. This latter procedure is certain to succeed).

26. Further proclaim: 'And there arose a great red Dragon, with seven heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his head, but as it is written 'He descendeth into Hell,' the Light above shines brighter for the Darkness below, and the Evil helpeth forward the Good. Therefore He sealed the heart of Darkness with a Cross of Gold bearing seven times seven petals of a Red Rose. Creature of Darkness, in recompense for the Oath which you have sworn, your obedience, and your fealty, the blessings of the Lord be upon you in the Name יהוה [yəd-hé-vāv-hé ġ-lō-hēm]. For as it is written, 'the Light shineth in Darkness, but the Darkness comprehendeth it not.' Long hast Thou dwelt in Darkness, and in Blindness hast Thy Force been lost. Receive therefore the vision and the guidance of the Lord, in the Name of the Great Archangel Šāf-kē-ēl."

27. Give the Spirit License to Depart. Proclaim: "I command and oblige you, oh Zazel, you Kameothic Spirit of Saturn, in the name of יהוה [yəd-hé-vāv-hé ġ-lō-hēm] not to harm me, my assistants, (this Order,) or any of my friends, family, or loved ones. I further charge you to come quickly and willingly, whenever summoned by the sacred Rites of Magic. Because you have come quickly, and because you have diligently answered all demands, I give you License to Depart unto your abode and habitation. Go now, with the Blessings of יהוה [yəd-hé-vāv-hé ġ-lō-hēm]. May there always be peace between us, and may you always come when you are called.

28. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand and Magic Sword, to avoid any accidental dissipation of their charged Force.

29. Facing the Triangle of Art, trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow-orange n in its center, while vibrating "יהוה" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "יהוה" [ā-gē-ēl]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

30. Trace another blue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) over the previous one and a yellow-orange n in its center, while vibrating "יהוה" [ā-rā-rē-tā]. Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "יהוה" [ā-gē-ēl]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence.

31. Finish the Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram for Saturn, beginning from step 43, including all of the relevant Banishings.
Enochian Keys or Calls

Introduction

Enochian Magic is one of the most controversial aspects of Rosicrucian Magic. Israel Regardie warned that "It is a very powerful system, and if used carelessly or indiscriminately will bring about disaster and spiritual disintegration." Paul Foster Case considered the Enochian system to be hopelessly tainted, and removed Enochian Magic entirely when he reformulated Golden Dawn material into his B. O. T. A. Donald Tyson has even suggested that Enochian Magic was revealed to John Dee as a means of setting in motion the destructive forces of the apocalypse, as described in the book of Revelation in the New Testament.

While there does exist a certain parallel between the English translation of a few of the Enochian Calls and the apocalyptic imagery of the book of Revelation, this imagery may be considered as symbolical of spiritual realities rather than descriptive of physical events. In any case, much of the fear surrounding Enochian Magic has been greatly exaggerated.

The author of the present book has been working with the Enochian system, including the Enochian Calls, for many years, with great success, and without fulfilling any of the aforementioned predictions of gloom and doom. The Enochian Calls serve primarily as Energy amplifiers, and when properly used, clearly add great power to Rituals of

---

Ceremonial Magic. Nonetheless, the decision whether or not to employ the Enochian Calls with the Rituals contained in the present book must be left to the discretion, personal responsibility, and risk of each Magician.

A primary difficulty in working with Enochian Magic lies in finding a correct or satisfactory means of pronunciation. Names derived from the Enochian Tablets are particularly problematic as consonants therein are frequently so clumped together that such Names are virtually impossible to pronounce.

In recognition of this problem, certain rules were laid out by W. Wynn Wescott and S. L. MacGregor Mathers for the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. Wescott suggested that each letter should be pronounced separately. Using this method, for example, the consonant clump "pfnmg" would be pronounced "pee-ef-em-en-gee." Mathers instead proposed that the first vowel in the name of the phonetically equivalent Hebrew letter be employed. For example, the Hebrew name for phonetical equivalent of the letter "I" is "Lamed." Therefore, Mathers suggests that the vowel "a" be used to render words pronounceable when the letter "I" appears in consonant clumps.

Each of these methods are indeed quite useful when working with Names drawn from the Enochian Tablets. Unfortunately, however, the Mathers and Wescott rules have tended to be applied far too rigidly and dogmatically, especially to the Enochian Calls, resulting in endless strings of extraneous syllables. For example, one recent book on the Golden Dawn transliterated the word "Ozongon" from an Enochian Call as "Oh-zoad-oh-noo-goh-noo."

Numerous clues to correct pronunciation may be found in original manuscripts handwritten by John Dee. These manuscripts clearly indicate that the dogmatic application of such rules to the Enochian Calls was neither originally intended by Dee nor by the Angels which dictated them. The Calls properly pronounced and free of surplus syllables remain sonorous in the extreme, reflecting the vibrant beauty of the language of Angels.

The Enochian Calls given in this appendix have been retransliterated from Sloane Manuscript 3191. In preparing this new transliteration, every effort has been made to restore the pronunciation to that most likely intended by John Dee and the Angels. The student who prefers, however, to use the Wescott-Mathers method will find the Calls elsewhere so transliterated by Israel Regardie.4

This fresh transliteration of Sloane MS 3191 has presented numerous difficulties and raised interesting questions. To begin with, the word spacing in the handwritten version of the Angelic Calls is so bad in certain places that is nearly impossible to distinguish where one Enochian word ends and the next one begins. Furthermore, the fashion that the English translations are arranged above the Enochian text in the original manuscript is of little use in overcoming this problem. Every effort has therefore been made to reproduce, as closely as possible, the original word spacing of the Enochian in the transliteration given below.

The most fascinating question regarding pronunciation raised by an examination of Dee’s handwritten version of the Angelic Calls in Sloane MS 3191 is his copious use of diacritical marks. This mystery appears to have been completely overlooked or ignored by contemporary Enochian scholarship. The primary diacritical marks used by Dee are ∧, ∨, and ∨, and they are used over vowels in ninety-five per cent of all instances. These diacritics have been included in the new transliteration as faithfully as possible. In each instance where an Enochian word is given, the spelling used by John Dee in Sloane 3191 including his diacritical marks has been reproduced side by side with its new transliteration shown in brackets. Unfortunately, however, certain substitutions for the diacritical marks actually used by Dee have been obliged by editorial considerations. The mark ∧ has been substituted for the mark actually used by Dee, which most closely resembles the upward pointing curve used in modern English to indicate a short vowel sound. It is hoped that the inclusion of these diacritical markings shall stimulate additional research regarding their actual meaning.

An examination of Sloane MS 3191 by various Professors of modern and classical European languages and linguistics has unfortunately not yet conclusively ascertained the meaning of the diacritical markings. It has been determined, however, that their usage apparently does not match neither that of Latin, Greek, nor any Germanic, Latin, nor Slavic derivative language, neither as they are employed today nor as they were used during the Sixteenth Century. It is therefore likely that the they represent a personal phonetical code devised by Dee for his personal use.

The transliteration methodology which has been employed in the present book for all Enochian words is outlined below and has been adhered to in a consistent fashion. The resulting fresh transliteration of Enochian Names and Calls remains steeped in Rosicrucian tradition.

---

3 Sloane MS 3191 [1585?], Dr. John Dee (London: The British Library).
yet as true as possible to the original manuscripts as well.

Transliteration Methodology

1. Every effort has been made to avoid the addition extraneous vowels and syllables.
2. The phonetic value of each individual letter has been preserved.
3. Wherever necessary, consonants which may be elongated through prolonged vibration as suggested by Wescott (particularly l, m, n, r, v, and z) have been used as separate syllables (avoiding thereby the addition of extraneous vowels).
4. Wherever an extra vowel is absolutely necessary, the first vowel in the name of the equivalent Hebrew letter has been employed as suggested by Mathers.
5. In the choice of vowel sounds, preference has been given to the phonetic values of vowel sounds most frequently used in Hebrew as suggested by Mathers.
6. The sound of the letter z should be elongated through prolonged vibration. This appears to be the true meaning of the marginal notes made by Dee in Sloane 3191 rather than the literal pronunciation of "z" as "zod," the Elizabethan appellation of the letter "z."*
7. The letter Q has been transliterated as "kw." In cases where there is no vowel following in the Enochian, it has been transliterated as "kwâ."
8. There is no evidence to be found in the manuscripts indicating an Enochian equivalent of the English sounds of the combined consonants "sh," "ph," or "th." They have therefore been transliterated in such a fashion that the phonetic values of the individual letters have been retained. There are numerous instances, however, where marginal notations do suggest that "ch" should be pronounced as a k. In the present transliteration, this "ch" has been given a guttural phonetical value similar to the German "ch" as used in the word "Buch." This has been indicated as an underlined "k" in the transliterations.
9. There are sporadic instances where marginal notes indicate that the letter "g" should be pronounced as "dg." Obviously "g" has two phonetic values in Enochian: that of a hard g (as in "go") as well as one which closely approximates the English "j" (as in "job"). Attempts have been made to be as consistent as possible with the transliteration of this letter. Patterns revealed by marginal notation have been given priority. In doubtful instances the more sonorous option has been employed.
10. According to marginal notes, the letter "c" is at times to be transliterated as "k" and at other times as "s." Attempts have been made to be as consistent as possible with the transliteration of this letter. Patterns revealed by marginal notation have been given priority. In doubtful instances the more sonorous option has been employed.
11. In Dee's handwriting the uppercase letters "U" and "V" are consistently rendered as "V." Furthermore, there are numerous instances wherein from one place to another in Sloane MS 3191 Dee also interchanges the lower case letters "u" and "v" as well. Every attempt has nonetheless been made to maintain the phonetic value of the letters "u" and "v" as they actually appear in the manuscript, except in cases where an extra vowel would have then become necessary. In certain instances where an additional vowel is required by the text "v" has been rendered "vü."

The Enochian Calls and the Elemental Tablets

The Application of the Calls to the Enochian Elemental Tablets is resumed below. The attributions of the Enochian Calls to the Enochian Planetary and Zodiacal Tablets are given in appendix II, "The Book of the Concourse of Planetary and Zodiacal Forces."

**Call** Rules

1. The Tablet of Union as a whole.
2. Spirit in general and specifically within the Tablet of Union; to be used following the first Enochian Call.
3. The Tablet of Air, the lesser angle of Air of the Tablet of Air, and Rules Spirit of Air, EXARP (when used following the first and second Enochian Calls).
4. The Tablet of Water, the lesser angle of Water of the Tablet of Water, and Spirit of Water, HCOMA (when used following the first and second Enochian Calls).
5. The Tablet of Earth, the lesser angle of Earth of the Tablet of Earth, and Spirit of Earth, NANTA (when used following the first and second Enochian Calls).

---

*This apparent misunderstanding of the marginal notes has had a profound and unfortunate effect on the history of Enochian pronunciation.
*Far from arbitrary, this has been extrapolated from various marginal notations in the Sloane MS 3191.
The Tablet of Fire, the lesser angle of Fire of the Tablet of Fire, and Spirit of Fire, BITOM (when used following the first and second Enochian Calls).

The lesser angle of Water of the Tablet of Air.

The lesser angle of Earth of the Tablet of Air.

The lesser angle of Fire of the Tablet of Water.

The lesser angle of Air of the Tablet of Water.

The lesser angle of Water of the Tablet of Earth.

The lesser angle of Fire of the Tablet of Earth.

The lesser angle of Air of the Tablet of Fire.

The lesser angle of Water of the Tablet of Fire.

The lesser angle of Earth of the Tablet of Fire.

The Forty-Nine Enochian Calls

The First Call

O1 sonf vorsg, gōhō lad balt lansh calz vonpho, sobra z-ol ro ror i ta Nazpsad Graa


The Angels which dictated the Angelic Calls to John Dee explained that the first Call was to remain secret and could not be revealed, since it appertained to the Godhead alone. Therefore, in actual practice there are only forty-eight Calls. The Calls are numbered nonetheless beginning with number one, according to tradition and convention.
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ZACAR

ZAMRAN

The Second Call

Adgt

v'pa ah

zongom

fa āp

sald

viīv

L

sobam

Lāl prg

Ipam

Lu

Ipāmis

Ds

lōhōlo

vep

zomd

Poamal

od

bogpa

aāi

ta

piap

piamōl

od

vaaoan

ZACAR

c

Nd

ZAMRAN

cicle

Qāā

zorge,

lap

zirdo

NOCO

MAD

Hoath

Jāida.

is not, nor
can not be,
which
as a flame
in the mydstd
of your pallace
and
raygneth
amongst you
as
the ballance
of righteousness,
and
truth:
Move
therefore,
and
shew yourselves:
open
the Mysteries
of your Creation:
Be friendly unto me:
for
I am
the servant
of the same your God:
the true Worshipper
of the Highest.

Lzą zaz

plādp

Cas árma

abramg

ta

talho

paraclēda

Q-ta

lors lq

turs

ōōge

Báltoh

Giui

chis

Lusd

orri

Od

mjcalp

chīs

bia

ōźōngon

Lap
	noán

trof

cors

tage

o-q

manin

Jaídon

Torzu

gōhel

ZACAR

cnō god,

ZAMRAN

micalzo

od

ozazm

vrelp

have framed
within the depth of my
jaws
whome
I have prepared
as
Cups
for a wedding
or as
the flowres
in their beawty
for the Chamber
of righteousness
Stronger
are
your fete
then the barren stone:
And
mightier
are
your voices
then the manifold
windes.

For,
you are become
a buylding
such
as is not
but
in the mynde
of the all powerfull.
Arrise
sayeth the First:
Move
therefore
unto his Servants:
Shew your selves
in powre:
And
make me
a strong See thing:
The Third Call

Lap [ląp] for I am of him that liveth forever.
zir [zér] Ioïad. [yò-yâd]
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Lap
zir
Ioïad.

The Third Call

Micma [mék-mā] Behold sayeth your God, I am a Circle on Whose hands stand 12 Kingdoms.

gohó [gò-hò] mi nōag de gne tāāb vaun na nā ē el panpir Malpirgi
gohus [gò-hùs] amiran Micma, lehûsoz ca,câ com od
gohó [gò-hò] [gò-hùs] amiran Micma, lehûsoz ca,câ com od
Piad [pè-yâd] are the seats of living breath, the rest are as sharp sickles: or the horns of death wherein the Creatures of y earth are to not Except myne own hand which slepe shall ryse: In the first I made you stuards:

The Fourth Call

Othil
lasdi
babage
od
dorph:
Gohol
G chis ge
a u a u ago
Cormp
dsd
ds
vi v di v
Casarma
âali
Mapm
Sobam
ag
compó
Cmpl
Casarmg
cro od zi
chis
od

Pugo
plapli
anânel
Q âan.

The Fifth Call

Sa pâh
zi mi i
du lí v
od
noas
ta
qaanis

vgeG
dst
ca pî máli
chis
Ca pî má on
od
lonshin
chis
ta
Lo
Cla
Torgú
Nor
quasahi
od
F
c aosga
Bagle
zireníaad
Dsi
od
Apila
Do ã â ip
Q á al
ZACAR
od
ZAMRAN
Obelisong
rest âl
a af
Nor mô lap

Name
is become
mighty
amongst us
In whom
we say
Move,
and
apply your selves unto us
as unto
the partakers
of the secret wisdome
of your Creation.

I have set
my fete
in the South
and
have looked about me
saying
are not
the Thunders of encrease
numbered
33
which rayne
in the second Angle,
under whom
I have placed
:9639:
Whome
None
hath yet numbered,
but one,
in whom
the second beginning of things
are
and

wax strong
which also
successively
are
the number of time:
and
their powres
are
as
the first
:456:
Arrise
you sonses
of pleasure
and
viset
the Earth:
for
I am the Lord your God
which is,
and
liveth.
In the name
Of the Creator
Move,
and
shew your selves
as pleasant deliverers
That you may praise
him
amongst
the sonses of men.

The mighty sounds
have entered
into the third
angle,
are become
as
olives

578
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or in the olive mount looking with gladness uppon the earth and dwelling in the brightnes of the hevens as continuall comfortors unto whom I fastened pillers of gladness and gave them vessels to water the earth with her creatures, and they are the brothers of the first and second of their own seats which are garnished with continual burning lamps whose numbers are as the first and the beginning of their own seats which are garnished with continual burning lamps.

The Sixth Call

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enochian Calls</th>
<th>ordinary English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gah</td>
<td>obey your creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s du</td>
<td>viset us in peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chis</td>
<td>and comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>em</td>
<td>Conclude us as receivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micálzo</td>
<td>of your mysteries: for why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pilzin</td>
<td>Our Lord and Mr. is all One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sobam</td>
<td>The spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El</td>
<td>of ye 4th Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>harg</td>
<td>are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir</td>
<td>Nine,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>babálon</td>
<td>Mighty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>in the firmaments of waters. Whome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obloc</td>
<td>the first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samvelg</td>
<td>hath planted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diugan</td>
<td>a torment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malprg</td>
<td>to the wicked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arcáosgi</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>a garland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acám</td>
<td>to the righteous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canal</td>
<td>giving unto them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so bol zar</td>
<td>fyrie darts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f bliard</td>
<td>to vanne the earth and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caosg</td>
<td>:7699: continual Workmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>whose courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chis</td>
<td>viset with comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anetab</td>
<td>the earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore Come you and
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The Seventh Call

The East is a house of virgins singing praises amongst the flames of the first glory wherein the Lord hath opened his mouth and they are become :28: Living dwellings in whom the strength of man rejoiceth and they are appareled with ornaments of brightness.

The Eighth Call

The Midday the first is such as work wonders on all creatures Whose Kingdoms and continuance are as the third and fourth strong towres and places of comfort The seats of Mercy and continuance.

O you Servants of Mercy Move, Appeare, sing prayses unto the Creator: And be mighty amongst us For to this remembrance is given powre and our strength waxeth strong in our Comforter.
[The Ritual Magic Manual]

The third heaven made of Hiacynth Pillers: 26: in whom the Elders are become strong which I have prepared for my own righteousness sayth the Lord whose long continuance shall be bucklers to the stowing Dragon and like unto the harvest of a widow. How many are there which remayn in the glory of the earth which are and shall not see death untyll this howse fall and the Dragon synk the Thunders have spoken: Come away, for the Crownes of the Temple, and the coat of him that is, was, and shall be crowned are divided Come Appeare to the terror of the earth and to our comfort and of such as are prepared

The Ninth Call

Mi cá óli branag prgel napta ial por ds brin efáfâfe P vonpho o lá ni od obza sobca v’pá ah chis tatan od [më-kä-ö-lë] [brän-sä] [pür-jël] [náp-tä] [yál-pór] [dä] [brë] [êf-âf-ä-fë] [pë] [von-pë-hör] [ö-lä-në] [dö] [ôb-zä] [sob-kä] [v’pä-âh] [kës] [tä-tän] [dö] A mighty garde of fire with two edged swords flaming (which have viols of wrath for two tymes and a half: whose are of wormwood and
of the marrow
of salt)
have setled
their feete
in the west,
and
are
measured
with their Ministers
:9996:
These
gather up
the moss
of the earth
as
the rich
man
doeth
his thereasor:
Cursed
they
whose
iniquities
they are
in their eyes
are
milstones
greater
then the earth
And
from their mouththes
rune
seas
of blud:
Their heads
are covered
with diamond
and
upon
their heds
are

The Tenth Call

Chis
Comp
Od
Blans
L u cal
A zí á zor
Pa eb
Soba
Lilônnon
Chis
V ir q
Ag
eóphan
Od
Ra clir
Ma ási
Bagle
Cao gi

Enochian Calls

[kô-ráks-ô]
The thunders of Judgement and Wrath
are
numbered
and
are haborowed
in the North
in the likenes
of an oke
whose
branches
are
Nests
:
[22:
of lamentation
and
weeping
Layd up
for
the earth
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Enochian Calls

The Eleventh Call

Ox i ay^al

The mighty seat groaned

The Hart

of man

doing

o-100-râ

gay

his thoughts

of

enough

[ô-hê-ô]

[ô-hê-ô]

[ô-hê-ô]

[ô-hê-ô]

[ô-hê-ô]

[ô-hê-ô]

yea

be to the earth

For

for

was

and shall be

great.

Come away

but

not

your noyses.

The mighty seat groaned

and

they were

thunders

which

flew

into the East

and

the Egle

spake

and

cried with a lowde

voyce
Niiso 

Come away and they gathered them together in the house of death of whome it is measured and it is as they are whose number is :31: Come away For I have prepared for you Move therefore and shew your selves open the Mysteries of your Creation Be friendly unto me for I am the servant of the same your God the true worshipper of the Highest.

The Twelfth Call

Non ci [nôn-sê]
Babbage [bâ-bâ-jê]
od [ôd]
chis [kès]
ô [ô]
hubâio [hû-bâ-ê-ô]
ti bhîp [tê bé-bép]
al lar [âl lar]
at râah [â-trâ-âh]
od [ôd]
e [ê]
drix [dřêks]
fafen [fâ-fên]
Mian [mê-ân]
[âr]
E nay [ê na-yê]
ovof [ô-vôf]
Soba [sô-bâ]
do o åìn [á-ê-è]
i [ê]
VONPH [vôn-pêh]
ZACAR [zâ-câr]
gohus [gô-hûs]
od [ôd]
ZAMRAN, [zâm-rân]
o [ô-dô]
cicle [kê-klê]
Qàâ [kwâ-â]
Zorge, [zôr-jê]
lap [lâp]
zirdo [zêr-dô]
NOCO [nô-kô]
Mad [mâd]
Hoath [hô-â-têh]
laiâda. [yâ-ê-dâ]
The Thirteenth Call

Napéai [nà-pé-à-è]
Babögen [bà-bà-è-jèn]
ds [dàs]
brin [brèn]
vx
ooáöma [o-o-à-ò-nà]
l ring [l-ren-ì]
vonph [vòn-pèh]
doàiim [dò-àl-èm]
eölis [è-ò-lès]
ollog [òl-loğ]
orba [òr-bà]
ds [dàs]
chis [kèès]
aïfa [ài-fà]
Micma [mèk-mà]
s ro [ès rò]
MAD [màd]
od [òd]
Lom shi tox [lòns-ùè-tòx]
ds [dàs]
ivmd [yùv-mèd]
aài [à-à-è]
GROSB: [j-ro-sàb]
ZACAR [zà-càr]
od [òd]
ZAMRAN, [zàn-ràn]
odo [ò-dò]
cicle [kè-kèlè]
Qaà, [kwà-à]
Zorge, [zòr-jè]
Lap [làp]
zirdo [zèr-dò]
NOCO [nò-kò]
MAD, [màd]
Hoath [hò-à-tèh]
laidà. [yà-è-dà]

The Fourteenth Call

Norò mi [nò-rò-mè]
Bagie [baj-è-è]
pasbs [pàs-bès]
oiad [ò-yàd]
ds [dàs]
trint [trènt]
mirc [mè-rèk]
öl [òl]
thil [tè-èl]
dods [dòd-dàs]
tolham [tòl-hàm]
cà òs go [kà-os-gò]
Ho min [hò-mèn]
ds [dàs]
brin [brèn]
orba [òr-bà]
Quar [kwàr]
Micma [mèk-mà]
bial [bè-àl]
oiad [ò-yàd]
aìs ro [à ès rò]
tox [òتس]
vm [dàs-èv-m]
aài [à-à-è]
Baltim [bàl-tem]
ZACAR [zà-kàr]
od [òd]
ZAMRAN, [zàn-ràn]
odo [ò-dò]
cicle [kè-kèlè]
Qaà, [kwà-à]
zorge, [zòr-jè]
Lap [làp]
zirdo [zèr-dò]
NOCO [nò-kò]
MAD, [màd]
hoath [hò-à-tèh]
laidà. [yà-è-dà]

Oh you swords of the sowth which have eyes to stir up wrath of Synn making men drunken which are empty: Behold the promise of God and his powre which is called amongst you: A bitter sting: Move therefore and shew yourselves open the Mystery of your Creation for I am the servant of ye same your God Be friendly unto me: for I am the servant of the same your God The true worshipper of the Highest
The Fifteenth Call


O thou the governor of the first flame under whose wyngs are :6739: which weave the earth with drynes which knowest of the great name Righteousness and the scale of Honor Move and shew yourselves open the Mysteries of your Creation Be friendly unto me: for I am the servant of the same your God The true worshipper of the Highest

The Sixteenth Call


The Seventeenth Call


shalt comfort the iust: which walkest on the earth with feete 876 that understand and separate creatures great art thou in the God of strech-forth-and-conquer Move and shew yourselves open the Mysteries of your Creation Be friendly unto me: for I am the servant of the same your God The true worshipper of the Highest
### The Eightheenth Call

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAA</th>
<th>[fāks-ēs]</th>
<th>:7336:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hubāro</td>
<td>[hūb-ā-ro]</td>
<td>lamps living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tastax</td>
<td>[tās-tāks]</td>
<td>going before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yel sē</td>
<td>[yēl sē]</td>
<td>the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so bā-yād</td>
<td>[sō bā-yād]</td>
<td>whose God is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>[ē]</td>
<td>is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vōn pō vnph</td>
<td>[vōn pō vān-pēb]</td>
<td>Wrath in Angre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al don</td>
<td>[āl-dōn]</td>
<td>Gyrd up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dax</td>
<td>[dāks]</td>
<td>th y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>[ēl]</td>
<td>loynes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>[ōd]</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to á tar</td>
<td>[tō ā tār]</td>
<td>harken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACAR</td>
<td>[zā-kār]</td>
<td>Move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>[ōd]</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAMRAN,</td>
<td>[zām-rān]</td>
<td>shew yourselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>odo</td>
<td>[ō-dō]</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cicle</td>
<td>[kē-klē]</td>
<td>the Mysteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qāā,</td>
<td>[kwā-ā]</td>
<td>of your Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zorge,</td>
<td>[zōr-jē]</td>
<td>Be friendly unto me:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lap</td>
<td>[lāp]</td>
<td>for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zirdo</td>
<td>[zēr-dō]</td>
<td>I am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOCO</td>
<td>[nō-kō]</td>
<td>the servant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD,</td>
<td>[mād]</td>
<td>of the same your God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hoath</td>
<td>[hō-ā-teh]</td>
<td>The true worshipper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laida.</td>
<td>[yā-ē-dā]</td>
<td>of the Highest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Call of the Thirty Aires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>erān</th>
<th>[ē-rān]</th>
<th>:6332:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>brints</td>
<td>[brēnts]</td>
<td>have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cafāfam</td>
<td>[kā-fā-fām]</td>
<td>their abiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ds</td>
<td>[dās]</td>
<td>which</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ivmd</td>
<td>[yē-vā-mēd]</td>
<td>is called</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a qā’lo</td>
<td>[ā kwā-lō]</td>
<td>in thy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a ḏō hi</td>
<td>[ā ḏō hē]</td>
<td>Kingdome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOZ</td>
<td>[mōz]</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>[ōd]</td>
<td>not to be measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma ṏf fas</td>
<td>[mā ṏf ās]</td>
<td>Be thow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolp</td>
<td>[bō-lāp]</td>
<td>a window of comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comōblīort</td>
<td>[kō-mō-blē-ōrt]</td>
<td>unto me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pambt</td>
<td>[pām-bēt]</td>
<td>Move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACAR</td>
<td>[zā-kār]</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>od</td>
<td>[ōd]</td>
<td>shew yourselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAMRAN,</td>
<td>[zām-rān]</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>odo</td>
<td>[ō-dō]</td>
<td>the Mysteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cicle</td>
<td>[kē-klē]</td>
<td>of your Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qāā,</td>
<td>[kwā-ā]</td>
<td>Be friendly unto me:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zorge,</td>
<td>[zōr-jē]</td>
<td>for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lap</td>
<td>[lāp]</td>
<td>I am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zirdo</td>
<td>[zēr-dō]</td>
<td>the servant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOCO</td>
<td>[nō-kō]</td>
<td>of the same your God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD,</td>
<td>[mād]</td>
<td>The true worshipper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hoath</td>
<td>[hō-ā-teh]</td>
<td>of the Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laida.</td>
<td>[yā-ē-dā]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8 Calls nineteen through forty-eight are formed by inserting the appropriate corresponding name of one of the Thirty Ayres at this point, as resumed in the Table following the Call.
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Iaida
nonca
gohülm
Mícma
ado ian
MAD
Já od
bliorb
sã bã o o ãôna
chis
Lucíttias
peripsoi
ds
abraássa
noncf
netãa ïb
Caôs gi
ôd
tîlb
ad phaht
dâm ploz
toãat
noncf
gmi
cãl
zôma
L râsd
tôl glo
marb
yârry,
IDÔIGO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>od</th>
<th>tor zulp</th>
<th>ia o daf</th>
<th>gohôl</th>
<th>Caôsâa</th>
<th>tabaord</th>
<th>saânir</th>
<th>od</th>
<th>Chris téos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[yâ-ë-dâ]</td>
<td>[tôr-zulp]</td>
<td>[yâ o daf]</td>
<td>[gô-hôl]</td>
<td>[kâ-ôs-gâ]</td>
<td>[tâ-bâ-ôrd]</td>
<td>[sâ-ä-nêr]</td>
<td>[ôd]</td>
<td>[krês-tê-ôs]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the highest
to you
it is sayd,
Beholde
the face
of your God
the beginning
of comfort:
whose eyes
are
the brightness
of the heavens:
which
provided
you
for the government
of the Erth.
and
her
unspakable
varietie
furnishing
you
with
a powr
understanding
to dispose
all things
according
to the providence
of him that sitteth on
the holy Throne
and
rose up
in the beginning
saying
The Earth
Let her be governed
by her parts
and
Let there be

yr pôil
[ûr pê-ël]
Bus dir tilb
[bus dêr têlb]
noln
[non-ôl-n]
pô ëd
[ôr bô]
ôd
[ôd]
do drmw
[do drum-nê]
zylana
[z-ôô-ën-nê]
El zôp tilb
[êl-zôp têlb]
parmgi
[pår-m-jê]
pe rip sax
[pê rep sêx]
ôd
[ôd]
ta
[tâ]
Quriست
[kûr-ëlst]
bo ô a pi S
[bô ô a pês]
L nûb m
[l-nêb-m]
ôv cho
[ôv-kô]
symp,
[sâ-yêm-p]
ôd
[ôd]
Christêos
[krês-tê-ôs]
Ag tôl tôm
[âg tôl tôrn]
mirc
[mêrk]
Q
[kwâ]
ti ëb l
[tê ôô l]
Lei,
[lêl]
Ton
[tôn]
paombd
[pâ-ôm-bêd]
dil zmo
[dël-z-mô]
as pian,
[âs pê-ân]
Od
[ôd]
Christêos
[krês-tê-ôs]
Ag L tôr tôm
[âg l tôr tôrn]
parach
[pâ-râk]
a symp,
[ôr s-êm-p]
Cord ziz
[kôrd-zêz]
dod pal
[dôd pêl]
ôd
[ôd]
tifalz
[fi-fâlz]
Ls moad.
[lô mô-ôd]
And the dwelling places, let them forget their names: The work of man and his pomp, let them be defaced: His buildings let them become caves for the beasts of the field: Confound her understanding with darkness. For why? It repenteth me I made Man. One while let her be known, and another while a stranger: she is the bed of an Harlot, and the dwelling place of him that is fain: of you hevens, arise, the lower hevens under neath you, let them serve you: Govern
### The Names of the Thirty Ayres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lil</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zom</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paz</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lit</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maz</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deo</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zid</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zax</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ich</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loe</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zim</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uta</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxo</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chr</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tor</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nia</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uti</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaa</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rii</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tex</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### APPENDIX II

#### Magical Correspondences

The Sigils of the Averse Forces follow immediately after their Name in each Hierarchy. This inclusion is designed to facilitate Magical Evocation.

#### Elemental Correspondences

**Earth**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Divine Name</th>
<th>Cardinal Point</th>
<th>Archangel</th>
<th>Angel</th>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>King</th>
<th>Elementals</th>
<th>Demon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
<td>[טָרְאש]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Magical Correspondences

Cardinal Point
Archangel
Angel
Ruler
King
Elementals
Demon

Water
Element
Divine Name
Cardinal Point
Archangel
Angel
Ruler
King
Elementals
Demon

Fire
Element
Divine Name

Zodiacal Correspondences

Aries
Divine Name
Archangel
Angel
Sphere
Angel, House 1
Qlippoth

---

2The Names of the Zodiacal Qlippoth figure in "The Qlippoth of the Qabalah," S.L. MacGregor Mathers and J.W. Brodie Innes, The Sorcerer and his Apprentice, ed. R.A. Gilbert (Wellingborough: Aquarian, 1983), pp. 25-27. Unfortunately, R.A. Gilbert does not include the Hebrew spellings of these names, and the version of the same paper by Mathers located at the Humanities Department of the University of Texas at Austin contains numerous scribal errors in Hebrew spelling. These names apparently originate in Appendages to the Zohar that remain untranslated into English. The spellings used in the present work are those given by Crowley in 777, col. VIII., p. 2. Further research remains needed in this area.
Taurus

Divine Name: יוה (yod)
Archangel: מַזְמִיד (mazmeid)
Angel: מָרָאֶל (marael)
Sphere: שִׁיר (shir)
Angel, House 2: מֹעַל (meul)
Qlippoth: אֲדָמִית (admitt)

[yod-hê-hê-vâv]
[as-môd-êl]
[â-râ-zê-êl]
[shôr]
[tû-âl]
[âd-ê-mê-rôn]

Gemini

Divine Name: יוה (yod)
Archangel: מַזְמִיד (mazmeid)
Angel: מָרָאֶל (marael)
Sphere: שִׁיר (shir)
Angel, House 3: מֹעַל (meul)
Qlippoth: אֲדָמִית (admitt)

[yod-vâv-hê-hê]
[am-brê-êl]
[sâr-i-êl]
[te-ôm-em]
[ge-êl]
[tsê-lêl-dâm-ê-rôn]

Cancer

Divine Name: יוה (yod)
Archangel: מַזְמִיד (mazmeid)
Angel: מָרָאֶל (marael)
Sphere: שִׁיר (shir)
Angel, House 4: מֹעַל (meul)
Qlippoth: אֲדָמִית (admitt)

[hê-vâv-hê-vâv]
[mû-re-êl]
[pâ-ke-êl]
[sâr-tân]
[kâ-êl]
[shê-ge-re-rôn]

Leo

Divine Name: יוה (yod)
Archangel: מַזְמִיד (mazmeid)
Angel: מָרָאֶל (marael)
Sphere: שִׁיר (shir)
Angel, House 5: מֹעַל (meul)
Qlippoth: אֲדָמִית (admitt)

[hê-vâv-yod-hê]
[vêr-ke-êl]
[sê-râ-tê-êl]
[âr-yêl]
[o-êl]
[shâl-hev-ê-rôn]

Virgo

Divine Name: יוה (yod)
Archangel: מַזְמִיד (mazmeid)
Angel: מָרָאֶל (marael)
Sphere: שִׁיר (shir)
Angel, House 6: מֹעַל (meul)
Qlippoth: אֲדָמִית (admitt)

[hê-hê-yod-vâv]
[hâ-mâ-êl]
[shâl-tê-êl]
[bê-tû-lâ]
[vô-yêl]
[tsâ-fêr-ê-rôn]
### Libra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divine Name</th>
<th>[vav-hê-yôd-hê]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archangel</td>
<td>[zù-re-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel</td>
<td>[kà-dâ-kê-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>[môz-ni-êm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel, House 7</td>
<td>[yâ-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qlippoth</td>
<td>[av-e-re-rôn]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Scorpio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divine Name</th>
<th>[vav-hê-hê-yôd]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archangel</td>
<td>[bàr-kê-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel</td>
<td>[sà-ets-e-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>[âk-râv]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel, House 8</td>
<td>[sô-sôl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qlippoth</td>
<td>[ng-kôsh-tê-rôn]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Capricorn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divine Name</th>
<th>[hê-yôd-hê-vâv]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archangel</td>
<td>[hâ-nâ-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel</td>
<td>[sê-mâ-kê-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>[gê-de]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel, House 10</td>
<td>[kà-sù-yô-yà]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qlippoth</td>
<td>[dag-dag-ê-rôn]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Aquarius

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divine Name</th>
<th>[hê-yôd-vâv-hê]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archangel</td>
<td>[kâm-brê-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel</td>
<td>[tsâk-mâk-e-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>[dê-ê]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel, House 11</td>
<td>[ô-su-êl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qlippoth</td>
<td>[bé-hêm-e-rôn]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pisces

Divine Name  קהה
Archangel  מיכאל
Angel  מסייר
Sphere  נברשת
Angel, House 12  פסיאל
Qlippoth  נשמירון

Divine Name  [hè-hé-vāv-yōd]
Archangel  [ām-nēts-e-ēl]
Angel  [vē-kāv-e-ēl]
Sphere  [dāg-ēm]
Angel  [pā-sē-e-ēl]
Qlippoth  [nā-shēm-e-rōn]

Sephirothic and Planetary Correspondences

Kether

Sephirah  קתר
Divine Name  [kē-tēr]
Archangel  [ē-hē-yē]
Angel  [mē-tāt-rōn]
Sphere  [kī-ōt hā-kō-dēsh]
Angel, House 12  [rē-shēt hā-gāl-gāl-ēm]
Qlippoth  [tē-ōm-e-ēl]3

Chokmah

Sephirah  קחקמה
Divine Name  [kòk-ńa]
Archangel  [yāḥ]
Angel  [rā-že-ēl]
Sphere  [ō-ē-kā-nēm]
Angel, House 12  [mā-zā-lōt]
Qlippoth  [ōg-ē-ēl]

Binah

Sephirah  ברה
Divine Name  [bē-nā]
Archangel  [yōd-hē-vāv-hē ē-lō-hēm]
Angel  [tsāi-kē-ēl]
Sphere  [ār-ēl-ēm]
Angel, House 12  [sā-tā-rē-ēl]
Qlippoth

Saturn

Palace  שאר
Intelligence  ליניא
Spirit  נא

Palace  [shā-bē-ti]
Intelligence  [lāg-ē-ēl]
Spirit  [zāz-ēl]4

3The Sephirothic Qlippoth may be found in The Kabbalah Unveiled (from the Latin: Kabalah Demudata), trans. S.L. MacGregor Mathers (1887) (York Beach: Weiser, 1990), p. 121. Further research regarding earlier sources of this Hierarchy remains indicated.

4The Kenothetic Spirits (Demons) of the Planets derive from in Agrippa, Three Books of Occult Philosophy, pp. 318-328.
**Chesed**

- **Sephirah**: צד
- **Divine Name**: [kè-sèd]
- **Archangel**: [tsād-kè-ēl]
- **Angel**: [kāsh-māl-ēm]
- **Qlippoth**: [gā shē-kū-lā]

**Mars**

- **Palace**: [mā-ā-dem]
- **Divine Name**: [grāf-ē-ēl]
- **Archangel**: [bār-tsēb-ēl]

**Jupiter**

- **Palace**: [tsē-dēk]
- **Intelligence**: [yō-ō-fē-ēl]
- **Spirit**: [ḥēs-mā-ēl]

**Tiphareth**

- **Sephirah**: [tēf-ē-rēt]
- **Divine Name**: [yōd-hē-vāw-hē ḡō-lō-hā vē-dā-āt]
- **Archangel**: [rē-fā-ēl]
- **Angel**: [mē-lā-kēm]
- **Qlippoth**: [tā-gē-rē-rēn]

**Gevurah**

- **Sephirah**: [gē-vū-rā]
- **Divine Name**: [ē-lō-hēm ḡō-bōr]
- **Archangel**: [kā-mā-ēl]
- **Angel**: [sē-rāf-ēm]
- **Qlippoth**: [gō-lo-hāv]

**Sun**

- **Palace**: [shē-mēsh]
- **Divine Name**: [nā-kē-ēl]
- **Spirit**: [sō-rāt]
Netzach
Sephirah  ספירה
Divine Name  ספירה
Archangel  אֶּלֶּם
Angel  אֶלֶּם
Qlippoth  קַלְיֹפָה

Venus
Palace  פָּלָכָה
Intelligence  חַיָּל
Spirit  נָמָל

Hod
Sephirah  ספירה
Divine Name  ספירה
Archangel  אֶלֶּם
Angel  אֶלֶּם
Qlippoth  קַלְיֹפָה

Mercury
Palace  קָו

Intelligence  חַיָּל
Spirit  נָמָל

Yesod
Sephirah  ספירה
Divine Name  ספירה
Archangel  אֶלֶּם
Angel  אֶלֶּם
Qlippoth  קַלְיֹפָה

Moon
Palace  פָּלָכָה
Intelligence  חַיָּל
Spirit  נָמָל

*This is in reality the Cabalistic demon Ashmedai or Asmodeos, whose name has been altered by notarikon. See Louis Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews [1909], tr. Henrietta Szold (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1937) for numerous references to this demon. The Sigil contained in the present work has been redrawn from the Kamea, and differs from those given by Agrippa and Barrett in that the e and a are lettered separately.*
The name  חַזְבָּל is composed of three different letters, two of which are repeated. It is possible to rearrange the letters of חַזְבָּל into twelve different orders or permutations. These may then be associated with other groups of twelve things: the signs of the Zodiac, the Tribes of Israel, the categories of Aristotle, and so forth. For this example, the Twelve Banners of חַזְבָּל are linked to the signs of the Zodiac, and the results are examined in the light of one of the "traditional" sets of correspondences to חַזְבָּל. The order of the Banners or permutations of חַזְבָּל is important. The method is to start with the usual form of the name and then to get a second form by switching the last two letters about. The third banner is obtained from the second by switching the fourth and second letters. The fourth is obtained from the third by switching the last and first letters. The fifth is obtained from the fourth by switching the last two letters about. The rest are obtained by a repetition of the same series of operations. The twelfth banner automatically is changed by this process into the first, and the whole thing repeats in a regular cycle of such permutations. This is also the nature of the annual cycle of the twelve signs of the Zodiac.

1 Each of the letters of the name חַזְבָּל have numerous attributions. Since the letter  ה is repeated, it is common practice in the Western Esoteric Tradition to distinguish between the two letter by writing the final one as  ה . Among the numerous things attributed to each of these four letters are the four Elements: The  כ corresponds to Fire,  ה to Water,  ג to Air, and  ד to Earth. This attribution has been utilized elsewhere, for example, to analyze the squares of the Enochian Elemental Tablets. In the present discussion, it is employed to analyze the correspondence between the permutations of the name חַזְבָּל (also called the Twelve Banners of חַזְבָּל) and the fashion in which the signs of the Zodiac embody the Forces of the Elements (Ed.).
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Earth on Water, Air on Fire

Harmony of the active Elements (Fire and Air) on the passives (Water and Earth). Fire leads in this, the first of the Fire Signs of the Zodiac.

Still harmonious in combination, but now the Earth is raised above the Air as by the churning of the ground by the Taurian Bull in the first Earth sign.

The active Elements are isolated from the passives. Air is advanced in this first Air sign.

The active and passive Elements are mixed, but Water leads in this first Water sign.

Again the actives and the passives are mixed, but this time Fire scorches Earth in this second Fire sign.

The active and passive Elements are isolated. Earth advances in this second Earth sign.

Here the mixture of the active and the passive Elements is harmonious. The two pairs of Aries are reversed, and Air advances in this second Air sign. The harmony of the beginning returns, produced by this shift.²

The actives and the passives are mixed to counterbalance the active Elements are separated, and Fire advances in this third Fire sign.

Earth leads, and the actives are mixed with the passives in this third Earth sign.

The active and passive Elements are mixed, and Air advances in this third Air sign.

The actives and the passives are separated, and Water advances in this final Water sign.

Cardinal Quadruplicity: °, ©, ∆ & §. In each case, the active and passive Elements are mixed. The order is the same in each, but the starting point is different.

Fixed Quadruplicity: °, ©, ℄ & §. In each case, the actives are mixed with the passives, but the order is different from that of the Cardinal Signs.

Mutable Quadruplicity: °, ℄, © & ∆. In each case, the active Elements are separated from the passives, and a different order is seen in each.

The Fire Triplicity: °, ©, & ∆. The elements of Fire (°), Water (©) and Air (©) cycle, but Earth (©) does not.

The Earth Triplicity: °, ℄ & ©. Air (©) is fixed and the other elements cycle.

The Air Triplicity: °, © & ∆. Water (©) is fixed and the other elements cycle.

² Note that Libra lies opposite Aries on the wheel of the Zodiac (Ed.).
³ Note that Scorpio lies opposite Taurus on the zodiacal Wheel (Ed.).

Note that if the banners of °, ©, ∆ & § be read as vertical columns in each group of Quadruplicities, the name ° will be spelled out in the first of the four columns (from the right) and the remaining columns will cycle through the letters of ° in that same order.
The Water Triplicity: ䷰, ䷱, & ䷳. Fire (ꞌ) is fixed and the other elements cycle.

The Book of the Concourse of the Planetary and Zodiacal Forces

The Book of the Concourse of Planetary Forces

Israel Regardie and other authorities have noted the potential for further integration of Enochian material into Rosicrucian Magic, particularly in the arenas of Planetary and Zodiacal Magic. Regarding Planetary Magic, numerous aspects of the Heptarchical system outlined by John Dee in Sloane MSS 3188 and 3191 have appeared particularly promising.

Previous efforts to integrate this material met with but limited success due to divergent systems of ordering the Planets. In the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels,1 Dee arranges the Planets in the following Order: Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Mercury, Saturn, and Moon, unto each one of which corresponds the Names of a King, a Prince, and five other Angels. In the following adaptation of Dee's illustration, numbers added around the outer circumference show the attribution of the forty-nine Enochian Calls to the Planetary and Subplanetary Forces. An analysis of this attribution follows later in this examination.

---

1 Illustrated in Sloane MS 3191 [15857], Dr. John Dee (London: The British Library)
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The Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels

![Diagram of the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels]

Apparantly, Dee’s Planetary ordering diverges from any arrangement employed by the R. R. et A. C. A careful examination of Sloane MS. 3191, however, reveals a solution to this problem. Luckily, when presenting the forty-two Ministers that serve each King and his Prince, Dee includes the Sigil of an Angel at the top of each manuscript folio. The Names of these Angels derive from the Sigillum Dei Aemeth. The Names of the Kings derive from the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels, which associates a Planet with each King.

By applying the Planetary correspondence of each King to the Sigillum Dei Aemeth by way of the Sigils and Angels from the manuscript folios, a different planetary ordering becomes apparent, occulled in the Sigillum Dei Aemeth. When orienting the Sigillum Dei Aemeth with the top facing toward the West, this arrangement exactly corresponds to the planetary order in the Vault of the Adepti: Venus, Moon, Saturn,

Jupiter, Mars, Sun, and Mercury. This previously hidden correspondence between the planetary arrangement implicit in the Sigillum Dei Aemeth and the walls of the Vault of the Adepti thus provides the key that enables an effective integration of the two systems. The color illustration of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth included in this book depicts this correspondence through the Planetary colors on the Hexagram and the inner Heptagon.

Through the clear link between the Heptarchical Kings attributed to each Planet and seven Angels of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth, the Sigillum represents a Tablet of Union for Planetary Forces. The Sigillum thus serves an identical function in Planetary Magic as does the Tablet of Union in Elemental Magic. Furthermore, the Seals around the circumference of the Sigillum and the Names connected with them (i.e., Galas, Gethog, Horlwn, Aaoth, Galethog, Innon, and Thaaoth) likewise correspond with the Planets. These Seals and Names thus serve as a connecting link between the Sigillum Dei Aemeth and the individual Planetary Tablets.

Each Planetary Tablet consists of a Seal derived from the circumference of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth, the Name of the corresponding Heptarchical King in the first Row, and the forty-two letters that comprise the forty-two Ministers of this King below. Thus every Tablet contains seven Rows of seven letters, which together yield forty-nine Squares.

The letters comprising the forty-two Ministers of each Heptarchical King originate by permutation from the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels. The enterprising student can easily work this out for him or herself by comparing each group of forty-two Ministers with the Table of Forty-nine Good Angels and discovering the patterns through which each group of letters derives. Such a study, however, clearly reveals a number of transcription errors made by Dee in Sloane MS 3191. The Planetary Tablets in this book include corrections of these errors with the noteworthy exception of the Saturn Tablet. The permutation method through which this group of letters originates remains undiscovered. Any apparent pattern would require the significant change of at least eleven of the forty-two letters. Therefore, the letters that appear on the Saturn Tablet in this book match exactly those given by Dee in Sloane MS 3191. This is the most satisfactory arrangement until additional research reveals a better solution for the Saturn Tablet.

On each Planetary Tablet, a Traditional Planet rules each Row and Column. The Planet of the Tablet governs the first Row and Column of
each Tablet. The remaining Planets rule remaining Rows and Columns from left to right and from top to bottom in the order that the Planets appear in the walls of the Vault of the Adepti. According to the King's Scale color attributed to each Planet, this order precisely matches the progression of the colors of the visible spectrum.

The King's Scale Color of the Planet that rules the Row determines the color of Squares within each Row. The King's Scale Color of the Planet governing the Column likewise determines the color of Letters inside the Squares within each Column. Thus each of the forty-nine Squares of any Planetary Tablet embodies a uniquely different interplay of Planetary and Subplanetary Forces. The Magician may thus determine the interplay of Forces within each Square at a glance according to color.

The following analogy clarifies the relationship between the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels and the individual Planetary Tablets. Imagine that each Planetary Tablet is an independent country. The Table of Forty-nine Good Angels then represents the combined Foreign Ministries as well as Embassies of each of the Seven countries. The King, as head of State in both foreign and domestic affairs, stands first in his section on the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels as well as on his Planetary Tablet. The Prince is like a Foreign Minister. Although second only to the King in influence at home, the Prince lives out of the country in one of the six Embassies. The Name of the Prince of each country lies not in the same section as his King on the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels but in the section immediately preceding it and following the Name of the King in that section. By analogy, this section is the foreign country where the Prince lives and works in the Embassy.

The remaining five Ambassadors live in the remaining five countries of their Embassies. The Names of these Ambassadors lie on the Table of Forty-nine Good Angels, therefore, in the remaining five sections of the Table where they respectively occupy in the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh positions. In the preceding illustration of the Table of the Forty-Nine Good Angels, a small Planetary Glyph immediately preceding each Name indicates the "country of origin" of each of these Entities.

The Entities depicted on the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels are Archangelic Forces as related to the Planetary Tablets. The Prince and the five Ambassadors, to continue the analogy, occasionally come home from their Embassies abroad. At home they each have a particular area of influence as well. The King and the Prince together govern the Tablet as a whole. Additionally, since each Row of the Tablet represents a Subplanetary Force, the King governs the first Row of the Tablet as well, which bears the Letters of his Name. The Prince and the Ambassadors each governs one of the remaining Rows of the Tablet. Sympathies of the Subplanetary Forces determine these areas of influence. For example, Bormila, the Ambassador of Venus depicted on the Table of Forty-nine Good Angels in the Saturn section, rules the Row of the Venus Tablet bearing the letters LBBNAAU. Saturn governs this Row, which represents the Subplanetary Force, Saturn of Venus. The Entities of the Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels govern the remaining Subplanetary Rows of the Planetary Tablets in the same fashion. The Table below resumes and illustrates this relationship.

Besides these Archangels, an Angel governs each Subplanetary Row of the Planetary Tablets as well. The Names of these Angles are identical with the Names depicted on the individual Rows of the Tablets beginning with the first letter of each line. In the rows bearing the Names of the Heptarchical Kings, the King represents the Angelic as well as the Archangelic Force. Furthermore, an Angel governs each Square of the Planetary Tablets. The Names of these Angles begin with the letter of the Square, continue to the right to the end of the Row, then finish from the beginning of the Row toward the right again, including every letter of the line in the Name. This is identical with the derivation of the Names of the Angels ruling the Servient Squares of the Elemental Tablets. In invoking the Angel of any specific Square of any Planetary Tablet, begin first the Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram for the Planet ruling the Tablet. Next invoke the Archangel and the Angel that govern the Row before invoking the Angel ruling the specific Square.

The forty-nine Enochian Calls correspond to the Planets, as well as to the forty-nine Subplanetary Rows of the combined seven Planetary Tablets, according to the arrangement of the Planets given by John Dee in the circular Table of the Forty-nine Good Angels. Calls one through seven correspond with the seven Kings in a clockwise fashion beginning with the Venus section. Calls eight through fourteen likewise correspond with the Princes beginning with the Venusian Prince located in the preceding, Lunar section of the Table. The remaining Calls likewise correspond with the Ambassadors.

The Angels communicating with John Dee withheld the First Enochian Call, stating that it appertained only to God and could not be revealed. Dee nonetheless numbers the first Call given by the Angels as the First, resulting in a system of forty-eight rather than forty-nine
Calls. The final Call therefore appears twice Subplanetarily, to compensate for this fact. To fully grasp the planetary attribution of the Enochian Calls, the student should carefully observe the numerical order of the Calls given around the outer circumference of the Table of Forty-nine Good Angels, illustrated at the beginning of this appendix.

The First Call additionally rules the Sigillum Dei Aemeth (the Planetary Tablet of Union) as a whole, the Names included in the section of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth attributed unto Venus, and the Sigil of Galas. This Sigil appears on the circumference of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth in the Venus section as well as on the Seal of the Venus Tablet. Calls two through seven moreover rule to the remaining Planetary sections, Sigils, and Names depicted on the Sigillum according to the aforementioned Planetary attributions. When invoking the Name of any Entity from the Sigillum Dei Aemeth, first vibrate the First Call followed by the Call that governs the Planetary section of the Sigillum containing the Name.

When invoking any Planetary Tablet or any Subplanetary Row of any Tablet, first vibrate the Call ruling the Planetary Tablet. To invoke any Subplanetary Row of any Planetary Tablet, next vibrate the Call that rules the Subplanetary Row. The following Table resumes the above correspondences as related to the seven Planetary Tablets and their forty-nine Subplanetary Rows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-planetary Line of Planetary Tablet</th>
<th>Enochian Call Governing Line</th>
<th>Enochian Archangel Governing Line</th>
<th>Embassy Where Archangel Resides</th>
<th>Enochian Angel Governing Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 7</td>
<td>Blumaza</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 7</td>
<td>Blumaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 14</td>
<td>Bralges</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 14</td>
<td>Oesngle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 28</td>
<td>Belmara</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 28</td>
<td>Auznilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 35</td>
<td>Bragiop</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 35</td>
<td>Ylimafs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 42</td>
<td>Brisfl</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 42</td>
<td>Nrsogoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 21</td>
<td>Baspalo</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 21</td>
<td>Nrnpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 48</td>
<td>Basledf</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 48</td>
<td>Labdgrf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 7</td>
<td>Blumaza</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 7</td>
<td>Blumaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 14</td>
<td>Bralges</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 14</td>
<td>Oesngle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 28</td>
<td>Belmara</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 28</td>
<td>Auznilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 35</td>
<td>Bragiop</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 35</td>
<td>Ylimafs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 42</td>
<td>Brisfl</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 42</td>
<td>Nrsogoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 21</td>
<td>Baspalo</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 21</td>
<td>Nrnpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 48</td>
<td>Basledf</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 48</td>
<td>Labdgrf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 7</td>
<td>Blumaza</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 7</td>
<td>Blumaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 14</td>
<td>Bralges</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 14</td>
<td>Oesngle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 28</td>
<td>Belmara</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 28</td>
<td>Auznilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 35</td>
<td>Bragiop</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 35</td>
<td>Ylimafs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 42</td>
<td>Brisfl</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 42</td>
<td>Nrsogoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 21</td>
<td>Baspalo</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 21</td>
<td>Nrnpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 48</td>
<td>Basledf</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 48</td>
<td>Labdgrf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 7</td>
<td>Blumaza</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 7</td>
<td>Blumaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 14</td>
<td>Bralges</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 14</td>
<td>Oesngle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 28</td>
<td>Belmara</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 28</td>
<td>Auznilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 35</td>
<td>Bragiop</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 35</td>
<td>Ylimafs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 42</td>
<td>Brisfl</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 42</td>
<td>Nrsogoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 21</td>
<td>Baspalo</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 21</td>
<td>Nrnpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ Tablet</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 48</td>
<td>Basledf</td>
<td>☢ of ☢ 48</td>
<td>Labdgrf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ☢ Tablet                             | ☢ of ☢ 7                    | Blumaza                          | ☢ of ☢ 7                        | Blumaza                       |
| ☢ Tablet                             | ☢ of ☢ 14                   | Bralges                          | ☢ of ☢ 14                       | Oesngle                        |
| ☢ Tablet                             | ☢ of ☢ 28                   | Belmara                          | ☢ of ☢ 28                       | Auznilt                        |
| ☢ Tablet                             | ☢ of ☢ 35                   | Bragiop                          | ☢ of ☢ 35                       | Ylimafs                        |
| ☢ Tablet                             | ☢ of ☢ 42                   | Brisfl                           | ☢ of ☢ 42                       | Nrsogoo                        |
| ☢ Tablet                             | ☢ of ☢ 21                   | Baspalo                          | ☢ of ☢ 21                       | Nrnpm                          |
| ☢ Tablet                             | ☢ of ☢ 48                   | Basledf                          | ☢ of ☢ 48                       | Labdgrf                        |
To Skry to the Plane of any Square of any Planetary Tablet, first prepare a Truncated Pyramid for the Square colored according to the following rules and constructed according to the principles set forth in "The Book of the Concourse of the Forces." Use the King’s Scale for all colors. Although the same rules apply to each of the seven Planetary Tablets, each Tablet nonetheless yields a uniquely different set of correspondences.

### Sub-planetary Line of Planetary Tablet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-planetary Line of Planetary Tablet</th>
<th>Enochian Call Governing Line</th>
<th>Enochian Archangel Governing Line</th>
<th>Embassy Where Archangel Resides</th>
<th>Enochian Angel Governing Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♀ of ♀</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Babalel</td>
<td>♀ of ♀</td>
<td>Babalel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♂ of ♂</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Beafes</td>
<td>♂ of ♂</td>
<td>Eilmho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀ of ♂</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Binofon</td>
<td>♀ of ♀</td>
<td>Neopta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♂ of ♀</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Bapnido</td>
<td>♂ of ♀</td>
<td>Sagacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀ of ♂</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Busduna</td>
<td>♂ of ♀</td>
<td>Onedpon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♂ of ♀</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Bminpol</td>
<td>♀ of ♀</td>
<td>Noonman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀ of ♀</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Bmilges</td>
<td>♀ of ♀</td>
<td>Eteulgl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ♀ Tablet

- Bobogel ♂ of ♂ Bobogel
- Bariges ♀ of ♀ Leenarb
- Bomogo ♀ of ♀ Lnaaneb
- Bablibo ♂ of ♀ Roemnab
- Buscnab ♀ of ♀ Leaorib
- Barnafa ♀ of ♀ Neiciab
- Bonefon ♂ of ♂ Aoidiab

#### ♀ Tablet

- Bnaspol ♀ of ♀ Bnaspol
- Blamapo ♀ of ♀ Elgnseb
- Barfort ♀ of ♀ Nlinzub
- Bliigan ♀ of ♀ Sfamlbb
- Blisdon ♀ of ♀ Oogosrb
- Bazpama ♀ of ♀ Nrpcrrb
- Bernole ♀ of ♀ Ergdbab

Fill in side one in with the King’s Scale color of the Planet ruling the Tablet. Fill in side two with the color of the Planet governing the Column containing the Square. Fill in side three with the color of the Planet ruling the Zodiacal Sign or Decan corresponding to the Square, as explained below. Fill in side four with the color of the Planet governing the Row containing the Square.

The following illustrations show the correspondences of the Zodiacal Signs and Decans with the Squares of each Planetary Tablet. These correspondences arise on each Tablet according to the following rules. The Student will understand the rules easier by examining them simultaneously with the illustrations that follow.

1. Place the Planet that governs the Planetary Tablet in the upper left Square. For this square on each Tablet, fill in side three of the Truncated Pyramid with the color of the Planet governing the Tablet.
2. The first Square of each remaining Row and Column corresponds to a Sign of the Zodiac as explained below. To complete the Truncated Pyramid of these Squares, place the Planetary Ruler of the corresponding Sign in side three of the Truncated Pyramid.

---

1. For more information on Skrying in the Spirit Vision, see the author’s introduction of the present book.
3. A Decan is a ten degree section of a Zodiacal Sign.
3. Each of the remaining thirty-six Squares correspond to one of the thirty-six Zodiacal Decans. For these Squares, place the color of the Planet that rules the Decan⁶ in side three of the Pyramid.

4. Place the Zodiacal Signs in the first Square of the Rows and Columns of each Planetary Tablet according to the correspondence between the Planets ruling the Signs and the Planets governing the Rows and Columns of the Tablet. The Diurnal Signs⁷ correspond to the Rows. The Nocturnal Signs correspond to the Columns. Since the Sun and the Moon rule only one Zodiacal Sign each, Leo occupies the place of the Day House of the Sun and Cancer the place of the Night House of the Moon. Fill the Squares for the Day House of the Moon and for the Night House of the Sun with the Diurnal and Nocturnal Signs ruled by the Planet governing the Planetary Tablet.

5. The Zodiacal Decans then correspond to the remaining thirty-six Squares of each Tablet beginning from the Zodiacal Signs initiating each Row and Column. To understand these correspondences, visualize the remaining thirty-six Squares of any Planetary Tablet divided into four quadrants. In the upper left quadrant, the Diurnal Signs, which each begins a Row, fill in their Decans in degree order from left to right. In the upper right quadrant, the Nocturnal Signs, which each begins a Column, fill in their Decans next from top to bottom. In the lower left quadrant, the remaining Nocturnal Signs fill in their Decan from top to bottom. Finally, in the lower right quadrant, the remaining Diurnal Signs fill in their Decans from left to right.

⁶ See, Regardie, Golden Dawn, p. 86, for a complete list of the Planetary Rulers of the Decans.

⁷ For a discussion of the Diurnal and Nocturnal Zodiacal Signs, see "Day and Night Houses of the Planets" in the introduction to chapter three, "Planetary Rituals."
### Saturn Tablet Attributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saturn</th>
<th>Mars</th>
<th>Jupiter</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Moon</th>
<th>Earth</th>
<th>Venus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mars Tablet Attributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mars</th>
<th>Jupiter</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Moon</th>
<th>Earth</th>
<th>Venus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Jupiter Tablet Attributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jupiter</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Moon</th>
<th>Earth</th>
<th>Venus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Solar Tablet Attributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Moon</th>
<th>Earth</th>
<th>Venus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Book of the Concourse of the Zodiacal Forces

The successful integration of Enochian material from John Dee into Rosicrucian Zodiacal Magic has historically met with two difficulties. The first impediment arises because John Dee, in "Earthly Knowledge, Aid, and Victory," attributes the Twelve Tribes of Israel to the Signs of the Zodiac differently than does the R. R. et A. C. The Signs of the Zodiac thus correspond differently with the Enochian Zodiacal Kings in each system. The second difficulty relates closely to the first and concerns the best method of attributing twelve Divine Names from the Elemental Tablets to the Zodiacal Signs.

In a lecture to members of the Golden Dawn, entitled "On the Twelve Tribes of Israel and the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac," S. L. MacGregor Mathers attempts to explain the Golden Dawn correspondences according to the distribution of the twelve Tribes of Israel as they appear in the Old Testament. Mathers attempts to elucidate these correspondences by weaving a tapestry of associations with the Tribes, derived primarily from Biblical sources. These include the children of Jacob, their various Mothers, their order of birth, and the blessings of Moses and Jacob upon the various Tribes. Interestingly, Albert Pike presents a nearly identical exposition of similar associations in Morals And Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry. Mathers then comments upon the various armorial bearings ascribed to the twelve Tribes. This ascription exactly corresponds to that of the twelve ensigns attributed to the twelve Tribes in English Royal Arch Freemasonry. Thus it becomes apparent that the source from which the Golden Dawn borrowed this particular set of correspondences is English Royal Arch Freemasonry.

John Dee intended a different arrangement, however, implied in a diagram, entitled "Ordo Israelis Dispersi, hoc Estate 1585," illustrated below. Although Dee does not include the Glyphs of the Zodiacal Signs, but rather the numbers one through twelve, his intention is nonetheless easy to deduce. When one assigns the Zodiacal Signs from Aries as one through Pisces as twelve, the resulting attribution of the twelve Tribes of Israel to the Zodiacal Signs exactly matches those given by Cornelius Agrippa in his book on Celestial Magic. Dee clearly intended to attribute the twelve Tribes of Israel as well as the Enochian Zodiacal Kings to the Signs of the Zodiac according to the correspondences used by Agrippa.

---

9 Contained in Dee, Sloane MS 3191, and reproduced in Dee, Enochian Evocation, pp. 103-115.
11 "Numbers," chapters two and three.
Dee's diagram, thus understood, aligns the Zodiacal Signs according to their Elemental Triplicities in each of the four Quarters. The Fire Signs thus find their place in the East, the Earth Signs in the South, the Air Signs in the West, and the Water Signs in the North. This arrangement exactly coincides with the Golden Dawn attribution of the Elements to the four Quarters according to their "Natural position in the Zodiac." Thus it provides an excellent vehicle for the complete integration of the two systems.

The chart below shows the correspondences that the Golden Dawn has traditionally used in this regard. The correspondence between the Enochian Zodiacal Kings and the Zodiacal Signs does not match that intended by Dee, as demonstrated above. Instead, the Golden Dawn correspondences between the Tribes and the Signs derived from Royal Arch Freemasonry, when applied to the above diagram, result in completely different correspondences between the Signs and the Kings.16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zodiacal Sign</th>
<th>Enochian Zodiacal King</th>
<th>Divine Name</th>
<th>Tribe of Israel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Lavavoth</td>
<td>Aozpi</td>
<td>Gad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♂</td>
<td>Artalog</td>
<td>Mor</td>
<td>Ephraim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♈</td>
<td>Zarnaaah</td>
<td>Dial</td>
<td>Manasseh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Alpudus</td>
<td>Hctga</td>
<td>Issachar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☩</td>
<td>Honorol</td>
<td>Oip</td>
<td>Judah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⫷</td>
<td>Zarzilg</td>
<td>Teaa</td>
<td>Naphthali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⬰</td>
<td>Gebabel</td>
<td>Pdoce</td>
<td>Asshur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⫹</td>
<td>Olpaged</td>
<td>Mph</td>
<td>Dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⫸</td>
<td>Cadaamp</td>
<td>Arsl</td>
<td>Benjamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⬰</td>
<td>Zinggen</td>
<td>Gaiol</td>
<td>Zebulon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⫸</td>
<td>Ziracah</td>
<td>Oro</td>
<td>Reuben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⬰</td>
<td>Zurchol</td>
<td>Ibah</td>
<td>Simeon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inclusion in these correspondences of twelve Divine Names from the Enochian Elemental Tablets further impeded the successful integration of Enochian material into Rosicrucian Zodiacal Magic. As has been demonstrated by both Regardie and Zalewski, the Golden Dawn applied this material to the Tablet of Shewbread diagram from the Zelator Grade early in the history of the Order. This was an attempt to integrate Enochian material by reconciling the Shewbread diagram with yet another diagram from Dee, called the Great Circle of the Quarters. The method behind this attempt becomes clearer by including the Zodiacal Glyphs on the banners of Dee's diagram.

This arrangement, although seductive, is seriously flawed. The Elements of the Tablets from which these Divine Names originate do not correspond with the Elemental Triplicities of the Zodiacal Signs. When used in Ceremonial Magic, the failure of this arrangement becomes obvious. For example, it requires the Magician to invoke Sagittarius (a Fire Sign) using a Fire Invoking Pentagram while vibrating ARSL, a Divine Name from the Elemental Tablet of Water. Furthermore, the attribution of the Elements to the Quarters in this arrangement bears no resemblance to anything else in the R. R. et A. C. system.

The following diagram illustrates an alternative, superior means of integrating the two systems. The addition of the Zodiacal Glyphs to Dee's original illustration depicts the correspondences Dee intended. The twelve Divine Names from the Elemental Tablets align by placing
these Tablets in the four Quarters according to the "Natural position of
the Elements in the Zodiac." The three Divine Names from each El-
mental Tablet then correspond to the Zodiacal Signs according to the
position of these three Names on each Tablet. In the resulting corre-
spondences, each Divine Name from the Elemental Tablets corresponds
with a Zodiacal Sign of the same Elemental Triplicity. Furthermore,
John Dee's and the R. R. et A. C.'s allocations of the Elements to the
Quarters correspond perfectly as well.

The following table resumes the results of this superior integration of
Enochian Material into the R. R. et A. C. system of Zodiacal Magic.
The Zodiacal Rituals contained in this book incorporate these rectified
correspondences. Any Magician who desires to use the historical
correspondences, despite their difficulties, will have no trouble
retrofitting the historical Hierarchy into the Rituals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zodiacal Sign</th>
<th>Enochian Name</th>
<th>Divine Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♈</td>
<td>Olpaged</td>
<td>Teaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♉</td>
<td>Ziracah</td>
<td>Dial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♊</td>
<td>Hononol</td>
<td>Ibah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1

The Names of the twelve Enochian Zodiacal Kings comprise the let-
ters of the Enochian Zodiacal Tablet, included as a color illustration in
this book. The Name of each King consists of seven letters resulting in
twelve Rows and seven Columns, which together yield eighty-four
Squares. A Zodiacal Sign governs each Row, and a Traditional Planet
governs each Column.

The King's Scale Color of the Zodiacal Sign ruling the Row deter-
mines the color of Squares within each Row. The Zodiacal Signs' colors
progress as do the colors from an artist’s palette. The King's Scale
Color of the Planet governing the Column determines the color of Let-
ters inside Squares within each Column. The Planetary colors progress
as do colors through the spectrum of visible light, which is the same
order as the walls of the Vault of the Adepti. Thus each of the eighty-
four Squares of the Zodiacal Tablet embodies a uniquely different in-
terplay of Zodiacal and Planetary Forces, which the Magician may
discern at a glance according to color.

The following illustration shows the correspondences of the Zodia-
cal Signs and Quinants2 with the Squares of the Zodiacal Tablet. The
first Square of each Row corresponds to the Zodiacal Sign of the Row as
a whole. The remaining six Squares of each Row consecutively corre-
spond each to one Quinant of the Sign (that is, five degrees). Furthermore,
the Decans of the Sign correspond to each consecutive pair of
Squares as illustrated below.

---

2 A Quinant is a five degree section of a Zodiacal Sign.
### Zodiacal Tablet Attributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>1°-5°</th>
<th>5°-10°</th>
<th>10°-15°</th>
<th>15°-20°</th>
<th>20°-25°</th>
<th>25°-30°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>♉</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forty-eight Enochian Calls correspond with the twelve Signs of the Zodiac and the thirty-six Zodiacal Decans as follows. The First twelve Calls correspond to the Signs themselves from Aries through Pisces. The remaining thirty-six Calls correspond with the thirty-six Decans beginning with the first Decan of Leo, since the cusp of Leo begins the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac. Additionally, the First Call corresponds with the Zodiac as a whole as well as to the entire Zodiacal Tablet.

An Enochian Zodiacal King governs each Row of the Zodiacal Tablet. The Names of these Kings are identical with the Names depicted on the individual Rows of the Tablets beginning with the first letter of each line. Furthermore, an Angel governs each Square of the Tablet. The Names of these Angels begin with the letter of the Square, continue to the right to the end of the Row, then finish from the beginning of the Row toward the right again, including every letter of the line in the Name. This is identical with the derivation of the Names of the Angels ruling the Servient Squares of the Elemental Tablets.

When Invoking any Zodiacal Sign or the first Square of any Row of the Zodiacal Tablet, perform the Greater Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram or Hexagram for the Zodiacal Sign, thus invoking the King that governs the Row, then vibrate the Enochian Call that corresponds to the Zodiacal Sign. To invoke the Angel of any specific Square of the Zodiacal Tablet, continue with an invocation of the Angel of the Square itself, additionally vibrating the correct Enochian Call for the Zodiacal Decan attributed to the Square. The following Tables resume the correspondences between the Zodiacal Signs, the Quinants, the Decans, the Squares, and their relationship to the forty-eight Enochian Calls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Ruler of Sign</th>
<th>Enochian Call</th>
<th>Tarot Card</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>1 The Emperor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>2 The Hierophant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>3 The Lovers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>4 The Chariot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>5 Strength</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>6 The Hermit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>7 Justice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>8 Death</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>9 Temperance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>10 The Devil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>11 The Star</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☈</td>
<td>♆</td>
<td>12 The Moon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Decan Ruler Call Tarot Card Lord of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decan</th>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Tarot Card</th>
<th>Lord of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♌</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5 of Wands</td>
<td>Strife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♌</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6 of Wands</td>
<td>Victory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♌</td>
<td>♈</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7 of Wands</td>
<td>Valor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♏</td>
<td>♐</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Prudence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♏</td>
<td>♔</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Material Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♏</td>
<td>♕</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♐</td>
<td>♏</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2 of Swords</td>
<td>Peace Restored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♐</td>
<td>♑</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3 of Swords</td>
<td>Sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♐</td>
<td>♒</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4 of Swords</td>
<td>Rest from strife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♑</td>
<td>♔</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5 of Cups</td>
<td>Loss of Pleasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♑</td>
<td>♕</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6 of Cups</td>
<td>Pleasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♑</td>
<td>♖</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7 of Cups</td>
<td>Illusory Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♒</td>
<td>♔</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8 of Wands</td>
<td>Swiftness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♒</td>
<td>♕</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9 of Wands</td>
<td>Great Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♒</td>
<td>♖</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10 of Wands</td>
<td>Oppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♓</td>
<td>♔</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Harmonious Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♓</td>
<td>♕</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Material Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♓</td>
<td>♖</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Earthly Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♔</td>
<td>♕</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5 of Swords</td>
<td>Defeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♔</td>
<td>♖</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6 of Swords</td>
<td>Earned Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♔</td>
<td>♗</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7 of Swords</td>
<td>Unstable Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♕</td>
<td>♔</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8 of Cups</td>
<td>Abandoned Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♕</td>
<td>♕</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9 of Cups</td>
<td>Material Happiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♕</td>
<td>♖</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10 of Cups</td>
<td>Perpetual Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♖</td>
<td>♖</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2 of Wands</td>
<td>Dominion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♖</td>
<td>♗</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3 of Wands</td>
<td>Established Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♖</td>
<td>♘</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4 of Wands</td>
<td>Perfected Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♗</td>
<td>♘</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Material Trouble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♗</td>
<td>♙</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Material Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♗</td>
<td>♚</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7 of Pentacles</td>
<td>Success Unfulfilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♘</td>
<td>♙</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8 of Swords</td>
<td>Shortened Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♘</td>
<td>♚</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>9 of Swords</td>
<td>Despair and Cruelty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♘</td>
<td>♚</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10 of Swords</td>
<td>Ruin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°-10° ♙</td>
<td>♚</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2 of Cups</td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°-20° ♙</td>
<td>♚</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3 of Cups</td>
<td>Abundance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°-30° ♙</td>
<td>♙</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4 of Cups</td>
<td>Blended Pleasure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To Skry to the Plane of any Zodiacal Square, first prepare a Truncated Pyramid for the Square colored according to the following rules and constructed according to the principles set forth in The Book of the Concourse of the Forces. All of these colors are in the King's Scale. Fill in side one with the color of the Zodiacal Sign governing the Row containing the Square. Fill in side two with the color of the Planet governing the Column containing the Square. Fill in side three with the color of the Planet ruling the Zodiacal Sign or Decan corresponding to the Square. Fill in side four with the color of the Planet ruling the Zodiacal Sign that governs the Row containing the Square.

---

3 For more information on Skrying in the Spirit Vision, see the introduction of this book.
4 Regardie, Golden Dawn, p. 630.
Israel Regardie, The Golden Dawn, and Psychotherapy

by David Griffin and Cris Monnastre

The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and the Ordo Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis (R. R. et A. C.) are two divisions of an initiatic and magical Order founded by high-ranking Freemasons in England, respectively in 1888 and 1892. Although the exact origins of the Order remain obscure as well as controversial, its primary historical importance lies in its brilliant synthesis of mythical and magical material, from such varied sources as the Fama Fraternitatis (the first published Rosicrucian document), The Egyptian Book of the Dead, Cornelius Agrippa, Tycho Brahe, and John Dee. Salient aspects of the vast corpus of the Order's initiatic and magical material were first revealed in 1937 by the late Dr. Israel Regardie. This material has subsequently impacted most areas of modern magic, as well as many other arenas of spirituality.

Israel Regardie (1907-1985) stands as an important generational link to the magical rebirth of the late nineteenth century, as well as a pioneer in an early attempt to integrate psychology and magic. Born in 1907, Regardie as a young man knew both Aleister Crowley (1875-1947) and Dion Fortune (1890-1946), two early adepts of the Ordo Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis, each of whom went on to found their own esoteric fraternities. Regardie was also initiated into the Stella Matutina, an early offshoot of the Golden Dawn. Finally, Regardie's work was groundbreaking as an early attempt to integrate psychology and magic.
When Regardie was a young man, he fervently wished to become a magician. He considered Aleister Crowley to be the foremost magician of the period and, having introduced himself to Crowley by means of an admiring letter, began to work as his personal secretary in Paris in 1928. After several years with Crowley, Regardie was forced to leave as the result of a painful rupture with his mentor. The trauma caused by this breach wounded Regardie deeply; he later said it took him nearly seven years to recover from it.

Impoverished and confused, Regardie was taken in as a house guest of Dion Fortune, who was living near Glastonbury in southwest England. Fortune was not only a talented magician but a natural clairvoyant as well. Until he died he never forgot her hospitality and generosity during this difficult period.

Dion Fortune influenced Regardie in a completely unexpected direction. She had been instrumental in bringing Sigmund Freud’s ideas to England and had written a collection of short stories called The Secrets of Dr. Taverner. Although she characterized these stories as fiction, she said that Dr. Taverner actually existed and that the stories reflected factual case studies in which psychological and magical processes were linked.

It was at Dion Fortune’s dinner table that Regardie was first exposed to the ideas of Freud and C. G. Jung. Shortly thereafter, still struggling with the onslaught of emotions stemming from his breach with Crowley, Regardie entered first into Freudian psychoanalysis and later into Jungian analysis. During this phase Regardie became aware of how great a role his own unresolved emotional conflicts from early childhood had played in his rupture with Crowley. Regardie eventually concluded that it was such unresolved infantility that accounted for most of the chaotic group dynamics of earlier esoteric fraternities. This would lead him to insist on the necessity of psychotherapy for anyone seriously practicing any spiritual discipline.

Regardie later moved to the U.S., where he became familiar with the ideas of Wilhelm Reich and entered into Reichian therapy. He also began to correspond with Reich’s daughter Eva, which stimulated him to take a serious interest in the mind-body connection and at length to train as a chiropractor.

Even toward the end of his life, Regardie continued to respect both Freudian psychoanalysis and the ideas of Jung. He eventually came to believe, however, that Jungian analysis as he had experienced it was lacking in effective technique. He ultimately concluded that verbal therapy of any orientation paled in the light of Reich’s bodywork, and that the techniques of ceremonial magic would one day become a powerful adjunct to psychotherapy.

As a therapist and a bodyworker, Regardie combined Reich’s approach with minor chiropractic adjustments, basic magical techniques, and hatha yoga. In a typical session, Regardie would begin by initiating deep, rhythmic breathing in the client for a considerable period of time. This hyperventilation would create a slightly altered state of consciousness. During this process Regardie would survey various areas of tension on the body and would reduce their tightness with a type of deep and at times painful massage.

Both Regardie and Reich felt that unresolved emotional conflicts were stored in the body as tension. Using a physical approach would release blockages so that life energy, which Reich called “orgone,” could pass freely through the entire body. During the course of a session, a great deal of emotion would frequently emerge, which the client was encouraged to express.

Regardie often related Reichian ideas to the magic of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. He was particularly fond of one magical exercise called the Middle Pillar Ritual. In this technique the magician visualizes successive spheres of light at various points above, below, and along the spinal column while vibrating certain words. This generates a certain kind of energy, which, according to Regardie, is identical to Reich’s orgone. This energy is then circulated around and through the entire body by means of further visualization.

Legitimate esoteric orders have always been primarily intended to provide a context within which initiation may safely and effectively occur. As will be shown here, there are many parallels between initiation and forms of psychotherapy that take into account the spiritual dimensions of growth. Regardie even advised that the two should be considered as complementary processes, and that initiation should always be accompanied by some form of psychotherapy.

Regardie of course considered Reichian therapy to be the most useful adjunct to magical work. In view of the current lack of trained Reichian therapists, however, other schools of psychology suitable for work alongside magical training are those that include spiritual growth as a part of their paradigm, such as the Jungian and Transpersonal orientations, Psychosynthesis, and the emerging school of Esoteric Psychology.

Why does a candidate for initiation need psychotherapy? Any form of spiritual training, when practiced with enough sincerity and discipline, will eventually activate what Jung calls the complexes of
the personal unconscious. These may be defined as infantile emotional patterns left over from very early childhood that revolve around unresolved parental conflicts. These complexes are symbolized in the diagrams in this appendix by the seven-headed dragon. Frequently they are energized by spiritual practices.

Unless the complexes are allowed to emerge into consciousness in a safe and controlled fashion, they can be acted out in dangerous ways. This helps explain why many “spiritual” groups have become dysfunctional and at times even destructive.

Admittedly, combining initiation and psychotherapy does involve some difficulties. Whereas psychotherapy is unlikely to harm the effectiveness of an initiation or of any other genuinely spiritual process, not everyone seeking initiation can afford the substantial expense of psychotherapy. Furthermore the average lay person may find it difficult to distinguish an effective therapist from an incompetent one. Unfortunately, inept and destructive psychotherapists are frequently easier to find than capable ones, and the same holds true for initiators and initiating orders. Far too many esoteric groups are primarily motivated by their leaders’ needs for money or manipulative control over people’s lives.

True initiation is a process not unlike that of psychotherapy in that the skill and personal ethics of the initiator are crucial to a successful outcome. Moreover a relationship with an unethical initiator can be as damaging as one with an unethical psychotherapist. Anyone seeking initiation thus needs to be extremely discriminating in the choice of an initiator or order.

The seeker also needs to distinguish between initiating orders and personality cults, since far too many spiritual groups have been built around the personalities of charismatic but manipulative leaders. This phenomenon, combined with a disregard for the psychological issues that may arise, accounts for many of the abuses that have plagued the esoteric community.

An analysis of the psychological dynamics underlying initiation will help to clarify why such abuses occur. The initiatic process of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn clearly illustrates the dangers as well as the potential of initiation. But let us first consider the primary differences between initiation and psychotherapy.

Initiation, as its name suggests, may be defined as a new beginning. In the Golden Dawn system, the initiatic process has a magical as well as a psychological component. The magical component may be described as the systematic awakening or ignition of certain forces or energies in the “Sphere of Sensation” of the initiate. (The Sphere of Sensation is the term used by the Ordo Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis to describe what is commonly called the energy body or the aura.)

This process requires an initiator in whom these forces are already awakened and active, since initiation occurs through an actual transmission of energies. Thus from a magical perspective, the relationship between the initiator and the candidate is crucial. In this sense genuine self-initiation, if not altogether impossible, is at least extremely difficult to achieve. It is nonetheless possible, although difficult, to accomplish much of this magical aim of initiation through systematically and repeatedly invoking the correct magical energies using ceremonial magic.

Although much has been written about the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, almost nothing has been said about the overall initiatic process in which the Golden Dawn is but the first step. From the beginning, this system was conceived as being composed ten grades, each one corresponding to a Sephirah on the Qabalistic Tree of Life, and of three degrees, each one corresponding to an entire order. Each successive order is veiled from the previous one by the veils of Isis and Nephthys (called Paroketh).

The Three Orders on the Tree of Life

![Diagram of the Tree of Life with the orders marked: Ordo Argentei Astrum, Ordo Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis, Paroketh Veil of Nephthys, Circle of Isis Veil of Isis, Circle of Abydos, etc.](image)
The first degree and order consist of the curriculum and cycle of initiations of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. The grades of the first degree begin with the Neophyte initiation and correspond to the Sephiroth of Malkuth, Yesod, Hod, and Netsach. The second degree and order are those of the Ordo Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis. The Grades of the second degree begin with the probationary initiation of the Portal of the Vault of the Adepti and correspond to the Sephiroth of Tiphareth, Gevurah, and Chesed. The third degree and order are those of the Ordo Argentei Astri (commonly referred to as the third order). The grades of the third order correspond to the Sephiroth of Binah, Chokmah, and Kether, and begin with the probationary initiation of the Portal of the Abyss (which corresponds to Non-Sephirah of Daath).

In the first order, the magical forces are awakened, activated, and balanced in the candidate by the initiator in the rituals themselves. These forces are those of the traditional elements; Fire, Water, Air, Earth, and Spirit, which are symbolized by a pentagram. Beginning in the second order, however, the individual practice of ceremonial magic greatly enhances this process. The Second Order work primarily activates the forces of the seven traditional planets: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon, which are symbolized by a hexagram. Furthermore, in the second order, the adept learns to independently work with the elements through a series of sub-grades, which further differentiates these forces in the adept's aura. The third order primarily activates the forces of the signs of the zodiac, as well as alchemical Salt, Sulfur, and Mercury, which are symbolized by a triangle. Thus the work of the third order includes alchemy as a psycho-spiritual process as well as ceremonial magic.

Having thus examined the magical aspect of initiation, we may now understand the significance of the symbol of the Rose Cross (shown below) used by the Ordo Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis. Though its imagery is too intricate to be fully discussed here, we might point out that this Rose Cross symbolically depicts the forces awakened in the energy body of a fully initiated adept. It also illustrates the harmony and equilibrium of their operation, as represented by the four elements and the seven traditional planets.

The three concentric rings of Hebrew letters in the center of the figure are divided into groups of three, seven, and twelve letters each. This distribution is taken from the Sepher Yetzirah or “Book of Formation” of the ancient Qabalists. The innermost ring corresponds to the first order and the forces of the elements. The second ring corresponds to the second order as well as to the seven traditional planets, while the third correlates to the third order and the signs of the Zodiac.

Let us go on to examine some of the dynamics of psychotherapy in order to better understand initiation from a psychological perspective. According to certain schools of psychology, a phenomenon called "transference" figures prominently in effective psychotherapy. Transference may be defined as the process of becoming conscious of our unresolved parental conflicts. During the course of psychotherapy, the client begins to see the therapist as embodying these unresolved conflicts. This occurs as the client projects the contents of his or her own un-
Transference also plays a crucial role in the process of initiation, except that here it is the initiator who becomes the screen for the projections. This is one reason why initiation may be such an extremely effective tool in facilitating personal as well as spiritual development. But it also explains why initiation in the hands of inept or unscrupulous leaders can lead to heartbreak, disappointment, or even death and destruction. Moreover, because the transferential relationship with another human being is a central factor in initiation as well, genuine self-initiation is as impossible as self-administered psychotherapy.

As we have already mentioned, psychotherapy concurrent with initiation is a good idea, even if it is not always possible. But certain special circumstances do need to be considered. Certainly the therapist should be able to regard spirituality as a healthy phenomenon; ideally he or she should have experience working with spiritual issues. Although the therapist and the initiator do not need to consult each other, they must maintain healthy boundaries in their relationship with the initiate. It is never a good idea for a therapist to discuss case material outside the therapeutic relationship. Unfortunately some therapists tend to discuss this material with colleagues, supervisors, even sometimes at cocktail parties, all the while believing that they are behaving ethically because they only use the client’s first name.

Both the therapist and the initiator need to understand from the outset that such discussions must not occur. Initiation may be likened to an alchemical process: in order to be most effective, the vessel — the relationships with therapist and initiator — needs to be hermetically sealed. This is the primary reason that such great importance is given to secrecy and silence in esoteric matters. Silence creates power and pressure, which ultimately produce profound spiritual and psychological transformation.

The earliest phase of the initiatic process of the first degree is symbolically depicted in a diagram called “The Garden of Eden before the Fall” (shown above). This diagram, which is presented to the initiate in the 3=8 grade of Practicus, represents a stage of primordial innocence. At this stage the candidate typically sees the initiator in an unrealistically positive light as a sort of ideal or perfect parent. In this diagram, Eve, the female figure shown at the bottom of the Tree of Life, represents the ideal mother (and the Qabalistic Nephesh or instinctual nature); she is depicted supporting the pillars of Jachin and Boaz. Adam, representing the ideal father (and the Qabalistic ruach or the rational aspect) stands above her with his chest at the station of Tiphareth, arms outstretched towards Chesed and Gevurah.

This diagram represents the bliss of innocence: the candidate is living in a state of bliss because of his or her contact with the “ideal parents” as projected onto the initiator. This process is not unlike Jung’s portrayal of falling in love. According to Jung, when men fall in love,
they project their own feminine side or anima onto the beloved, while
women project the inner masculine, which Jung calls the animus.

This is the stage that is most susceptible to abuse by inept or un-
scrupulous initiators. Allegations of sexual harassment, manipulation,
and other forms of abuse have surfaced, not merely surrounding leaders
of occult orders, but in the mainstream religious community as well. As
Jim Jones, David Koresh, and the Order of the Solar Temple have
proven, this abuse of trust may even have fatal consequences.

Certain safeguards, such as laws enforcing ethical guidelines, have
been set up for psychotherapy. But as yet there are no such laws pro-
tecting initiates in esoteric fraternities, though emotional, physical, or
sexual abuse in these areas can be just as damaging. The decision to
enter initiation may therefore be likened to the decision to enter psy-
chotherapy, and the choice of a suitable initiator is at least as impor-
tant as that of a good psychotherapist. In both choices individuals
should be extremely judicious.

A further examination of the diagram of “The Garden of Eden before
the Fall” reveals the illusory nature of the relationship with the
ideal parents. One notices first of all the absence of the Supernal
Sephiroth (Kether, Binah, and Chokmah) on this Qabalistic Tree of
Life: they are symbolized only in potential by the winged female fig-
ure at the top of the Tree. This figure symbolizes the neshamah, or Di-
vine Feminine, of the Qabalists. Furthermore Eve (the female figure at
the foot of the Tree) stands upon a coiled seven-headed dragon.

This dragon has a long history. It is to be found as early as the Pa-
leolithic period in the form of the serpent associated with the consort
of the Great Mother Goddesses as well as with her Tree of Life. This
same serpent appears later in the Egyptian myths of Ra’s struggles
with the serpent-fiend Apep. In this same negative light it is encoun-

Nonetheless the serpent remains an important symbol of resurrec-
tion and the renewal of life, since it sheds its skin on a regular basis.
When interpreted psychologically, this serpentine dragon represents
what Jung calls the complexes of the personal unconscious.

The unfolding initiatic process inevitably leads to the situation
represented by the diagram entitled “The Garden of Eden after the
Fall” (depicted below). This diagram is shown to the candidate during
initiation into the 4=7 grade of Philosophus. Here the heads of the
dragon arise into consciousness; as shown in the diagram, they attach
themselves to the seven lower Sephiroth on the Tree of Life. At this
phase the initiate’s ego is assaulted by his or her personal complexes.

This is a necessary process for the awakening psyche, but it tends to be
an unpleasant one.
almost superhuman patience to endure the candidate’s outbursts.

This situation is complicated by what psychologists call “countertransference,” in which the initiator’s own personal complexes are projected onto the candidate. Initiators and therapists should never assume that they have become completely conscious of their own inner processes; no matter how much one has grown, one is always vulnerable to the further emergence of one’s own unconscious material. The initiator may even erupt into outbursts of irrational behavior, which may further escalate the situation.

This phase of initiation is also fertile ground for abuse by inept or unethical initiators, who may either be blinded by their own complexes or tempted to maintain the positive transference of the first stage. The adoration of students can easily seduce an initiator into attempting to maintain the illusory role of the charismatic, idealized patriarch or matriarch. But this would be poison to successful initiation and spiritual growth as well as to the health of any legitimate spiritual organization.

Initiators must therefore resist this tendency at all costs; otherwise the initiation cannot progress beyond the phase symbolized by “The Garden of Eden before the Fall.” Furthermore, the negative transference inevitably arrives! If a leader is unable or unwilling to become a focal point for these unpleasant projections, he or she will find some other object for them to be projected onto.

This leads to extremely unhealthy situations. Unscrupulous leaders are frequently obliged to find or create one or more scapegoats to serve as objects of the negative projections. This can lead to a pattern of abuse within, and expulsion from, the group. In the worst cases it leads to growing paranoia, as the scapegoat is projected onto an imaginary enemy or even society at large. Waco, Texas and Cheiry, Switzerland have become monuments to the danger of this dynamic.

At this point the esoteric community has placed far too little emphasis on personal growth and group dynamics. Yet it must be remembered that any time one comes into contact with spiritual energies, the contents of the personal unconscious will become activated as well. Hence esoteric orders need to facilitate personal growth alongside spiritual growth. The dynamics of personal interactions within these groups needs to be examined as well.

Throughout the first degree, the candidate was gradually entering into an entirely new relationship with his or her own Higher Self. In the early stages of the initiation, this relationship manifested chiefly through the unconscious projections onto the initiator. In the Portal of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, the seeds were planted to enable the relationship of the candidate with the Higher Self to become fully conscious. This birth into consciousness then occurs with the entry into the Ordo Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis during the initiation into the 5=6 grade of Adeptus Minor.

In the early part of this ritual, the candidate is symbolically bound to a cross (which symbolizes the elements). This voluntary submission of the ego to the Higher Self at length liberates the ego from the onslaught of the unconscious complexes. This is symbolized by the dropping away of the heads of the dragon from the Sephiroth (shown below).

After this stage of the ritual, the candidate is brought inside the Vault of the Adepti for the first time. This vault, a highly charged magical chamber, is the symbolic burial place of Christian Rosenkreutz (Frater CRC). As a place where the initiate is reborn, the vault thus partakes not only of the symbolism of tomb but that of the womb as well.

Once inside the vault the candidate is led to the head of the Pastos, the symbolic sarcophagus of Christian Rosenkreutz. When the lid of the Pastos is eventually removed to reveal the hidden figure of the
Chief Adept (the initiator) inside, the candidate symbolically becomes illuminated by an influx of consciousness coming from the Higher Self. The new adept thus begins to enter into an entirely new and fully conscious relationship with this Higher Self (as symbolized in the following diagram).

During this investigation we have gained an understanding of the psychological as well as the magical processes underlying legitimate initiation. This, however, is not the end. Many years ago Regardie called for further exploration of the integration of psychology and magic. In fact, one might call the area of overlap between these two fields "Esoteric Psychology."

This inquiry has been an attempt to make a small contribution to this emerging new field. The work, however, is just beginning. Standing at the vantage point of the end of the millennium, ten years after Regardie's death, we feel obliged to repeat his appeal for further research: "Whoever does succeed in welding these two [psychology and magic] indissolubly together, to him mankind will ever be grateful."
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APPENDIX VII
"I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give unto him that is athirst of the fountain of the water of life gratuitously. He that overcometh shall inherit all things, and I will be his God, and he shall be my son" (Revelation 21:6, 7).